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Preface

The present book includes extended and revised versions of a set of selected papers
from the 12th International Conference on Evaluation of Novel Approaches to Soft-
ware Engineering (ENASE 2017), held in Porto, Portugal, during April 28–29, 2017.

ENASE 2017 received 102 paper submissions from 30 countries, of which 14% are
included in this book. The papers were selected by the event chairs and their selection
is based on a number of criteria that include the classifications and comments provided
by the Program Committee members, the session chairs’ assessment, and also the
program chairs’ global view of all papers included in the technical program. The
authors of selected papers were then invited to submit a revised and extended version
of their paper having at least 30% innovative material.

The mission of ENASE (Evaluation of Novel Approaches to Software Engineering)
is to be a prime international forum for discussing and publishing research findings and
IT industry experiences related to novel approaches to software engineering. The
conference acknowledges an evolution in systems and software thinking due to con-
temporary shifts of the computing paradigm to e-services, cloud computing, mobile
connectivity, business processes, and societal participation. By publishing the latest
research on novel approaches to software engineering and by evaluating them against
systems and software quality criteria, ENASE conferences advance knowledge and
research in software engineering, including and emphasizing service-oriented,
business-process-driven, and ubiquitous mobile computing. ENASE aims at identifying
the most hopeful trends and proposing new directions for consideration by researchers
and practitioners involved in large-scale systems and software development, integra-
tion, deployment, delivery, maintenance, and evolution.

The papers selected to be included in this book contribute to the understanding of
relevant trends of current research on the evaluation of novel approaches to software
engineering, including: meta-modelling and model-driven development (p. 111, p. 174,
p. 212), cloud computing and SOA (p. 22, p. 134), business process management
(p. 46, p. 67, p. 174), requirements engineering (p. 89, p. 174), user interface design
(p. 3), formal methods (p. 150, p. 197), software product lines (p. 111), and embedded
systems (p. 230).

We would like to thank all the authors for their contributions and the reviewers for
ensuring the quality of this publication.

April 2017 Ernesto Damiani
George Spanoudakis
Leszek Maciaszek
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Guidelines for Designing User Interfaces
to Analyze Genetic Data. Case of Study:

GenDomus

Carlos Iñiguez-Jarrín1,2(&), Alberto García S.1,
José F. Reyes Román1,3, and Óscar Pastor López1

1 Research Center on Software Production Methods (PROS),
Universitat Politècnica de València, Camino Vera s/n., 46022 Valencia, Spain

{ciniguez,algarsi3,jreyes,opastor}@pros.upv.es
2 Departamento de Informática y Ciencias de la Computación,

Escuela Politécnica Nacional, Ladrón de Guevara E11-253, Quito, Ecuador
3 Department of Engineering Sciences, Universidad Central del Este (UCE),

Ave. Francisco Alberto Caamaño Deñó., 21000 San Pedro de Macorís,
Dominican Republic

Abstract. New Generation Technologies (NGS) have opened new opportuni-
ties in the genetic field. Analyzing data from large quantities of DNA sequenced
to transform it into knowledge has become a challenge. Several tools have been
developed to support the genetic analysis, however, most of them have user
interfaces that make it difficult to obtain knowledge from genetic data. The lack
of design guidelines in this domain leads to the development of user interfaces
that are far from satisfying the interaction needs of the domain. From the
experience of designing GenDomus, a web-based application to support
geneticists in the analysis of genetic data, several interaction-related consider-
ations emerged. Based on such considerations, we present guidelines for
designing user interfaces that support geneticists in the analysis of genetic data.
Such guidelines become important recommendations to be considered in the
design of user interfaces in the genetic field.

Keywords: User interface design � Design guidelines � GenDomus
Genomic information

1 Introduction

The Next-Generation Sequence (NGS) technologies [1] have promoted the prolifera-
tion of software applications to allow practitioners to manage huge considerable DNA
genetic information. The analysis of genetic data is a domain that requires collaborative
coordination between clinicians of several fields to identify and analyze patterns to
justify or discard genetic anomalies. In this domain, several supporting tools have been
developed, especially for analyzing variant1 genomic files (e.g., VCF [2]). These tools

1 Variation (or variants): naturally occurring genetic differences among organisms in the same species
[citable by Nature Edu.].

© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
E. Damiani et al. (Eds.): ENASE 2017, CCIS 866, pp. 3–22, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-94135-6_1
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include powerful data operations (filtering, unions, comparing, etc.), capable to operate
at a low level over file data. However, to operate these tools, geneticists must have high
computational skills, since the user interfaces (UI) provided by the tools lack the
interaction mechanisms to facilitate the data analysis.

The UI’s goal is, among other things, to maximize learning speed, minimize cognitive
load, provide visual clues, promote visual quality, minimize error rate, maximize the speed
of use, and provide adequate aesthetics. To achieve this goal, UI designers rely on design
guidelines defined from the observation of problems and needs in UI design. Constantly
refining the guidelines is important to maintain their validity. As needs and problems arise,
new guidelines must appear to address them. The design guidelines are recommendations
rather than standards and serve to guide a designer to get UI’s adapted to the real needs of
the domain and guarantee the use of them. From a more global perspective, UI design
guidelines become key guides for better human-machine interaction.

In a previous work [3], we focused on (a) defining general design guidelines to
address aspects related to interaction and collaboration which are indispensable for the
design of genetic data analysis applications and (b) reporting the progress in the
implementation of GenDomus, a web application designed under the general design
guidelines to facilitate the genetic analysis for diagnosing genetic diseases. This work
extends the previous work by refining the general guidelines, specifically, these that
address the interaction issues in the analysis of genetic variants. From the general
design guidelines and interviews with domain specialists, we derive fine-grained design
guidelines focused on dealing with interaction issues. The derived guidelines become
the starting point for a new iteration in the GenDomus implementation. The advances
over our previous work [3] are:

(a) To describe a motivating scenario to illustrate how GenDomus works in the
genetic analysis.

(b) To extend high-level interaction guidelines by defining low-level guidelines based
on lessons learned from the implementation of GenDomus.

(c) To define design guidelines related to the platform that supports the application.

To achieve these advances following this research line, we firstly overview and
analyze the current tools for analyzing genomic data and outline the common func-
tionalities and characteristics between them. In Sect. 3, we make an overview of the
workflow to guide the genetic data analysis. Section 4 describes the GenDomus
application by mainly focusing on the UI’s. In Sect. 5, we present the motivating
scenario upon which GenDomus application has been demonstrated to the stakehold-
ers. Section 6 extends the general design guidelines from the lessons learned of
designing the GenDomus application. Finally, we close the paper presenting the
conclusions and outlining future work.

2 Related Works

Some tools have been developed to process the sequenced DNA data. A literature
review about tools to manipulate genetic data from VCF files was presented in a
previous work [3]. It serves as source of information to define new guidelines to
address interaction issues.

4 C. Iñiguez-Jarrín et al.
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In that literature review, eight tools such as VCF-Miner [4], DECIPHER [5],
BIERapp [6], ISAAC [7], PolyTB [8], DraGnET [9], Variant Tool Chest (VTC) [10]
and VCF Tools [2] were selected considering following criteria: relevance (tools
reporting the highest number of citations by articles or experiments in the genomic
domain), modernity (tools that have emerged in the last 6 years), collaboration (tools
that incorporate collaborative aspects), cognitive support (tools supporting the cogni-
tive process of users).

The analysis of these tools allows identifying a set of characteristics that become a
generic profile of a genetic analysis application. Table 1 shows the characteristics
categorized into usability, collaboration, data operations, cognitive aspects and UI and
their correspondence with each tool.

Table 1. Comparative tool analysis.

Tools

Characteristic Description VCF-
Miner

DECIPHER BiERapp ISAAC PolyTB DraGnET VTC VCFTools

Interface type Application
platform

WEB WEB WEB WEB WEB WEB CLI CLI

Usability

Easy-to-use Non-technical
users are able to
use the tool

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Collaborative aspects

Collaborative
synchronous
analysis

Real-time and co-
located analysis

Share data Share data
between members
of team

✓ ✓

Cognitive aspects

Interpret Explain the
meaning of data
behaviour

✓ ✓ ✓

Perceive Acquire
knowledge
through data
graphs

✓ ✓ ✓

Operations over the data

Operation Description VCF-
Miner

DECIPHER BiERapp ISAAC PolyTB DraGnET VTC VCFTools

Query Find data on a
specific topic

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Filter Exclude the data
which are not
wanted

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Annotate Add notes to data ✓ ✓ ✓

Static
visualization

Read only data
graph

✓ ✓ ✓

Interactive
visualization

Data filtering
enabled by graphs

(continued)

Guidelines for Designing User Interfaces to Analyze Genetic Data 5
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As is shown in the Table 1, the predominating architectures in the applications of
genetic analysis are standalone and client-server. Applications such as VTC and VCF
Tools have been built under a standalone architecture where the deployment of the
application is done on the same machine where the application is developed and
executed. On the other hand, web-based applications such as VCF Miner, DECIPHER,
BierApp, ISAAC, PolyTB and DraGNET have been obviously designed under a client-
server architecture, a distributed approach where clients make requests and servers
respond to such requests.

The UI styles that predominate in genetic analysis tools are the Command Line
Interface (CLI) and graphical user interface (GUI). Tools based on CLI interact with
the user through commands that execute specific actions. This kind of interaction
implies a high cognitive load for the user, which is why these kinds of interfaces are
probably more complicated to use. By contrast, GUIs allow direct manipulation (i.e.,
the user interacts directly with the interface elements) and are available as desktop UI’s
or as web user interfaces (WUI) that are accessible from web browsers. The authors of
WUI-based tools argue that using the web as a platform makes possible to create easy-
to-use tools and reduce the cognitive load of the end-user. In fact, using web forms to
search for variants with just one mouse click is easier than remembering the sequence
of commands and symbols to search for variants via CLI.

Collaboration mechanisms encourage the synergy of the geneticists. ISAAC and
DraGnET are web-based applications that incorporate collaboration mechanisms to
allow users to share data between them and publish information available to external
users. Such collaboration mechanisms rely on the communication capabilities provided
by the platform architecture. In contrast to standalone architecture, web architecture

Table 1. (continued)

Operations over the data

Operation Description VCF-
Miner

DECIPHER BiERapp ISAAC PolyTB DraGnET VTC VCFTools

Prediction Recommend data
or related actions

Store reusable
actions

Store actions to be
reused

✓ ✓ ✓

Merge Link data from
different data sets

✓ ✓

Intersection Obtain the
common data
between two data
sets

✓ ✓

Compaction Estimate the
similarities or
differences
between two or
more data sets

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Complement Obtain the data set
that does not
belong to the
selected data set

✓ ✓

6 C. Iñiguez-Jarrín et al.
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support a distributed communication between several points, therefore, the tools based
on web platform can implement collaborative mechanisms.

The data graphical visualization is a feature to help users perceive the shape of data
and it is present in some tools. Although the tabular format is commonly used by the
tools to represent the data, tools such as DECIPHER, ISAAC, and PolyTB take
advantage of data graphical visualization to support the cognitive human capabilities to
data analysis (i.e., perceiving and interpreting).

Operations on data are functionalities closely related to the platform on which the
tool is implemented. Powerful data operations such as merge, intersect, compare and
complement are more common on the CLI-based tools such as VCF Tools and VTC. In
contrast, data operations to retrieve data (e.g., querying and filtering) are more common
on web-based tools.

Although there are several tools aimed to support the diagnosis of genetic diseases,
there is not a standard guide containing all the functionalities and features required to
design a genetic analysis application. GenDomus is a web-based application designed
to support the genetic analysis by incorporating interaction and collaborative mecha-
nisms. However, the real contribution of the GenDomus design is to gather the func-
tionalities present on the domain tools and define a set of guidelines that serves as
useful recommendations to design genetic applications. We have already made a first
endeavor by defining general guidelines where the interaction and collaborative aspects
are treated. In the next sections, we will overview the set of defined guidelines and
refine them by incorporating more detailed guidelines.

3 Genetic Diagnosis Scenario

Human diseases can be determined through the genes that cause them [11], a deter-
ministic approach that turns a disease into a genetic condition. The genetic diagnosis
aims to identify the genetic elements that cause a certain disease. The genetic diagnosis
starts from a tissue sample and includes the analysis of mutations within genes and the
interpretation of the effects that cause such mutations from information.

A genetic diagnosis project requires the active participation of several specialists
(i.e., biologists, geneticists, bioinformatics, etc.), working on a collaboratively way to
analyze the genetic samples and identify relevant patterns in the data. The resulting
findings are documented in a final report as evidence of the analysis. For example, in
the case of genetic analysis for diagnosing diseases described by Villanueva et al. [12],
the geneticists analyze the genetic variants contained in a DNA samples which have
been obtained from a VCF format file. The geneticists search for genetic variants
related to one pathology, identify relevant patterns in the data and define whether or not
the patient is at risk of developing a certain disease.

For such scenario, a workflow for diagnosing genetic diseases was defined in [3].
The workflow is made up of three stages: Data Selection, Variant Analysis and
Curation.

Guidelines for Designing User Interfaces to Analyze Genetic Data 7
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• Data Selection: The geneticists select the suitable data sources (i.e., genetic data
sources) to compare with the samples containing genetic variants. The next stages
related to the data analysis rely on the data selected in this stage since selecting data
sources that are not suitable for analysis will produce inaccurate results or incorrect
diagnostics.

• Variant Analysis: The geneticists work collaboratively exploring the genetic
variants in the sample, filtering the data to focus on the relevant genetic variants. To
interpret the effects produced for each genetic variation, the geneticists gather
information about diseases which are related to the genetic variation. The aim of
this stage is to select the relevant genetic variants that can lead to relevant findings.

• Curation: In this stage, specialists consolidate all findings and proceed to draw
conclusions that support the diagnostic report.

4 GenDomus

GenDomus is a web-based solution that incorporates advanced interaction and col-
laborative mechanisms to help geneticists when diagnosing genetic diseases. The
project was carried out by the PROS Research Center’s Genome Group2 and partici-
pated in an applied science European project that encourages the use of FIWARE
Future Internet platform as a cloud platform of public use and free of royalties. In fact,
the GenDomus architecture was designed considering the FIWARE3 Generic Enablers
(GEs) to support the interactive and collaborative features inherent to the diagnosis of
genetic diseases.

The GEs are the key components in the development of future internet applications
(i.e., FIWARE applications). Each GE provides a set of application programming
interfaces APIs and its open reference for components development, which are
accessible from FIWARE catalogue together with its description and documentation
[13]. To design and implement the web UI, considering the need of visual data rep-
resentation, collaboration and interaction, we have considered two GEs: WireCloud
[14] and 2D-UI [15].

WireCloud, a web application for mashups, offers powerful functionalities (e.g.,
heterogeneous data integration, business logic and web UI components) that allows
users to create their own dashboards with RIA functionalities [16]. In fact, WireCloud
follows the philosophy of turning users into the developers of their own applications.
Consequently, the users are provided by a Composition Editor, called “dashboard”, to
edit, name, place and resize visual components. Dashboards are used to set up the
connections and interactions between the visual components (i.e., widgets, operators
and back-end services) in a customized way. Instead, the server side provides services
and functionalities like cross-domain proxy to access to external sources, store the data
and persistence state of mashups and the capability to connect to other FIWARE GEs.
The widgets are the UI components developed under web technologies (HTML, CSS

2 http://www.pros.webs.upv.es.
3 https://www.fiware.org/.
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and JavaScript) capable to send and receive state change events from the remainder
widgets placed on the dashboard by an event based wiring engine. For instance, a
component containing Google maps to represent a position by a coordinate. On the
other hand, the operators are useful components to provide data or back-end services to
widgets. Developers can create both widgets and operators and make them available to
the end user through FIWARE catalogue4. On the one hand, the developers create
widgets and operators, packed in zipped file format (wgt) and upload them to the
FIWARE catalogue. While on the other hand, the users create their own dashboards
using the available operators and widgets from the catalogue [13]. WireCloud’s
dashboards provide dynamism and interaction between the visible components through
the “wiring” and “piping” mechanisms. These mechanisms are useful for orchestrating
the widget-to-widget interaction and widget-to-back services respectively [17].

The generic enabler 2D-UI is a JavaScript library for generating advanced and
dynamic Web UI’s based on HTML5. Its implementation supports the use of W3C
standards, the ability to define reusable web components that support 2D and 3D
interactions and the reduction of fragmentation issues produced in the presentation of
graphical UI’s across devices. The main idea is to enclose in a single web component,
both the graphical UI and the mechanism for recording and reporting of events pro-
duced by input devices. The web components implementation is achieved by Polymer5

JavaScript library, whereas the register and notification of events is achieved by
Input API, an application programming interface to deal with the events produced by
input devices (e.g., mouse, keyboard, game pad) on the web browser. Polymer allows
creating fully functional interoperable components, which work as DOM standard
elements, which means a web component package HTML code, a functionality
expressed on JavaScript and customized CSS styles for the proper functioning of the
component.

WireCloud widgets can be reused within the dashboard to show different infor-
mation in form and content, according to the needs of the user. For example, in Fig. 2A,
the same widget has been used to create three graphical components, the first one
displaying the number of variants per chromosome through a Pie chart (Fig. 2Ab), the
second one displaying the number of genetic variants by phenotype through a Bar chart
(Fig. 2Ac) and the last one (Fig. 2Ad) displaying the number of genetic variants by
clinical significance.

The statistical graphs support trigger events caused by sector selection and chart
resizing due to the nvd36 JavaScript library used for this purpose. The nvd3 library
provides a set of suitable statistical charts to represent a huge amount of data. For this
prototype, we have used the Pie Chart and the Discrete Bar Chart. In this way, these
charts incorporate filter mechanisms by selecting chart sectors which makes it possible
to create dynamic queries in an ease way.

GenDomus is built upon a suitable Conceptual Model of the Human Genome
(CMHG) [18] that gather the domain concepts (e.g., chromosome, gen, variation, VCF,

4 https://catalogue.fiware.org/.
5 https://www.polymer-project.org/1.0/.
6 http://nvd3.org/.
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etc.) and its relationships as is described in [3]. Through the CMHG, GenDomus can
integrate the data sources required to the diagnosis of genetic diseases and create
valuable links to the genetic variants form the samples.

At the front-end level, GenDomus consists of three UI’s (data loading, genetic
variant analysis and curation) that address each of the phases of the workflow for
diagnosing genetic diseases discussed in the previous section.

In this section, we detail the UI’s of the application highlighting the technological
components provided by the FIWARE platform and how they have been orchestrated
to address the aspects of interaction and collaboration.

4.1 Graphical User Interface

The front end is composed of three (3) complementary web interfaces: data loading,
genetic variant analysis and curation, which are implemented under web standards
such as HTML5, JavaScript (Bootstrap7, jQuery8) and CSS. The three UI’s are aimed at
covering the three stages of genetic diagnosis described in the Sect. 3 of this paper.

Through the “Data loading” web page (Fig. 1), the geneticists select the genetic
samples to be analyzed along with the genetic databases with which the geneticists
want to compare. This UI is composed of three web components that retrieve infor-
mation from the underlying genome CM. The web component “project-info” (Fig. 1a)
presents the information of the genetic analysis project created to identify the analysis
in process together with the number of samples and data sources for the analysis. The
“Samples” panel (Fig. 1b) lists the genetic samples grouped by analysis study, while
the “Data Sources” panel (Fig. 1c) lists the available public genetic databases.

The “Genetic Variant Analysis” web page (Fig. 2A) incorporates a dashboard
where the user can place and set up widgets that incorporate bi-dimensional (2D)
statistical charts to represent how the data is distributed. The charts bring dynamism to
the data exploration, since every data chart placed on the dashboard is sensitive to
interactions and changes in the others. In fact, each effect caused by selecting a chart
sector is propagated and visualized in the rest of charts; thereby we provide an easy use
aesthetic system to build dynamic queries.

The genetic samples selected in the Data loading web page (Fig. 1b) are showed in
the Analysis web page through the Data List component (Fig. 2Aa) with the option to
select or deselect the samples participants in the data exploration. Interlinked charts
provide visualization of filter propagation effect and it serves as a helpful feedback
resource for users. The filters generated are showed in a filter stack panel (Fig. 2Ae)
enabling user to remember the actions executed, modify the query options or infer
information about the data showed in the graph. Ordering functionality is provided to
user to customize the view. The widgets have been developed based on the WireCloud
documentation, compressed in a file with “wgt” extension and uploaded on FIWARE
catalogue to be used by the final user.

7 http://getbootstrap.com/.
8 https://jquery.com/.
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In addition, interaction with data can be performed through any web-based device
(e.g. tablets, laptops). The main idea is to filter the information graphically to identify
relevant information related to genetic diseases.

Because of the filtering and data exploration in the genetic variant analysis web
page, the resulting genetic variants that accomplish with the filter constraints are
showed in the table of results contained in the “Curation” web page (Fig. 2B).

Fig. 1. Data loading web page allows to select the available samples and data sources to perform
the genetic data analysis (Source: [3]).
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The “Curation” web page allow the project leader together to analysts to filter and
compare the data to draw up conclusions to support the making decision. Formulating a
diagnosis report implies gather the findings all together. The main idea is to analyze the
filtered information, generate data value and appropriate information for supporting the
decision-making that will be documented in the final report. This UI is built by the web

Fig. 2. GenDomus web user interfaces. The Analysis web page (A) presents a dynamic
dashboard containing interlinked widgets: The Sample widget lists the set of samples selected in
the data loading web page, three statistical 2D charts to explore the data and a filter list to store
each selected chart sector. The curation web page (B) lists the filtered variants by user to be
considered in the diagnosis disease report. (Source: [3]).
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component “curation-table” (Fig. 2Ba) which shows in tabular format the detail of
selected genetic variants because of the interaction in the dashboard mentioned in the
variant analysis stage.

Additionally, the design of web UI’s has been adapted to wide range of display
devices because of Accessibility guideline implementation.

Based on the workflow for the diagnosis of genetic diseases, the following section
describes a motivating scenario that illustrates how the interaction and collaboration
mechanisms provided by GenDomus become a useful tool for genetic analysis.

5 Motivating Scenario: The Collaborative Room

GenDomus is a prototype in continuous evolution. In fact, a first demonstration of the
application based on a motivating scenario, has already been made to project’s
stakeholders. The motivating scenario describes how the mechanisms of interaction and
collaboration incorporated in GenDomus are useful for the genetic analysis, specifically
the genetic analysis for diagnosing genetic diseases. In this section, we describe the
motivating scenario and highlight the functionalities provided by GenDomus that intent
to make the genetic analysis an easy activity.

5.1 Motivating Scenario

James, Francis and Johan (assumed names), a team of geneticists, plan a diagnosis
session to study the samples of a family of 4 members and determine if the presence of
cancer in one of them (the daughter specifically) has genetic reasons and, if applicable,
identify which members of the family are carriers of the same disease.

To this end, the geneticists meets in the “cognitive room” (Fig. 3), a physical room
specially designed to facilitate the collaborative work of geneticists. This room is
equipped with several display devices (i.e., laptop, smart TV, tablet) that access to the
GenDomus application through the internet.

As a first step, James (the team leader) uses one of the smart TV’s located on the
left wall of the room (Fig. 3a), to select the genetic samples and the data sources for the
analysis, as shown in Fig. 1. He selects the samples from each member of the family as
well as ClinVar and dbSNP (SNP database), the data sources that will provide infor-
mation about diseases. Then, GenDomus processes the data by matching each genetic
variation in the samples with the information from data sources. After the process, the
resulting genetic variants together with its related disease information are displayed in
the curation screen, as shown in Fig. 2B, by using a second smart TV located on the
right wall of the room (Fig. 3b).

Now, the geneticists have a huge set of data to be analyzed. Therefore, the
geneticists need to visualize how the data is distributed, from different perspectives, as
well as to apply filter conditions to focus on the relevant genetic variants. Each team
member adds a data chart to the analysis screen displayed through the smart TV located
in the center of the room (Fig. 3c). James, the team leader, uses his laptop to create,
drag and drop a pie chart that shows how the variants are distributed with respect to the
“chromosomes”, (as shown in Fig. 2Ab). At the same time, Francis uses his tablet
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(Fig. 3d) to create a bar chart that shows how the variants are distributed with respect to
“clinical significance” (as shown in Fig. 2Ad) whereas Johan, using his laptop, creates
a bar chart that shows how the variants are distributed with respect to “phenotypes” (or
diseases), as shown in Fig. 2Ac.

Since the data charts have interactive capabilities, James and his colleagues interact
directly with them to filter the genetic variants. In fact, Francis uses his tablet (Fig. 3d)
to filter the variants related with the chromosome 13 (the chromosome where the
cancer-related BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes are located) by selecting the corresponding
sector in the Pie Chart (Fig. 2Ab). Because of this interaction, every device in the
collaborative room automatically synchronizes its state, so the geneticists can follow
the data analysis in progress from either their mobile devices or the smart TVs, without
losing any of the actions performed in the analysis.

During the diagnostic session, Johan observes in the curation screen (Fig. 3b) that
according to ClinVar, most of the variants are “benign” (the variation has not effect on
the breast cancer disease); however, there are other variants that have been categorized
differently.

Johan wants to analyze these variants without interrupting or affecting the analysis
carried out by the whole team; therefore, He uses his tablet to access his individual
work space and filters the variants. He realizes that the variants are “intronic variants”

Fig. 3. Collaborative room for diagnosing genetic diseases.
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(i.e., a variation located within a region of the gene that does not change the amino acid
code), and informs it to their colleagues. Thanks to Johan’s individual analysis, the
team decides to discard the benign and intronic variants from the variants causing the
disease.

From the remaining set of variants, the team use the curation screen (Fig. 3b) to
filter the variants whose “clinical significance” is “uncertain” but they realize that such
variants are not present in the sample of the daughter (the one with cancer) and
therefore these must also be discarded.

Consequently, the geneticists team concludes that the cancer of the daughter of the
family is not genetically related.

This motivating scenario has illustrated how the interactive and collaborative
capabilities of GenDomus are useful for the diagnosis of genetic diseases. From a more
abstract perspective, these tangible capabilities are the result of applying general design
guidelines that specifically address both the interaction and collaboration aspects. In the
next section, we describe the design guidelines that have been considered in the
GenDomus design and that we think, these can be considered, in a broader sense, as
general guidelines for the design and implementation of genetic analysis applications.

6 Design Guidelines

In a previous work [3], we present the design guidelines upon which the GenDomus
application was designed. These guidelines address the interaction, collaboration, and
platform issues that are central to GenDomus design. We call these guidelines as high-
level guidelines (HLG’s) as they address the above issues from a rather general point
of view.

Figure 4 summarize the HLG’s by showing the guidelines grouped by issues.
While the interaction issues group the visualization and prediction guidelines, the
collaboration issues group the communication, accessibility and workspaces guide-
lines. Supporting the issues of interaction and collaboration, we can find the platform
issues grouping the guidelines to deal, among others, with infrastructure, performance,
storage issues.

Although these HLG’s become useful recommendations for designing genetic
analysis applications, they are very general and lose sight of the detail of problems in
the domain. Therefore, low-level design guidelines (LLG’s) are needed to refine and
specify the HLG’s.

In this work, our goal is to define LLG’s to refine the HLG’s related to the issues of
interaction and platform since such issues are closely related to our main target: The UI
design.

To achieve this goal, we take advantage of the lessons learned from the design and
implementation of GenDomus, since such lessons are useful for (a) enriching each
HLG by providing a set of LLG’s that refine it, and (b) adding new guidelines to deal
with technological platform aspects.

The set of guidelines (i.e., HLG’s and LLG’s) is described following a top-down
perspective. First, we describe the HLG’s by highlighting how it was applied to
GenDomus, and then we describe the LLG’s to refine each HLG.
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6.1 Design Guidelines for User Interfaces

From the HLG’s (i.e., visualization and prediction) that address the interaction issues,
we derive LLG’s. In other words, we refine each HLG by incorporating the observa-
tions obtained from interviews with geneticists.

Interviews with geneticists from TellmeGen9, a recognized genetic laboratory from
Valencia, Spain, yielded important and more detailed observations. TellmeGen offers
personal genetic services. Through its on-line platform, it is possible to perform per-
sonal genetic tests in an easy, comfortable and fast way. The interviews conducted in
this laboratory arose some recommendations related to the interaction of how to search
for information and how to document the findings.

The guidelines presented here aim to improve the usability of the system, thus
providing a better user experience.

HLG: Visualization
Provide appropriate interactive visualization mechanisms for data discovery and
knowledge extraction.

When analyzing genetic data, analysts are challenged to gain knowledge from high
and heterogeneous volume of data. The human capacity to figure out the data rela-
tionships hidden into extensive sequence of data, is limited; therefore, visualization
mechanisms are needed to shape the data and explore it. As the well-known saying

Fig. 4. Fundamental design guidelines for genetic diseases’ diagnosis applications.

9 http://www.tellmegen.com/.
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goes: “A picture is worth a thousand words”, information graphs (maps, flowcharts,
bar plots, pie charts, etc.) become a powerful mechanism for understanding and
expressing knowledge that is often difficult through other forms of expression (e.g.
verbal, written). Tidwell [19] mentions that good interactive information graphics
allows users to answer questions such as: How is the data organized? What is related
to what? How can these data be exploited? The interactive graphics provide significant
advantages over static graphics. Through interactive graphics, users move from being
passive observers to being the main and active actors in the discovery of knowledge,
deciding how they want to visualize, explore and analyze the data and their
relationships.

GenDomus incorporates information graphics as a powerful and suitable mecha-
nism to (a) concretize the form of data, (b) understand data easily, (c) explore data
from a visual and interactive perspective, (d) draw conclusions and transmit knowl-
edge from what the user sees and thinks. For example, the available GenDomus data
charts (i.e., pie chart and bar chart) are used to show the data distribution from the
different point of views as well as data filtering mechanisms. In this way, a Pie Chart is
not only useful to show the data distribution across multiple sectors, but also to filter
the data by “clicking” on a certain chart sector. Consequently, the entire data set is
segregated under the given filter condition and the new data distribution, from each
perspective, is visualized instantaneously through the different graphic components
(e.g., charts, data table) involved into the same analysis space. In this way, information
graphics make the data filtering an easier direct data manipulation task allowing the
user to be aware of the data behavior change.

LLG 1: Interactive Data Charts. – Provide interactive data charts that allow both
visualizing how the data is distributed and filtering the data across multiple criteria.

Unlike command-line-based applications that require the user to enter certain
commands to filter data, web-based applications have more visual interfaces (web
forms) to facilitate data filtering. The trend is to enable users without advanced com-
puter skills to perform data operations in an easy, intuitive and efficient way. In this
respect, interactive charts support such a trend and become powerful mechanisms for
visualizing and filtering data.

The study of biological pathways [20] is a clear scenario where the LLG 1 can be
applied. The study of biological pathways is relevant to know the roots of a human
disease. Therefore, knowing the genetic variants involved in different biological
pathways becomes a necessity. By using interactive data charts, such as a Column
chart, geneticists can visualize the behavior of genetic variants with respect to bio-
logical pathways and filter the genetic variants to find which of them are related to a
certain disease. Concretely, each column in the chart represents a pathway from the
data set and the variable height of the column depends on the number of genetic
variants contained in the pathway. Once the columns have been displayed, the
geneticist can select one or another column to filter the variants or show, through
another UI control such as the data table, the list of genetic variants related to the
selected pathway.

LLG 2: Parallel Visualization. – Provide parallel visualization mechanisms that
allow visual comparisons on the data.
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A scenario where LLG 2 can be applied, for example, is the comparison of bio-
logical pathways. The user needs to compare biological pathways (one healthy with
one sick) to determine the problems caused by the mutations. Parallel visualization of
pathways allows the user to easily and intuitively identify genetic differences and draw
conclusions about them.

LLG 3: Operations between Samples. – Provide set operations (i.e., join, inter-
section, difference, complement) to produce new datasets or compare two or more
similar datasets.

One scenario where this guideline is applied is the comparison of genetic samples.
Genetic samples contain numerous amounts of genetic variation. Analyzing two
genetic samples involves, among other things, identifying and visualizing, at the level
of genetic variation, the differences between the samples (for example, listing the
genetic variants that are in one sample and are not in the other). In this scenario, set
operations play a key role. The intersection operation, for example, will allow to
quickly identify the coincident variants between the two samples. The execution of
each set operation produces new sets of genetic variants that can be used in later
operations.

HLG: Prediction
Use the user-data interactions as a source of information to predict the next steps in
the knowledge discovery.

LLG 4: Literature Search Methods. – Improve the literature search process through
recommendations based on a history of user interactions.

To interpret the effects produced by certain genetic variation, geneticists review the
clinical literature (e.g., clinical studies, research articles, clinical reports) in search of
evidence to support the such interpretation.

The search and review process of literature is not trivial. Geneticists use extensive
lists of terms like query strings to retrieve, through web browsers, documents or content
related to the search string. In some cases, the results are not as expected, because some
terms have not been included in the search string.

This process can be facilitated by using user interactions as a natural means to
generate precise search strings and to recommend literature associated with the topic of
interest. The application can recommend the revision of some literature related to the
subject of interest, based on analysis of user interactions in the literature search process
(e.g., search terms, applied data filters, search criteria defined, etc.) and interactions
stored in a database of previously defined knowledge.

LLG 5: Documentation of Findings. –Provide the user with ways to record their
findings during genetic data analysis.

Throughout the analysis of data, geneticists observe certain behaviors in the data or
information that are relevant when making decisions and generate conclusions. For
example, to interpret what a genetic variation represents, geneticists read literature
(e.g., blogs, medical articles) with information on diseases related to such genetic
variation. During review and reading of literature, the geneticist needs to record genes,
mutations or diseases strongly related to genetic variation. In addition, as if a reference
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manager were (e.g., Mendeley10 or Zotero11), the annotations should include the
information of the resource to which they refer. This information will serve for further
review.

LLG 6: Interfaces with Assisted Interaction. – Use the end user interaction to guide
the user in the data analysis.

The amount of data involved in genetic analysis is so large and scattered. Conse-
quently, the user gets lost when browsing or exploring the data. From the set of
interactions performed on previous data analysis, the UI should be able to assist the
user on performing the data analysis. Previous interactions, performed by geneticists in
past analysis, can be the source of knowledge for current and future analysis.

Each interaction performed contains information about WHAT and WHY a certain
analysis action (e.g., select, filter, navigate) was performed, therefore, the user can be
guided in the data exploration by using the experience of other experts. When looking
for disease-causing variants, for example, the interactions from previous diagnostics are
useful for answering questions such as What other navigable options do I have from
here? Which data relationships were explored by other analysts in similar searches?
Why were they explored? What other information was searched in previous and similar
diagnostics?

6.2 Platform Design Guidelines

From the previous experience that has been generated from the development of Gen-
Domus, six guidelines have been extracted and defined with the aim of laying the
foundations of the platform that supports the execution of GenDomus. This platform
will inherit and enhance existing GenDomus capabilities. These guidelines are defined
for the sole purpose of accelerating genetic analysis, facilitating work, and automating
existing repetitive tasks as much as possible. Thus, we describe the guidelines:

LLG 7: Scalability Support. – The system must support scalability in both computing
and storage capacity.

The initial amount of data used on the platform will be high; nonetheless, this
amount will not be static and will, over the time, be increased with new genetic
information thanks to the work of geneticists identifying and isolating this information.

Likewise, the number of users and professionals who carry out analysis through our
tool will grow, meaning that the load of the system will increase too. The tool must
handle this increase of data and concurrent users satisfactorily, it must have the elas-
ticity to allow dynamic growing of stored knowledge base and compute capacity to
manage possible peaks of use of the application.

LLG 8: Availability. – Complete availability of the system must be guaranteed.
With a growing user base, to important scalable dimensions are identified: on the

one hand, the greater the application is used, the more information will be stored in the
system and therefore more frequently will be accessed. On the other hand, the more the

10 https://mendeley.com/.
11 https://www.zotero.org/.
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application is accessed, the more dependent of the application the users will be. This
implies that the platform must offer high availability.

Application architecture will have the necessary mechanisms to guarantee its
availability in most situations.

LLG 9: Transparent Processing. – Data loading and data modification must be
transparent to the user.

The goal of the users of the application should be to focus on the analysis and
extraction of new information from data, hiding the obtaining of the data. This
guideline worked well in GenDomus but was limited: data sources could only be
managed before starting the analysis. Our purpose is to improve the guideline even
more in the new application. For this reason, data sources will be handled in a way that
will permit the user to dynamically change the working data set: adding and deleting
different data sources while an analysis is being done.

LLG 10: Query Execution Time. – To reduce the queries processing time.
The goal of the platform is to speed up genetic analysis. Therefore, the minimum

processing time of a query execution must be determined, analyzed and reduced
considering the existing hardware capabilities.

Unlike the current GenDomus architecture, the next one will guarantee a maximum
execution time until an executed query returns the information; moreover, when pos-
sible, the information will be delivered and shown to the user “on the fly”, no need to
wait until the full set of data is created or processed.

The usability needs of end users are changing; however, the set or defined
guidelines becomes a starting point to improve the usability of GenDomus. Future
requirements will be added to meet the needs of end-users. The goal is to design the
necessary interaction in the domain and generate usable UI’s that address the challenge
of consuming genetic data.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we presented refined guidelines for designing UI’s aimed to the genetic
analysis. These guidelines have been derived from general guidelines proposed in an
earlier work, the experience learned from the design of a web based prototype appli-
cation (called GenDomus) for the genetic analysis as well as from the observations
obtained from interviews with geneticists.

In this work, we presented a motivating scenario that illustrate how the GenDomus
application can facilitate the genetic analysis.

To understand how the GenDomus application facilitates the activities of genetic
analysis, we provided a narrated motivating scenario called “Collaborative Room”.
This scenario, from which a demonstration of GenDomus for the stakeholders was
made, allowed us to identify in more detail the guidelines necessary to design UI’s
suitable for the genetic analysis.

We present a set of 10 low-level design guidelines that address interaction and
platform issues in the design of genetic analysis UI’s. These low-level guidelines refine
the high-level guidelines defined in an earlier work. The set of design guidelines
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becomes a powerful tool that allows designers to design UI’s suitable for the genetic
analysis domain. It is important to note that, just as the data consumption needs in the
genetic analysis domain are constantly evolving, the guidelines presented in this paper
are susceptible to refinements as the domain needs are updated.

For the future, we will implement the low-level guidelines into the GenDomus
application and will plan to validate the application in real scenarios.
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Abstract. Service-Oriented Computing is largely accepted as a well-founded
reference paradigm for Service-Oriented Architecture that integrates Service-
Oriented Middleware and the Web Service interaction patterns. In most SOA
applications, SOAP as a communication protocol is adopted to develop Web
services. SOAP is highly extensible and ensures confidentiality and integrity as
specified within the WS-Security standards. Securing this protocol is obviously
a vital issue for securing Web services and SOA applications.
One of the functionalities of SOM is to provide strong security solutions for

SOC based applications. As distinct models of SOM started to develop to suit
particular requirements, a complete security solution for SOA applications
emerged as a new challenge. Moreover, with the wide adoption of SOC, web
service applications are no longer contained within tightly controlled environ-
ments, and thus could be subjected to malicious attacks, such as Denial of
Service attacks. To present, one of the most critical issues for SOM is the
absence of a complete security solution. This is a state that threatens the suc-
cessfulness of the Web services and SOA applications.
Our proposed Biologically Inspired Anomaly Detection Framework presents

a generic security service that protects web services against denial of service
attacks at the service-oriented middleware layer. It employs three processes,
namely: (i) the Initiation Process, (ii) the Recognition Process and (iii) the Co-
stimulation Process. These processes constitute the detection mechanism of DoS
attacks usually infused in the SOAP message in the service interaction of SOA.
To evaluate our work, we have developed a prototype that showed that our

proposed security service was able to detect SOAP-based DoS attacks targeting
a web service. The results show that the proposed prototype was capable to
detect most attacks administered to the system. The average percentage of attack
detection for our prototype was 73.41% as compared to an external commercial
parser which was 44.09%.
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1 Introduction

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) serves as a flexible architectural approach to
create and integrate software systems built from autonomous services [1, 2].
With SOA, integration becomes protocol-independent, distributed, and loosely cou-
pled, i.e. clean separation of service interfaces from internal implementations, as end
solution that is likely to be composed of services. In SOA, software resources are
packaged as “services”, which are self-contained modules that provide standard busi-
ness functionality. These modules are independent of the state or context of other
services. The concept of developing applications from standalone services further
advanced to incorporate web services. A web service is a specific kind of service that
exposes its feature over the Web using standard protocols and Internet languages
through an identifying URI [3]. Web service protocols and technologies include: XML,
XML Schema, Web Services Description Language (WSDL), Universal Discovery
Description and Integration (UDDI) and Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). Web-
service-based applications can be developed from services that can be accessed and
integrated over the Internet using open Internet standards [3, 4]. Web Services has
published interface where it communicates with other requesting execution of their
operations in order to collectively support a common business task [5]. In most web-
service based-applications, SOAP is adopted as the underlying communication pro-
tocol. SOAP is a highly extensible protocol and ensures confidentiality and integrity as
specified within the WS-Security standards [4].

Service-Oriented Computing (SOC) is now largely accepted as a well-founded
reference paradigm for SOA that integrates SOM and the web service interaction
pattern. SOC paradigm refers to the set of concepts, principles, and methods that
represent computing in SOA, in which software applications are constructed based on
independent component services with standard interfaces. The main advantage of this
approach is interoperability and loose coupling among software components that allow
users to use commonly required services to develop their applications [6]. In SOC
Service-Oriented Middleware (SOM) is an essential software layer that provides
abstraction, interoperability and other services like the distribution of functionality,
scalability, load balancing and fault tolerance [7]. With the emerge of software as a
service (SaaS) and SOM, the concept of a more sophisticated framework under SOC
came into existence. Thus, SOM was developed as a vehicle to ease the use of the SOC
by offering solutions and approaches that made SOC more usable and feature-rich.

SOM operates as a management layer to provide efficient communication func-
tionalities between interacting web services. Accordingly, as mentioned in [7] mid-
dleware is challenged by the security problems generated though web services. Some
of security challenges faced by SOM include insufficient communication security,
identity management and authentication, access control, and trust management [6].
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Moreover, as there are no standard security guidelines for designing SOM [6], for
application developers, it became difficult to provide secure access to services and
message protection to the accessing party in a distributed environment. Ultimately, it
affects the operation of SOM, which is supposed to improve security features of SOC
[6]. To fully utilize security features of SOM within the business environment, vendors
started to develop SOM functionalities that were suited to their particular business
requirements. Several SOM security models that were studied in [6, 7] operate in an
SOA environment, yet they do not apply full security solutions. This situation arises the
problem to secure applications (exposed as services) mainly because:

No standard security guidelines for security design in SOM,
Highly distributed applications, networks, heterogenous environment, and com-
munication load for hardware,
Loosely coupled functionalities (for service integration) for software.

Designing independent SOM models only incorporate the set of functionalities
required within the application domain, but generate the risk of malicious attacks [8].
Usually in XML Denial of Service (DoS) attacks, the operational parameters of mes-
sages coming from legitimate users are changed in real-time by adding additional
elements or replacing existing elements within the message. As a result, messages
between hosts can be easily intercepted and altered, resulting in untraceable intrusion
attacks. Therefore, it is paramount to resolve SOM deficiencies in handling unautho-
rized access. Especially that SOM is required to deal with large volumes of data and
high communication loads over a highly heterogeneous network. To summarize, in
order to achieve a secure Web service communication by SOAP messages over dis-
tributed environments, well-defined SOM security approaches are needed to provide
complete security solutions [9]. A preliminary work proposed by Al-Jaroodi et al. [10]
to develop a general set of security requirements through independent “security as a
service” components. These security services can offer a variety of security function-
alities that could be adapted to SOM.

Bio-inspired security approaches have been proposed in literature as an alternative
to traditional security systems where the attack or the attack behavior is not previously
known. In Bio-inspired security systems attacks and anomalies are detected as changes
in the environment or deviations from the normal system behavior in complex problem
domains. These domains include both the application and the network-level systems to
analyze the intrusion or anomaly detection problems. In Bio-inspired approaches, the
role of the “human immune system” is detection and protection from infections
according to two behaviors as follows [11]:

a. Self-optimization process: Leucocytes launches a detection response to invading
pathogens leading to unspecific response.
Self-learning process: Immune response remembers past encounters, which repre-
sents immunological memory. B-cells and T-cells allow a faster response the sec-
ond time around showing a very specific response.

Both of these behaviors have been extensively used in many applications for
anomaly detection, data mining, machine learning, pattern recognition, agent based
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systems, control, and robotics [11]. The application based techniques utilize the self-
optimization and self-learning processes for gearing application behavior at a time of
intrusion detection. These approaches include detecting deviations from normal
behavior of users browsing web pages, to monitor characteristics of HTTP sessions,
and to monitor a number of client’s requests. In many of these approaches, self-
optimization or self-organization serve as a primary defense mechanism.

For intrusion detection self-optimization and self-learning are robust and efficient
defense mechanism to protect web servers against application layer DoS attacks [11].
Moreover, as these techniques have been popular in solving intrusion detection
problems in network and application domain [12], we surmise that it would help us to
develop a robust security mechanism to combat DoS attacks.

The main contributions of this extended paper which is based on work in [20] are
(i) to present an application-level Bio-inspired Anomaly Detection Framework (BADF)
that draws on the ideology of the Danger Theory (DT) previously proposed in [12] for
heterogeneous networks. The presented framework is designed as a generic framework
that improves the security features of the SOM by applying the DT principles to protect
web-service based-applications from Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. (ii) Based on
BADF, we derive an architecture for a generic “security as a service” (SECaaS) web
service. Our derived security service is identified as a message-protection service as
mentioned in [10]. It aims to protect incoming SOAP messages against XML Denial of
Service (DoS) attacks. BADF is evaluated by developing a prototype for the “security
as a service” (SECaaS) architecture, and showing the ability of the SECaaS web-
service to detect different types of DoS attacks induced within SOAP requests.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; Sect. 2 overviews related work with
respect to SOAP message attacks and possible mitigation methods. Section 3 presents
our Bio-inspired Anomaly Detection Framework (BADF) and the SECaaS architecture.
In Sect. 4 we describe our evaluation environment and results. Finally, in Sect. 5 we
conclude the paper and mention our future work.

2 Related Work

To secure Web services, WS-Security standard define an XML Schema which is a
precise description of the content of any XML document. Though being a very
powerful language for restricting the actual appearance of an XML document, i.e.
SOAP message, the active use of XML Schema validation is often omitted in XML-
processing applications due to performance reasons [1]. However, recent works in [13]
have shown that missing XML Schema validation in Web Service server systems
enables various XML-SOAP based attack vulnerabilities. The SOAP based attacks
exploit XML based messages and parsers, and pave the way to introduce DoS attacks
to restrict system’s availability. Several papers addressed the topic of DoS attacks on
SOAP messages as it became crucial to understand the DoS impact on the operation of
Web Services.

The XML-SOAP based attacks on Web services is being widely studied and
classified as Coercive parsing and Oversize payload [15], SOAPAction spoofing [1, 2],
XML injection and Parameter tampering [17]. All aforementioned SOAP based attacks
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exploit XML parser to prevent legitimate users from accessing the attacked web
services resulting in DoS. Gruschka et al. [15] studied the Coercive parsing and
Oversize payload attacks were excessive amount of XML data are infused in the
Clients SOAP messages to retaliate the server firewall. To detect excessive payload on
firewall Gruschka et al. [15] have proposed a Web service Firewall namely Check Way
Gateway, that validates the incoming SOAP requests against the strict XML Schema
generated from the WSDL file associated with the Web Service. The firewall performs
schema validation through event-based parsing using a SAX (Simple API for XML)
interface to detect attacks in the SOAP request. The performance time for this firewall
is faster than compared to other attacks detection techniques. The authors in [1, 2]
classified the SOAPAction spoofing and Oversize payload as DoS attacks were
attackers gain access to the servers by exploiting application vulnerabilities though
flooding malformed web service requests. They pointed that the advancement in new
technologies and standards have generated loopholes that supported the widespread of
DoS attacks. In this series, the authors in [29] surveyed the several SOAP based attacks
out of which XML injection and Parameter tampering were reported that contaminate
SOAP messages to facilitate DoS attacks. XML injection attacks insert and modifies
indefinite XML tags within a SOAP message, were as Parameter tampering bypass the
input validation in order to access the unauthorized information to achieve DoS attack.
Both attacks, compromise the web service availability by exhausting server resources,
that requires comprehensive and collaborative defense approach for SOA services.

In recent years, the necessity of using the SOM in SOA environment ensures that
security risks are minimized through well-defined security policies and access control
countermeasures as noted in [1, 2]. Moreover, the most important countermeasures
presently used to mitigate DoS attacks are XML Schema Validation [13], XML Schema
Hardening [13] and Self-adaptive Schema Hardening [18]. XML Schema validation
ensures that the SOAP messages should abide the same set of valid XML Schema as
described from the WSDL file. The XML Schema describes strict specifications
themselves, but additionally needs to be hardened to strictly prohibit any malicious
content that is not specified in the XML Schema. It is important for a schema to adapt for
better validation rules learned from the new strains of SOAP message attacks. Several
papers [2, 13, 18] surveyed and proposed Schema Validation, Strict WS-Security Policy
Enforcement, Schema Hardening, and Event-based SOAP message processing as a
countermeasure for web service attacks. Both XML Schema Validation and Hardening
techniques have been used to fend XML Signature Wrapping and DoS attacks. Jenson
et al. [19] have studied the WS-* Specification and proposed improvised XML Schema
definitions to strengthen XML Schema validation to detect Signature Wrapping attacks.
The evaluation showed the performance degradation due to increased processing time
through applying hardening definitions. Vipul et al. proposed a new self-adaptive
schema-hardening algorithm in [13] and its enhanced version in [18]. From the accu-
mulated malicious SOAP messages, the algorithm obtains strict fine-tuned schema to be
used to validate SOAP messages. The algorithm was capable to detect most SOAP
based attacks contrived on the Web services. Even though the algorithm detected most
SOAP based attacks compared to other mitigation techniques, but lacks performance
evaluation. In [18] the authors automates schema-hardening process to increase the
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efficiency of the validation process to detect attacks. However, no evaluation results
were presented for the proposed self-adaptive schema-hardening algorithm.

In networks, Hashim et al. [12] adopted the ideology of the Danger Theory
(DT) from the field of biology to defend DoS/DDoS attacks in a heterogeneous
environment. An Anomaly Detection Framework is proposed to detect DoS attacks that
constitute three main processes, namely Initiation Process (IP), Recognition Process
(RP), and Co-stimulation Process (CP). The framework analyzes the network traffic
pattern to determine the abnormal behavior or real presence of intrusion attacks. This
pattern triggers the IP that studies the abnormal network traffic deviation and signals
the presence of malicious bandwidth attacks (such as DoS, DDoS or Worms) to
RP. The RP is responsible detects malicious anomalies in the network deviated traffic
and informs nearby nodes about the possible presence of an attack. The CP confirm an
attack by cross-examining the information gained from IP and RP and alerts the nearby
nodes in the network about the presence of DoS attacks. The framework’s attack
detection time and the Quality of Service (QoS) performance showed that it is robust
and adaptive in different network domains to detect DoS, DDoS or Worms attacks.

3 Proposed Work

To protect against SOAP based DoS attacks, it is crucial to design and implement a
flexible and secure SOAP message security validation scheme. In this paper, we present
an application-level Bio-inspired Anomaly Detection Framework (BADF) that acts as a
generic security service to protect web-service based-applications as well as the SOM
itself from DoS attacks. We describe in more detail the functions and the operation of
the BADF framework, the most important information about system processes, and the
distribution of the components in SOM, together with the required infrastructure.
Moreover, the interaction patterns of the BADF framework within the SOAs envi-
ronment, concerning the SOM services operations are detailed out. Based on BADF,
we derive a “SECurity as a Service” (SECaaS) architecture to be implemented as a web
service in the SOM. Our architecture will use a reformed version of the self-adaptive
schema-hardening algorithm proposed by Vipul et al. [18] to mitigate SOAP based
DoS attacks. In order to capture all these topics in a clear and consistent manner, the
proposed framework will be described as a generic message protection security service
to realize the vision set by Al-Jaroodi et al. [10] for SOM security services. To protect
Web Service from DoS attacks, the BADF is designed as a SOAP message protection
security service that uses the countermeasures employed for web services.

Our proposed system would be based on SOA architecture, where Web services
communicate with three elements (i) the Service Client, (ii) the UDDI Registry, and
(iii) the Service Provider. Our architecture will use a reformed version of the self-
adaptive schema-hardening algorithm proposed by [18] to mitigate SOAP based DoS
attacks. Our choice to focus on SOAP as the communication protocol stems from the
fact that most Web services are offered over HTTP using SOAP within SOA [21].
In order to use a web service, Clients send SOAP-requests (XML document) to request
a Web service, which has been previously published to the UDDI registry by the
Service provider. When receiving the SOAP-request message, Service providers
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respond with a SOAP-response message to fulfil the Client’s request. To guard against
SOAP DoS attacks, the SOAP-request message need to be handled carefully before it is
parsed for in-memory representation in case attacks are infused within the request. Our
security service is designed to handle SOAP-request message attack and provide
mitigation against XML SOAP-based attacks. In Sect. 3.1, we illustrate BADF inter-
action in the SOA and preliminary penetration testing phase required for BADF online
operation. In Sect. 3.2 we present our proposed framework and then in Sect. 3.3 we
derive its complexity. Moreover, in Sect. 3.4 we outline the components of our derived
architecture.

3.1 BADF Interaction in the SOA

The proposed BADF is a framework for a generic security service that interacts with
SOAP messages similar to any other web service in the SOA environment. SOA
platform is composed of three main components, which are (i) the Service Client,
(ii) the UDDI Registry, and (iii) the Service Provider. The communication among these
three components is executed through SOAP messages, i.e. SOAP is used as the
communication protocol. The BADF is designed as a generic security service to
operate at the SOM layer. Initially, the BADF is activated in response to the SOAP
request messages received at the registry as part of the message exchange occurring
within SOA. The BADF interaction within the SOA is illustrated in the Fig. 1 and
described below.

Fig. 1. BADF sequence diagram.
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1. The Service registry (UDDI) uses the information included within the service
description (WSDL) to catalogue each web service, thus the Service Client queries a
service by sending a SOAP discovery request to the registry. The SOAP request
will pass through BADF. Here, BADF as a security service is activated to filter the
SOAP request, and passes it to the registry if it is legitimate. If it is an illegitimate
request, the BADF drops the request and sends SOAP response with attack vectors.
In case the request is legitimate, the Service registry searches for the requested
service and replies with a SOAP-response with the service description, indicating
where to locate the service and how to invoke it. Now, the Service Client sends
SOAP initiation request to the server of the Service Provider.

2. SOM as a gateway: When a Service Client makes a SOAP initiation request call it
passes through the SOM layer. Within the SOM the BADF would serve as a Web
service. Here, BADF as a security service is activated to protect requested Web
service from incoming SOAP request. If the SOAP request is legitimate, it is passed
to the Service Provider.

3. Service Provider Response: Initially the Server provider publishes the web service
description (WSDL) to the Service Registry for the Service Client to discover/find
it. Upon receiving a SOAP initiation request, the Service Client gets access to the
server of the Web Service. With the SOAP-response the Service Provider binds the
Service Client to access the requested task of the service.

Initially, the BADF processes would operate offline periodically for penetration
testing. This is an essential learning phase, where each SOAP request and its relative
schemas are collected in the repository. This training set of schemata would help to
learn the improvements required in the Service Provider Reference Schema (SPRS). It
would also enable our system to learn new trend of SOAP-DoS attacks that have not
been previously studied by our system. In the learning phase, the training set of
schemata are generated as follows:

1. IP would perform the validation and if an attack situation is detected it drop the
request but activates the RP for analyzing the schema based on the detected attack.

2. The RP performs the schema hardening on the requested schema, and store a copy
of hardened schema with the SPRS. This schema would be used at IP for the next
incoming SOAP request.

3. After a corpus of hardened schemata gets accumulated by the RP, the CP develops a
single hardened schema by merging SPRS with all hardened schemata. This merged
schema will be used at IP for attack detection for the next round of incoming SOAP
request. And the learning process continues periodically until a larger attack
detection ratio is achieved compared to already addressed attacks in the system.

In our evaluation, as the CP algorithm is not completely implemented, the training
set is generated only with the RP consecutively. For BADF use case, we applied the
hardening on a copy of SPRS in the first iteration of RP. Each time the RP is activated,
the hardening would be performed on the same generated copy and would be used by
IP for next SOAP request. This would strengthen the validation at IP, as the schema is
tuned not only from the attacked sections, but also for the lenient structure of the
schema, as attackers contriving malformed incoming SOAP message could use this
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lenient schema structure. As a result, validation and hardening provides self-learning
and self-optimization to combat future attacks. Similar to CP learning, the process
continues periodically until a larger attack ratio is achieved compared to already
addressed attacks. This penetration-testing phase would strengthen the validation
process of BADF, as the reference schema is developed from administered range of
DoS attacks techniques.

3.2 Biologically Inspired Anomaly Detection Framework (BADF)

Our proposed Biologically Inspired Anomaly Detection Framework (BADF) draws on
the biologically inspired Anomaly Detection Framework presented in networks by
Hashim et al. [12]. Our framework employs the three processes defined in [12] namely:
(i) the Initiation Process (IP), (ii) the Recognition Process (RP) and (iii) the Co-
stimulation Process (CP). Figure 2 shows the interaction of the three processes within
BADF and the details of their operation are presented below.

i. Initiation Process

Receiving a SOAP request at the UDDI registry activates the Initiation Process (IP).
The IP is responsible for validating the XML schema of the incoming SOAP-request
messages. The XML schema validation is an important measure for checking the
syntactical correctness of incoming messages. Schema validation checks for the
presence of broken attributes or additional unusual elements within the message body.
Detection of malfunctioned elements is considered as traces of attacks. These attack
traces are marked within the XML schema and will be referred to here on as “attack
vectors”. In order to perform SOAP validation, the IP checks the received message
structure against the XML Schema Document (XSD) associated with the corresponding
Web Service. Usually, the XSD is a modified XML Schema derived from the WSDL,
which is a Web Service interface description document. Initially, the XSD provided by
the Service Provider (SP) will be used as the reference schema (RS) for the validation
step at IP. However, this Service Provider Reference Schema (SPRS) will be later

Fig. 2. Biologically inspired anomaly detection framework (BADF) (Source [20]).
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replaced by the XSD updated at the RP and CP. Thus, the main task of the IP is to
ensure the correctness of SOAP input parameters and operations, as specified in the
web service description and as required by the Service provider. During validation, if
the message does not abide by the schema structure of the XSD, the message is
identified as an attack. The SOAP message is dropped, but the attacks vectors are
identified to be used in the RP. Accordingly, the IP would send a SOAP-response
message to the Client indicating the presence of an attack. Since an attack can also be
due to the weak strictness of the service schema document (XSD), it is important to
further investigate the schema itself. The schema used for validation should be as strict
as possible to hamper modification inside the message body.

It is possible that false positive situation arises, when Clients send SOAP request
with unintentional wrong queries. This always happen when schema grammar rules are
not strictly defined. For example, to register a new client “createUser” action is per-
formed with clients details as shown in Fig. 3(a). But in Fig. 3(b) the schemata declares
the definition “deleteAllUsers” element within “createUsers” element, this would delete
all users data if client accidently select “deleteAllUsers” Hence, it is important to
separate both “createUser” and “deleteAllUsers” actions in schema for the same
element <createUser>.

To combat false positive situations due to schema inefficiencies, any detected attack
by the IP is sent to the RP and the CP for further investigation. Thus, in case the
validation of a SOAP message fails, the IP generates a danger signal, namely the
Initiation Signal (IS), for any malformed SOAP message to initiate the Recognition
Process (RP). In addition, IP marks the attack vectors identified in the defective XSD in
the XSD repositories to be further investigated by the RP.

ii. Recognition Process

The Recognition Process (RP) is initiated when receiving the IS signal. The RP is
responsible for XML schema hardening of any defective XSDs. Thus, the RP reads the
attack vectors of the message that was previously identified as an attack, as well as the
corresponding XSD for further investigation. To develop a hardened XSD, the RP

(a)        (b)

Fig. 3. False positive example of SOAP message.
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would first read the Web Service description document of the attacked web service.
Basically, this description describes the grammar that XSD should follow. This
description is parsed to develop a stricter grammar structure that would enhance the
XSD operation. The structure contents, elements, rules, and definitions of the updated
schema should all abide by the set of Web service description specifications as defined
by the service provider and written in the WSDL. As not all grammar description is
possible here, we present a subset of grammar rules as examples in what follows for the
concrete part of the schema:

a. Replacing maxOccurs = “unbounded” in complex data types with an adequate
number, e.g. maxOccurs = “2000”. This limitation it is no longer possible to flood a
Web Service with endless series of elements.
Replacing simple types without length restriction with a corresponding data type
containing a length restriction. This can be implemented by adding an XML
Schema facette to the simple type definition inside the types section of the Web
Service description. Restricting simple types is easier and more natural than limiting
the message’s total length.
Removing all operations, which are not intended to be called from the Internet.

Abiding by the WSDL specifications, the RP generates the schema structure that
represents the hardened XSD and stores the updated XSD into the Schema repository to
be subsequently used by the IP in the validation step. However, the RP would not
update the reference schema (SPRS) initially given by the service provider. Typically,
from now on the newly hardened schema (XSD) would be used as the reference
schema instead of the SPRS. After performing the hardening step, the RP decides
whether the IS was issued as a result of an attack, or as a result of a lenient schema.
The RP identifies an attack situation, when the structure of the SOAP message to
interact with services is altered, as compared to concrete part of XSD. On the contrary,
a lenient schema is an XSD that usually has loose grammar definitions for both abstract
and concrete part. For example, a SOAP message in Fig. 3 has a lenient schema which
is shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a) is a lenient schema as it has a “deleteAllUser” action
specified within “createUser” element. Even though the schema structure is logical to a
delete user with the input username/password, but there is a possibility of unhandled
input operations. Hence, in Fig. 4(b) the element “deleteAllUser” is separated from
element “createUser” by the RP.

In case of an attack, the RP immediately issues the Recognition Signal (RS) for
investigating the attack further at the Co-stimulation Process (CP). In case of a lenient
schema, the RP issues the Recognition Signal (RS) only after the number of logged
XSDs for a specific web service has exceeded a preset threshold indicating recurring
incidences of false positive alerts.

i. Co-stimulation Process

The Co-stimulation Process (CP) is initiated as a result of the RS signal issued by the
RP. The CP is responsible for self-adaptive schema hardening for all defective XSDs
that have been accumulated for all SOAP messages requesting a specific Web service.
The purpose of the CP is to develop improvised solutions learned from the detection of
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an attack at the IP and its consequent mitigation at RP. The CP is a crucial step as the
validation and hardening of XML schemata that were previously detected, and rec-
ognized as attacks, could possess some inaccuracies while issuing the danger signals;
IS and RS. This inaccuracy could be due to the flexible and permissive nature of the
schemata, where security issues might arise, yet are not evident at first sight. Hence, a
complete refinement is necessary to generate a strict XML Schema that would be
learned from multiple logged-in hardened-XSD attacks for a particular Web service.
Upon receiving the RS, the CP would be activated to perform self-adaptive schema
hardening to develop a strict XML schema (XSD) to be later used at the IP for
validation.

The self-adaptive algorithm that is used by the CP in our proposed framework
draws on the self-adaptive algorithm presented by [18], with some modifications,
which will be pointed out later. The algorithm presented herein considers only the
malformed XSDs that were logged by the RP. The algorithm initially measures the
similarity between each malformed XSDs with respect to the SPRS. Based on this
similarity measure the algorithm generates a reduced set of self-hardened schemata.
These ‘self-hardened’ schemata are then merged together to obtain one single XML
Schema (XSD). Basically, this new XSD would not update the SPRS rather it would
update the hardened-XSD produced at the RP to be used in the validation step at the IP
thereafter. We anticipate that our algorithm will achieve time efficiency by confining its
operation to the malformed XSDs thus minimizing the time required to attain pro-
gressive results (shown in Sect. 3.3). The stages of our algorithm are shown in Fig. 5.
As shown in the figure, our algorithm is similar to Vipul in the first and second stage
only. Furthermore, our algorithm takes as input the XSDs hardened by the RP in
contrast to Vipul et al. [18] algorithm that works on XSDs generated from SOAP-
requests. The stages of CP algorithm are detailed below.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Example of (a) lenient schema and (b) hardened schema.
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Stage 1 Schema Tree Generation. As pointed out by [18], it is inconvenient to directly
compare XSDs. Therefore, all hardened XSDs generated at the RP, as well as the
reference XSD, will be first transformed to normalized tree representations. To generate
the normalized schema tree representations we use the same methodology adopted in
[18], where each XSD is traversed and for each XSD tag encountered a node will be
introduced. Each node in the generated schema tree will have the following four
attributes:

• Node Name: this represents the name given to an Element and/or an Attribute.
However, for nodes that do not have a name, such as nodes that represent meta-data
as complexType, simpleType, sequence, etc.…, Node Name will be the name for
the meta-data that the node represents,

• Node Type: this represents the type of the node such as an element, an attribute, an
extension, a restriction, a sequence, a complexType or a simpleType, etc.…,

• Data Type: data type of a node, and
• Cardinality: this refers to the minimum and maximum number of occurrences of an

element.

For each of the generated trees, a tree signature is devised using a key generation
function that uniquely identifies each schema tree.

Stage 2 Bucketing Equivalent Schemas. The main aim of this stage is to determine the
equivalence among the generated trees in an attempt to cluster equivalent schemata
together. We opine that XSDs generated due to similar attack attempts, or similar
malformed SOAP-requests will have high equivalence, thus will fall into the same
bucket. As in [18], equivalence among two schema trees is determined through the

Fig. 5. CP Schema hardening algorithm (Source [20]).
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measure of difference (MoD), which is two dimensional scalar quantity that represents
an extent to which two schemas differ. The similarity between normalized schema tree
(Ni) and reference schema tree (RS) is derived through the Graftcost and Prunecost,
from Compute Cost algorithm in Fig. 6 and detailed in [18]. The total insertion cost for
all nodes calculated at the root node for RS is called graftcost. Similarly, the total
deletion cost for all nodes calculated at the root node for Ni is called prunecost. The
graftcost of tree RS and prunecost of tree Ni are used to derive MoD. For calculating
the MoD among all schemata we adopt the algorithm presented in [18, 22] shown in
Fig. 7, which reduces the number of comparisons by determining the equivalence
among schemata by calculating the MoD between each of the normalized schema trees
(Ni) and the reference schema tree (RS). Schema trees that have similar MoD with
respect to the reference schema tree will be considered equivalent and will be grouped
together in the same Bucket. In this work, similar MoD means that the two dimensional

Fig. 6. Compute cost algorithm.

Fig. 7. Measure of Difference (MoD).
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scalar quantity calculated for the MoD is within a given range. For our purpose, we
create a list for each bucket that stores the schema tree signature and its equivalent
MoD value with respect to the reference schema.

Stage 3 Selecting Representative Schema Tree for Each Bucket. We speculate that the
schema trees grouped into the same bucket are those that represent the XSDs that have
been generated in response to similar anomaly situations. Accordingly, the schema
trees grouped within the same bucket represent the XSDs that incorporate the
refinements/updates that detect one class of anomalies. Furthermore, we reason that
within each bucket, the schema tree with the maximum MoD with respect to the
reference schema tree can be considered the representative schema tree for the rest of
the trees within the same bucket as a larger MoD implies a greater degree of hardening
has been applied to the schema. Thus to get a representative schema tree for each
bucket, we sort the list created for each bucket in the previous step in descending order
based on the value of the MoD, and pick the schema tree with the highest MoD.

Stage 4 Generating a New Hardened Reference Schema. A new hardened reference
schema tree will be created by merging the reference schema tree with all represen-
tative schema trees identified in the previous step. This merging step ensures that the
newly generated reference schema tree will incorporate all hardening refinements/
updates required to detect the different anomaly classes that have been encountered so
far. The newly generated reference schema tree will be converted back to an XSD
representation and passed back to the IP to be used in the validation step. To do so, the
CP activates the Co-stimulation signal (CS) to update the reference schema to the
newly generated XSD. In addition, the CP activates the Danger Zone (DZ) signal that
maps the left out schema trees within each bucket to associated SOAP-requests, to be
used at the network level to identify sources of anomalies.

3.3 Complexity Analysis of BADF

The validation and hardening steps used in IP and RP are based on selection operations
therefore, the time complexity is constant. The CP-algorithm is based on Edit Distance
[18, 22] and XSDs Edit Distance [23], where the complexity for Stage 1 and 2 have
already been proven within each of the cited references. In addition, for Stage 4 the
algorithms for constructing the deltas from XS-Diff [24] and XSD_merge [25] algo-
rithms have been proven as optimal algorithms for both time and space. In what follows
we will be discussing the complexity analysis from the respective papers for CP stages.
The following notations will be used in our analysis.

i. RS is the reference schema tree
ii. Ni is the normalized tree i for N number of trees
iii. |Ni| is number of nodes in tree i
iv. Nmax = max(|N1|, |N2|, ….|Nn|) where i = 1 to n
v. N1 and N2 are two representative schema trees
vi. Vb > V1 and Vb –> V2 are delta documents
vii. M is a path in tree Ni
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viii. |M| is number of nodes on the path or sequence in tree Ni

ix. C is the number of components in tree Ni, where C are group of similar nodes

Stage 1. The XSD documents are parsed to construct XSD trees (RS inclusive). For an
XSDi, a normalized tree (Ni) would be constructed in O(|Ni|).

Stage 2. The graftcost and prunecost in Fig. 6 can be calculated by post-order
traversals of both trees; RS and Ni. which costs O(|RS||Nmax|) as shown in [38]. The
algorithm in Fig. 7 is a dynamic programming procedure that computes the MoD from
the pre-computed graft and prune cost of RS and Ni trees. Complexity of MoD
computation depends on the nodes of the input trees RS and Ni, as it is called once for
each pair of nodes at the same depth in the input trees. This results in a complexity of O
(|RS||Nmax|) for Stage 1 and 2 as proved in [22, 23].

Stage 3. Selection of representative tree and bucketing is a selective operation with a
constant cost.

Stage 4: To develop a hardened reference schema, the complexity of the three-way
merging algorithm presented in [25] is derive into two steps (i) derive deltas cost and
(ii) merging cost.

Delta Cost. To derive delta, we adopted XSDiff algorithm in [24]. First, for every node
in both trees RS and Ni, a call is made that finds the matching component. The general
definition of this function would be to enumerate all components and choose the best
one defined as the one component with the closest ancestor. It works by enumerating
components and testing the ancestor up to a given depth in the trees. The time com-
plexity of matching is O (C log (|M|)), where C is the number of components, M is the
maximum path and log (|M|) is the maximum path length allowed for ancestor’s look-
up or a match.

Second, the delta construction depends on the matches obtained previously. These
matches are important for the two major operations: (i) insert/delete, and (ii) mi-
grate/update operations. Finding components that have been deleted or inserted only
requires testing components in both trees RS and N1 which have been matched. The
insert and delete operations works in linear time with cost O(|M|) as stated in [24].

Finding components that requires update or migrate operations, the Longest
Common Subsequence (LCS) algorithm is applied on the sequential components.
The LCS have a time and space cost of O(C2/log(C)) [26], where C2 is the space cost
and C is the number of components. In practical applications, when applying LCS on a
fixed length of input nodes for merging, the algorithm obtains subsequences that has
time and space cost in O(C) [26]. As given in [24] the number of components (C) is
always less than the input tree (N1) nodes. Using LCS merging heuristic for the number
of components gives cost in O(C). To derive optimal delta as stated in [24], the
matching takes (C log (|M|)), where log(|M|) is constant for migrate/update operation.
So, the overall worst-case time and space complexity to derive delta is O(C).

Merging Cost. The merging complexity evaluation depends on the delta operation cost.
To derive a hardened merge tree NMerge, the algorithm in [25] takes as a input an edited
tree version N1 and the deltas of the Vb ! V1 and Vb ! V2. Algorithm in [25] loops
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over the components of input tree N1 and tries to detect duplicates components in given
deltas (Vb ! V1 and Vb ! V2) using the update, move, and delete procedures. This
costs O(C) for input tree N1. Finally, we note that the number of delta operation for
component lookup in delta Vb ! V1 will affect the running time. As stated in [25], the
initial size of components C for the input tree Ni, increases with delta operation.
Therefore, the number of components is maximally O(C) since C < N1 then the overall
complexity will be bounded by O(C). The delta operation cost is O(C) which domi-
nated the cost of maximum number of components. Hence, the overall complexity of
optimal merging as mentioned in [25] is O(C).

The overall complexity of CP is approximated as the complexity of the two major
stages which are Stage 2 and 4. Stage 2 has an asymptotic time complexity of O(|RS||
Nmax|), while stage 4 has an optimal O(C) time complexity. If we consider the costs of
these two steps further, we find that by using dynamic programming in MoD the cost to
edit the distance between pairs of trees of various sizes grows in an almost perfect
linear fashion with tree size [22]. Similarly, the delta operations performed on the size
of components will also grow linearly. Therefore we can conclude that the overall
asymptotic time complexity of the CP algorithm in the worst case scenario will be
bounded by the maximum of these two operations, i.e., the complexity of O(CP) =
max (O(|RS||Nmax|), O(C)).

3.4 Security as a Service Based on BADF

Based on our previously presented framework we derive an architecture that illustrates
the execution of the BADF processes to detect and mitigate SOAP-based DoS attacks.
The derived Security as a Service (SECaaS) architecture is labelled as the “SECaaS
Architecture” in Fig. 8. The components of the Security Service are (i) the SOAP
message validator to validate SOAP messages, (ii) the Schema repository to stored
XSDs, (iii) the SOAP-request repository to store malicious requests, (iv) the Schema
hardening mitigation parser to develop hardened schema, and (v) the Reference
Schema. The proposed Security Service is published within the UDDI registry as a
stand-alone web service and acts as a generic Web service that secures other web
services running in the UDDI registry at the application layer. Each of the SECaaS
processes operates independently and their execution is loop-free and sequential. In
addition, each process depends on the different instances of the XSDs that is stored
progressively in the schema repository for the correct overall operation of the security
service.

Our Security Service is activated when a client sends a SOAP-request to the reg-
istry requesting a particular web service. For example, in Fig. 8, a SOAP-request is sent
to the registry requesting one of the published web services, namely “WS-Response”.
The SOAP-request for “Web service 1” is handed to our Security Service. Accordingly
the IP loads the XSD that is associated with “WS-Response”. Initially, this XSD is
provided by the service provider and represents the reference schema that will be used
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by the message validator to validate the SOAP-request message. If the validation of the
message fails, the following steps are executed:

(i) The IP logs the SOAP message as a malicious message in the SOAP-request
repository;

(ii) The IP replies to the client with a SOAP-response message identifying the attack
vectors

(iii) The IP marks attack traces within the XSD
(iv) The IP triggers the Initiation Signal (IS) to activate the RP.

Upon receiving the IS, the RP retrieves the XSD that has been previously accessed
and marked by IP from the schema repository. The RP generates a hardened XSD by
applying the hardening rules to the accessed XSD. The refined XSD is stored in the
schema repository to replace the older XSD that was previously associated with the
message of web service at IP. Typically, as mentioned earlier, the RP generates the
Recognition Signal (RS) based on the threshold value for false positive or in response
to a detected attack, to initiate the CP.

On receiving the RS, the CP is activated, which means that the dubious SOAP-
requests for a particular Web service has either exceeded a given threshold value or has
been identified with high confidence as an attack. The CP retrieves all accumulated
XSDs for all logged SOAP-requests for a given web service from the repository, and
initiates the self-adaptive schema-hardening algorithm over all XSDs for the same Web
service request. The hardened XSD would update the last logged XSD by RP that was
used as reference schema in the previous processes.

Fig. 8. SECaaS architecture sequence diagram.
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4 Evaluation

The BADF evaluation will be performed by evaluating the SECaaS architecture that we
have derived in the previous section. We have developed a prototype for the SCEaaS
architecture on a localhost and tested its behaviour against DoS SOAP-attacks. The
SECaaS prototype, as shown in Fig. 9, is composed of the main components of the
SOA, namely the SOAP Service Client, the Service Registry UDDI, and the SOAP
Server. The prototype components implement the IP and RP only, whereas the CP is
not implemented completely, we present some rudimentary work.

4.1 The Development Environment

In our implementation, we have used Eclipse JAX-WS as the SOAP engine and
Apache Tomcat juddi-tomcat-3.3.2 on Microsoft Windows 7 as the SOAP server. For
the Service Registry UDDI, we used jUDDI version juddi-distro-3.3.2. All the user and
service information about the published schema were stored in the MySQL Community
Server 5.5.14 database for jUDDI. All the Web services were developed using Java
(Java SE) version jdk1. 6.0_21. For testing our security service against incoming SOAP
messages we used SoapUI, which is a GUI for unit and load testing of SOAP web
services. To evaluate SECaaS performance, its responses were compared to the
responses generated by an external validation/parser tool [27] that is used in our base
case scenario. We reverted to this evaluation methodology since the comparative
evaluation with the literature mitigation techniques was not possible. This can be
attributed to the fact that to the extent of our knowledge the concept of SECaaS specific
to DoS attacks has not been presented before. Most of the reported work falls short of
evaluation results and address general web service attacks. The techniques discussed in
[15, 19] focused on performance evaluation and used large data sets for testing a

Fig. 9. Flowchart for SECaaS architecture (Source [20]).
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number of web service elements. However, in our case, we care to evaluate the efficacy
of SECaaS to detect SOAP based DoS attacks within the SOA. Therefore, we reverted
to a local host implementation since an online implementation was not feasible.

To validate the efficacy of our security service on localhost, we built Disease
Information Web services, which has multiple APIs. The service operates on 1000
different health trace dataset gathered into a disease database.

4.2 The Types of Attacks

Our evaluation scenarios use four different DoS SOAP-attacks, namely Parameter
Tampering, XDoS, XML Injection, and Oversize/Recursive payload. The Parameter
Tampering attack infuses malicious content with node/tags within message query to
deceive the validator. The XDoS attack tries to exhaust the system resources on the
server by iteratively declaring strings. The XML Injection injects additional nodes or
modifies existing nodes so as to change the operation parameters of the message.
Finally, the Recursive payload adds additional nodes repeatedly, which are excessively
large, to deplete CPU cycles. All these attacks (listed in Table 1) were performed using
a malicious insider or man-in-the-middle techniques of DoS. Hence, to generate a good
set of inputs to be used in testing, we looked at the WSDL document of Disease Web
Service to find loopholes. These attacks traces were included in the SOAP request to
measure the efficiency of SECaaS Architecture.

Table 1. DoS SOAP-based attacks detected comparison (Source [20]).

# Attack type Attack
code

Attack details SOAP REQ & Parameters Attack results

SECaaS on SECaaS off

Parameter
tampering

PT-1 Buffer
Overflow of
String Types

<name> ‘Cornary
temperedtext-CAD’
</name>

detected detected

PT-2 Buffer
Overflow of
Integer Types

<ldl> −1 </ldl> detected undetected

PT-3 Field
Manipulation
causes URL
manipulation

<heart_diseases
RegistrationNumber =
“1295857444”> ……
</heart_diseases>

detected undetected

XDoS XD-1 XML Extra
Long Names

<name> Ischemic Heart
Diseases </name>
repeated 50 times

detected detected

XD-2 XML
Namespace
Prefix Attack

<xs:heart_diseases
description = “Common
type” —repeated 100
times—>

detected undetected

(continued)
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4.3 Evaluating the SECaaS Architecture

Our evaluation is composed of two scenarios; a base scenario and a SECaaS scenario.
In the base scenario, the security service was turned off and an external parser was used
to validate the SOAP requests. In the SECaaS scenario, the security service was turned
on and the SOAP requests were validated at IP. In each scenario, we send one mal-
formed SOAP-request followed by several legitimate SOAP requests. Each malformed
SOAP-request comprises an attack and invokes a specific web service with some
tampered input parameter. Table 1 details the different attacks that were administered
to the system in each scenario and the response in each case.

As shown in Table 1, SECaaS prototype was capable of detecting all contrived
attacks in contrast to the base case, which missed several attacks. The summary of the
results of our evaluation can be seen in Fig. 10. As can be seen, the SECaaS prototype is
more capable of attacks detection compared to the base case. We note that our evaluation
has covered only a subset of the possible SOAP attacks mentioned in literature, since the
exhaustive enumeration of all possible SOAP attacks is not possible. However, we claim
that the results obtained provide a proof of concept and show the efficacy of our SECaaS
architecture to defend web services against SOAP based attacks.

Table 1. (continued)

# Attack type Attack
code

Attack details SOAP REQ & Parameters Attack results

SECaaS on SECaaS off

XML injection XIJ-1 Reference
Entity Attack

<name> &xxe; </name> detected undetected

XIJ-2 Internal Entity
Attack 1

<name> &gt; </name> detected undetected

XIJ-3 Internal Entity
Attack 2

<name> &lt; </name> detected undetected

XIJ-4 Invalid XML
meta-characters
(quotes)

<xs:attribute
heart_diseases = ‘’>
345675453’ </xs:
attribute>

detected detected

XIJ-5 Invalid XML
meta-characters
(comment tag)

<xs:attribute
treatment_cost = ‘’> 465
< !– </xs:attribute>

detected undetected

Recursive
payload

RP-1 Tag recursive
calls

<level> <level> —
Beginner—
</level> </level> > called
100 times

detected detected

RP-2 XML
Recursive
Entity
Expansion

<!ENTITY x8 “&x7;
&x7;”>
called as <attack> &x8;
</attack>

detected undetected
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4.4 Preliminary Work on CP

Due to the time limitation and un-availability of tools we did not design the tree
transformation API. Instead, we designed a corpus of schema trees individually as
normalized tree representations. The XSDs stored in the Schema repository at the RP
are converted into tree structures to be fed into Stage 2 of the CP algorithm. The
number of schema trees generated for this test, their type and notations are listed in
Table 2 below.

In Stage 2 in the CP, each of the schema trees Ni, are compared with the RS tree to
compute the MoD between the two trees. Based on the MoD, all trees are clustered into
buckets. From our analysis and experimentation, two or three buckets are generated

Fig. 10. Attack detection results (%).

Table 2. Number of schema tree generation.

Schema Tree Generated Schema Tree Attack Type Notation
Reference Schema Tree RS
Normalized Schema Tree  Un-attacked NSi

Normalized Schema Tree Un-attacked NSj

Normalized Schema Trees for Parameter 
Tampering 

PT-1 NP1

PT-2 NP2

Normalized Schema Trees for XDoS XD-1 Nd1 

XD-2 Nd2 

Normalized Schema Trees for XML Injec-
tion 

XIJ-1 NX1

XIJ-2 NX2
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each time as we repeated Stage 2. Therefore, we tried to initiate Stage 2 testing process
by sending some combination of normalized schema trees with the reference schema
tree. The input schema trees combination set and the resulted buckets clustered schema
trees are shown in Table 3.

Therefore, the aim of performing different sets of trials (e.g. 3 trials in Table 3) on
Stage 2 was to test the correctness of the CP-algorithm. From the bucketing results in
Table 3, we came to conclude that the algorithm used for bucketing in CP was able to
distinguish classes of anomalies as seen from the separation of schemas into different
buckets. For example, Bucket B1 had trees for parameter tampering, B2 had trees for
XDoS, and B3 had trees for XML Injection. It is worthy to note that the third trial
perfectly identified each class of anomalies into separate buckets. Therefore, we
selected the representative schema trees with the maximum MoD from the third trial as
follows; B1 = {NP1}, B2 = {Nd2}, and B3 = {NX2}. All these schema trees get to be
merged with the RS tree to develop a hardened Nnew schema tree. The evaluation
results for Nnew as a new reference schema is indicated in Fig. 10. AS expected the
attack detection improved when adding CP to IP and RP.

5 Conclusion

In this paper the topic of security in the context of Web services and SOM was
addressed. Especially the focus was to address the SOAP based DoS attacks on the
Web service and to strengthen the SOM security. To secure web service based
applications the Bio-inspired Anomaly Detection Framework (BADF) is presented.
Based on BADF we derive “Security as a Service” (SECaaS) architecture and its
prototype for evaluation. The evaluation shows that our prototype was able to detect
most SOAP based DoS attacks compared to commercial external parser. We also
presented some rudimentary work of CP algorithm and tested its behavior with IP and
RP, which showed good results. Therefore, our future work would be to fully integrate
and evaluate CP in the BADF. Moreover, to focus on performance evaluation of the
presented works in comparison to other techniques.

Table 3. Bucketing trees in each trial.

# of Trials Set of Input 
Trees

Bucket(B1) Bucket(B2) Bucket(B3)

First Trial NSi, NSj NP1,NP2,
Nd1, Nd2, NX1,NX2

NSi,

NP1,NP2

Nd1

Nd2 NSj,
NX1, NX2

Second Trial NSi, NSj NP1,NP2,  
Nd1, Nd2,

NSi,

NP1,NP2

Nd1

Nd2 NSj

Third Trial NP1,NP2,

Nd1, Nd2, 

NX1, NX2

NP1,NP2 Nd1, Nd2 NX1,NX2
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Abstract. Although experts in the genomics field now work with bioinformatics
tools (software) to generate genomic diagnoses, the fact is that these solutions do
not fully meet their needs. From the perspective of Information Systems (IS), the
real problems lie in the lack of an approach (i.e., Software Engineering tech-
niques) that can generate correct structures for data management. Due to the
problems of dispersion, heterogeneity and the inconsistency of the data, under-
standing the genomic domain is a huge challenge. To demonstrate the advantages
of Conceptual Modeling (CM) in complex domains -such as genomics- we
propose two web-based tools for genomic diagnosis that incorporates: (i) a
Conceptual Model for the direct-to-consumer genetic tests (DCGT), and (ii) our
Conceptual Model of the Human Genome (CMHG), both with the aim of taking
advantage of Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) for ensuring genomic diag-
nostics that help to maximize the Precision Medicine (PM).

Keywords: Geneslove.me � DCGT � VarSearch � BPMN � CMHG
Conceptual modeling � Precision medicine

1 Introduction

The study and understanding of the human genome (how life works on our planet)
could probably be considered one of the great challenges of our century. Thanks to the
advances in NGS (Next-Generation Sequencing) [1], there has been considerable
growth in the generation of genomic and molecular information. In addition, the
interactions that are available with this genomic knowledge have a direct impact on the
medical environment and Precision Medicine (PM) [2].

The application of Conceptual Modeling (CM) [3] techniques to the genomic
domain now provides solutions and optimizes some of the processes carried out by
experts (i.e., in genetic laboratories and hospitals), and helps to solve the problems that
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arise in handling the large amounts of information from different sequencing methods.
The use of advanced Information System (IS) engineering approaches can be useful in
this domain due to the huge amount of biological information to be captured, un-
derstood and effectively managed. A considerable part of modern Bioinformatics is
devoted to the management of genomic data. The existence of a large set of diverse
data sources containing large amounts of data in continuous evolution makes it difficult
to find convincing solutions [4]. When we addressed this problem from the IS per-
spective, we understood that precise CMs were required to understand the relevant
information in the domain and to clearly fix and represent it to obtain an effective data
management strategy.

Research and genetic diagnoses are typical examples of the work done by experts -
biologists, researchers or geneticists- every day. However, some information is
required to perform these tasks. Where are these data? Currently, this information is
dispersed in genomic repositories including web sites, databanks, public files, etc.,
which are completely heterogeneous, redundant, and inconsistent (containing partial
information) [5]. In addition, most of these just focus on storing specific information in
order to solve a specific problem (e.g., UniProt: a catalog of information on proteins).

Due to these characteristics, we are able to estimate the difficulty of experts in
finding and manipulating certain genomic information, making this goal almost
impossible to achieve. Another relevant factor in the domain is the constant growth and
updating of the data (i.e., biological concepts). The use of standard definitions of
concepts is not mandatory, so that sometimes the same term can have different defi-
nitions, in which case the meaning of the concept depends on the interpretation given to
it by the expert. After studying this situation, we decided to develop a Genomic
Information System (GeIS) for facilitating the elaboration of end-user’s genetic tests.
Two strategies have been followed for accomplishing an adequate data treatment and
management policy:

1. To provide “GenesLove.Me” (GLM) as a web application designed to generate
direct-to-consumer genetic tests (DCGT) supported by BPMN [6] and CM [3]
techniques to study and analyze the essential elements of the processes involved in
the genomic diagnosis process and improve the development of GeIS.
The current availability of DCGT has a great number of advantages for the genomic
domain, making it easier for end-users to access early genetic-origin diseases
diagnosis services. Romeo-Malanda [7] defines “direct-to-consumer genetic anal-
ysis1” as a term which is used to describe analytic services offered to detect
‘polymorphism’ and ‘health-related genetic variations’.

2. To develop a prototype tool (“VarSearch”) for helping the treatment and manage-
ment of genomic data. This application contrasts a set of genomic variations with
the information contained in a database that follows the Conceptual Model of the
Human Genome (CMHG). This model is much more general and “ambitious” with
respect to the behavior of the human genome, and it consists of the following

1 This type of analysis is available through direct sales systems in pharmacies or other health care bodies,
but the Internet has become the main selling channel for direct-to-consumer genetic analyses [7].
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“views”: Structural, Transcription, Variation, Phenotypic, Pathways, and Biblio-
graphic references [4, 8].
Applying GeIS to the bioinformatics domain is a fundamental requirement, since it
allows us to structure our Human Genome Database (HGDB) with curated and
validated data (to treat the data that will be used in the proposed application, we
implemented the SILE methodology [9]).
The initial research on applying CM approaches to the human genome was reported
in the works of Paton [10] and Ram [11]. The main goal in Ram’s work was to
show the advantages and benefits of using CM to compare and search for the
protein in 3D (see other related works in [12]). Reyes et al. describes a CMHG [4]
which proposes a domain definition at the conceptual level. From this CMHG, we
generated a GeIS to support VarSearch. The application of CM helps us to better
understand and manage the knowledge of the human genome.

The efficient use of advances in genomic research allows the patient to be treated in
a more direct way, which is reflected in results such as: “better health” and “quality of
life”. The genomic domain requires methodologies and modeling techniques capable of
integrating innovative ideas into: (a) data management; (b) process improvement; and
(c) the inclusion of quality standards.

In this context, the goal of the present study, which is based on our previous work
[13], is to explain the functionality of the prototype called “VarSearch”, which starts
and ends its interaction in the BPMN described above in processes T10 and T11. This
tool has been developed with the objective of generating the genetic diagnosis that will
be provided to the end-user through the GenesLove.Me platform. The advances over
our previous work [13] are:

• The description of genetic tools based on conceptual models for the generation of
genomic diagnoses, which contribute greatly to the management of the data par-
ticipating in PM, and

• The explanation of the VarSearch prototype, which is used to generate the genomic
diagnosis from the HGDB. In addition, preliminary steps will be described to work
with the prototype, such as loading the database, selecting different data reposito-
ries, and others.

The paper is divided into the following sections: Sect. 2 reviews the present state of
the art. Section 3 describes BPMN applied to the genomic diagnosis process. Section 4
contains the two genetic tools (“GenesLove.Me” and “VarSearch”) based on concep-
tual models. Section 5 describes a case study with the VarSearch tool, and Sect. 6
summarizes the conclusions and outlines future work.

2 Related Work

Bioinformatics now play an important role in contributing advances to the medical and
technological sector. Genetic testing reveals existing knowledge about “genes” and
“variations” in the genomic domain, which is used to diagnose diseases of genetic
origin in order to prevent or treat them. This brings PM closer to end-users (i.e., clients
or patients).
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The study of genomics (i.e., data repositories, genetic variations, diseases, treat-
ments, etc.) is constantly growing and is increasingly seeking to ensure the application
of PM. DNA sequencing began in 1977 and since then software tools have been
developed for its analysis. Thanks to NGS Technologies [14], it is now possible to
manipulate files (e.g., VCF: Variant Call Format) in order to generate genetic diag-
noses in a more agile and efficient way [15].

2.1 Precision Medicine (PM) and Genetic Tests

PM is a way of treating patients that allows doctors to identify an illness and select the
treatment most likely to help the patient according to a genetic concept of the disease in
question (therefore it has also been called Personalized Medicine) [16]. The advantages
of genetic tests are innumerable and allow us to identify mutations or alterations in the
genes and are of great use and interest in clinical (personalized medicine) and the early
diagnosis of diseases. By 2008 there were around 1,200 genetic tests available around
the world [17], but they had some limitations (e.g., data management, genome
sequencing, etc.) and their cost was quite high.

For this reason, companies were interested in reducing costs and providing services
to end-users in the comfort of their own homes. Technological advances played a
fundamental role in the genomic environment, since the introduction of the NGS for
sequencing samples made it possible to obtain sequences more quickly and cheaply
[18, 19].

23andMe is an American company that offers a wide range of services [20], and the
type of information obtained from genetic samples is oriented to (i) genetic history
(ancestors) and (ii) personal health (risk of diseases), and is presented mostly in
probabilistic terms [21].

In the same way, in Spain companies of this type have emerged (e.g., TellMeGen2

or IMEGEN3), all with the aim of providing genetic tests to end-users, simply and in
the form of providing a diagnosis that allows end-users to take reactive or corrective
actions (e.g., prevention and treatment) to improve their quality of life.

The genomic tools presented in this work goes one step beyond from an Infor-
mation Systems and Conceptual Modeling points of view, providing a working plat-
form strictly dependent on a precise Conceptual Model of the Human Genome
(CMHG), that semantically characterizes the genomic data to be managed and
interpreted.

2.2 Genetic Tools for Annotating Variations

In genomic practical settings, the annotation of variation is the most common strategy
used for trying to determine which are the correct data to be considered. In this work,
we consider SnpEff, Annovar, and VEP, which are three of the major tools that attempt
to classify variants.

2 www.tellmegen.com/.
3 https://www.imegen.es/.
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SnpEff [22] annotates and predicts the effects of genetic variants building a local
database by downloading information from trusted resources. After the database is
loaded, SnpEff can analyze thousands of variants per second. However, loading a
database is a very expensive task from the point of view of resources, and it is even
recommended to increase the default Java memory parameters.

On the other hand, although SnpEff can be run in a distributed fashion (using
Amazon Cloud Services), and offers limited web interfaces, it is command-line ori-
ented. SnpEff can also be integrated with other tools such as GATK4 or Galaxy5.

The Annovar software tool annotates variants [23]. The first step when using
Annovar scripts is to populate its local database tables using an extensive set of external
sources. It is then possible to annotate variants from a VCF file to get a separate custom
tab file. wAnnovar (Web Annovar) provides an easy and intuitive web-based access to
the most popular Annovar functionalities and allows users to submit their own files and
wait for the results of the analysis report. Like SnpEff, Annovar is command-line
oriented and does not provide a well-documented API for framework integration.

VEP (Variant Effect Predictor) [24] determines the effect of the variants by
querying external databases directly, with no need to load the local database (although
it is recommended for performance reasons). Like SnpEff and Annovar, it is command-
line oriented and web-access is functionally limited. In order to achieve integration,
basic VEP functionalities can be extended using VEP plugins. Table 1 compares
VarSearch with these three tools:

As shown, VarSearch overcomes limitations by:

• Being based on a Java EE multitier applications architecture, which is a solid
approach to high-level applications in complex and heterogeneous environments.
This allows VarSearch to be easily integrated with other web applications; the
software is fully localized, etc.

• Using a service oriented framework [25], which improves interoperability and
integration.

Table 1. Annotation tools comparison.

Feature SnpEff Annovar VEP VarSearch

Distributed architecture √ √ √ √
Type of application Desktop Desktop Desktop Web
Multiple database sources √ √ √ √
Standard input formats √ √ √ √
Standard output formats √ X √ √
Design paradigm Data-oriented Data-oriented Data-oriented Model-driven
Integration facilities √ X √ √

4 https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/.
5 https://usegalaxy.org/.
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• Relying on a model-driven instead of a data-oriented paradigm. VarSearch uses a
projection of the CMHG.

• Providing a functionally complete web interface with the ability to download results
in standard output file formats, which can then be post-processed by third-party
tools.

As VarSearch follows a “client/server” architecture, data loading has no impact on
client performance, thus improving user experience. Data loading can be done off-line
on the server so that researchers can query data on the fly with a short response time.

3 BPMN: Genomic Diagnosis Process

The GemBiosoft company is a spin-off of the Universitat Politècnica de València
(UPV), founded in 2010. The main objective of this company is to define the CMHG to
obtain a precise schema to manage, integrate and consolidate the large amount of
genomic data in continuous growth within the genomic domain.

GemBiosoft has a web application called “GenesLove.Me” which offers DCGT to
the consumer. The information provided by the genetic tests is accessible online to all
users without prior registration (anonymous users). For example, non-registered users
of the web application are able to consult all information related to the diagnosis of rare
diseases of genetic origin, their characteristics, treatment, tutorials and videos of the
way in which the process is performed.

The access security in GenesLove.Me is controlled by profiles. Users can access
GLM under three profiles: (1) clients (patients), (2) provider and (3) administrator. An
authenticated user with a certain access profile is authorized to carry out the operations
corresponding to the access profile.

(1) Clients (patients): Users with this profile are able to contract the services offered
by selecting the services (DCGT) they are interested in and then paying the fee.
The user is able to monitor the notifications and messages related to the diagnoses,
besides consulting the histories of all the studies and treatments carried out and
updating the information associated with his profile.

(2) Supplier: Users with this profile are able to generate notifications about the change
of status in the treatment of samples. After receiving the genetic sample, the user
activates the sample by entering its code number. They can then track the sample
until the sequence file is generated. They can also update their profiles and consult
all the activated samples (in progress and finalized).

(3) Administrator: A user with administration privileges performs administration and
maintenance tasks of the web application, such as:
(a) publishing online results (the administrator uploads the resulting diagnoses

from the analysis performed on samples sequenced by the VarSearch tool.
The application automatically notifies the user when his/her results have been
published);

(b) publishing advertisements;
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(c) publishing new diagnostic services to diagnose new diseases; and
(d) consulting payment reports and the application usage report (custom time

period).

Genetic tests are currently offered with the aim of detecting a person’s predispo-
sition to contracting a disease of hereditary origin [26]. The bioinformatics domain
seeks to provide the necessary mechanisms and means to generate genetic diagnoses
that allow the end-users (patients) to obtain these results to facilitate a personalized
prevention treatment.

In order to improve the understanding of the whole process using a different CM
technique (business process-oriented), Fig. 1 shows a BPMN diagram describing the
genetic diagnosis process (from the end-user’s service request until he/she receives
his/her genetic test report).

Our goal is to reinforce the CM perspective of this work, in order to make CM an
essential working procedure to design and implement effective and efficient genomic
tools. In this process, the three actors/users specified are involved: (1) The client
(patient) who requests the service to determine whether or not he/she has a disease of
genetic origin; (2) The company, in this case GemBiosoft, which is in charge of
managing and performing the genomic diagnosis; and (3) the Suppliers, who in this
case prepare the file containing the reference of the patient involved in the genetic test.

The general process begins when the end-user (patient) enters the web application
and requests the genetic analysis (t1: task 1). The company (GemBiosoft) processes this
request and proceeds to send the sample container to the client (t2). When the client
receives the container, he must activate it by registering its identifier in the web
application (t3), then place the sample in the container and send it back to the company
(t4). Upon receipt of the sample, the company confirms that it meets the necessary
requirements for the study and notifies the customer of its receipt (t5). The next step is
to determine the supplier who will be responsible for sequencing the samples and send

Fig. 1. Genetic diagnosis process [13].
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him the sample (t6). The selected supplier receives the sample and notifies its reception
to the company (t7). Sequence preparation is initiated through the sequencing tech-
nology used by the supplier (t8). The supplier sends the resulting sequence of the
sample (file) to the company (t9). The company confirms its reception to the supplier
and proceeds to analyze the sequenced sample as part of the genetic diagnosis (t10).
The definitive diagnosis report (t11) is then generated. The company (in this case the
administrator/user) proceeds to publish the genetic diagnosis (result) in the web
application and the end-users are automatically notified of the results (t12). To end the
process, the end-user accesses the web application to obtain the diagnosis and make
any queries (results) (t13). In this work, we want to go deeper into tasks ‘t10’ and ‘t11’,
to better understand the genomic diagnosis generation process.

The BPMN gives companies the ability to understand their internal business pro-
cedures in graphical notation and the ability to communicate these procedures in a
standard way [27].

Through the model shown in Fig. 1, it facilitates the understanding of commercial
collaboration and transactions between organizations. In this figure, we can see the
interactions between end-users, company and suppliers [15]. The company is interested
in providing a web application that allows end-users to obtain a quality genetic test in a
simple way that aids the treatment and prevention of diseases of genetic origin.

3.1 Exploitation Tasks 10 and 11 (T10–T11)

In this work, we want to enhance the use of VarSearch to generate the genomic
diagnostics offered through GLM6. For this, it is important to note that GLM includes
interaction with VarSearch (see tasks 10 and 11 of Fig. 1), an application developed by
PROS Research Center7 to automatically identify the relevant information contained in
the genomic databases and directly related to the genetic variations of the sequenced
sample.

VarSearch relies heavily on a CMHG, which makes integration of external geno-
mic databases feasible. However, due to the large amount of information available, the
data loaded in VarSearch are the result of a selective loading process [9] where the
selected data correspond to the relevant information on the disease to be analyzed.

4 Genetic Tools Based on Conceptual Models

It is widely accepted that applying conceptual models facilitates the understanding of
complex domains (like genetics). In our case we used this approach to define two
models representing:

(a) the characteristics and the processes of DCGT [13], and
(b) the behavior of the human genome (CMHG) [28]. One of the leading benefits of

CM is that it accurately represents the relevant concepts of the analyzed domain.

6 http://geneslove.me/index.php.
7 http://www.pros.webs.upv.es/.
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After performing an initial analysis of the problem domain, the next step is to
design a domain representation in the form of a conceptual model.

Our conceptual models can evolved with the new discoveries made in the field of
genomics in order to improve data processing to ensure effective PM. We can thus see
how CM gives positive support to the knowledge in which precision medicine plays a
key role [28]. It is important to highlight that the advantage of CM for representing this
domain is that it eases the integration of new knowledge into the model [5].

4.1 GenesLove.Me (GLM)

After an analysis of the requirements required for this work, important decisions were
taken to arrive at an adequate representation of the basic and essential concepts in the
understanding of the domain under study.

Figure 2 presents the conceptual model proposed, which can be classified into three
main parts: (a) Stakeholders: represents all the participants involved in the web
application; (b) Genetic diagnostics: represents everything related to diseases offered,
diagnoses and samples of patients; and (c) Sales management: represents the man-
agement of services offered, purchases and payments.

The complete description of the CM can be found in the previous work [13].
Through our CM we incorporate genetic data currently used in the PM, achieving a
conceptual representation that meets the needs of the bioinformatics domain. As we

Fig. 2. GLM conceptual model [13].
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mentioned above, this model aims to improve the conceptual definition of the treatment
related to genomic diagnosis, and thus leave a conceptual framework for further
improvements.

4.2 VarSearch (Prototype)

A GeIS can be defined as a system that collects, stores, manages and distributes
information related to the behavior of the human genome. As mentioned above, the
GeIS described here is based on the CMHG [4, 8, 28]. This section deals with the
preliminary steps and the design and implementation of the prototype.

4.2.1 First Steps
VarSearch is based upon the E-Genomic Framework (EGF), described in depth in
different research papers such as [25, 29]. For the implementation of the tool, a series of
steps were carried out to ensure its good performance, as explained below:

(a) Human Genome Database (HGDB). The transformation of our model defined for
the database schema (logical model) was almost automatic, using the Moskitt tool
(https://www.prodevelop.es/es/products/moskitt). The MOSKitt project aims to
provide a set of open source tools and a technological platform for supporting the
execution of software development methods which are based in model driven
approaches, including graphical modeling tools, model transformations, code
generation and collaboration support [30]. In this task, we found two different
levels of abstraction in the model. The conceptual model represents the domain
from the point of view of scientific knowledge, while the database schema (Fig. 3)
focuses on the efficient storage and retrieval of data.

For this reason, the details of the physical representation must be considered to
improve the final implementation. It is important to emphasize the integration of the
two tables “Validation” and “Curator” in the DB schema. These tables are not actually
part of the knowledge representation of the domain, but are necessary for the devel-
opment and implementation of the tool (Explained in detail in Sect. 4.2.2).

To load the HGDB the SILE methodology [9] was used, which was developed to
improve the loading processes and guarantee the treatment of “curated data”. SILE
was used to perform the “search” and “identification” of variations associated with a
specific disease (a task validated by experts in the genetic domain, for example,
biologists, geneticists, biomedical engineers).

When the identified and curated data have been obtained the “selective loading” is
performed (through the loading module) in the HGDB. The data loaded are then
“exploited” by VarSearch. Some of the diseases -of genetic origin- studied and loaded
were Alcohol Sensitivity [15], Neuroblastoma (Table 2 shows a set of variations
detected for Neuroblastoma) [31], and others.

(b) Selection of the different data sources. For the choice of data sources, we
addressed the requirements raised in this first phase of the project. After con-
ducting studies and analysis of various genomic repositories, we selected the
following databases: NCBI, dbSNP, UMD and BIC.
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Fig. 3. Database schema (Human Genome Database, HGDB).

Table 2. Selection of partially annotated variations stored in Varsearch database. For each
variation, gene symbol, chromosome, HGVS name using the gene as reference, reference and
alternative allele, variation type, clinical significance and RS identifier are shown.

Id_Symbol HG_identifier NC_identifier Position REF ALT Specialization_type Clinically_importan DB_Variatin_id

KIF1B 1 NG_008069.1:

g.91501A > T

10297206 A T SNV Risk Factor rs121908161

KIF1B 1 NG_008069. 1:g.

69713 69716delCCTT

10275418

−10275421

CCTT – Deletion Uncertain

Significance

rs886044975

ALK 2 NG_009445.1:

g.705736T > G

29220831 T G SNV Pathogenic rs281864719

ALK 2 NG_009445.1:

g.716694T > C

29209873 T C SNV Pathologic rs113994092

KIF1B 1 NG_008069.1:g.

26608_26609dupTA

10232313

−10232314

– TA Duplication Likely Benign rs112765394
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NCBI [32] (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) is a data source with curated data on
structural concepts of DNA sequencing. From this repository, we extracted information
related to chromosomes, genes, transcripts, exons… and everything related to the
“Structural view” of our conceptual model. dbSNP [33], BIC [34] and UMD [35] are
databases of variations that store curated information on genetic differences between
individuals. The main reason for using dbSNP is because it not only focuses on
variations of a specific gene or region, but also contains variations related to all
chromosomes and updates the information immediately. BIC and UMD were selected
because of the requirements of a research group that was collaborating with us in a
project (Future Clinic) focused on “breast cancer”. This group helped us to test the
performance of our GeIS and its associated tool. Currently, we are studying and
analyzing other genomic repositories like: ClinVar, dbGaP, 1000 Genomes, ALFRED,
and others [5].

(c) Genetic loading module. For the loading process of the HGDB, a load module
was designed to store the data from the previously measured data sources. This
load module was developed using an ETL strategy [36] with three different levels:
extraction, transformation, and load (see Fig. 4). Each level is completely inde-
pendent of the others, facilitating and clarifying the design of the system and
improving its flexibility and scalability. As can be seen in Fig. 4, all the necessary
information is extracted from the source databases in the first layer (1). All this
raw unstructured data goes to the second layer (2) where several transformations
are made in order to format the data according to the structure of our database
schema. These transformed data are sent to the third layer (3), which communi-
cates directly with the database (following the above-mentioned SILE method-
ology in Task “a”, Sect. 4.2.1).

4.2.2 Design and Implementation of VarSearch
VarSearch is a web application that allows the analysis of variations obtained from the
DNA sequenciation of biological samples and which is stored in FASTA or VCF file
formats [37]. Different users can access the application in private spaces in the HGDB
and each user can address his own variations. The validation of variations that they
consider relevant can be included. It also offers storage for the users’ variations to find
similarities in the file analysis process. Another advantage is the inclusion of the

Fig. 4. Load module.
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information obtained from the data sources, together with the user validations in the
database, which is an improvement in performance related to the search for variations.
VarSearch can find variations in our database from a provided file (see Fig. 5).

The variations found are displayed to the user, and any additional information that
the file lacks can be calculated and validated. Any variations of the file that have not
been found in our database can also be stored. After inserting one or more variations
not found in a file -because they are considered relevant to the user- and reanalyzing
this file, these inserted variations will be found in our database and displayed to the
user. Figure 6 shows how the functionality has been grouped into three main packages:
(1) User management: a user can act as administrator and control other users, or can
create new users and modify or eliminate their Information. (2) Data load manage-
ment: the system allows the user to load the files to be analyzed in both VCF and
FASTA format, compare the variations in these files to the variations in the HGDB
used by VarSearch. (3) Data analysis: After analyzing and verifying the variations in
the input files, the user can list the variations and classify them by multiple criteria
(position, chromosome, etc.). There is also a series of functionalities related to the login
and modification of account information that has not been grouped in any functionality
package.

• Confidentiality of the information. As this information is a company’s primary
resource, VarSearch restricts access to it. When a user validates a variation, he can
choose a privacy category:

(a) Public content, if he is willing to share the knowledge with other users, or
(b) Private content, allowing access only to the owner-user and hidden from other

users. All the variations can only be accessed by the user who created them.

Fig. 5. VarSearch application.
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• VarSearch Architecture. In order to make it accessible to all users, VarSearch was
designed as a web application with HTML5 technology in a language common to
all current browsers. The information is managed by the MySQL database. The
VarSearch architecture consists of the following elements:

(a) A distributable database based on MySQL (using software tools like: Navicat
Enterprise and MySQL Workbench). For the initial validation of this database,
we only loaded the information related to chromosomes 13 and 22.

(b) A set of REST services [38] developed in Java using Hibernate and Jersey,
which are deployed on a Tomcat server 7.

(c) A web application, which uses the Bootstrap framework for general organi-
zation of the interface and files, together with jQuery to define advanced
interface components and invoke REST services.

(d) It also includes a “mini” REST service to manage users and roles, which is
based on the same architecture and technologies as the other REST services.
The data layer is based solely on MySQL (you can see the VarSearch archi-
tecture represented in Fig. 7).

The application entry point is a file with variations detected by a sequencing
machine in VCF or FASTA format. With this input the database is searched to detect
any variations, additional information on the diseases they may cause and the asso-
ciated bibliography. VarSearch users follow this process when working with the tool:

(1) A VCF file is uploaded from the web.
(2) The file is then processed and parsed. The entries are shown on an HTML table

and the variants of each VCF entry can be seen.

Fig. 6. VarSearch’s general use case diagram (domain).
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(3) The variations present in the input file can be annotated against the database and
the annotated file is downloaded in *.xls, *.csv and *.pdf format or its contents
viewed in another HTML table.

To parse the VCF file and annotate the variants, VarSearch relies on snpEff and
snpSift [39] tools, and so well tested libraries are used instead of reinventing the wheel.
This also ensures VCF standard support, using ANN files for variant annotation.

If another type of information is considered useful for annotation and not covered
by the procedure described, VarSearch uses the “INFO” field to introduce the desired
values. As VarSearch is based on EGF, new genome annotation files can be quickly
integrated by developing the proper parser module, either by a custom development or
integrating a third-party tool or library.

All the information associated with the variations found in our HGDB can be
obtained. For variations in the lists, user validations can be integrated for future
searches with the “Add Validation” option. Another advantage of VarSearch is the user
management (new users can be created and edited using the “User Management”
option).

One of the objectives of VarSearch is to continue the extension and implementation
of all the knowledge defined in our CMHG, such as the treatment of pathways and
metabolic routes [28]. This tool facilitates the analysis and search for variations,
improving the generation of genomic diagnoses associated with diseases of genetic
origin. End-users will find the web application easy to use and they are guaranteed
security for their data [40].

5 Case Studies

In the previous work [13], the case study applied to GenesLove.Me was defined,
explaining all the processes involved in the management of DTCG (Sect. 3). In
summary, the test cases were performed with the implemented solution.

Fig. 7. VarSearch architecture.
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The validation scenario consisted of a group of five (5) users, who made requests
for genetic testing for “lactose intolerance”. To begin the process, each user involved
in the case study authorized the procedure through an “informed consent” [15, 41],
which becomes a legal support that establishes the rights and obligations of the service
offered and its expected scope.

Next, the following case studies performed with the prototype VarSearch are
presented.

5.1 Using the VarSearch Prototype

To verify VarSearch performance, two case studies were carried out. In the first,
VarSearch was used to analyze a VCF file. The second compared the time spent on
searching for variations manually and using the application; it is important to highlight
that this prototype has as end-users the geneticists and experts responsible for the
generation of the genomic diagnostics. To access the application VarSearch users must
have an account provided by Gembiosoft SME (http://gembiosoft.com/). After logging
in, a file is selected for analysis. VarSearch reads all records and transforms them into
variations.

These transformations depend on the file information: for example, the FASTA
files contain a genetic sequence (NG), and so require the reference on which the
variation is based to be to the “NG” sequence. In contrast, VCF files use positions
relative to chromosomes (NC). Once the file records have been converted into varia-
tions, the next step is to search for these variations in our HGDB. After the analysis, the
“variations found” and “variations not found” can be differentiated.

• Found Variations Management. Found variations are those extracted from the file
in which information has been found in the HGDB, which means that this variation
has been found in at least one genomic repository. A found variation has much more
information than the variation obtained from the file and allows us to calculate and
submit detailed information to the user.

Having analyzed the VCF file, all the variations found are displayed to the user, in
each case calculating the HGVS notation8, its data source identifier, clinical signifi-
cance, and the number of validations and databases found together with their biblio-
graphic references. This information is calculated for VCF and FASTA; however, VCF
variations are sorted by samples. Figure 8 shows the results obtained by analyzing a
VCF file with a single sample. For this sample (5323-BRCAyA), a number of varia-
tions were found with the corresponding information. A variation can have validations
made by users. The validation column corresponds to the number of validations that
each variation has and if a validation is private, only the owner will see it. Another
VarSearch feature is its support for multiple bibliographical references. A variation can
be found in different databases and may contain different bibliographic references.

8 http://www.hgvs.org/mutnomen/.
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• Not found Variations (insertion and treatment). The user who is analyzing
variations may find a variation in the file, which was not found in the database (see
Fig. 9). Using his experience and knowledge he may consider some variations as
relevant despite not being found.

Fig. 8. Analysis of VCF file using VarSearch.

Fig. 9. List of variations not found.
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With VarSearch the user can insert the not found variations or any variation
considered key to the study. If the user has inserted certain variations that had not been
found, on reanalyzing the file these inserted variations are compared with the variations
in the file, showing the similarities.

In order to differentiate the variations of the different repositories from user vari-
ations, the results obtained from the user’s experience and the results from years of
study of different biomedical databases are differentiated.

5.2 Improved Efficiency and Time in Finding Variations with VarSearch

To validate the effectiveness and performance of the proposed software, some exper-
iments were performed to measure efficiency and time. A study was conducted to
compare the time spent searching for variations manually with an automatic search of
all the repositories mentioned above using VarSearch.

A manual search of one variation involves detecting the variation in the VCF or
FASTA file, a search for the variation in the different repositories, and the identification
and verification of the variation. VarSearch was tested for the time it needed to search
for several variations, calculating the time evolution according to the number of
variations involved (2, 5 and 7). The results can be seen in Fig. 10.

As can be seen in Fig. 10, the cost of performing a manual search rises to 5’32 min
for 2 variations, 10’83 min for 5 variations and 18’89 min for 7 variations.

However, with VarSearch the time remains constant at between 2 and 3 s for
different variations, which confirms its efficient performance. Using this prototype thus
significantly reduces the time spent on the search for variations. Also, it must be
remembered that the manual search process does not calculate additional information
for variations. If this information were necessary, the search time would increase
significantly, however, with VarSearch this time remains constant because this infor-
mation has already been calculated in the search for variations.

Fig. 10. Time optimization.
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6 Conclusions and Future Research

This paper describes a study and analysis of the implementation of two web application
to facilitate DCGT, the first offer the services (genomic diagnosis) to the final user
using an interface easy to use -GenesLove.Me-, and the second is a prototype for the
generation of the diagnosis using our HGDB -VarSearch-. Through these applications,
we can inform end-users about their predisposition to suffer certain genetically based
illnesses.

Through the development of our web applications we seek to provide end-users
with a genomic diagnosis in a secure and reliable way. The use of BPMN and Con-
ceptual Modeling based approaches for this type of service aids the understanding of
the participants in the processes in the genomic domain and improves the processes
involved.

Bioinformatics is a domain that is constantly evolving, and with the application of
conceptual models, we can extend our genomic knowledge and conceptual represen-
tation accurately and simply.

In this work, we have focused mainly on the description of the prototype “Var-
Search”, which plays a fundamental role in processes 10 and 11 of the BPMN pre-
viously described, because with this prototype we generated the genomic diagnosis
facilitated through GenesLove.Me.

VarSearch is a flexible new analysis framework or web application that provides a
powerful resource for exploring both “coding” and “non-coding” genetic variations. To
do this, VarSearch integrates VCF format input/output with an expanding set of genome
information. VarSearch (and other tools built on EGF) will therefore facilitate research
into the genetic basis of human diseases. EGF can also be expected to allow the
development of new tools in diverse e-genomics contexts. As genetic laboratories are
now oriented to facilitating genetic procedures, web access, usability and feasibility, the
definition of different profiles are therefore important goals. All this allows the user to
configure the tool according to his specific needs. These necessities include inserting
genetic variations and validating its own variations, thus increasing its “know-how”.

Future research work will also be aimed at:

– The application of Data Quality (DQ) metrics to enhance our HGDB.
– The study and treatment of new diseases of genetic origin (continue expanding the

list of illnesses available in the web application).
– Implementation of data management mechanisms to enhance the quality of per-

sonalized medicine.
– Improving/develop the next version of VarSearch (version 2.0) for genetic diag-

nosis (including -haplotypes and statistical factors-).
– We also intend to extend the model with studies on the treatment of “haplogroups”,

including subjects with a similar genetic profile who share a common ancestor.
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Abstract. Hospital acquired infections are infections that occur in
patients during hospitalization, which were not present at the time of
admission. They are among the most common adverse events in health-
care around the world, leading to increased mortality and morbidity
rates, prolonged hospitalization periods and considerable financial bur-
den on both hospitals and patients. Preventive guidelines and regula-
tions have been devised, however compliance to these is frequently poor
and there is much room for improvement. This paper presents the pro-
totype of an extensible, configurable cyber-physical system, developed
under European Union funding, that will assist in the prevention of hos-
pital infections and outbreaks. Integrating a wireless sensor network for
the surveillance of clinical processes with configurable monitoring soft-
ware built around a workflow engine as key component, our solution
detects deviations from established hygiene practices and provides real-
time information and alerts whenever an infection risk is discovered.
The platform is described from both hardware and software perspec-
tive, with emphasis on the wireless network’s elements as well as the
most important software components. Furthermore, two clinical work-
flows of different complexity, which are included in the system prototype
are detailed. The finalized system is expected to facilitate the creation
and automated monitoring of clinical workflows that are associated with
over 90% of hospital infections.
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1 Introduction

Hospital acquired infections (HAI), also known as healthcare associated infec-
tions or nosocomial infections are among the most common adverse events in
healthcare around the world, affecting between 8% and 12% of patients admit-
ted to hospitals in the European Union [13,22], and 5% to 10% of hospitalized
patients in the United States every year [10]. Hospital infections refer to those
infections that occur in patients during hospitalization, which were not present
or incubating at the time of admission, including “infections acquired in the hos-
pital but appearing after discharge, and also occupational infections among staff
of the facility” [57].

HAI are prevalent across the globe, regardless of geographical, social or eco-
nomic factors [12,21,51,59,60]. In addition to their most critical consequences,
which are an increased rate of mortality and morbidity (an annual number of
37 000 deaths in Europe, 99 000 attributable deaths in the USA [60], 8 000
in Canada [9] and between 7% and 46% attributed mortality rates in South-
east Asia [34]), HAI also translate in prolonged hospitalization periods (5 to
29.5 days worldwide [61]) and further administered treatments. This leads to
a considerable financial burden, estimated between $28 and 45 billion in the
United States [48], $129 million in extra costs incurred in Canada [9,27], and
e7 billion in Europe, in 2008 [20]. Furthermore, the problem of HAI is closely
connected with antimicrobial resistance, another fundamental difficulty for mod-
ern healthcare and a significant threat to public health. Many bacterial species,
such as Pseudomonas, Acinetobacter, Staphylococcus aureus or Clostridium dif-
ficile have developed to be resistant to a wide range of antibiotics. In many cases,
they also represent major causes of HAI [32].

Having been recognized as a significant issue for 30 years now [51], surveil-
lance has been in place and measures and precautions have been taken [11,62]
especially during the past decade, in order to reduce nosocomial infection rates.
When specific steps are taken by medical personnel, infection rates have been
shown to decrease by more than 70% [11]. Preventive efforts have proven to be
successful, as a report from the Agency of Healthcare Research and Quality [1]
estimates a 17% decline in the rate of HAI from 2010 to 2013 in the United
States. However, the issue is still a delicate one and there is much room for
improvement.

This paper presents an extensible, configurable cyber-physical system that
will assist in the prevention of HAI and outbreaks [7]. Integrating a wireless
sensor network (WSN) for the surveillance of clinical workflows with config-
urable monitoring software, our solution detects deviations from established
hygiene practices and provides real-time information and alerts, whenever non-
conformity is discovered. The hardware network of wireless sensors that can
be deployed within variable-sized clinical locations collect real-time information
from the clinical setting, such as substance or material availability (soap, antimi-
crobial agents, sterile gloves) and environmental conditions affecting the spread
of pathogens (oxygen levels, airflow, temperature), thereby providing a complete
image of the hospital environment in real time. Monitoring of complex processes
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such as management of indwelling urinary catheters, postoperative care, intu-
bation or endoscopy is possible by describing them using software workflows
that are interpreted and executed by a workflow engine. When the sequence
of transitions inferred by the system from sensor data presents deviations from
the expected flow, the system alerts responsible personnel. The system will also
provide advanced analytics, which are extremely important for pinpointing dif-
ficult infection sources that elude existing workflows and for the identification of
existing activities targeted towards outbreak prevention and control.

The system is researched and built within a European Union-funded project
and its current stage of development represents a proof of concept, including
multifunctional smart sensors for monitoring the use of soap, antimicrobial gel
and water sink together with two clinical workflows that describe the required
hygiene procedures in the case of the general practitioner’s office and for minor
surgeries that are performed within the clinic where the system will be first
deployed. This paper details the smart devices employed, the hardware-software
integration as well as the software components that ensure the cyber-physical
system achieves its objective of lowering the number and severity of hospital
infections.

2 State of the Art

In recent years several concrete measures have been taken to reduce the risk
of infections in hospitals. As such, guidelines and rules of prevention have been
devised for healthcare personnel and patients’ safety [33]. As a response of the
necessities within the hospital environment, various software or hybrid hardware
and software systems have been developed to ensure strict compliance with and
enforcement of these instructions.

2.1 Monitoring Hand Hygiene

Proper hand hygiene is considered the single most valuable tool in preventing
the spread of healthcare-associated infections [33]. Despite existing information,
hand hygiene measures are still not widely adopted, being applied in only 40%
of cases when it is required [43]. Thus, the underlying idea used by quite a
large number of systems is continuous monitoring of healthcare workers’ hand
hygiene and real-time alert generation in case of non-compliance with established
guidelines.

Numerous existing Information and Communication Technology (ICT) solu-
tions use this idea of continuous surveillance and immediate notification in case
of hygiene rule violation. IntelligentM [41] and Hyginex [30] are two systems
that combine sensors attached to soap, disinfectant dispensers or faucets with
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) enabled bracelets designed to be worn
by medical personnel. Whenever hygiene events are omitted, the systems detect
the violation and the bracelet alerts the clinician using vibrations or luminous
signals. Biovigil Technology [4] and MedSense [26] are similar systems which
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use wearable badges attached to healthcare workers’ uniforms. While Biovigil
uses chemical sensors placed at hospital ward entrances to detect whether hand
hygiene is undertaken, MedSense employs beacons placed above patient beds or
in other points of care, with the aim to establish a wireless patient zone. This
allows the badge to identify hand hygiene opportunities by detecting when the
badge enters or exits a patient zone. SwipeSense [50] is composed of a series
of small, recyclable alcohol-based gel dispensers, which can be worn by medical
personnel together with proximity sensors mounted on hospital walls and a mon-
itoring web platform. Due to this design, the system allows clinicians to perform
hand hygiene without interrupting their activities to walk to a sink or a disin-
fectant dispenser [45]. UltraClenz’s Patient Safeguard System [53] is somewhat
similar to MedSense, in that it employs a patient based approach, as opposed
to the room based approach of previously presented technologies. The system
prompts workers to sanitize before and after every patient contact. Unlike other
systems presented so far, DebMed [16] does not use RFID technology, nor any
devices for medical personnel. It integrates a wireless network of dispensers that
send data to a server via hubs and modems installed on each floor. The server
application uses a customizable algorithm [18] to estimate the number of hand
hygiene opportunities per patient-day and compares this number with the actual
hand hygiene events that were performed.

2.2 Disinfection Robots

The systems mentioned in the previous section prevent the spread of HAI by
ensuring that transmission is not induced by medical personnel via contami-
nated hands. But transmission can also occur via air or contaminated surfaces.
Preventing this using chemicals or ultraviolet light has proven successful.

Short-wavelength ultraviolet (UV-C) light provides a strong germicidal effect,
by inducing cellular damage and cell death in pathogens. Water, air and surfaces
can be purified using UV-C. However, humans must avoid direct UV-C irradia-
tion due to its harmful effects.

Several types of solutions using UV-C or chemical substances have been devel-
oped for air and surface disinfection, in the form of disinfection robots. Tru-D
Smart UVC [52] scans the room to be disinfected and computes the optimal UV-C
light dose required for disinfection according to the particularities of the room.
These include its size, geometry, surface reflectivity and the amount and location
of equipment present. The robot performs disinfection of the entire room, from
top to bottom in one cycle and from one location, ensuring that the ultraviolet
light reaches even shadowed areas. The Xenex “Germ-Zapping Robot” [63] called
“Little Moe” can disinfect a room using pulses of high-intensity, high-energy ultra-
violet light. The deactivation of pathogens takes place in less than five minutes and
the disinfected room remains at a low microbial load until it is re-contaminated by
a person or the ventilation system. The UV-Disinfection Robot developed by Blue
Ocean Robotics [5] has the same purpose as Little Moe and Tru-D. The robot can
drive autonomously when called upon by medical personnel and the approximate
time it needs for fully disinfecting a room is between 10 to 15 min.
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In addition to UV-C light, certain chemical substances or chemical reactions
can be used to eliminate harmful bacteria. The Bioquell Q-10 robot [3] emits
hydrogen peroxide vapours, which are safe for hospital and equipment surfaces,
as well as for other technological machinery and computers, but are deadly to
pathogens. This antibacterial bleaching agent is also toxic to humans and there-
fore another solution must be distributed across the room after disinfection,
to make it safe for humans to enter. A different approach is taken by Sterisafe
Decontamination technology [47]: the Sterisafe robot does not employ any chem-
icals, but disinfects rooms, including corners and shadowed areas, and removes
gases and harmful particles using activated oxygen, also known as ozone. Com-
pared to UV-C light robots, Sterisafe’s main advantages are that it disinfects
hard to reach surfaces (under beds, behind equipment), while as opposed to the
Bioquell Q-10 robots, it completely removes the ozone and other by-products at
the end of the disinfection cycle, leaving the room safe for people. A comparison
study effectuated by Andersen et al. [2] concluded that disinfection with UV-C
light is very effective, but it’s best used in conjunction with chemical disinfection,
to ensure good cleaning of shadowed areas.

2.3 Infections and Outbreak Management

The fight against infections is reinforced through other types of systems that
were designed for infection management, such as clinical decision support sys-
tems or identification of models that shape the spread of disease. Protocol Watch
[39] is a decision support system used to improve compliance with the “Surviving
Sepsis Campaign” international guidelines [49], simplifying the implementation
of sepsis prevention protocols by regularly checking certain medical parameters
of patients. Other relevant software systems developed to enhance treatment
policy in case of an infection outbreak are RL6:Infection [40] and Accreditrack
[23]. Through proactive monitoring and integration of data obtained from several
hospital systems, RL6:Infection helps responsible persons to optimize their ini-
tiatives and to make the right decisions concerning infection prevention, based
on data collected and presented by the system. Accreditrack was designed to
ensure compliance with hand hygiene guidelines, to verify nosocomial infection
management processes as well as to provide visibility and transparency for these
processes.

Another beneficial endeavour for modelling the spread of disease, for iden-
tification of control policies and for ensuring the adoption of correct medical
practices is building contact networks [15]. A number of studies have modelled
interactions in clinical settings using data collected by wireless sensor networks
and electronic medical records, and illustrated that contact network knowledge
can be used in preventing and handling hospital infections [25,29,31,46,54,55].

The systems presented in this section are effective, but they all address the
issue of hospital infections from a singular direction. Systems for monitoring hand
hygiene specifically target processes involving disinfection of hands, disinfection
robots are useful for disinfecting rooms and equipment, while systems for manag-
ing outbreaks are particularly targeted towards that definite goal. The problem
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of hospital infections and outbreaks however, is a complex one, and we believe
a more comprehensive approach will provide a better solution. The platform
we propose intends to tackle HAI from several directions, using a two-pronged
approach. First, a basic line of defence able to monitor clinical workflows most
prone to infection transmission in real time will handle both pathogen-agnostic
and pathogen-specific scenarios. Second, an advanced line of defence will be cre-
ated, that will employ risk maps and will build contact networks using the data
gathered as part of the basic line of defence. To the best of our knowledge, our
proposed system is the first of its kind to combine a sensor network and software
in a cyber-physical platform of the intended versatility. The following sections
of the paper describe our proposed system in more detail.

3 HAI-OPS - Platform Overview

The platform we propose is developed within the Hospital Acquired Infection
and Outbreak Prevention System (HAI-OPS) research project [28], which aims to
build a pragmatic, automated solution to significantly decrease overall mortality
and morbidity associated with HAI by specifically targeting their most common
sources and pathways of transmission. To achieve this, the system will leverage
advances in computing power and availability of custom-developed, affordable
hardware that will be combined with a configurable, workflow-based software
system [8].

HAI-OPS will address several clinical and maintenance processes and pro-
cedures, such as hand hygiene, catheter management, invasive procedures and
surgical care. The system will employ an approach that allows the definition
and execution of custom Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [37]
encoded workflows, which model various clinical and maintenance processes. The
cyber-physical platform will be configurable so that it covers differences between
clinical unit location and layout, differences in types and specifics of undertaken
procedures, as well as variation between existing hygiene guidelines. Further-
more, it will offer interoperability with hospital information systems (HIS) and
will allow patient and infection data analysis using risk maps and contact net-
works. As such, the system will also be geared to help hospital epidemiologists
in the fight against infection and outbreaks.

The cornerstone of the proposed system is the detection of events happening
within the monitored location which are deemed relevant to infection prevention.
For the purposes of the pilot deployment, the system will detect the following
event types:
– Presence of persons within the clinical unit. The system will monitor employ-

ees working in clinical or auxiliary positions as well as patients. Person moni-
toring will be achieved using passive RFID tags embedded in badges. Employ-
ees will be provided with permanent customized badges linked to their user
profile. Patients will receive a temporary tag when checking into the clinic
reception, a mandatory step before any appointment. The use of passive tech-
nology allows keeping tags light and inexpensive, while powered elements are
embedded in the environment.
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– Person enters or leaves a room. The passive tags issued to personnel as well
as patients, as described above, will be detected by active RFID antennas
mounted within the door frames of monitored rooms. This will allow identi-
fication of the person as well as determine their direction of movement.

– Person undertakes hand hygiene. According to the regulations within the
partner clinic, hand hygiene can be undertaken using either soap and water,
or antimicrobial gel. Both are at the disposal of medical personnel and are
placed near the sink within all rooms where clinical activities require it. The
system will employ sensor-equipped soap and gel dispensers that transmit an
event whenever they are used. Furthermore, the system will employ active
RFID installed near the sink to also identify the person who is undertaking
hand hygiene. As such, hand hygiene is a high-level event that the software
identifies based on several low-level events: proximity to sink area and use of
soap dispenser or antimicrobial gel.

– Person equips gloves. Dispensers for single-use gloves are installed throughout
the clinic, near the sink in all rooms where their use might be required.
Dispensers will be equipped with sensors that emit an event whenever they
are used.

– Patient examination start. For most workflows, this is the first contact
between patient and medical personnel. Patient examinations always take
place within a designated area of the room, which usually has a patient bed
installed. The system will detect the patient examination event using several
low-level events, namely practitioner and patient proximity to the consulta-
tion bed as well as thermal imaging data based on an array-type sensor.

– Equipment is used. Certain procedures require the use of single-use or steril-
ized equipment. Dispensers are monitored for the single use items. Equipment
that can be reused must be sterilized in the autoclave, and witness strips must
be employed to prove that the sterilization process was complete. In this case,
barcode strips will be printed and affixed to sterilized packages, which will be
scanned using a wall-mounted reader when first opened. This will ensure the
traceability of the sterilization process for equipment.

– Surface disinfection. This is undertaken using spray-type disinfectant in recip-
ients. Like in the case of other dispensers, sensors will detect and emit an event
when used.

4 Modelling Clinical Processes

The HAI-OPS platform will monitor various clinical processes defined and
encoded as workflows. A workflow engine will create and execute instances of
workflows and emit real-time alerts when infection risks are detected, based on
the expected succession of actions encoded. Any clinical process can be seen as
a sequence of events, conditions and activities and thus modelled using BPMN
notation. In this section we describe and model two workflows that are proposed
for implementation within the clinical partner of the project, the NZOZ Eskulap
[36] outpatient clinic in Skierniwice, Poland.
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4.1 General Practitioner

The consultation workflow taking place in the general practitioner (GP) office
is the first one considered, given the number of daily consultations and the high
degree of event overlap that exists with other workflows taking place within the
partner clinic. The simplified BPMN-like model of this workflow, as it takes place
within the partner clinic is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. General practitioner workflow (from [7]).

An instance of this workflow is created every time a patient enters the GP’s
office. This is detected using an RFID active system mounted at the door frame,
as well as the RFID passive tag the patient receives at the clinic reception when
checking in for the appointment. All sensor types employed, along with their
positioning inside the GP’s office are detailed in Sect. 5.

After a short conversation, during which the GP might write down various
details about the patient’s medical issues, patient examination starts. This is
detected by a combination of sensors: the RFID tags of the doctor and the
patient, a proximity sensor mounted at the side of the bed and additionally an
infrared sensor mounted over the bed, used for checking presence. Given the flow
modelled in Fig. 1, the system detects that patient examination starts, at which
point it checks that hand hygiene was undertaken by the general practitioner.
Existing regulations precisely detail how to undertake hand hygiene correctly.
Thus, hands must be sanitized according to 10 steps for effective hygiene [58].

Assuming that all medical personnel are aware of the detailed actions and
correct procedure for proper hand washing, the system will only check that the
sink, disinfectants and paper towel dispenser were operated. A collection of sen-
sors mounted on the tap, soap, disinfectant and paper towel dispensers detects
the sequence of actions performed. If the sequence is detected in accordance
with the provided workflow, the system acknowledges that compliance has been
achieved. Otherwise, an alert is generated, sent to the GP and persisted within
the system. In such a situation, if the workflow is violated, its instance is stopped
and the hygiene breach is recorded. After receiving notification, the GP will have
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to perform hand hygiene before examining the patient, or else the system will
continue recording and sending alerts. If the workflow continues without inter-
ruption, its last step requires the GP to disinfect their hands using antimicrobial
gel after the last contact with the patient. This event is again recorded by the
system using the same sensors situated in the disinfectant dispenser area. When
the examination is finished, the GP updates the patient’s record and the patient
leaves the office. The workflow is thus completed. All actions detected during
workflow execution are persisted by the system to allow statistics and advanced
analyses.

The presented workflow accounts for an ordinary GP consultation. However,
some examinations, such as those involving the head, eyes, ears, nose and throat
or those concerning patients with skin infections require additional precautions
which should be included in the associated workflow. More precisely, new actions
must be added, referring to the doctor employing disposable gloves which must
be put on before examination and disposed of immediately after the procedure
is completed.

4.2 Minor Surgery

Minor surgeries represent the most complex clinical workflow currently under-
taken within the NZOZ Eskulap clinic [36]. Given the documented risk of infec-
tion following surgical procedures, as well as the complexity of invasive pro-
cedures that involve both medical personnel and equipment, we believe these
workflows are suitable for assessing the impact and performance of the proposed
system. Furthermore, ascertaining that our system does not impose additional
overhead for existing processes is equally important to consider.

Minor surgeries are undertaken by a team that consists of a surgeon and a
nurse, who must follow a well established hygiene protocol. The equipment used
during the procedure is either single use or must be sterilized. A traceability

Fig. 2. Minor surgery workflow.
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system must be employed to allow proving that equipment underwent proper
sterilization. The minor surgery suite consists of a consultation room, which is
the first room entered by the patient, and continues with the operating room
itself, which can be accessed only from the consultation room. In most cases,
minor surgery involves several patient appointments. These include the initial
consultation, the intervention itself and one or more follow-up appointments for
examination or dressing change.

Given the purpose of our system, we do not examine the medical procedures
that take place in detail, but focus our attention on those steps that experts deem
to present high infection risk. In the following we detail the types of surgical
appointments that take place at the Eskulap clinic:

– Patient examination. This is undertaken within the consultation room, in
the presence of the surgeon, and with the possible participation of the nurse.
Hygiene requirements are similar to those in the general practitioner’s office:
both the surgeon and nurse must undertake hand hygiene before and after
patient examination.

– Dressing change. This takes place in the operating room, in the presence of at
least one medical practitioner. The hygiene requirements are similar to those
during patient examination.

– Minor surgery. Interventions can take place with or without an immediately
preceding patient examination. Surgeries are undertaken only within the oper-
ating room, and consist in a series of well defined steps:
1. Appointment starts when the patient enters the operating room
2. Patient lays down on the operating table.
3. The nurse undertakes hand hygiene and equips single use gloves.
4. The nurse prepares the equipment to be used. Sterilized equipment is

taken out of the cabinet, the autoclave sterilization strip is checked and
the pouch is opened on the instrument tray.

5. The surgeon undertakes hand hygiene and equips single use gloves.
6. After the procedure is complete, the patient leaves the surgery suite.
7. Nurse disinfects the surgery table.
8. The appointment is complete.

Given that procedures for patient examination and dressing change are simi-
lar to those in the general practitioner’s office, Fig. 2 illustrates only the expected
event flow taking place within the operating room. As shown in the figure, there
exists a degree of overlap between the described workflows. This is both expected,
as events such as person movement, hand hygiene and equipment use and ster-
ilization are the cornerstones of preventing infection transmission. Furthermore,
a high degree of overlap will allow for the reuse of custom developed devices and
will lower the cost of deploying and maintaining the system.

4.3 Known Challenges

We identified some challenges regarding the interaction of the system with the
clinical processes mentioned in the previous subsections, which might emerge
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particularly due to the various possible constraints. We present these challenges
below, including solutions that have already been identified, or potential solu-
tions that are still being investigated within the project.

Firstly, the natural course of clinical processes must not be disrupted by
the HAI-OPS platform. The system should not interfere with normal clinical
activities, should achieve minimal overhead on clinical processes, as well as high
usability and maximal automation so that manual intervention is required only
when a risk is detected. Clinical staff must not experience any other modifications
from their usual activities; hygiene activities must be performed identically with
alerts sent to practitioners through their smartphones.

The placement of sensors within offices, surgery theaters, or generally, in
any hospital room, is a challenge within itself. Different types of sensors will be
used to detect proximity, position and movement. This requires setting up an
appropriate topology for positioning them that will ensure the accurate detection
of monitored workflows. Furthermore, the system must take into consideration
various restrictions that exist in medical units, such as radio frequency shielding,
influence of electromagnetic radiation or Bluetooth interference with medical
devices [17,42,56]. To overcome all these, our system will use communication
protocols such as healthcare-targeted Bluetooth Low Energy profiles [38], or even
wired communication when necessary together with custom designed intelligent
devices.

Finally, the most complex challenge regards the possibility of other persons
entering the consultation or surgery rooms during examination or minor surgery.
If the new person touches one of the practitioners or the patient, they must per-
form hand disinfection once again. While identification persons can be made
as soon as they enter the room, detecting contact between physician, patient
and another person is a very difficult task from a technological standpoint. Our
project aims to address this challenge by limiting detection to the area of the
consultation bed or surgery table using a proximity sensor array placed over
the area, as detailed within Sect. 5. A definitive solution to this challenge is
to trigger the execution of a new workflow once an external person enters the
examination/surgery room during consultation or minor surgery. We are still
investigating possible solutions which involve the clear detection of contact, to
avoid having to trigger a new workflow instance in cases when this is not abso-
lutely necessary.

5 The Wireless Sensor Network

The hardware platform consists of a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) addressed
to measure and communicate to the software system information about the work-
flow related actions that are taking place inside the clinical location. All these
events are generated by various types of sensors which have different compu-
tational, communication and power requirements. For this reason, we designed
two different types of hardware nodes: dummy and smart nodes.

Dummy nodes are small, cheap and plain. They are only able to detect sim-
ple, low-level actions and send corresponding events to one of the smart nodes.
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A dummy node usually integrates a proximity sensor and an accelerometer. The
proximity sensor features an interrupt function for range detection up to 200 mm.
The node sends the triggered events to smart nodes using BLE communication,
which is further explained in Sect. 5.1. Both the sensors and the communication
module stand for low current consumption, thus it is possible to power supply
the device for several years using a small, coin-type battery.

Dummy nodes are able to detect what action is taking place, but the smart
nodes are the ones that complete this information by adding who is triggering
it, where and when it took place. In the general practitioner’s office, the smart
node has to find out which person is involved in every action triggered by the
dummy nodes (e.g. washing hands, dispensing soap, and so on). To achieve that
goal, it communicates with an RFID reader and a thermal array sensor. The
location of the smart node inside the GP’s office is delimited by the passive
infrared array sensor. In this case, it is placed over the consultation bed. This
sensor is able to trigger the event when the patient lies down for consultation
and when the doctor gets close to them, which is the trigger for starting the
patient examination.

The smart node placed within each room will receive RFID information using
two antennas. One of them is placed at the door frame and the other at the
water sink. Both antennas have different size and gain, which leads to different
distance detection ranges. The antenna placed at the door frame aims to detect
all badges worn inside the room by patients, practitioners or other identifiable
persons. This antenna must be placed opposite to the corridor in order to avoid
false positives. On the other hand, the antenna placed near the sink will have a
detection range up to 80 cm. This is because this antenna must detect only the
badge associated to the person using the sink.

In addition to the smart node, the sensor network in the GP office includes
four dummy nodes in charge of triggering low-level events denoting that equip-
ment is being used. These include the soap dispenser, disinfectant gel, disposable
gloves and the trash can. All these devices have been modified to electronically
detect use and transmit the event to the smart node. Figure 3 shows the sensor
node with BLE connectivity and its location within the trash can and glove
dispenser.

Installation of the sensor network in the minor surgery room is similar to the
GP office, except that the minor surgery ward involves two rooms, the consulta-
tion room and the operating room. As both include an area for hand hygiene and
consultation bed, we find that most devices must be duplicated. RFID readers
must be installed at both door rooms and both water sinks. It’s also necessary
to detect the same triggered events as in the GP office: use of soap dispenser or
antimicrobial gel, use of the glove dispenser and trash can. However, there are
also some important differences between the surgery room and the GP office.
First, there must be a way to ensure that the doctor is going to use disinfected
equipment before surgery. After the autoclave sterilization procedure is com-
pleted, a barcode sticker is attached to every bag where items are packaged.
When the nurse is preparing the equipment, all the items to be used are iden-
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Fig. 3. Dummy nodes located in trash can and gloves dispenser.

tified through a barcode reader placed on the wall near the equipment cabinet.
Second, surgery lamps prevent thermal array sensors in the ceiling from detecting
when the patient is laying down on the operating table. This event is triggered
using a combination of infrared sensors and RFID signal quality levels. Finally,
the system must detect when the operating table is cleaned after each procedure.
For this, a smart holder for the disinfectant spray has been built to detect, using
a simple electronic switch, when the spray is used.

5.1 Communication Infrastructure

In June 2010, the Bluetooth Special Interest Group (SIG) published the 4.0
version, which introduced a new specification, known as Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) [6]. This allows devices that do not require transmitting large volumes
of data to connect to each other and communicate while consuming a minimum
amount of energy.

This HAI-OPS platform is developed around this technology. Dummy nodes
include a BLE112 Smart Module from Bluegiga [44], which integrates features
required for BLE applications including radio, software stack and GATT-based
profiles. Moreover, it has flexible hardware interfaces to connect different periph-
erals and sensors and it is powered directly from a standard 3 V coin cell battery.

The network architecture used in the HAI-OPS platform is a star topology,
which in its simplest form consists of a central device that can connect to multiple
peripherals. The Generic Attribute Profile (GATT) establishes how to exchange
data over BLE. It makes use of the Attribute protocol (ATT) which is used to
store services, characteristics and related data in a table. Most of the ATT proto-
col is pure client-server: the client takes the initiative, while the server responds.
But it also has notifications and indication capabilities, in which the server takes
the initiative of notifying a client that an attribute value has changed. The low-
est concept in GATT communications is the characteristic, which encapsulates
single data, such as sensor measurements.

All data generated by dummy nodes is collected by a smart node and sent
to a database server. Smart nodes generate more data than dummy nodes and
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therefore require a more powerful communication interface. First of all, the smart
node must have full time connectivity to the central server and must always be
available for receiving events from dummy nodes. Second, data sent by smart
nodes has to reach a web server which may be located inside or outside the local
area network. In both cases, smart devices have to reach a router or an access
point which is most likely located in another room, separated by several walls.
Finally, data generated by some sensors like the RFID or the passive-infrared
array require a transmission rate of several Mbits/s.

The smart node integrates an Ethernet connector which allows it to connect
to the local network deployed in the building. In situations when cable instal-
lation is not possible in certain locations, the smart device may use its 802.11n
wireless module.

Data exchanged between smart nodes and the database server is formatted
in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format [19]. JSON is text, so it is easy
to work with the data as objects, with no complicated paring and translations.
Moreover, when storing data, the data has to be a certain format, and text is
always one of the legal formats.

6 Software Components

The HAI-OPS cyber-physical platform’s software architecture employs a client-
server model, with a server installed for each clinical unit, to which multiple
heterogeneous clients can connect. Considering this aspect, the present section
discusses the essential components of the platform’s server side, followed by the
expected components that make up the client.

Being a cyber-physical platform, the hardware devices required to measure
and record activities and their associated software are of major importance. Each
such device contains the required networking hardware and software controller
that allow it to connect to the HAI-OPS server in order to transmit live data.
We refer the reader to Sect. 5 for more details about the hardware side of these
devices. The software applications that manage the hardware equipment vary,
according to device type: for dummy nodes, we used the “BLE SW Update Tool”
[44], while smart nodes’ software was created using the Python programming lan-
guage, including support from specialized libraries for operations such as access
to system Bluetooth and BLE resources, reading and writing of digital pins,
communication with the RFID sensor, Inter-Integrated Circuit communication
[35] or analog to digital conversion.

6.1 Server Modules

Providing real-time alerts in case of detected infection risk is the leading feature
of the server software. However, to achieve this, the system first needs to be able
to receive data from connected devices and hospital information systems (when
available), to process and analyze the data and to monitor the infection risk
using workflow technology. In addition, the server-side software will also perform
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analyses on collected data, which must thus be persisted. As a consequence of all
these, the server main components, which are detailed below, are grouped into
four major categories: data acquisition, workflow engine, data store and client
facing subsystems.

Data Acquisition. This component’s main goal is to send the data recorded by
the platform’s connected devices to the system’s data store persistent repository.
A REST architecture [24] is implemented by the server to receive sensor data
and the incoming readings are JSON formatted [19]. All measurements trans-
mitted to the server by the sensors have at least the following essential fields: a
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) and a sensor unique identifier for identification
of the reading, its source node and the time stamp. In addition to these, each
measurement might contain further attributes according to its type: presence
sensors might send boolean values, RFID readers will send the identification tag
detected and so on.

As a secondary purpose, the data acquisition component can interact with
hospital information systems. Such systems contain a wealth of information that
can be used for prevention of infections and outbreaks, such as patient suscepti-
bility data, arrangement and location of patients and patient beds, information
about patients that are immunosuppressed or otherwise at a greater risk for con-
tracting infections. Data received from these external systems is stored in the
data repository, from where it is expected to be reused for further analyses.

Workflow Engine. A modelling component allows creating, deleting and
updating workflows monitored by the system. These workflows can be executed
by any commercial off the shelf workflow engine implementation that under-
stands BPMN notation. The workflow engine interprets events, such as inputs
from deployed sensors and acts upon them according to a predefined process,
represented by the modelled workflow. The workflow engine component also
integrates a generic adapter interface that can be developed to have various
implementations, to abstract the particularities of the specific workflow engine
employed. As such, HAI-OPS can be used with any major workflow engine imple-
mentation, as long as a suitable workflow adapter component is implemented.
Monitored workflows can be managed via a user interface, as detailed within
Sect. 6.2 by the system’s administrator and they are persisted in the data store.

Data Store. This component is the system’s data repository, being responsible
with data persistence for registered users and devices, workflow instances and
workflow metadata, as well as raw data recorded from the network of connected
devices or any input transmitted by deployed hospital information systems. All
stored data will be used for complex analyses part of the system’s advanced line
of defence geared towards pin-pointing elusive reasons of infection and for mon-
itoring outbreaks. The data store is implemented using Couchbase Server [14].
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Client Facing Subsystems. This component includes those subsystems which
are connected to client components detailed in Sect. 6.2, offering server-side func-
tionality for real-time alerting, data analysis and user and device management.
Real-Time Alerting. This is a key component of the system, as it is directly
responsible with creating and transmitting the alerts. Whenever an instantiated
workflow reaches a point where an infection risk is detected, the workflow engine
adapter component will send the required data to this subsystem, which will
create an alert and send it to responsible end-users. All alerts contain at least
the following information: the workflow, device and person responsible as well
as date and time information together with a textual description. The alert data
is sent to the user through the alerter client component installed on the users’
smartphone. In case of alert, the involved person will have to take corrective
measures. All generated alerts are persisted in the data store.
Data Analysis. This component provides the advanced data analysis capabilities
of the platform. Using data received from the connected devices and existing
hospital information systems, its purpose is to aggregate context information
and sensor readings and provide information regarding outbreak and infection
risk, as well as to facilitate the identification of infection sources and means
of transmission in the case of outbreak. It is directly connected to the client
epidemiology user interface detailed in Sect. 6.2, which allows epidemiologists to
visualize analyses results.
User and Device Management. All information regarding users and devices is
deposited within the data store repository, thus being made available to other
system components. Both entity types need to be uniquely identifiable, as work-
flow execution and alert transmission is tightly linked with involved users and
connected devices registered within the system. System users can have one of
the administrator, epidemiologist or clinical personnel roles with a role-based
access permission system put into place.

6.2 Client Components

Two client applications are included in the HAI-OPS platform: the Alerter Client
mobile application used to transmit alerts to clinical personnel using their smart-
phones or other smart wearables, and the Administration Client web application
that provides the required features to enable management of connected devices,
users and workflows.

Alerter Client. Users registered within the system will have the Alerter Client
application installed on their smartphone. The application will provide two fea-
tures: (1) Receive push notification when an alert is generated for the involved
person; (2) View history of past alerts for the involved person. The received
message will contain detailed information regarding why the alert was generated
as well as a meaningful description. As further development, we will also ana-
lyze the possibility of using alternate means of notification, such as using short
text messages (SMS) that will be received by the registered user’s mobile device,
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which would allow personnel to receive alerts without installing additional soft-
ware. While the current platform of choice is the smartphone, the system can
work with any programmable device, such as smart wearables or a custom design
active badge based on RFID technology.

Administration Client. User, workflow and smart device administration will
be achieved using a web application locally installed at each medical unit where
the HAI-OPS platform is deployed. The administration client will provide user
interfaces for:

– Visualizing the complete history and details for the alerts that were generated
for a specific user. Users having administrator privileges will be able to view
the entire alert history for any registered user.

– Managing HAI related data. This interface is targeted towards epidemiolo-
gists and will allow them to visualize the results of various statistical anal-
yses applied on collected data (e.g. statistics based on historical alert data,
aggregated by user, workflow or by sensor). This information will allow iden-
tification of infection and outbreak hotspots, as well as of locations where
additional disinfection procedures or staff are needed. This interface will also
have access to more complex reports, including risk maps and contact net-
works which, in conjunction with historical alert data, are important instru-
ments for the identification of transmission pathways.

– Administration of connected devices, registered users and monitored work-
flows. The associated user interface will only be available to users registered
as administrators. They are responsible with managing system users and
employed smart devices. When the system is deployed in a clinical unit, the
administrator will manage the monitored workflows, and will modify them as
required, maintaining a continuous communication with the clinical personnel.

7 Conclusions

Seven to ten people out of every 100 hospitalized patients worldwide acquire
at least one hospital infection [60]. The risk of contacting or transmitting a
hospital acquired infection can be greatly reduced, provided that medical units
are equipped with efficient tools that ensure compliance to sanitation regulations
and that medical personnel pay particular attention to hygiene.

Through our research within the HAI-OPS project [28] and through the
platform under development, we are aiming to bring a contribution towards
decreasing infection-related morbidity and mortality, to help prevent outbreaks
and also have an indirect positive impact regarding other connected issues, such
as the war against antimicrobial resistant pathogens.

The HAI-OPS platform is still under development and the present paper
depicts this system in its current stage, emphasizing both hardware and soft-
ware components. Using a wireless network of smart devices and sensors to
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monitor clinical processes that might be involved in infection transmission, the
system detects potential risks in real-time and immediately alerts involved per-
sons. Two clinical processes of different complexity, which were included in the
system’s prototype, as they were selected for implementation during the first
pilot deployment, are detailed in this paper for exemplification: general prac-
titioner examination and minor surgery. Similarly to all clinical processes that
will be included in the system, according to medical activities that take place
at various deployment locations, these processes are BPMN encoded and are
executed by a workflow engine. In case of a process violation, which is detected
via the wireless sensor network, the engine communicates this to the real-time
alerting subsystem, which promptly sends notifications to responsible medical
personnel. Thus, any clinical process can only be completely and successfully
executed when preventive guidelines are followed.

Current achievements constitute the basic line of defense which our system
offers for protection against infections. As further development, we intend to add
an advanced line of defence, which will bring the platform to its maturity. This
will include advanced analysis tools and algorithms to process data collected by
sensors during large periods of time. Together with information extracted from
hospital systems, risk maps will be constructed to depict the degree of infectious
risk at room level. Contact networks will be used to analyze the source and
spread of infection. These will be presented in an easy to understand, visual
form and will assist epidemiologists in pinpointing elusive reasons of infection,
in monitoring outbreaks and, most importantly, in planning infection prevention
and control.
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Abstract. Pervasive computing systems are complex and challenging. In this
research, a novice statistical approach is introduced to resolve conflicts among
the pervasive system requirements. It is based on a basic requirements model
used in our reference architecture for pervasive computing (PervCompRA-SE).
The approach uses the normal distribution rules to validate the solutions for the
conflicts. It can save time and effort for the business analyst and the software
architect especially when the system scope is too large, the access to the
stakeholders is limited, or when there are constraints on the project’s timelines.
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1 Introduction

Requirements Engineering (RE) is an engineering approach to breakdown the com-
plexity of the requirements in an abstract way which explains the needs of the users and
at the same time offers a framework that governs the scope of the software system to
guarantee the success of the software project [1]. A business analyst, who gathers and
elicits requirements, also works on building the functional and quality requirements and
on explaining the use cases which are anticipated by the users. The use cases are also
used to generate the test cases which will, at a later stage, be used to validate the
software implementation [2, 3].

It is a challenging activity which requires a high level of understanding to make
sure that the users’ requirements are captured correctly especially if there are many
stakeholders with contradicting needs. One of the main responsibilities of the business
analyst is to resolve the conflicts between the requirements in order to have a consistent
requirements’ model. The resolution of the conflicts between the functional require-
ments may sometimes be quite clear. In its simplest forms, the conflict could be
resolved by removing one of the contradicting requirements upon agreement with the
stakeholders. But in other times it may be a complex situation.

Accordingly, another important task for the business analyst is to speculate the
priorities and the precedence of the requirements based on how they impact each other.
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This will drive the implementation by highlighting the requirements which should be
ideally implemented first so that the next ones will be more easily implemented. Even if
there is no sequential implementation of the requirements, it gives hints about the
grouping of the requirements and hence about the candidate technical modules that
may be designed in the high level architecture.

The quality requirements of the system could be treated the same way, especially
that quality requirements could have conflicts by nature. For example, the requirements
to tighten the security of the system will most likely conflict with the requirements to
boost the response time. The tasks of the business analyst, or possibly the software
architect in this case, is more important as it may not be clear, especially for the users,
on how to resolve the conflicts of the quality needs. Users are usually akin to tell their
functional needs more than state their quality requirements [4].

In this research work, the requirements of the quality features pertaining to the
pervasive system are endeavored in order to generate statistical knowledge about the
quality features so that the generation of the architectural model is moderated as well as
the optimization parameters which are refined at runtime. This can also help the
business analyst arrive at the best decisions with the minimal engagement of the
stakeholders.

The paper presents this research study as follows: Sect. 2 presents the related work,
Sect. 3 describes the proposed methodology, Sect. 4 gives details about the tradeoff
analysis of the essential requirements of the studied quality features, Sect. 5 lists the
identified conflicts between the requirements, Sect. 6 presents the resolutions of the
conflicts, and Sect. 7 describes the adopted evaluation techniques. In Sect. 8 the
applicability of the research outcomes is discussed, and Sect. 9 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

The art of requirements engineering in the field of pervasive computing has recently
received a considerable amount of attention from researchers. The Authors in [5–8]
introduced some interesting elicitation techniques which they presented as peculiar to
pervasive computing Additional contributions could be reviewed from [9].

Some relevant contributions which resolve conflicting requirements are surveyed
through subjective opinions or preset preferences by the users. They simply eliminate a
requirement in favor of another requirement. For example, Salado and Nilchiani [10]
worked on identifying conflicts using a “tension matrix” mechanism using a set of
heuristics. They remove the conflicting requirement according to specific criteria.

Sadana and Liu [11] adopted a similar approach which depicts a hierarchy of
conflicting requirements and potential conflicts among the quality attributes. The
Authors make a link between the quality attributes and the conflicts similar to that
presented in this research work and that will be explained later.

Oster et al. [12] organize stakeholder requirements as preferences. They use a
conditional importance network (CI-Nets) to identify and resolve conflicts between the
stakeholder requirements. If conditions are met then the preferences are kept, else if
there are conflicts among them, then the least preferred ones are removed.
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Conflict resolution requires the analyst to first assign a priority for every require-
ment in one way or another. A priority of the requirement is made mostly via subjective
methods. Galaster and Eberlein [13] provide such an approach which requires sub-
jective opinion from business and technical stakeholders about every requirement.
They associate different generic attributes with every requirement and ask the stake-
holders to define their values in order to get an overall ranking for the requirement.

Mendizabal and Spier [4] provided a prioritization approach for the performance
optimization requirements based on actual performance statistics. They collected per-
formance data about some pages in a web application and assigned a performance rank
using a ranking formula and then decided with the stakeholders on which pages to
include in the performance enhancement exercise. The authors recognized the disad-
vantage of their empirical choices for the weights of the parameters used in the ranking
formula as they found some least demanded pages still included. This could have been
avoided if the stakeholders, including domain experts, were asked to assign the weights
for these parameters as well.

The surveyed research efforts about conflict resolution usually take simple
approaches by eliminating the least important requirement. To our knowledge, this
work represents the first attempt to introduce balanced solutions for conflicting
requirements through a statistical approach that depends on the strength of these
solutions. It offers a practical guidance to the architects who need to satisfy most of the
conflicting requirements.

3 Methodology

A pervasive system is highly volatile as its users are in continuous movement along
with their devices. Context sensitivity characterizes a pervasive system in order to
detect the surrounding changes, and the pervasive system must adapt to these changes
in order to make a rational response. It is an environment-interactive system [14] given
that visitor devices appear and disappear spontaneously.

Accordingly, an approach was adopted in this research work that is inspired from the
process re-engineering concept [15, 16]. A normal process is practiced after it is
designed whether it is for industrial or business activities. Since changes happen all the
time, it is usually required at some point in time to improve the process. Hence, a process
re-engineering project could be initiated to improve the efficiency of the process.

The main objectives of process re-engineering are to maximize the value of the
tasks which add value to the customer, minimize the tasks which are essential (but do
not add value to the customer), and eliminate the tasks which are a complete waste to
the whole process [17].

Inspired by the process re-engineering concept, the requirements are stated as a set
of maximize, minimize, and eliminate needs for desirable and non-desirable values
[18]. The relationships among the requirements are modeled, if they exist, in a similar
way. Hence, a requirement A could minimize the need of requirement B if requirement
A helps requirement B to minimize the non-desired value. The same is said about
requirement A maximizing requirement B. However, if two requirements have
conflicting needs, then they are modeled as (requirement A conflicts with requirement
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B). This approach is different from the classical approach [19] of having “positive
correlation”, “negative correlation”, or conflict between two requirements in the sense
that both minimize and maximize relationships are “positive correlation” relationships
and their analysis becomes simpler from the process re-engineering perspective.

A trade-off analysis exercise is included in the form of an intensive statistical study
of the requirements. A subjective study was conducted as well to validate the
statistically-driven priorities with the priorities of the users [20]. The trade-off analysis
is extended to introduce balanced solutions for the identified conflicts between the
requirements [18, 21].

4 Requirements Trade-off Analysis

The most challenging activity in this research work was to identify the basic require-
ments, as listed in the Appendix, which should suffice for a software engineer to draft a
new concrete architecture for a pervasive system. A solid basic list of 55 requirements
was identified as listed in our research work [18, 20]. These requirements were driven
based on the most prevalent and critical quality features in pervasive computing
[22, 23] as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Pervasive system quality features.

Feature Description

Adaptable
Behavior

The system must respond dynamically to changes in the environment as
needed [20]

Context
Sensitivity

The system must have the ability to sense and retrieve data from its
environment [22]

Experience
Capture

The system must capture and register experiences for later use [22]

Fault Tolerance The system must detect errors and take the appropriate recovery actions
[22]

Heterogeneity
of Devices

The system must use different device technologies seamlessly [22]

Invisibility The system must integrate computing resources and guarantee that the user
has the minimum awareness of them [22]

Privacy and Trust The system must ensure that personal operations confidentiality is protected
and accessed only by trusted entities [22]

Quality of
Service

The system must set expectation for its services by setting constraints on
the provided services. For example, system response may be considered
invalid if it is received after a certain period of time [22]

Safety The system must provide immunity for its users and interacting devices
from harm and damage

Security It is concerned with protecting data from being leaked to unauthorized
individuals, protecting data from corruption and alternation, and ensuring
accessibility to data whenever requested

Service
Omnipresence

The system should give its users the feeling that they carry computer
services wherever they move [22]
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The requirements were written in a generic way to suit a business reference
architecture. For example, in order to achieve the Service Omnipresence quality fea-
ture, it is essential to distribute computing power, enrich the experience of the highly-
used scenarios, provide Informative messages, use a unique user identifier and utilize
the user’s cell phone. The Heterogeneity of Devices requires another set of require-
ments. Its basic requirements are to maximize the number of device technologies,
provide a unique identifier for every object, and render content on a maximum number
of devices.

It was clear from the initial survey that some requirements do conflict (negative
impact) with each other, and other requirements positively impact each other. Hence, a
relationship matrix was built between all the requirements to emphasize on the kind of
impact, if it exists. For example, it is required to maximize the number of device
technologies in order to provide Heterogeneity of Devices and at the same time, it is
required to minimize conflicting usage of the shared resources in order to guarantee an
overall Safety for the pervasive system. As manufacturers usually do not provide
compatible technologies with each other’s products [18], and even between different
products from the same manufacturer, the probability of conflicts among shared
resources increases. An empirical decision was taken, based on knowledge, to resolve
the conflict for that requirement in the Safety quality feature if a conflict exists. The
results of these decisions were validated as will be explained below.

All the requirements were reviewed and checked against each other to identify
whether they minimize, maximize, or conflict with each other. The weights of the
quality features are calculated according to a simple formula, as shown in Eq. (1),
which calculates the complexity of the quality feature

QFs ¼
Xn

rq¼1

QFrq �
Xz

rl¼0

QFrl �
Xy

ft¼1

QFft ð1Þ

The requirements for every quality feature were counted (
Pn

rq¼1 QFrq), multiplied
it by the sum of the number of relations for the requirements in the quality feature
(
Pz

rl¼0 QFrl) and then multiplied the result by the number of covered quality features
(
Py

ft¼1 QFft). The score was normalized by dividing it by the sum of all the scores to
get the Weight as computed by Eq. (1). The results, shown in Table 2, are sorted by
weight from highest to lowest. It is important to note that the relations and the features
cover self-reference. Hence, if there is a maximize relationship, for example, between
two requirements in one quality feature, it gets counted.

The complexity equation can be explained as follows:

1. The requirements in a feature represent its size.
2. The number of covered features represents the feature coupling.
3. The relationships of the requirements in a feature represent the density of the feature

coupling.
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5 Requirements Conflict Identification

From the requirements relationship matrix, 12 pairs of conflicts were identified, which
were given IDs as shown in Table 3 where Req A and Req B columns contain the IDs
of the conflicting requirements.

The adopted process to identify the conflicts is as follows:

1. Iterate over every requirement and check if its value contradicts with another
requirement’s value

2. Mark a found pair of requirements as a conflict and give it an ID.

Table 2. Quality features requirements complexity weights.

Feature # Requirements
Pn

rq¼1
QFrq

# Relations
Pz

rl¼0
QFrl

# Features
Py

ft¼1
QFft

Score
QFs

Weight
QFs/total score

Safety 10 11 4 440 0.209524
Security 8 11 5 440 0.209524
Service
Omnipresence

5 11 6 330 0.157143

Fault Tolerance 6 7 5 210 0.1
Heterogeneity
of Devices

3 11 4 132 0.062857

Privacy and
Trust

4 8 4 128 0.060952

Context
Sensitivity

5 6 4 120 0.057143

Quality of
Service

4 6 4 96 0.045714

Adaptable
behavior

4 7 3 84 0.04

Experience
Capture

3 7 4 84 0.04

Invisibility 4 3 3 36 0.017143
Grand Total 56 88 46 2100 1

Table 3. Conflicting requirements [21].

Conf ID Req A Req B Conf ID Req A Req B

1 54 19 7 18 44
2 10 27 8 45 30
3 53 27 9 5 27
4 18 38 10 44 30
5 18 35 11 49 30
6 18 14 12 21 3
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3. Justify the conflict in details.
4. Study the conflict deeply to identify the superseding requirement
5. Justify the superseding decision.

The conflicts were reviewed critically to provide a rationale for each conflict as
follows:

1. Conflict #1: The system must be decisive about the identity of the user especially if
there are more than one device joining the system which belong to the same user.

2. Conflict #2: The system should capture personal knowledge about the user if
he/she agrees about that in order to have a better control on private information.

3. Conflict #3: Informative messages must be filtered for confidential information in
order not to cause leakage of private information.

4. Conflict #4: The normal incompatibilities among the manufacturers may generate
conflicts among the shared resources.

5. Conflict #5: Unexpected side effects may increase as the system acquires more
device technologies.

6. Conflict #6: As the number of device joins to the system increases, the probability
of faults increases especially if the device technology is new or has not been tested
before.

7. Conflict #7: Different manufacturers may have different operating systems which
may be vulnerable to attacks, which increases the security threat to the whole
system.

8. Conflict #8: The performance of the system degrades as the security rules over the
data transmission increases which may impact the availability of the system at
some point of time

9. Conflict #9: The system must carefully collect private data about the users from its
sensors in order to minimize the risk of revealing data to unauthorized entities.

10. Conflict #10: The average processing power of the smart devices increases if the
system forces additional security rules over them.

11. Conflict #11: Counter-measure actions add burden on the average processing
power of the system which degrades the performance of the services.

12. Conflict #12: The system should issue wise notifications to the users in a way that
does not lead to unnecessary interactions.

The above analysis shows that there are 16 requirements that have possible conflicts
which represent around 30% of the discovered requirements. They are scattered across
all the quality features as shown in Table 4.

The 12 conflicts are shown among the quality features according to the ownership of
the requirements. For example, the invisibility feature conflicts with the adaptable
behavior feature in a pair of requirements. There are 2 requirements that belong to the
heterogeneity of devices feature and conflict with the safety quality feature. It is also
noticed that Context Sensitivity does not conflict with Adaptable Behavior nor Fault
Tolerance. Another fact that can be detected from this table is that the Device Hetero-
geneity and Security features have the highest percentage of conflict relationships.
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6 Conflict Resolution

A real challenge that faces the business analyst and software architect is to resolve the
conflicts between the requirements. A simple and direct resolution strategy is to
eliminate one requirement for the sake of the other as long as it is identified as a
superseding one as follows:

1. Conf #1: Requirement #54 supersedes #19 in order to apply user-related rules on
the user’s devices properly.

2. Conf #2: Requirement #27 supersedes #10 because protecting the confidentiality
and the privacy of the information is by far more important than capturing personal
knowledge; otherwise, the probability of leaking information may increase.

3. Conf #3: Requirement #27 supersedes #53 because privacy of the user is more
important as it is protected by law where an uninformative message may cause, in
the worst case, a bad user experience.

4. Conf #4: Requirement #38 supersedes #18 because conflicts of the crucial shared
resources may hinder the safety of the users and the system. Accordingly, the
system must not allow those devices which are not well known and may cause
troubles with shared resources.

5. Conf #5: Requirement #35 supersedes #18 because if the new technology will lead
to expected or unexpected side effects which may risk the safety of the environ-
ment, then it is better to keep it away as the safety of humans, living creatures and
the system itself is far more important.

6. Conf #6: Requirement #18 supersedes #14 because the benefit of increasing device
technologies will shadow the faults that may appear in the environment since the
system can handle them in different ways.

7. Conf #7: Requirement #44 supersedes #18 because security rules are more
important for the sake of the whole environment even if the number of device
technologies does not increase.

8. Conf #8: Requirement #45 supersedes #30 because an increase in the average
processing capability due to securing transmitted data may be accepted if the
system accepts joins from non-trusted devices.

Table 4. Quality features conflicts [21].
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9. Conf #9: Requirement #27 supersedes #5 because if the sensors are not controlled
properly, this may lead to leakage of confidential data. This is a very high risk
which shadows the benefit of the sensors.

10. Conf #10: Requirement #44 supersedes #30 because an environment is considered
healthy if security rules are applied for the overall protection of the environment.
The wise decision in this case is to accept any additional increase in the average
processing time for the sake of the overall environment’s health.

11. Conf #11: Requirement #49 supersedes #30 because the counter-measures help the
system continue working normally and are of a great value even if the average
processing time may decrease.

12. Conf #12: Requirement #3 supersedes #21 because keeping the users informed all
the time with the changes, even if it entails more interactions, helps protect the
overall safety of the environment.

The overall goal of the reference architecture is not met if conflicts are resolved by
eliminating the requirements. Accordingly, it was decided to identify solutions for
these conflicts in order to satisfy as many requirements as possible. By introducing
functional and architectural solutions, it is guaranteed to enhance the decision making
for the architect in order to generate concrete architectures out of the reference
architecture and that in turn will make them more practical [24].

All the conflicts were reviewed, as explained in Sect. 3, and alternative solutions
proposed. Some solutions were merged to achieve a higher balance. In some other
conflicts, only a single solution is proposed or the superseding requirement is chosen
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Conflict resolution [21].
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The alternative solutions were analyzed thoroughly and a relationship matrix built
between the solutions and the requirements of the quality features within the scope of
the conflict, maximize, and minimize relationships since this could be adopted as a
cross-cutting concern [24]. The merged solution is designed so that the positive impact
(maximize and minimize) of one solution shadows the negative impact (conflict) of the
other solutions with the same quality feature requirement if it exists. The score of the
solution is calculated using the feature weight of the quality feature in Table 2. The
formula, as mentioned in [21], estimates the positive impact of the solution given the
negative impact and as expressed in formula (2)

Score ¼ Rþ * FRþ
weight � R� * FR�

weight ð2Þ

R+ is the percentage of the minimize (mif ) and maximize (mxf ) relationships from
all the relationships of the solution with the other requirements. R- is the percentage of
the conflict relationships (cff ) of the solution with the other requirements. They are
calculated using formulas (3) and (4), as mentioned in [21], respectively.

Rþ ¼
P11

f¼1 mif þmxf
P11

f¼1 mif þmxf þ cff
ð3Þ

R� ¼
P11

f¼1 cffP11
f¼1 mif þmxf þ cff

ð4Þ

FRþ
weight is the weighted average, an average multiplied by its probability [25], of

the minimize and maximize relationships of the solution with the requirements
belonging to a single feature multiplied by the weight of this feature (weightf ) in
Table 2. FR�

weight is the weighted average of the number of conflict relationships of the
solution with the requirements belonging to a single feature multiplied by the weight of
the feature (weightf ) in Table 2. They are calculated using formulas (5) and (6) as cited
in [21]

FRþ
weight ¼

X11

f¼1
mxf þmif
� �

* weightf ð5Þ

FR�
weight ¼

X11

f¼1
cff
� �

* weightf ð6Þ

The followed rules in order to devise the formula were that:

1. The generated solution score must be calculated based on the positive and negative
relationships with the requirements of the quality features.

2. The maximize and minimize relationships impact the solution score positively,
while the conflict relationships impact the solution score negatively.

3. The formula must generate a normalized score in order to analyze all the solutions
for all the conflicts on the same scale.
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4. The weights of the quality features, which are normalized already, must drive the
score of the solution.

The solution score tables in the sub-sections below show only the number of
relations for every feature and then the weighted score is given by applying the for-
mula. A list of the proposed solutions was devised, as shown in Table 5, and the way
solutions will be linked to conflicts is as explained above.

6.1 One Solution

Conflicts 3 and 11 are resolved for the superseding requirement. This decision is taken
because partial fulfillment of the superseding requirements may risk the existence of the
whole system. Conflict 6 is resolved using solution 21, which is used to resolve other
conflicts in the coming sub-sections. It is meaningless to assign a score for the solution
in this case.

Table 5. Solutions list [21].

Sol ID Solution Sol ID Solution

SO-001 Associate device with user SO-002 Authenticate every time
SO-003 Delete unnecessary sensor data SO-004 Disable sensors if not

needed
SO-005 Increase shared resources SO-006 Mediate access through a

middleware
SO-007 Authorize access upon information

request
SO-008 Classify personal

information as a setting
SO-009 Define information access explicitly SO-010 Teach the system (add to its

knowledge base)
SO-011 Declare security rules for the devices

willing to join the system
SO-012 Scan devices before joining

the system
SO-013 Apply less strict security rules on the

private smart environment
SO-014 Apply less strict security

rules on trusted objects
SO-015 Log all changes for later access SO-016 Notify for important

changes only
SO-017 Transfer non-securely if possible SO-018 Use a light-weight

encryption algorithm
SO-019 Use compatible technologies SO-020 A positive merge of

solutions (7, 8, 9)
SO-021 A positive merge of solutions (10, 19) SO-022 A positive merge of

solutions (11, 12)
SO-023 A positive merge of solutions (13, 14) SO-024 A positive merge of

solutions (15, 16)
SO-025 A positive merge of solutions (17, 18)
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6.2 Alternative Solutions

These are the type of problems that bare different solutions that may not be merged.
A description for every solution is given and the number of relationships is counted
between these solutions and the requirements of the quality features as shown in
Table 6.

The score equation was applied for every solution. For example, Conflict 4 is
between requirement (Maximize the number of device technologies) and requirement
(Minimize conflicting usage of shared resources) can be resolved by solution (Increase
shared resources), solution (Mediate access through a middleware), or solution (Use
compatible technologies).

1. Solution SO-005 (Increase shared resources): Increase the number of shared
resources to decrease conflicts. For example, if there is X number of temperature
sensors and they are not enough to serve the system and cause contention, then it
may be possible to add more sensors to respond to the increased demand. The
condition here is that they have to be from the same technology providers. This is a
classical solution that works in case the devices are not fully tested and there is a
high probability that they may cause problems in working systems. This solution
has a positive impact on 6 features and zero negative impact.

2. Solution SO-006 (Mediate access through a middleware): Shared resources can
be mediated using a middleware-software. The purpose of the middleware is to
ensure proper access to the shared resources even if they are coming from different
technology providers. The middleware has a main benefit which is hiding the
complexity of the different technologies from service requesters leading to better
handling of resources [26]. This solution has a positive impact on 2 features and
zero negative impact.

Table 6. Conflict 4 solutions score [18].

Solution SO-005 SO-006 SO-019
Feature mi mx cf Total mi mx cf Total mi mx cf Total

SY 1 1 2 2 2 2
ST
SO 2 2 1 1
FT 1 1 1 1
HD 1 1 2 2 1 1
PT
CS 1 1 1 1
QoS 1 1
AB 1 1 1 1
EC
IN
Total 2 5 7 3 4 7 3 1 1 5
Score 0.7295 0.7419 0.4341
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3. Solution SO-019 (Use compatible technologies): There are technologies that were
tested in common solutions and proven to be working with minimal conflicts,
including shared resource conflicts. Hence, by using compatible technologies only,
it will not be possible to add more devices from other technology providers unless
they were tested with the existing ones in the system and proven to be working
without major problems. This solution has a positive impact on 3 features and a
negative impact on one feature.

The same approach was applied for conflicts 1 and 9 and that resulted in defining
alternative solutions as shown in Table 7.

6.3 Merged Solutions

The same approach was followed in defining alternative solutions for the same conflicts
in Sect. 6.2. However, a more solid solution could be found if solutions could be
introduced together. The merged solution eliminates the negative impact (conflict) only
if there is one or more maximize or minimize relationships provided from at least one
solution for the same requirement.

The adopted procedure to decide if a business requirement is satisfied by a merged
solution is as follows:

1. Build a matrix of the solutions as columns and the requirements as rows.
2. Go over every piece of requirements and if there are positive and negative rela-

tionships, then ignore the negative relationship and inherit the positive ones. Hence,
the merged solution will have a single positive relationship with that requirement.

3. If all the relationships of the alternative solutions are negative, then the merged
solution will have a single negative relationship with that requirement.

4. This activity is repeated for all the requirements that are impacted by the alternative
solutions.

5. The requirements that are not addressed by the alternative solutions are ignored.

Table 7. Alternative solutions conflict matrix [21].
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For example, Conflict 8, as shown in Table 8, is between requirement (Ensure
secure data transmission) and requirement (Minimize average processing time) can be
resolved by solution SO-017 (Transfer non-securely if possible), solution SO-018 (Use
light-weight encryption algorithm), or solution SO-025 which is a merged solution
between them.

1. Solution SO-017 (Transfer non-securely if possible): There are some contexts
that may not require secure transmission. For example, (a) Private systems that are
not accessed from outsiders may transfer normally without encryption, (b) Trans-
mission of an already encrypted material, and (c) public data. The overall response
time in this case will be optimum. This solution has positive impacts on 5 features
and negative impacts on 3 features.

2. Solution SO-018 (Use light-weight encryption algorithm): By using light-weight
encryption algorithms, the system may be able to sustain for a longer period of time,
does not degrade performance as much, and an acceptable level of security is
achieved while transmitting data [27]. This solution has a positive impact on 4
features and zero negative impact.

3. Solution SO-025 (merged solution): a merged solution between the above two
solutions. It has a positive impact on 6 features and zero negative impact.

Table 9 shows all the conflicts and the solutions that make the required balance.

7 Evaluation

Different solutions for the same problem were introduced in order to enrich the
selection process for the architect. They will be ultimately used in the concrete
architecture of the pervasive system in some way or another based on the final decision.

Table 8. Conflict 8 merged alternative solutions [18].

Solution SO-017 SO-018 SO-025
Feature mi mx cf Total mi mx cf Total mi mx cf Total

SY 1 1 1 1 1 1
ST 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 2 1 3
SO 1 1 1 1
FT 1 1 1 1 1 1
HD
PT
CS
QoS 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2
AB 2 2 2 2
EC
IN
Total 3 4 3 10 3 3 6 4 6 10
Score 0.4219 0.8200 1.2667
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A solution that has a lower score is considered inferior within the scope of the selected
requirements. It could be a good solution within another context which is driven by the
weights of the quality features. If the weights of the quality features are changed, the
scores of the solutions may change as well and the solution with the lower positive
impact may score higher.

Table 10 reveals some facts about the solutions. It reveals that the highest score is
1.6550 for solution SO-020, which merges solutions SO-007, SO-008, and SO-009, for
conflict 2 as shown in Table 10 and the lowest score is −0.1218 for solution SO-004
(Disable sensors if not needed) for conflict 9 as shown in Table 7. The mean of all the
scores l, is 0.6431 and the standard deviation r, is 0.4805. Accordingly, it is inferred
that the solutions that have scores above the mean have a higher positive impact and
those that are below the mean have a lower positive impact. It is important to note that
all the scores are on the same ratio scale and it is possible to calculate the central
tendency of these solutions as will be explained in the next paragraph.

What makes this statistical evaluation powerful is that these solutions are normally
distributed. The normality of the solution scores was tested according to [25] and was
found to be normal with a P-value of 0.536 and confidence level 95% (Fig. 2). In the

Table 9. Merged alternative solutions score matrix [21].
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probability plot, if the P-Value is greater than 0.5, then it is an indication that the
population is normally distributed. The distribution of the scores in Table 11 shows
that the presented solutions are capable of resolving the conflicts as the model’s
capability index, (Cpk = 1.17), is greater than 1 (and the upper bound is 2.23 and the
lower bound is −0.8). Being normally distributed gives an edge for the architects to:

1. Simplify the decision for alternative solutions by measuring them using the sta-
tistical model as a reference.

2. Standardize the solution scores as z values and use the standard z-table [25].
Z values simplify the interpretation of the scores as the z-value of zero or more has a
higher positive impact than the negative z-values. Z-values could be obtained by
using Eq. (7) [24].

z ¼ score� l
r

ð7Þ

Table 10. Scores of the conflict solutions [21].

Solution FRþ
weight FR�

weight Rþ R� Score

SO-001 1.123 0 1 0 1.123
SO-002 1.058 0.280 0.545 0.455 0.450
SO-003 0.563 0.330 0.636 0.364 0.238
SO-004 0.178 0.347 0.429 0.571 −0.122
SO-005 0.730 0 1 0 0.730
SO-006 0.742 0 1 0 0.742
SO-007 1.415 0.146 0.833 0.167 1.155
SO-008 0.674 0.310 0.818 0.182 0.495
SO-009 0.830 0.034 0.778 0.222 0.638
SO-010 0.936 0 1 0 0.936
SO-011 0.949 0 1 0 0.949
SO-012 1.210 0.046 0.875 0.125 1.054
SO-013 0.355 0.419 0.600 0.400 0.046
SO-014 0.355 0.210 0.750 0.250 0.214
SO-015 0.204 0 1 0 0.204
SO-016 0.118 0.210 0.750 0.250 0.036
SO-017 0.802 0.465 0.700 0.300 0.422
SO-018 0.820 0 1 0 0.820
SO-019 0.582 0.157 0.800 0.200 0.434
SO-020 1.753 0.017 0.944 0.056 1.655
SO-021 0.936 0 1 0 0.936
SO-022 1.577 0.046 0.900 0.100 1.415
SO-023 0.355 0.419 0.600 0.400 0.046
SO-024 0.265 0.210 0.857 0.143 0.197
SO-025 1.267 0 1 0 1.267
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3. Allow the solutions to follow the system goal which could be controlled by the
weights of the quality features.

The architect can maximize the positive impact of the solutions if he/she selects the
solutions with the highest scores for every problem. The architect must revisit his/her
selections if the weights of the quality features changed.

Since the weights of the quality features are considered quite important for the
correct scores of the solutions, they were validated before starting to analyze the
conflicts. A survey containing the list of all the requirements was published (as shown
in the Appendix), in which some users were asked to give their subjective decision
about the importance of every requirement. The survey received responses from 17
respondents who have different experiences in software development within different
business industries. The responses were grouped by the quality features and the average
importance was then computed, which is equivalent to the complexity weight, for every
quality feature. The responses showed close proximity to our conclusions about the
weights of the quality features with a relatively small standard deviation, 2.3741 [20].

It was interesting to compare our results for the ranking of the quality features
(Table 11) with the results reported by Spínola and Travassos [22], the guiding
research work which lists most of the mentioned quality features. Spínola and
Travassos’s approach was to review the literature and run surveys and workshops with
users to reach for the outcome conclusion. However, our trade-off analysis was made
using pure technical analysis and statistical approaches after the requirements for the
quality features were collected.

Fig. 2. Probability plot of the solutions’ scores [21].
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8 Discussion

Product Line Architecture tools can embed this statistical model in their frameworks to
automate the generation of the concrete architectures. The weights of the quality fea-
tures drive the recommendations of the solutions. It is a kind of a goal-driven archi-
tecture which the architect can control according to the context by which the concrete
architecture will be used. Similar approaches are applied successfully in product-line
architectures as stated in [28, 29].

The statistical model can be used at runtime to enable or disable solutions according
to the context. This can be applied either by the administrator of the system or by
allowing the system to send feedback about its performance to the adaptation engine in
order to recalculate the weights of the quality features and the solutions subsequently.
Additionally, the architect should further study the rippled effect of the solution vari-
ations on the different architecture components [30].

This approach can be scaled over any number of requirements. It becomes very
difficult to review all the requirements with all the stakeholders all the time. Accord-
ingly, it is also an excellent choice for agile projects that have large number of
requirements, limited access to the required stakeholders, or constrained implementa-
tion time. The presented heuristic approach can provide fast decisions with high
confidence levels in such situations.

On the other hand, the architect may use a simple binary (Boolean) approach to
rank the solutions against the quality features based on their positive and negative
impact within a limited scope to make a quick evaluation. However, this simple model

Table 11. Comparison between our priority results and Spínola and Travassos’ priority results
with respect to the business quality features [18].

Key comparison This research work Spínola and Travassos’s research
work

Service
omnipresence

Service omnipresence is ranked as
one of the top priority features

Service Omnipresence is a key
characteristic that is found in all
ubiquitous projects

Classification of
the Business
Quality Features

Quality features are classified as
enablers and constraints

Classified quality features as
functional and restrictive

Enabler vs.
Functional
Categories

Enabler features are Adaptable
Behavior, Context Sensitivity,
Heterogeneity of Devices, and
Service Omnipresence

Functional characteristics are
context sensitivity, adaptable
behavior, service omnipresence,
heterogeneity of devices, and
experience capture

Constraint vs.
Restrictive
Categories

Constraint features are Privacy and
Trust, Quality of Service, Safety,
Security, Fault Tolerance, and
Experience Capture

Restrictive characteristics are
privacy and trust, fault tolerance,
quality of service, and universal
usability

Invisibility
Quality Feature

Invisibility cannot be classified as
enabler or constraint feature and it is
ranked as the lowest in priority

Invisibility was ranked the lowest
with respect to pertinence level
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may increase the probability of errors if it is used with the Product Line Architecture to
adopt different solutions at runtime. This statistical model is more accurate because it
starts the analysis from the requirements level which reduces the subjectivity of the
decisions because the selected requirements are proven to be a representative sample of
the population of the requirements in the selected quality features.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, a conflict resolution approach is presented between conflicting require-
ments. We applied this approach in our research project of building a reference
architecture for pervasive computing systems. A basic list of requirements for 11
quality features was presented. The weights of the quality features were calculated
according to a statistical analysis of the relationships between the requirements. The
identified conflicting relationships between the requirements were addressed by
proposing functional or architectural solutions. We analyzed these solutions statisti-
cally and proved they are normally distributed, which gave an early validation about
the correctness of these solutions as design decisions.

This work is a practical guide for architects who are willing to produce systems
categorized as pervasive, ubiquitous, or Internet of Things (IoT). The approach can be
applied in general to solutions in other domains even with a different set of
requirements.

The scope of the solutions can grow if the conflicts increase. The solutions com-
plement the requirements by filling the gaps created by the conflicting requirements.
The list of presented solutions provides guidance to only start a concrete architecture
and may include other future requirements and solutions as well.

The requirements model can be woven inside the software system at runtime. It will
be useful to attribute the performance of the system to the statistical model of the
requirements. It is possible to achieve it by linking the performance indicators of the
system to the quality features and the requirements and the collected statistics are used
to further improve the architecture of the system.

Acknowledgement. We would like to thank the following experts for their help and support in
this research work: Ahmed Ibrahim and Hassan Ali (IBM Egypt), Hany Ouda, (Etisalat Egypt
Telecommunications), Mohamed Hassan Abdelrahman (Vodafone Egypt Telecommunications),
and Soumaia Al-Ayyat (AUC).

Appendix

The following list is a high level summary of the quality features’ requirements as
referenced from [21]:

(a) Adaptable Behaviour (AB): In order to fulfil this feature [31], the system is
required to (1) evaluate/improve adaptive actions (actions taken in response for
the context change), (2) have smart decision rules, (3) notify users with changes,
and (4) possess actuation capabilities.
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(b) Context Sensitivity (CS): In order to fulfil this feature [14], the system is required
to (5) have sensors, (6) locate interacting objects, (7) provide analytical capability,
(8) provide interpretation rules, and (9) record the object’s lifetime.

(c) Experience Capture (EC): In order to fulfil this feature [22, 32, 33], the system is
required to (10) capture Knowledge about users, (11) correlate information and
knowledge, and (12) capture/change behavioural patterns.

(d) Fault Tolerance (FT): In order to fulfil this feature [34, 35], the system is required
to (13) detect faults quickly, (14) minimize faults, (15) minimize the probability of
a device going offline, (16) reduce error consequences, (17) display a proper error
message, and (18) take the proper corrective action.

(e) Heterogeneity of Devices (HD): In order to fulfil this feature [36, 37], the system
is required to (18) maximize the number of device technologies, (19) provide a
unique identifier for every object, and (20) render content on a maximum number
of devices.

(f) Invisibility (IN): In order to fulfil this feature [33], the system is required to
(21) minimize unneeded interactions, (22) remove unnecessary motions,
(23) conceal the system devices and (24) minimize the use of explicit input.

(g) Privacy and Trust (PT): In order to fulfil this feature [38, 39], the system is
required to (25) certify trusted entities, (26) classify Information, (27) reveal
Information controllably, and (28) track Information.

(h) Quality of Service (QoS): In order to fulfil this feature [14, 40], the system is
required to (29) declare service/quality feature boundaries, (30) minimize average
processing time, (31) monitor and improve QoS boundaries, and (32) specify
hard/soft deadlines.

(i) Safety (SY): In order to fulfil this feature [23, 34], the system is required to
(33) alert the user if safety is about to be/or is compromised, (34) allow the user to
override/cancel system decisions, (35) avoid conflicting side effects (e.g. contra-
dicting actions), (36) avoid invalid operational directives (e.g. wrong directives set
by the users that may cause safety hazards to people and devices), (37) ensure that
generated rules do not conflict with the system’s policy, (38) minimize conflicting
usage of shared resources, (39) override system rules by the regulator (an
authorized entity to set/change the rules of the system), (40) provide maximum
protection (protect the interacting users and devices from injury and damage) for
the environment, (41) resolve conflicts among objects by an administrator, and
(42) respect societal ethics.

(j) Security (ST): In order to fulfil this feature [14, 32, 41, 42], the system is required to
(43) disallow anonymous usage of system, (44) enforce Security rules on all objects,
(45) ensure secure data transmission, (46) maintain data integrity, (47) prevent data
leakage, (48) provide data access rules, (49) take counter-measures to mitigate
security threats, and (50) announce malfunctioning smart objects.

(k) Service Omnipresence (SO): In order to fulfil this feature [42], the system is
required to (51) distribute computing power, (52) enrich the experience of the
highly used scenarios, (53) provide Informative messages, (54) use a unique user
identifier and (55) utilize the user’s cell phone.
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Abstract. Feature Models (FMs) have been introduced in the domain
of Software Product Lines (SPL) to model and represent product vari-
ability. They have become a de facto standard, based on a logical tree
structure accompanied by textual cross-tree constraints. Other represen-
tations are: (product) configuration sets from concrete software prod-
uct lines, logical representations, constraint programming, or conceptual
structures, coming from the Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) framework.
Modeling variability through FMs may consist in extracting them from
configuration sets (namely, doing FM synthesis), or designing them in
several steps potentially involving several teams with different concerns.
FM composition is useful in this design activity as it may assist FM iter-
ative building. In this paper, we describe an approach, based on a con-
figuration set and focusing on two main composition semantics (union,
intersection), to assist designers in FM composition. We also introduce
an approximate intersection notion. FCA is used to represent, for a prod-
uct family, all the FMs that have the same configuration set through a
canonical form. The approach is able to take into account cross-tree con-
straints and FMs with different feature sets and tree structure, thus it
lets the expert free of choosing a different ontological interpretation. We
describe the implementation of our approach and we present a set of
concrete examples.

Keywords: Software product line · Feature Model
Feature Model Composition · Feature model merging
Formal Concept Analysis · Union models · Intersection models

1 Introduction

Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) is a development paradigm which
aims to develop a set of related and similar software systems as a single entity
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
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rather than developing individually each software system [1]. From a develop-
ment point of view, the core of this methodology is a generic architecture where
off-the-shelf reusable artifacts can be plugged depending a given set of require-
ments, and from which can easily be derived a set of software variants. SPLE is
composed of two phases. Domain engineering consists in analyzing and repre-
senting the domain, developing the off-the-shelf artifacts and implementing the
generic architecture. Application engineering consists in giving the final user the
opportunity to select the characteristics she/he wants in her/his software prod-
uct, and then to derive the corresponding software variant composed with the
matching artifacts.

Variability modeling is a task that takes place during domain representation.
It consists in modeling what varies in the software variants, and how it varies.
It is central to SPLE paradigm, as a substantial part of the method is based
on the variability representation, as for instance designing the generic architec-
ture, or guiding the user to select characteristics. The most common approaches
model variability in terms of features, where a feature is a distinguishable char-
acteristic which is relevant to one or several stakeholders. Feature models (FMs)
are considered the standard to model variability with these approaches. They
are a family of visual/graphical languages which depict a set of features and
dependencies between these features. FMs are used, amongst others, to derive
selection tools for the end product designer.

Nowadays, practitioners have to cope with product lines which are more and
more complex. Managing one, huge feature model representing the whole product
line is unrealistic. A solution to ease the application of the SPLE approach in
these cases is to divide the product line according to various concerns and to
manage a separate and specific feature model for each concern. However, even
though it is easier to manage separate FMs, for some design activities it can
be useful to merge these FMs, as for commonalities analysis between different
concerns. Therefore, defining operations that enable feature model composition
is necessary. Feature model composition also has other purposes, in the context
of Software Product Line reengineering, for feature model reuse and adaptation.

Several approaches for FM composition have been proposed in the past, that
are reported in [2]. The main directions for feature model composition in the
literature are using operators on the feature model structure, or propositional
logic computation. Although these approaches have their advantages, either they
tend to confine the designer in a predefined ontological view, or they produce
approximate results, or they need a significant work to build a feature model
from the result (when the result is a logic formula). Besides, operators on feature
model structure hardly take into account the textual cross-tree constraints.

In this paper, we investigate feature model composition in the contexts where
the product configuration set is known (or can be obtained) and where the entities
to be composed are either several feature models, or a feature model and a prod-
uct configuration set, or several product configuration sets. The paper extends
previous research presented in [3]. The approach uses the framework of Formal
Concept Analysis [4] which provides relevant tools for variability representation.
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This framework ensures the production of sound and complete compositions,
taking into account the cross-tree constraints. Our approach exploits Formal Con-
cept Analysis properties to produce intermediate canonical and graphical repre-
sentations (Equivalence Class Feature Diagrams, or ECFDs) which give assistance
to a designer to manually derive a feature model. The ECFD contains all the pos-
sible ontological links and avoids confining the designer in a specific ontological
view. Two main composition operations are defined (union and intersection), and,
in this paper, we also study the problem of common sub-configuration extraction
(approximate intersection), which arises when the intersection is empty, but the
feature models have some similarities. Except in extreme cases, the approximate
intersection is not empty. We present a prototype tool which computes union,
intersection, and approximate intersection, and we conduct an evaluation on real
feature models. The results allow us to show concrete situations where the app-
roach is scalable, to draw its scope of applicability and to compare the different
operations.

Next Sect. 2 defines feature models and gives an overview of the approach.
Section 3 introduces the main composition operations (union and intersection).
Section 4 introduces Formal Concept Analysis and shows how the framework
helps to build an intermediate canonical and graphical representation with the
aim to assist a designer in feature model composition. The section also proposes
an assisting approach for the extraction of common sub-configurations (approx-
imate intersection) which is based on the conceptual structure. The prototype
tool and the evaluation are presented in Sect. 5. Related work and a discus-
sion are developed in Sect. 6. Section 7 summarizes the approach and provides
perspectives for this research.

2 Context and Overview

In this section, we define feature models (Sect. 2.1), then we provide an overview
of the compositional approach (Sect. 2.2).

2.1 Feature Models

The most common SPLE approaches model variability in terms of features,
where a feature is a distinguishable characteristic which is relevant to some of
the involved stakeholders. Feature Models (FMs) are considered the standard
to model variability with these approaches [5]. They are a family of visual lan-
guages which depict a set of features and dependencies between these features
[6]. In this way, they define the legal combinations of these features, namely
the possible software variants of the product line (also called product configu-
rations or simply configurations). In FMs, the features are organized in a hier-
archy, where each feature represents a characteristic or a concept at several
levels of increasing details, and where each edge represents an ontological rela-
tion as “is-a-kind-of”, “refines”, “is-a-part-of”, “implements”, etc. Dependencies
are expressed on the edges of the tree with graphical decorations, or in textual
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cross-tree constraints. Figure 1 gives an example of an FM representing an SPL
about e-commerce applications, in the most common formalism (FODA [5]).
The example states that e commerce (root feature) requires a catalog. This
mandatory relation is indicated through an edge ending with a black disk. Also,
it shows that e commerce optionally possesses a basket, and this is indicated
by an edge ending with a white circle. In FMs, the children of a feature may
also be grouped into xor groups (meaning that if the parent feature belongs to
a configuration, exactly one child feature of the group is also present) or into
or groups (meaning that if the parent feature belongs to a configuration, one or
more child features of the group are also present). An xor group is indicated by
a black line connecting the edges going from the parent to the children of this
group. In the example, one can see that an e commerce application proposes a
catalog presentation as a grid or as a list (but not both simultaneously). An
or group is indicated by a black filled zone connecting the edges going from the
parent to the children of this group. We can see in the example that the pro-
posed payment method may be credit card, or check, or both. In Fig. 1, two
cross-tree constraints, shown in the figure caption, indicate a mutual dependency
between payment method and basket.

Fig. 1. Left-hand side: An FM describing the variability in a family of e com-
merce applications in FODA formalism. Two cross-tree constraints come along:
payment method requires basket (and reversely). Right-hand side: Main feature tree
annotations.

An FM owns an ontological semantics. Closeness and correspondences
between FMs and ontologies are studied in [7]. The ontological semantics is
the domain knowledge expressed by the feature tree along with the other fea-
ture dependencies (groups, mutex and constraints). For instance, we can read
in the e-commerce FM that catalog is a mandatory characteristic that refines
the concept of e commerce, and that (pay with) check implements the concept
of payment method. In our work, we also are interested in another semantics of
feature models, the configuration semantics. It is given by the set of valid con-
figurations, which are the combinations of features (feature sets) which respect
all the dependencies given by the FM. The set of configurations of an FM f is
denoted by � f �. Our e-commerce FM here has 8 valid configurations, which
correspond to the description of the 8 possible software variants of the product
line. Equation 1 shows � e commerce �.
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Ec,Ca,G Ec,Ca, L

Ec,Ca,G, Pm,Cc,B Ec,Ca, L, Pm,Cc,B

Ec,Ca,G, Pm,Ch,B Ec,Ca, L, Pm,Ch,B

Ec,Ca,G, Pm,Cc,Ch,B Ec,Ca, L, Pm,Cc,Ch,B

(1)

2.2 Compositional Approach Overview

Figure 2 illustrates the proposed composition operations. The input can be: two
feature models (top left), one feature model and one configuration set (bottom
left), or two configuration sets (not illustrated). The configuration sets are com-
puted for each input feature model, and then represented in the form of formal
contexts. The composition operations (union and intersection) are made on the
formal contexts. A conceptual structure (here an AC-poset, namely a structure
only containing the concepts introducing the features) is built for the union
(resp. intersection) formal context. The ECFD, which is a canonical and graph-
ical structure is then extracted from the AC-poset; it supports the designer to
compose a new FM. All these notions are explained in the next sections.

Fig. 2. An overview of the FM composition process. The FMs F1 and F2 (top left)
have resp. FC1 and FC2 as associated configuration sets/formal contexts.

3 Feature Model Composition

In this section, we define the union and intersection of feature models (Sect. 3.1),
then we discuss the main existing approaches to implement them in order to
motivate ours (Sect. 3.2).
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3.1 Intersection/Union Based Composition

Nowadays, practitioners have to cope with product lines which are more and
more complex, and managing one, huge feature model representing the whole
product line is unrealistic. To ease the application of the SPL approach in these
cases, a solution is to divide the product line according to separate concerns
and to manage a distinct and more specific feature model for each one of these
concerns. However, even though it is easier to manage, for some design activities
it can be necessary to merge these feature models (or part of them), and therefore
we need operations that enable feature model composition [8]. Among the various
composition operations shown in [8], merge-union and merge-intersection have
a special place for managing FMs that give different views of a system. Merge-
union is an integrated view, while merge-intersection allows to highlight the
common core. They are defined using the configuration semantics as follows.

Definition 1 (Merge-intersection[2]). The merge-intersection operation,
denoted by ∩, builds a feature model FM3 from two feature models FM1 and
FM2 such that �FM3� = �FM1� ∩ �FM2�.

Definition 2 (Merge-union [2]). The merge-union operation, denoted by ∪∼,
builds a feature model FM3 from two feature models FM1 and FM2 such that
�FM3� ⊇ �FM1� ∪ �FM2�. This is an approximate union.

Definition 3 (Merge-strict-union [2]). The merge-strict-union operation,
denoted by ∪, builds a feature model FM3 from two feature models FM1 and
FM2 such that � FM3� = �FM1� ∪ �FM2�.

By definition, the merge-strict-union is a restriction of the merge-union.
Figure 2 illustrates merge-intersection and merge-strict-union on a simple exam-
ple, with �F1� = {{A,B}, {A,B,C}} and �F2� = {{A,B}, {A,B,D}}. Thus
intersection and strict union are as follows: �F1� ∩ �F2� = {{A,B}} and
�F1� ∪ �F2� = {{A,B}, {A,B,C}, {A,B,D}}. An example of a merge-union
is given in next Sect. 3.2.

3.2 Comparing Main Implementations of Composition Operations

Several methods have been proposed for implementing merge-union and merge-
intersection. The two main approaches are based on the feature tree structure or
on the logic formula associated with the FMs [8]. Both take as input two feature
models.

The approach based on logic formulas consists in using the logic formulas
that are equivalent to the FMs to be merged. In our case, a formula for F1 can
be (A∧B)∨ (A∧B∧C), while a formula for F2 can be (A∧B)∨ (A∧B∧D). In
[8], the proposed formula for the merge-intersection (resp. merge-strict-union)
is given by Eq. 2 (resp. Eq. 3). While the approach is sound and complete, and
can be implemented using the FM to derive the logic formula as defined in [9],
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it needs to be completed by a second step consisting in FM extraction from the
logic formula, for example, using the approach given in [10].

(((A ∧ B) ∨ (A ∧ B ∧ C)) ∧ (¬D)) ∧ (((A ∧ B) ∨ (A ∧ B ∧ D)) ∧ (¬C)) (2)

(((A ∧ B) ∨ (A ∧ B ∧ C)) ∧ (¬D)) ∨ (((A ∧ B) ∨ (A ∧ B ∧ D)) ∧ (¬C)) (3)

For discussing the structural approach based on the feature tree, we need
to introduce a slightly more complicated example, and we use a follow up of
the e-commerce example. Figure 3 presents two feature models representing e-
commerce applications and that are to be merged. Table 1 presents their respec-
tive sets of valid configurations. These configurations are given an identifier (such
as FM1C1) for later use in the paper. The structural approach is based on a set
of composition rules which compute the merge-intersection and the merge-union.
These rules are listed in [8]. Their result is shown in Fig. 4. For example, a rule
for merge-union composition establishes that the xor group below Catalog of
FM2, when merged with the mandatory grid feature of Catalog in FM1, gives
an or group below Catalog in the merge-union (see right-hand side of Fig. 4).
An underlying hypothesis in this approach is that the same set of features is
shared by the two FMs to be merged. In our case, this is not the case and the
rules sometimes produce a non-strict merge-union, as for example configuration
{Ec,Ca,G,L, Pm,Ch} is not in the merge-strict-union of the configurations
appearing in Table 1: this configuration indeed contains L which is not available
in FM1, and Ch which is not available in FM2. A main characteristic of this
approach is that the rules do not reconsider all the ontological semantics and

Fig. 3. Two feature models (left-hand, FM1 and right-hand, FM2) representing e-
commerce applications and that are to be merged.

Table 1. Configuration sets of FM1 and FM2 from Fig. 3.

Ec Ca G Pm Cc Ch
FM1C1 x x x
FM1C2 x x x x x
FM1C3 x x x x x
FM1C4 x x x x x x

Ec Ca G L Pm Cc
FM2C1 x x x
FM2C2 x x x
FM2C3 x x x x x
FM2C4 x x x x x
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Fig. 4. Merge-intersection (left-hand side) and merge-union (right-hand side) of FM1

and FM2 from Fig. 3 using the structural approach of [8].

especially the child-parent relationships. In our example, two different solutions
for attaching payment method may be considered: below e commerce, as it is
preserved by the structural rule or below catalog, which is an alternative that
can be considered by a designer (with a “part-of” semantics in the associated
software components), but is not proposed by the rule. Besides, it is impor-
tant to underline that this approach does not take into account the cross-tree
constraints, if some exist.

This is why, despite the qualities of these approaches, it is useful to have
a complementary point of view, based on the configuration set, which ensures
the soundness and completeness of merge-intersection and merge-strict-union
operations, is able to take into account cross-tree constraints and FMs with
different feature sets, and does not confine the designer in a specific ontological
view (if a FM is badly designed, but its configuration set is correct, our approach
produces a correct result), while assisting her/him in the FM construction. We
propose such a solution in the following section. The solution can be used for
merging two feature models, or one feature model and a configuration set, or
two configuration sets.

4 Formal Concept Analysis for Feature Model
Composition

In Sect. 4.1, we briefly present the notion of formal context. A formal context is
an input data for Formal Concept Analysis (FCA). We define (merge) intersec-
tion and strict union in terms of operations on formal contexts and illustrate the
definitions in the context of variability modeling. The conceptual structures that
are built by FCA are presented in Sect. 4.2. Then, we introduce an intermedi-
ate structure, the Equivalence Class Feature Diagram (ECFD) in Sect. 4.3. The
ECFD associated with a configuration set is a canonical, graphical representa-
tion of variability: all FMs having the same configuration set have a projection
in the ECFD (and can be extracted from it). We show how the ECFD can assist
the designer in building feature models which are consistent with the domain.
At last, we extend the scope of the study by an approach for extracting the
common sub-configurations in Sect. 4.4.
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4.1 Formal Contexts for Intersection and Strict Union

Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a mathematical data analysis framework for
hierarchical clustering and rule extraction [4]. In its basic form, it concentrates
on a restricted application of Galois connection and Galois lattice theory to
binary relationships [11–13]. As input, it takes a set of objects described by a
set of attributes, arranged in a tabular form called a formal context.

Definition 4 (Formal Context). A formal context K is a 3-tuple (G,M, I),
where G is an object (configuration) set, M is an attribute (feature) set, and
I ⊆ G × M is a binary relation which associates objects (configurations) with
attributes (features) they own. Given a context K = (G,M, I), for g ∈ G we will
denote by I(g) the set of features of g, i.e. the set {m ∈ M |(g,m) ∈ I}.

The two binary relationships of Table 1, which presents the configuration sets
of FM1 and FM2, are formal contexts. Each row corresponds to an object (a
configuration) and each column corresponds to an attribute (a feature). The
left-hand side formal context indicates that configuration FM1C1 comprises the
attributes Ec,Ca,G. We present in the next Sect. 4.2 the conceptual structures
that are extracted from a formal context.

For defining the intersection and strict union formal contexts, we first intro-
duce the notion of equality of objects (configurations), denoted by �, as objects
having the same set of attributes. In tables and figures, which are generated by
tools, when applicable, � is denoted by “=”.

Definition 5 (Equality of Objects, �).

g1 � g2 ⇔ g1 ∈ G1, g2 ∈ G2 and I1(g1) = I2(g2)

We then define the formal context associated with intersection as the rows
that are present in the two initial formal contexts (Definition 6). A labeling of
rows is added to indicate their origin. Table 2 shows the formal context associated
with the intersection of FM1 and FM2 formal contexts from Table 1.

Table 2. Formal context associated with the intersection of FM1 and FM2 formal
contexts from Table 1.

Ec Ca G Pm Cc
FM1C1 = FM2C1 x x x
FM1C2 = FM2C3 x x x x x

Definition 6 (Intersection Formal Context). The formal context of inter-
section Inter(K1,K2) is
KInter(K1,K2) = (GInter(K1,K2),MInter(K1,K2), IInter(K1,K2)) such that:

– GInter(K1,K2) = {gg1�g2
| ∃(g1, g2) ∈ G1 × G2, g1 � g2}

– MInter(K1,K2) = M1 ∩ M2
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– IInter(K1,K2) = {(gg1�g2,m) | m ∈ MInter(K1,K2), gg1�g2 ∈
GInter(K1,K2), (g1,m) ∈ I1(or equivalently (g2,m) ∈ I2)}
Definition 7 introduces the formal context associated with strict union.

Table 3 shows the formal context associated with the strict union of FM1 and
FM2 formal contexts from Table 1. It highlights the two common configurations
(first two rows) and the configurations that are specific to one FM (next four
rows).

Definition 7 (Strict Union Formal Context). Let us consider:

– the set of common configurations (from Definition 6) GInter(K1,K2) and the
corresponding relation IInter(K1,K2)

– the set of configurations specific to G1:
SPE(G1) = {g1 | g1 ∈ G1 and �g2 ∈ G2, with gg1�g2 ∈ GInter(K1,K2)}

– the set of configurations specific to G2:
SPE(G2) = {g2 | g2 ∈ G2 and �g1 ∈ G1, with gg1�g2 ∈ GInter(K1,K2)}

The formal context of strict union Union(K1,K2) is:
KUnion(K1,K2) = (GUnion(K1,K2),MUnion(K1,K2), IUnion(K1,K2)) such that:

– GUnion(K1,K2) = GInter(K1,K2) ∪ SPE(G1) ∪ SPE(G2)
– MUnion(K1,K2) = M1 ∪ M2

– IUnion(K1,K2) = IInter(K1,K2)

∪{(g,m) | g ∈ SPE(G1),m ∈ MUnion(K1,K2), (g,m) ∈ I1}
∪{(g,m) | g ∈ SPE(G2),m ∈ MUnion(K1,K2), (g,m) ∈ I2}

Table 3. Formal context associated with the strict union of FM1 and FM2 formal
contexts from Table 1.

Ec Ca G L Pm Cc Ch
FM1C1 = FM2C1 x x x
FM1C2 = FM2C3 x x x x x
FM1C3 x x x x x
FM1C4 x x x x x x
FM2C2 x x x
FM2C4 x x x x x

4.2 Conceptual Structures

From a formal context, specialized algorithms of the FCA framework build for-
mal concepts. A formal concept is a maximal group of objects associated with
the maximal group of attributes they share. It can be read in the table of the
context as a maximal rectangle of crosses (modulo permutations of rows and
columns).
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Definition 8 (Formal Concept). Given a formal context K = (G,M, I),
a formal concept associates a maximal set of objects with the maximal set of
attributes they share, yielding a set pair C = (Extent(C), Intent(C)) such that:

– Extent(C) = {g ∈ G|∀m ∈ Intent(C), (g,m) ∈ I} is the extent of the concept
(objects covered by the concept).

– Intent(C) = {m ∈ M |∀g ∈ Extent(C), (g,m) ∈ I} is the intent of the
concept (shared attributes).

For example, ({FM1C1 = FM2C1, FM1C2 = FM2C3, FM1C3, FM1C4}, {Ec,
Ca,G}) is a formal concept in strict union of Table 3.

The formal concepts are ordered using inclusion of their extent (or reverse
inclusion of their intent). Given two formal concepts C1 = (E1, I1) and C2 =
(E2, I2) of K, the concept specialization/generalization order �C is defined by
C2 �C C1 if and only if E2 ⊆ E1 (and equivalently I1 ⊆ I2). C2 is a specialization
(a subconcept) of C1. C1 is a generalization (a superconcept) of C2. Due to these
definitions, C2 intent inherits (contains) the attributes from C1 intent, while C1

extent inherits the objects from C2 extent. For example, concept ({FM1C1 =
FM2C1, FM1C2 = FM2C3, FM1C3, FM1C4}, {Ec, Ca,G}) is a superconcept
of concept ({FM1C3, FM1C4}, {Ec, Ca,G, Pm,Ch}) in strict union of Table 3.

Definition 9 (Concept Lattice). If we denote by CK the set of all concepts
of K, LK = (CK ,�C), is the concept lattice associated with K.

The graphical representation of the conceptual structures (as concept lat-
tices) exploits the inclusion property to avoid representing in the concepts the
top-down inherited attributes (features) and the bottom-up inherited objects
(configurations). An attribute appears in the highest concept that possesses this
attribute. We say that this concept introduces the attribute, and it is then an
Attribute-Concept. An object appears in the lowest concept that possesses this
object. We say that this concept introduces the object, and it is then an Object-
Concept. A concept is represented in this document by a three-parts box. The
upper part is the concept name; the middle part contains the simplified intent
(deprived of the top-down inherited attributes); the bottom part contains the
simplified extent (deprived of the bottom-up inherited objects).

Specific suborders, that contain only some concepts, can be isolated in the
concept lattice. In these structures, configurations are organized depending on
the features they share, and dually, the features are structured depending on
the configurations in which they are. Thus, these structures permit to empha-
size and extract information about variability. The difference is that some of
them keep only some of this variability information. The AOC-poset (Attribute
Object Concept partially ordered set) contains only the concepts introducing
at least one object (configuration), or at least one attribute (feature), or both.
In the AOC-poset (as in the concept lattice) a configuration (resp. a feature)
appears only once, thus we have a maximal factorization of configurations and
features. Another interesting conceptual structure to address our problem is the
AC-poset (Attribute-Concept poset) where one configuration may appear sev-
eral times (and be introduced by several lowest concepts), but features remain
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maximally factorized revealing an even more simple structure, focusing on the
representation of the feature hierarchy. The AC-poset is the minimal conceptual
structure necessary to extract logical dependencies between features. The four
structures: formal context, concept lattice, AOC-poset and AC-poset are equiv-
alent, in the sense that each one can be rebuilt from any other one, without
ambiguity.

Left-hand side of Fig. 5 shows the AC-poset associated with the formal
context of Table 3. It emphasizes: co-occurring features, e.g. e commerce and
catalog always appear together in any configuration; implication between fea-
tures, e.g. when a configuration has the feature list it always has the feature
catalog; mutually exclusive features, e.g. list and grid never appear together
in any configuration; and feature groups, e.g. when payment method is in a config-
uration, there is at least check or credit card, or they are both present. As this
kind of information is rather difficult to read in an AC-poset, in the next section,
we propose an canonical diagrammatic representation that we have called the
Equivalence Class Feature Diagram (ECFD) and which is closer to the FM.

Fig. 5. Left-hand side: AC-poset associated with the strict union formal context of
Table 3. Right-hand side: ECFD extracted from the AC-poset.

4.3 Equivalence Class Feature Diagram (ECFD)

The ECFD seeks to be more intuitive than the AC-poset to read variability
information. It depicts the feature dependencies extracted from the initial set of
configurations that are summarized in the AC-poset, in a representation close to
a feature model but without explicit ontological semantics. Therefore it includes
all equivalent feature models, hence its name.

Figure 5 shows the ECFD (right-hand side) extracted from the AC-
poset (left-hand side). Co-occurring features (as e commerce and catalog)
are in a same box. Arrows between boxes represent feature implications
(like check implies grid). Groups of boxes connected by horizontal lines
rooted in an upper feature summarize feature groups (like list and grid
rooted in box e commerce-catalog, or check and credit card rooted in box
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payment method). Xor groups are marked with a cross. A cross also represents
mutually exclusive features, also called mutex (like list and check) when they
do not belong to a group. The constructs and the semantics of the ECFD are
more generally given in Table 4 and a construction algorithm is available in [14].

If we consider an AC-poset corresponding to a set of feature models with
the same configuration set, all these FMs conform to the AC-poset. This means
that each dependency expressed in these feature models matches a dependency
expressed in the corresponding AC-poset. For instance, if there is a child-parent
(fc, fp) in one FM, it belongs to the AC-poset in this way: let Cc be the concept
introducing fc and let Cp be the concept introducing fp, we have Cc �C Cp.

The ECFD structures the variability information extracted from the config-
uration set, and it can guide the expert in assigning ontological semantics on its
logical dependencies. Figures 6 and 7 show the guidance process. The two FMs
at the right-hand side of the figures have the same configuration-semantics. To
obtain them, first the designer has to choose between e commerce and catalog.
One is the root (e.g. e commerce), and the other (e.g. catalog) is a mandatory
feature connected to the root. The xor group list and grid has to be connected
to e commerce or to catalog. The designer here chooses catalog as the parent
of the group. Then payment method is connected either to catalog (Fig. 6) or

Fig. 6. Left-hand side: ECFD for the strict union formal context of Table 3 annotated
with designer choices. Right-hand side: First extracted FM.

Fig. 7. Left-hand side: Reminder of the ECFD for the strict union formal context of
Table 3 annotated with designer choices. Right-hand side: Second extracted FM.
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Table 4. Equivalence class feature diagram (ECFD): constructs and semantics [3]. The
third column is an example of conform feature model with nA = nB = 3 and nC = 2.

to e commerce (Fig. 7). Feature check can be a child of grid, or it can belong
to the or group (check, credit card, rooted in payment method). The second
choice is made. The cross-tree constraints list � check and check → grid are
added to the FMs.

The left-hand side of Fig. 8 shows the ECFD extracted from the inter-
section AC-poset, built from Table 2. In this very simple case, the difference
between the AC-poset and the ECFD is only that in the AC-poset, the nodes
(concepts) also contain the list of configurations. The right-hand side shows
a possible FM extracted from the ECFD. The top box of co-occurring fea-
tures gives rise to mandatory feature grid refining mandatory feature catalog
refining root e commerce. With the bottom box, the designer chooses to insert
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Fig. 8. Left-hand side: ECFD for the intersection formal context of Table 2. Right-hand
side: An extracted FM.

payment method as an optional sub-feature of catalog, and credit card as a
mandatory feature refining payment method.

4.4 Extraction of Common Sub-configurations

As we noticed during our evaluation (reported in the next section), while FM
strict union is always informative, FM intersection is often empty, even when the
initial FMs have similarities. We illustrate this issue with a slight modification of
the e-commerce example. To the configurations of FM1, we add UserManagement
(Um) as a mandatory sub-feature of e commerce (Ec) (the new FM is denoted
by FM1e). To the configurations of FM2, we simply add Paypal (Pp) as a
mandatory sub-feature of Credit Card (Cc) (the new FM is denoted by FM2e).
After these additions, there is no more common configuration to FM1e and
FM2e . Table 5 shows the extended formal contexts for FM1e , FM2e and the
strict union formal context. Figure 9 shows the AC-poset built from the union
formal context.

Concepts in the AC-poset highlight different types of information on common
parts and differences between the FMs. Their study allows us to determine a
common core in feature combinations and to categorize the sub-configurations:

• (Specific sub-configuration) When the (complete) extent only contains config-
urations from one feature model, the intent is a sub-configuration or a valid
configuration for this feature model only. In both cases, it is specific to this
feature model and does not belong to a common core.

• (Core sub-configuration) When the (complete) extent contains configurations
from both feature models, the intent is a partial common configuration (in a
broad meaning, namely it can be a valid configuration) and:

– (Configuration) If the simplified extent contains one configuration of both
feature models, the intent is a valid configuration for both and it is in the
intersection which is not empty (it was the case for Concept Union 4 in
Fig. 5).
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Table 5. Top: Configuration sets of FM1e and FM2e from FM1 and FM2 of Fig. 3
extended with UserManagement (Um) and Paypal (Pp). Bottom: Strict union formal
context FM1e

⋃
FM2e .

FM1e Ec Ca G Pm Cc Ch Um
FM1eC1 x x x x
FM1eC2 x x x x x x
FM1eC3 x x x x x x
FM1eC4 x x x x x x x

FM2e Ec Ca G L Pm Cc Pp
FM2eC1 x x x
FM2eC2 x x x
FM2eC3 x x x x x x
FM2eC4 x x x x x x

UnionExt Ec Ca G L Pm Cc Ch Um Pp
FM1eC1 x x x x
FM1eC2 x x x x x x
FM1eC3 x x x x x x
FM1eC4 x x x x x x x
FM2eC1 x x x
FM2eC2 x x x
FM2eC3 x x x x x x
FM2eC4 x x x x x x

Fig. 9. AC-poset associated with the strict union of the configuration sets of FM1e

and FM2e .

– (Strict semi-partial sub-configuration) If the simplified extent only con-
tains configurations from one feature model (as for Concept UnionExt 6
in Fig. 9, whose simplified extent only contains configurations from
FM2e), the intent is a strict partial configuration for the feature model
which has no configuration in the simplified extent (here FM1e) and a
valid configuration for the other (here FM2e).
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– (Strict partial sub-configuration) If the simplified extent is empty (as for
Concept UnionExt 7 and Concept UnionExt 5 in Fig. 9), the intent is a
strict partial configuration. It is not valid for neither of the feature models,
but it is contained inside some of the configurations of both feature models
and it highlights a similarity between them.

When the intersection is small or empty, the concepts of the core category are
especially useful for exploring more deeply the commonalities between the two
feature models. They represent possibly incomplete configurations, from which
specific features present in only one FM (like Um to Pp), or specific combinations
have been removed. From these concepts, we can build an approximate intersec-
tion (denoted by

⋂∼). The corresponding formal context is built by keeping the
intents of the core concepts and assigning them arbitrary configuration names
(as common sub-configurations, possibly incomplete).

Figure 10 show the formal context (left-hand side) and the AC-poset (right-
hand side) associated with FM1

⋂∼
FM2 and FM1e

⋂∼
FM2e . These two exam-

ples were constructed in such a way that the approximate intersections are iden-
tical in order to simplify the writing. The difference lies in the fact that when
considering FM1

⋂∼
FM2, the formal context contains the configurations of

FM1

⋂
FM2 (which is not empty).

Fig. 10. Left-hand side: Formal context of FM1

⋂∼ FM2 and FM1e

⋂∼ FM2e . Right-
hand side: The corresponding AC-poset.

Figure 11 shows the ECFD extracted from this AC-poset. This is not appro-
priate in this case to build the groups and the mutex. For example, in the intents
of the core concepts, features G and Pm never appear together, while they may
appear together in complete valid configurations. Appropriate information that
can be read is: co-occurring features, mandatory features, optional features and
implications. In this example, two possible FMs can be derived by an expert.
In this specific case, she/he will preferably choose the FM where e commerce is
the root. Here, the approximate intersection is simple, but in the general case,
complex ECFDs can be found and the expert benefits from their full poten-
tial: compared to a logic-based approach, building an FM for an approximate
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Fig. 11. Left-hand side: ECFD of the approximate intersection. Right-hand side: Two
possible FMs extracted from the ECFD.

intersection is guided; compared to a feature tree structure-based approach, no
presupposition is made about the ontological relations.

5 Implementation and Assessment

The approach has been implemented as presented in Fig. 12. It uses two exist-
ing tools. Familiar1 [15] is an executable Domain Specific Language, pro-
vided with an environment allowing to create, modify and reason about FMs.
In the current project, we use it to build the configuration set of an FM.
rcaexplore2 is a framework for Formal Concept Analysis which offers a vari-
ety of analysis kinds. It is used to build the AC-poset from which the ECFD
structure (nodes and edges) is extracted. We also developed specific tools
for this project: ConfigSet2FormalContext builds a formal context (within
input format of rcaexplore) from a configuration set extracted with Famil-
iar; ComputeInterAndUnion builds the intersection and strict union formal con-
texts; ComputeGroupsAndMutex computes the groups Xor, Or and the mutex

Fig. 12. The implemented process (extended from [3]).

1 https://nyx.unice.fr/projects/familiar/.
2 http://dolques.free.fr/rcaexplore/.

https://nyx.unice.fr/projects/familiar/
http://dolques.free.fr/rcaexplore/
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of the ECFD. To obtain the approximate intersection, an additional tool,
ComputeApprox computes the core concepts of the AC-poset and an ECFD with-
out groups or mutex, which are not appropriate in this case.

We apply the approach on several feature models that own from 4 to 864
configurations, and from 6 to 26 features. Some are taken from the SPLOT
repository3 [16], from the Familiar4 website, or from the literature, and we also
made some variants of these feature models. In Table 6, we give the number of
features, configurations, xor groups, or groups and constraints of each selected
FM. We also compute the ECFD and indicate the number of xor groups, or
groups, mutex, situations where a box in the ECFD has several direct parents
(multi-par.), and nodes. The number of groups, e.g. xor groups, may vary between
the FM and the ECFD. For example, one xor group of the ECFD may combine
several xor groups of the FM when there are additional constraints, or the ECFD
may reveal more possible xor groups than initially indicated in the FM.

Table 7 presents information about intersection, approximate intersection and
strict union. The built ECFDs have reasonable size compared to the input FMs,

Table 6. FMs (and the corresponding ECFDs) used for testing the approach [3]. var.
stands for variant. Cst stands for Constraint. e-commerce FMs are the examples of this
paper, Eshop FMs come from SPLOT, Wiki FMs come from FAMILIAR documenta-
tion (or are variants), Bicycle FMs are variants of Mendonca SPLOT FMs.

FM Feature model ECFD

#feat. #conf. #Xor #Or #Cst. #Xor #Or #mutex #multi-par. #nodes

FM1

(e-com.)

6 4 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3

FM2

(e-com.)

6 4 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 4

Martini

Eshop

11 8 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 6

Tang Eshop 10 13 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 7

Toacy Eshop 12 48 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 9

Wiki-V1 14 10 4 0 4 3 2 5 2 9

Wiki-V2 (V1

var.)

17 50 4 1 4 6 13 1 1 13

Wiki-V3 (V1

var.)

18 120 3 2 6 2 2 1 0 13

Bicycle1 19 64 2 0 2 1 0 0 0 10

Bicycle2 22 192 5 0 1 6 1 6 0 17

Bicycle3 25 576 4 0 2 5 1 8 0 19

Bicycle4 26 864 5 0 2 6 1 8 0 21

3 http://www.splot-research.org/.
4 http://familiar.variability.io/.

http://www.splot-research.org/
http://familiar.variability.io/
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Table 7. Merge-intersection, approximate intersection, and merge-strict union ECFDs
(extended from [3]). #conf. (resp. #subconf) is the number of different configurations
for intersection and strict-union (resp. sub-configurations for approximate intersection).
na stands for “non applicable”.

FM Formal context ECFD % diff with ∩∼
#feat. #(sub)conf. #Xor #Or #mutex #multi-par. #nodes #feat. #nodes

FM1 ∩ FM2 5 2 0 0 0 0 2 -0% -50%
FM1 ∩∼ FM2 5 4 NA NA NA 0 4 . .
FM1 ∪ FM2 7 6 1 1 1 1 6 +40% +50%
Martini∩Tang 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -100% -100%

Martini ∩∼ Tang 9 6 NA NA NA 0 6 . .
Martini∪Tang 12 21 1 2 3 1 8 +33% +33%
Martini∩Toacy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -100% -100%

Martini ∩∼ Toacy 9 6 NA NA NA 0 6 . .
Martini∪Toacy 14 56 1 1 4 0 10 +56% +67%
Tang∩Toacy 8 5 1 2 0 0 5 -11.1% -16.7%

Tang ∩∼ Toacy 9 6 NA NA NA 0 6 . .
Tang∪Toacy 13 56 1 1 4 1 10 +44% +67%

WikiV1∩WikiV2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -100% -100%
WikiV1 ∩∼ WikiV2 11 7 NA NA NA 0 7 . .
WikiV1∪WikiV2 20 60 5 9 26 0 16 +82% +129%
WikiV1∩WikiV3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -100% -100%

WikiV1 ∩∼ WikiV3 9 5 NA NA NA 0 5 . .
WikiV1∪WikiV3 23 130 3 4 42 0 18 +156% +260%
WikiV2∩WikiV3 14 50 0 6 0 0 6 -0% -45.5%

WikiV2 ∩∼ WikiV3 14 11 NA NA NA 0 11 . .
WikiV2∪WikiV3 21 120 0 16 8 1 17 +50% +55%
Bicycle1∩Bicycle2 14 8 1 0 0 0 6 -6.7% -40%

Bicycle1 ∩∼ Bicycle2 15 10 NA NA NA 0 10 . .
Bicycle1∪Bicycle2 26 248 6 1 32 2 21 +73% +110%
Bicycle3∩Bicycle4 23 288 5 1 8 0 18 -4.2% -5.3%

Bicycle3 ∩∼ Bicycle4 24 19 NA NA NA 0 19 . .
Bicycle3∪Bicycle4 27 1152 6 1 8 0 22 +13% +16%

with node number ranging from 2 to 22, mutex from 0 to 32, xor and or groups
from 0 to 16, and very few multi-parent situations. This is encouraging if we
consider that experts have to extract FMs, guided by the ECFDs.

The last two columns of Table 7 respectively show the difference between:
intersection and approximate intersection; strict union and approximate inter-
section. For example, if we consider FM1 ∩∼ FM2, we can notice that union
FM1 ∪ FM2 feature number (7) is 40% more than the FM1 ∩∼ FM2 feature
number (5). FM1 ∪ FM2 sub-configurations (or AC-poset node number) (6)
are 50% more than the FM1 ∩∼ FM2 feature number (4). Intersection FM1
∩ FM2 feature number (5) is 0% less than the FM1 ∩∼ FM2 feature number
(5). FM1 ∩ FM2 sub-configurations (or AC-poset node number) (2) are 50%
less than the FM1 ∩∼ FM2 feature number (4). When intersection is empty,
a relatively low difference between approximate intersection and strict union
(like the Martini-Tang case, with 33%) indicates a good similarity between the
FMs, not highlighted by the configuration-semantics. Reversely, when intersec-
tion is empty, but the difference between approximate intersection and union
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is high (like the WikiV1-WikiV3 case, with more than 150% for features, and
260% for common sub-configurations) reveals a low similarity. When approxi-
mate intersection is close to intersection (like the Bicycle3-Bicycle4 example),
this means that the configuration-semantics is well captured by the common
sub-configurations and features. When approximate intersection feature number
is close to intersection feature number (like the Bicycle1-Bicycle2 example, with
−6.7%), but this is not the case for node number (−40%), this means that there
are many common features, but the configuration-semantics is not well captured
by the common sub-configurations. This information also can guide an expert
in her/his composition process.

6 Related Work and Discussion

Formal Concept Analysis has many applications in software engineering as was
summarized in [17] for the period 1992–2003. Since this period new applica-
tions appeared, that range from fault localization [18] to bad smells and design
patterns detection [19], suggest appropriate refactorings to correct some design
defects [20], or analyzing software version control repositories [21]. In the domain
of SPLE, FCA serves as a foundation for different approaches. Loesch and Ploed-
erer [22] analyze the concept lattice between configurations and features to find
variability information such as the co-occurring features, groups of features that
are never present together, etc. This analysis helps extracting constraints or
reorganizing features, e.g. by merging or removing some of them. These ideas
are deepen and reused in feature model analysis or synthesis in [23–26]. Another
available tool in the framework of FCA is the notion of implicative systems, used
in [24]. This is another logical encoding of the formula which is equivalent to a
concept lattice (or to a feature model), which can be rather compact. The rela-
tionship between scenarios, functional requirements and quality requirements is
studied in [27]. FCA-based identification of features in source code has been
studied for software product line in [28,29], where they use the description of
software variants by source code elements. Finding traceability links between
features and the code is more specifically studied in [30]. In [31], authors analyze
source code parts and scenarios which execute them and use features, with the
purpose to identify parts of the code which correspond to feature implementa-
tion. Carbonnel et al. analyze PCMs from Wikipedia or randomly generated to
evaluate the scale up of FCA on this type of data in [32] and the associated
ECFDs in [14].

Several approaches for FM composition are compared in [2,33]. In [34,35] the
input feature models are maintained separately and links are established between
them through constraints. The approach of [8] establishes, in a first phase, the
matching between similar elements, then an algorithm recursively merges the
feature models with structural rules. Catalogs of local transformation rules are
proposed in [36,37]. Other approaches encode the FMs into propositional formu-
las [9], then compute the formula representing the intersection (resp. the union),
then synthesize a FM from the boolean formula [10]. The logic and structural
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approaches have been illustrated and discussed in Sect. 3.2 and our approach
was illustrated with the example used for illustrating the structural approach.

Compared to the logic approach, our approach also is sound and complete,
and we produce a structure (the ECFD with all feature groups and mutex)
which assists the expert in the extraction of the composed FM. Compared to
the structural approach, ours does not make any presupposition about which
relations are ontological, allowing to fix possible mistakes in the initial FMs. In
our approach, the configuration-semantics and the non-contradictory ontological
child-parent edges are preserved. We accept FMs with different feature sets,
and we take into account cross-tree constraints. Our approach computes the
merge-strict-union, the merge-intersection, and we also compute an approximate
intersection, which is useful when the configuration sets to be merged have an
empty, or small, intersection, and in general, for having a core description of
the two FMs. When there are hierarchy mismatches, the AC-poset manages this
information but the vocabulary (feature names) has to be the same (it can be
aligned before the merge operations).

Our approach needs to know the list of configurations, thus as such, the pro-
posed solution is restricted to some contexts: FMs that have limited number of
configurations; real-world product lines given with configuration sets. Many FMs
have a very large configuration set, as Video player FM from SPLOT, with 71
features and more than 1 billion configurations. We do not address these cases,
as we more specifically address the contexts where the FMs have a reasonable
number of configurations, which corresponds in particular to FMs coming from
real-world product lines. Concerning product lines inducing a number of config-
urations not tractable by FCA, our approach also could benefit from product
line decomposition: dividing a feature model according to scopes, concerns or
teams into less complex interdependent feature models. Besides, the paper [38]
gives a procedure to derive (in a polynomial time) an implicative system directly
from a feature model, thus without using the configuration set which may be an
obstacle in some cases as noticed by [24]. The logical semantics is guaranteed
by the FCA framework. The computational complexity is polynomial for AC-
posets, in the size of the number of configurations and the number of features.
Thus this is very different from the complexity of concept lattices, which may
be exponential in worst cases. As detailed by [24], ECFD group and mutex com-
putation might be exponential in the number of configurations or features but
remains reasonable in typical situations, with an optimized implementation.

7 Conclusion

We have proposed an approach to assist designers in configurations-based FM
composition. We focused on strict union, intersection and approximate inter-
section. FCA was used to represent all the FMs with the same configuration
semantics through a canonical form, the ECFD (Equivalence Class Feature Dia-
gram). Our approach may take into account different feature sets and structures,
as well as cross-tree constraints. It allows to reset the ontological relationships.
We have implemented our approach and we have tested it on concrete examples.
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As future work, we would like to investigate more the approximate intersec-
tion. More specifically, from the intersection and union AC-posets, we would like
to define similarity metrics, e.g. based on the size of intents and the number of
concepts of each category (strict partial, strict semi-partial, configuration). We
also would like to define a composition approach based on implicative systems, to
discard the limit imposed by the current need to have the configuration set. Let
us notice that having the configuration set is not always a limit, as in concrete
product line, this is the standard data.
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Abstract. With standard networking technologies gaining access to the
factory floors, remote monitoring and visualization of the collected infor-
mation is an important topic in the field of industrial automation. Infor-
mation may be used for remote operation of a production plant, for
planning and conducting maintenance, for incident analysis, and for opti-
mization purposes.

In this paper, we present a framework for the collection and visu-
alization of data streaming from industrial automation devices such as
machines in factories or robots. An important part of our framework is
the use of cloud-based services to collect data from programmable logic
controllers (PLCs). PLCs are used to control machines such as grippers
and conveyor belts. PLCs send data to our services and clients such as
analysis or visualization services can subscribe to these data channels
in accordance with customer needs. Here, we focus on the visualization
services themselves. In our work, data from industrial automation facil-
ities is associated with formal semantic models. For example, a formal
semantic model can be a mathematical representation of the material
flow in a production plant. In general, the formal semantic models are
used to represent interdependencies between entities, their functional-
ity and other descriptive elements. Formal semantic models are in the
visualization and for reasoning about systems. In order to complement
the visualization and cloud-based services work, we present our demon-
strator. Our demonstrator comprises an example factory, we are using
Raspberry Pi-based controllers as PLCs. These are connected with each
other and to the internet using standard ethernet technology.

This paper is an extended version of a previously published paper [18]
by the same authors.

Keywords: Industrial automation · Cloud-based services
Data visualization

1 Introduction

The connection of controllers in factories such as programmable logic controllers
or robots to internet services can provide a variety of benefits for operation and

c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
E. Damiani et al. (Eds.): ENASE 2017, CCIS 866, pp. 141–157, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-94135-6_7
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maintenance for these facilities. Recent trends are frequently summarized terms
such as Industry 4.0 [14] or smart factories (e.g., [25,26]). Factory automation
controllers communicating with centralized cloud-based services can not only be
used for classical supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) tasks, but
can also be a basis for services that are orthogonal to SCADA functionality.
These services can comprise data analytics and longer-term health monitoring.
Visualization and an adequate presentation of findings is a key component to
the success of our remotely interacting with industrial facilities. Web-based front
ends seem an adequate solutions due to their independence of concrete platforms.

In our work, we are focused on remote monitoring, operation and mainte-
nance of production plants. For example the support of mining site operations,
e.g., in the Australian outback is a target area (see [4,5]). The main contributions
of this paper are

– The introduction of a cloud-based framework to gather data from controllers
and visualize the data using a web-based frontend.

– The use of semantic carrying data models.
– The presentation of a demonstrator using a real example factory.

The paper extends a previously published paper [18] by the same authors. We
have added some new figures, extended explanations and a separate related
work section. Both papers feature the use of semantic data models for indus-
trial automation in combination with our cloud-based visualization platform. In
addition, both papers present our demonstrator combining these technologies.
Our demonstrator can be used to analyze production plant operations remotely.

Overview

Section 2 gives an overview on related work. Our data modeling language and
framework is introduced in Sect. 3. The cloud-based data visualization platform
is presented in Sect. 4. Section 5 gives an overview on our demonstrator. A con-
clusion and ideas for future work are presented in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

In this paper, we introduce a cloud-based framework to gather data from con-
trollers and visualize the data using a web-based frontend. While a variety
of products already exist for visualizing industrial facilities such as Dassault
Systèmes’ Delmia and Enovia [9,10], we focus on the cloud-based architecture
and on a more abstract data visualization view. Visualization is based on formal
models. In particular, we are interested in models that express spatio-temporal
relationships between entities. A variety of formalisms for spatio-temporal mod-
els have been developed. More process algebra-like approaches [7,8] can have
benefits when investigating concurrency. On the modeling side, our approach is
similar to the qualitative predicates of the Region Connection Calculus (RCC)
[2] that can express inclusion, neighborhood and similar spatial properties. Fur-
thermore, the cardinal direction calculus [22], the rectangle algebra [1], and the
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cross calculus [23] use comparable means of abstracting from concrete geomet-
ric objects in models. On the other hand, semantic descriptions of services in
the industrial automation area have been discussed (see, e.g., [17]) as well as
ontologies for factory automation (e.g. [16]).

Platforms for additional data analytics and visualization functionality such
as ABB’s service port framework1 go beyond traditional SCADA functionality
and are used in industrial practice. Furthermore, we have worked on approaches
such as remote health monitoring (see, e.g., [24]) and cloud-based monitoring of
industrial applications [19] that go into a similar direction. Additional means for
visualization of industrial automation data has been investigated by us in the
virtual reality context [21] and large screen visualization [20].

3 BeSpaceD-Based Data-Models

Semantic models as well as data in production plants play an important role in
our work. Dependencies and data need an adequate representation, our formal-
ization is created using the BeSpaceD framework [6] which has been developed
by us. In this section, we briefly introduce the language then describe the data
structures used in the models.

3.1 Spatio-Temporal Modeling and Reasoning

Our BeSpaceD framework is a key ingredient for spatio-temporal modeling and
reasoning. The framework comprises:

– A language for modeling spatio-temporal systems and representing data. The
language serves as a domain specific language (DSL) and is realized using
abstract datatype constructors provided by the Scala programming language.
The language comprises logical operators such as conjunctions, disjunctions
and implications as well as operators for time and space as basic entities.

– A library-like collection of operations to reason about the BeSpaceD mod-
els as well as import and export functionality. Typical operations comprise
abstractions and property detection (such as collisions in time and space).

In the past, BeSpaceD was successfully applied to domains such as train systems
[13], industrial automation [5], industrial robots [11], communication infrastruc-
ture [12] and smart energy systems [3]. Some of this work integrates with model-
based development tools.

3.2 Representing Industrial Plants

Most of our models for production plants are represented as mathematical graphs
(L,E). Graphs comprise a set of locations L and a set of edges E. Typically L

1 http://new.abb.com/process-automation/process-automation-service/advanced-
services/serviceport.

http://new.abb.com/process-automation/process-automation-service/advanced-services/serviceport
http://new.abb.com/process-automation/process-automation-service/advanced-services/serviceport
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can refer to machines, sensors and actuators in a plant while the elements of E
comprise connections between elements of L. They represent interdependencies
such as physical connections, material flow, distances, communication channels.
Both edges and locations can be annotated. To give a look and feel, we have
realized the constructors for graphs in BeSpaceD/Scala which are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Graph definition in BeSpaceD (see [18]).

For example, we have modeled different aspects of our factory demonstrator. In
the evaluation of our framework, we are particularly interested in thematerial flow
topology. This represents the expected flow – between sensors and actuators – of
material through the factory. We created a specialized subclass of our graph. The
following provides a small excerpt of our graph-based formal model. The listing
below shows the definition of an edge in a graph and its use in a very small graph
definition comprising a set of two edges. The topology does not need to be static,
it can change over time. To represent this, we can annotate the graphs with time
constraints. This is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Graph in BeSpaceD (see [18]).

The nodes (e.g. StackEjectorRetracted) are objects that uniquely identify
a sensor in the demonstrator.
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3.3 Representing Sensor Data

In addition to the static nature of the plant models, we use BeSpaceD to treat
live sensor data. Sensor data comprises a sensor identifier that should have a
corresponding node in the plant model. Furthermore, it is associated with a
timestamp and the actual sensor value. For example, we use the following con-
struct is used to specify that the sensor StackEjectorRetracted has the value
Obstructed(High) at a timepoint 1479976418130

INSTATE(StackEjectorRetracted, 1479976418130,
Obstructed(High))

The long integers for the time point are recording milliseconds since Epoch
(12:00am, Jan 1st, 1970). Sensor data can be sent using the JSON format. The
example above is encoded as shown in Fig. 3:

Fig. 3. JSON Encoding of graphs (following [18]).

4 Cloud-Based Reporting and Visualization

This section describes the cloud-based software platform for the report genera-
tion and visualization of production plant data and data-models. Data-models
are formalized using the BeSpaceD framework.

4.1 eStoRED Overview

eStoRED is an open source data evaluation and visualization platform that is
used for industrial decision support and risk assessment. Its architecture is shown
in Fig. 4. It enables the joint-visualization of data from various data sources or
workflows in the cloud. The visualization is realized using a scalable platform,
to make sense of the various pieces of data as a whole, and to provide a way
of collaboratively telling a meaningful story about the data. The eStoRED tool
offers a way to connect to data sources, retrieve data and visualize it along with
the possibility to attach metadata.
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Fig. 4. eStoRED software architecture (cf. [18]).

Possible data sources comprise streamed data (such as sensor data delivered
over a network connection), web-services, relational databases and file systems.
In eStoRED, users can add their own analysis and risk definition assessment,
thereby enriching and adding further value to the data displayed. This allows
building data-backed comprehensive reports. The eStoRED system can handle
static data extracted from files or databases as well as live data - such as data
coming from sensors - given that there exist a connector to the data source.

Before it was lifted up as a more versatile platform, eStoRED originated as
a decision-support platform for early-stages climate risk assessment and climate
change adaptation training/planning for Australian and south Pacific seaports.
It was gathering data from multiple public authorities and government agen-
cies sources, such as the Bureau of Meteorology (BOM), the Commonwealth
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Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), the Australian Bureau
of Statistics (ABS) and the Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional
Economics (BITRE) to enable climate change experts manipulating and present-
ing this data according to their needs, thus supporting organizational climate
risk management strategies needed by decision-makers.

The platform is currently used within RMIT University to enrich and visu-
alize large research data collections coming from live data sources like Twitter
streaming API feed providing millions of data points, or recorded tracking of
actual movement of couriers from a UK-based delivery company.

eStoRED covers a wide range of possible applications, but we focus on the
role it plays in the context of industrial automation, for visualizing plant data
and data model. In the following, we examine its architecture.

4.2 eStoRED Architecture

In eStoRED, the main entities created by users are called Stories. Stories contain
different Elements: Data Elements are the connected elements visualizing data,
Input Elements are the analysis parts written by the users. At its core, the
eStoRED platform is composed of a web application backed by a relational
database, a message broker and a repository of snippets of code for visualizing
data, called Vislets. We describe eStoRED’s components and how they interact
together:

– On one end, the data sources are the processes, applications and systems
that produce the data. They publish data into messages handled by a pub-
lish/subscribe system that orchestrates and distributes messages to the pro-
cesses that have subscribed. The third-party system chosen for this role is
RabbitMQ2, an open-source, secure, robust and scalable system for software
messaging, using the AMQP protocol3.

– The Java web application is using the Spring MVC framework, Hibernate
ORM to map its data model to a MySQL database storing the internal
eStoRED data (Stories, Data Elements, Input Elements, etc.). When working
on a Story, a user can create Data Elements and define one or more Subscrip-
tions for each of them.

– A Subscription is composed of a subscription expression, the expected format
of the data to be received and the snippet of code, called Vislet that will
handle and visualize the data once it is received. eStoRED is connected via
a REST API to a curated repository of Vislets and can filter them accord-
ing to some metadata attached to each Vislet. The eStoRED graphical user
interface automatically filters the Vislets to only show those that can handle
the expected data format.

– The topic subscription mechanism of RabbitMQ is used for subscribing. The
mechanism uses routing keys to match publishers and subscribers. The sub-
scription expression defined in eStoRED is used as the RabbitMQ routing key,

2 https://www.rabbitmq.com.
3 https://www.amqp.org/.

https://www.rabbitmq.com
https://www.amqp.org/
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a sequence of characters up to 255 bytes, defining dot-separated words and
allowing the wildcards characters * (star) substituting for exactly one word
and # (hash) substituting for zero or more words. This enables a powerful and
flexible mechanism to easily create subscription expressions spanning a wide
range of data sources. For example: australia.2016.rainfall, australia.2016.*,
#.rainfall are valid routing keys.

Data sources can also use this mechanism to subscribe to each other via the
messaging system, and this way create data workflows. This is illustrated at the
bottom of Fig. 4 where Data Source #3 is subscribed to Data Source #2, and
Data Source #4 is subscribed to Data Source #3.

Once Data Elements have been defined, whenever a Story is loaded, the
following steps happen, as shown in Figure 4:

1. eStoRED retrieves the Story and the Data Elements it contains.
2. It connects to the Vislet repository and retrieves the Vislets defined in the

Subscriptions of each Data Element.
3. The web application then generates a web page where the Vislets are included.
4. On the web page, a JavaScript client for RabbitMQ is executed directly into

the client’s web browser to subscribe to the expression.

Fig. 5. Some visualized diagrams.
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5. When a Data source publishes a message, if a Data Element is subscribed to
it, the message broker passes it on, and the Vislet code is called to interpret
the data contained in the message, and act on it by displaying it or performing
specific computations on them.

To provide a look-and-feel, some diagrams visualized by eStoRED are shown
in Fig. 5.

5 Demonstrator and Evaluation

We have created a factory demonstrator and connected it to our framework. An
extended description of a BeSpaceD-based formalization of the factory demon-
strator can be found in [15].

5.1 The Factory Demonstrator

Figure 6 shows an overview of our food-processing factory demonstrator. The
conveyor belt circle for pallets in the middle part and the bottling machinery in
the lower left of the picture are visible.

Fig. 6. Food processing plant demonstrator (cf. [18]).

One of our Raspberry Pi-based controllers is shown in Fig. 7. It features a
Raspberry Pi including network connectivity as well as IO-boards to communi-
cate with the sensor and actuator world.
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Fig. 7. Raspberry Pi-based controller (cf. [18]).

5.2 eStoRED - Factory Connection

The Fig. 8 shows how the eStoRED architecture is used in the context of visual-
izing that demonstrator. The topology of the food processing plant demonstrator
is formalized in BeSpaceD as part of the configuration of the program monitoring
the plant. It is converted into the JSON format and sent to the message broker at
initialization. Whenever the sensors’ statuses change over time, the sensors send
signals to their respective Raspberry Pi-based controller. A program to monitor
this is deployed on the Raspberry Pi. After converting these into the BeSpaceD
language, the corresponding events are sent to the message broker via a simple
AMQP client.

At the other end, a Data Element is created in the eStoRED platform, with
two Subscriptions: one for the topology, and one for the sensor events. The
specific visualizers are retrieved and loaded into the web browser. Being in the
same data element, both visualizers are acting on the same graph visualization.
The topology visualizer draws the nodes and edges of the graph representing the
process, and the sensors visualizer re-draws the status of the sensors by colouring
the nodes whenever they get updated.

Figure 9 shows an eStoRED Data Element which has received both topol-
ogy data and sensor data. A timeline control can be observed at the top of the
Data Element, which is updated when receiving new sensor data. Since each sen-
sor signal encompasses the exact time when it happened, the visualizer enables
scrolling through signals received in the past, using this timeline control. At
the bottom of the Data Element are displayed metadata that can optionally be
added to AMQP messages as key-value pairs. Here it only shows metadata as
an example, but this could be important data such as the factory location or
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Fig. 8. eStoRED in the factory data visualization context (cf. [18]).

Fig. 9. Example of an eStoRED data element including topology and sensor data (cf.
[18]).
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Fig. 10. Selection of a node in a graph visualized with eStoRED.

staff responsible for it. To provide a look and feel, Fig. 10 shows the selection of
a node and its connections in a larger graph visualized using eStoRED.

An excerpt of the semantic model represented as a topology in the JSON
format is shown in Fig. 11.

Two edges representing material flow are shown with their annotations in
the excerpt.

A series of figures show another graphical representation factory elements.
These are presented in Figs. 12, 13 and 14. Only a limited number of edges are
shown for readability proposes.

The dashed lines represent parts of the factory and these correspond to their
relative spatial position and size. Squares represent actuators and circles repre-
sent sensors.

Some meta data is shown that is used for configuration, debugging and auto-
matic decision support. Of note is the General Purpose Input Output (GPIO)
Pin number of the Raspberry Pi-based PLC that is mapped to the actuator that
controls and actuator: it extends a stack ejector. The signal mapping defines the
binary voltage level (e.g. zero or 24 volts) that the actuators or sensors accept
or emit. This relates to sensor states in our model (e.g. [de]activate actuator;
[un]obstructed light sensor). Spatial measurements for a tube that holds bot-
tling caps are shown to illustrate the annotation of geometric information. The
symbols are reference points and intermediate values used to formulate absolute
measurements.
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Fig. 11. JSON Example (following [18]).

Fig. 12. Partial model of a factory element (material flow). (Color figure online)
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Fig. 13. Partial model of a factory element (interdependency). (Color figure online)

Fig. 14. Partial model of a factory element (safety). (Color figure online)
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There are three different qualitative topological aspects that can be distin-
guished in our factory model. One edge from each aspect is added to the diagrams
to illustrate them.

– Material Flow Topology (green)
In the example, this edge is asserting that the stack empty sensor becomes
obstructed exactly one second before the stack ejector extended sensor
becomes unobstructed. In other words, it takes one second to eject the last
cap from the stack.

– Interdependency aspects (blue)
This edge is asserting that the stack ejector extended sensor becomes unob-
structed between 200 to 300 milliseconds after the stack ejector extend actu-
ator is inactivated (passive). In other words, it takes 200–300 ms for the light
sensor to indicate retraction after the actuator starts retracting the stack
ejector.

– Safety aspects (red)
This edge is asserting a constraint that we want the loader to move to the
pick-up position from half a second before to one and a half seconds after the
stack ejector starts extending in order to avoid a collision.

6 Conclusion

This paper described our eStoRED framework with a focus on an industrial
automation application. It extends a previous paper on the same topic [18]. In
particular, we presented a cloud-based data collection and visualization solution
for industrial automation. The framework incorporates spatio-temporal models
from our BeSpaceD framework. Furthermore, we discussed some detailed exam-
ples in the paper and introduced a demonstrator and a visualization application.
The cloud-based software framework and the example factory are integrated with
each other. They serve as a demonstrator platform for our lab.

Our work intends to facilitate monitoring, operation and maintenance of
production plants and mining operations. In particular remote plants and sites
such as mining operations in the Australian outback are a targeted application
area. These remote sites are sometimes more than 1000 km away from larger
population centers and thus are characterized by difficulties to keep a large
number of staff on-site due to limited accessibility, high on-site living costs,
costs of bringing staff to and from the sites and similar reasons.

On the technical side, future work will connect additional services to the
AMQP server in order to establish a common interchange platform for factory
data. Larger demonstrators and advances on the BeSpaceD formalisms could be
another promising direction.
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Abstract. UML2.X sequence diagrams (SD) are equipped with high
structures: the combined fragments (CF) that permit to model complex
behaviours of systems. CF can be nested to allow more sophisticated
behaviours, however they complicate the interpretation of the SD and
the computation of precedence relations between the events.

In a previous work, we proposed a causal semantics for UML2.X
SD. It is based partial order theory, its well-defined relations allow the
computation of all precedence relations for the events of UML2.X SD
with nested CF. We considered the most popular CF of control-flow
alt, opt, loop, seq allowing to model respectively alternative, optional,
iterative and sequential behaviours. In this work, we improve that previ-
ous work to consider a par CF allowing to model parallel behaviours, and
we propose an operational semantics that is based on the causal seman-
tics. The proposed operational semantics is a substantial step towards
the refinement checking and the analysis of some properties of SD.

Keywords: UML2.X sequence diagrams · Operational semantics
Causal semantics · Nested combined fragments

1 Introduction

Context. The speed of design, the intuition and the ease of graphical represen-
tation make UML2.X sequence diagrams (SD) a privileged language often used
by the engineers in the software industries. Although the Object Management
Group (OMG) [1] has defined an official standard semantics for UML2.X SD,
some shortcomings still persist. For instance, we report that the definitions of
the standard semantics are not well suited for an exhaustive computation of all
possible traces of basic SD modelling the behaviours of distributed systems this
is a shortcoming. Moreover, they are not formalized which yields, in some cases,
to the ambiguities of interpretations.

Motivation. The defined rules by the OMG for deriving partial order of a given
basic SD impose to order the events along each lifeline, even if they are received
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
E. Damiani et al. (Eds.): ENASE 2017, CCIS 866, pp. 158–182, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-94135-6_8
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from independent lifelines, which do not allow the computation of all possible
valid behaviours. This leads to the emergence of unspecified behaviours in the
implementation. Although we can add coregion operator and additional messages
to establish the required order, however we obtain an overcrowded graphical rep-
resentation that can lead to the interpretation ambiguities. With UML2.X, the
combined fragments allow the modelling of several kind of behaviours. We focus
especially on a subcategory of CF: alt, opt, loop, seq and par; they per-
mit a compact syntactic representation of behaviours. In contrast, they cause
challenges for the determination of precedence relations between the events. To
compute traces for SD equipped with these CF, the OMG standard recom-
mends to compute the traces of each components of the SD independently then
the traces are composed by the weak sequencing operator. This processing is
equivalent in other approaches [2–5] to the flattening of the SDs that are seman-
tically equivalent. However, the benefits of the compact syntactic representation
are lost.

Moreover, the alt and the loop CF have a different meaning than in the
structured programming languages; although, to ease the processing of these
CF, the existing approaches [5–7], restrict their use by interpreting them in the
same way. However, in the standard they have much more flexible interpreta-
tions allowing to model more complex behaviours; for instance the alt CF is not
equivalent to the IF−Then−Else structure, and in the loop CF, weak sequenc-
ing between the iterations is applied, rather than strict sequencing, permitting
the interleaving of the occurrence of the events of different iterations.

In the practical cases, CF can be nested to model more sophisticated
behaviours. All the cited problems are increasing. In the standard semantics,
the notion of nested CF is briefly mentioned. In literature, few works [5–7] deal
with nested CF. In [6] the authors study the issues resulting of the nesting of
some kinds of CF (different of those considered in this paper), and by limiting
the nesting levels of CF [5,6], or by proposing a complicated formalization very
close to the target formalism [7].

Although the existing semantics that are proposed for UML2.X SD are var-
ious [3,8–10], but they are usually based on the definitions of the standard
semantics for the computation of traces of the SD, thus they are not suitable
for SD modelling behaviours of distributed systems. These shortcomings have
motivate our proposal for a causal semantics dedicated for UML2.X SD with
nested CF that models behaviours of distributed systems. Most of the exist-
ing semantics of different kinds (denotational, operational, algebraic) are based
on the definitions of the standard semantics for the computation of precedence
relations between the events, hence they present the same shortcomings as the
standard semantics. Defining an operational semantics for SD facilitates their
operational analysis and permits a better understanding of the language.

Contribution. This paper extends our previous works [11,12]; in [11] we have
extended the semantics that is proposed for UML1.X SD [13]; we have proposed
several formal rules, to compute directly the partial order between the events
of SD with the most popular combined fragments (alt, opt, loop) that are
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sequential, by processing the SD as a whole. In [12], we have extended the
formalization to deal with the nesting of (alt, opt and loop) CF, and we
have generalized the precedence relations of the causal semantics that suit for
UML2.X SD modelling the behaviours of distributed systems and equipped with
nested CF.

We now propose additional contributions that consist in covering an other
important CF that is the parallel1 CF, and we propose an operational seman-
tics permitting a better understanding of the behaviour of the SD by defining
the rules of occurrences of the events.

Organization. The remainder of the article is structured as follows. In Sects. 2
and 3, we provide an overview on our previous work: we explain the formalization
of UML2.X SD and the precedence relations of the causal semantics. Section 4
is devoted to the operational semantics. Before concluding in Sect. 6, we present
some related works in Sect. 5.

2 Causal Semantics

To overcome the shortcomings of the standard semantics, we considered an
existing semantics [13] that is suitable for basic SD modelling behaviours of
distributed systems. Its rules take into account the independence of the compo-
nents, (modelled by lifelines), involved in the interactions. Indeed, in contrast
with the standard semantics that totally order the events on each lifeline even
for the receiving events from independent lifelines, the causal semantics imposes
slighter scheduling constraints on the behaviour of lifelines results in more expres-
sive SDs, since each SD describes a larger number of acceptable behaviours. This
larger expressive power facilitates the task of the designer since a great number
of cases have to be considered, and permits to prevent the issue of the emer-
gence of unspecified behaviours in the implementation. The causal semantics is
founded on a partial order theory. Intuitively, the causal semantics [14] is based
on the idea of ordering events if there is a logical reason to do so. We present the
relations of the causal semantics as defined in [13] in informal way as follows.
Synchronization Relationship <SY NC . Each message m is received only if
it was sent previously.
Reception-Emission Relationship <RE. Receiving a message causes the
sending of the message that is directly consecutive to it.
Emission-Emission Relationship <EE. If two messages are sent by the same
lifeline their sending events are ordered.
Causal order Relation <caus. This relation is defined as follows:

<caus= (<SY NC

⋃
<RE

⋃
<EE)

1 The parallelism is logic, which mean that two events occur in any order.
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The transitive closure of the relation <caus that we note <+
caus permits to

obtain all the causal dependencies between the events of the SD. The event
occurrence depends on the partial order relationship <caus.

The causal semantics is mainly proposed for basics UML1.X SD modelling
behaviours of distributed systems, and the application of its rules causes some
inconsistencies (aberrant relations, deadlock and inadvertent triggers of some
events [11]). Hence in our previous work [12], we proposed a new formalization
of UML2.X SD with nested CF that is based on set theory and the tree struc-
ture. Then, based on this formalization, we proposed the extension of the causal
semantics whose its relations permit the computation of precedence relations for
each event that belong to an UML2.X SD with nested CF modelling behaviours
of distributed systems.

3 Overview on Previous Extension of the Causal
Semantics

3.1 Formalization of UML2.X SD with Nested CF

We consider a sub-set of SD containing combined fragment of control-flow alt,
opt, loop and seq CF. The considered CF are sequential, and can be nested to
model more sophisticated behaviours. We assume that the operands of the CF
do not overlap, but can be nested. For the formalization of sequence diagrams
equipped with nested CF, we choose, on the one hand, the set theory notations2

that is a privileged way due to its several advantages. For instance, although it is
founded on first order logic, it permits to manipulate objects of high order such
as sets and relations of any depth (that is, sets and relations built themselves on
sets and relations, and so on) [15]. On the other hand, we use the tree structure
that is hierarchic by nature and it is convenient to capture the nested structure
of SD, and allow to represent them in an intuitive way.

Sequence Diagram Definitions

Definition 1 (Sequence Diagram)
A sequence diagram SD is a tuple
SD : 〈L,M,EV T, FCT s, FCT r, FCT l,OP, F,<caus, tree OP 〉 where:

– L is a set of not empty lifelines, and card(L) ≥ 2,
– M is a set of asynchronous messages which is well formed and not empty.

The set M is well formed if every message is identified by a pair of events: a
sent event and a received event,

– EV T = E s∪E r is a set of events such that card(EV T ) ≥ 23, E s and E r
denotes respectively the set of sent events and the set of received events such
that E s = {!m | m ∈ M}4 and E r = {?m | m ∈ M}5, and E s ∩ E r = ∅,

2 N.B we use the same set theory notation as those of Event-B method.
3 Cardinal of a set E.
4 !m denote the sent event of the m message.
5 ?m denote the received of the m message.
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– for a set of message M we define two bijective functions FCT s and FCT r
that permit to associate to each message respectively one sent event and one
received event: FCT s : M�→E s6, and FCT r : M�→E r

– FCT l : EV T � L7 a total surjective function that associates to each event
one lifeline, the transmitter or the receiver,

– F = {F1, F2, ..., Fn} is the set of n CF, where Fi = 〈OPi, operatori, Li〉 is a
CF that is identified by its operands, an operator, and the set of lifelines that
are covered by it,

– <caus⊆ EV T ↔ EV T denotes the partial order relationship,
– OP : the SD is considered as a set of operands,
– tree OP is a partial function that allows to structure the SD in the form of

a tree of operands.

To obtain the local order within each lifeline noted <SD,l, we project the
causal order relation <+

caus
8 on the lifeline l.

Operands of CF. An SD is abstracted as a tree of operands. Intuitively, a
combined fragment will be viewed as an operator together with its operands;
this will be detailed in the sequel. We consider the following CF seq, alt, opt
and loop. The SD is represented as a set of operands. We associate a label to
each operand. Two operands with the same index i belong to the same combined
fragment: it’s the case of the operands of an alt and par CF for instance, in
Fig. 1, OP21, OP22 and OP23 belong to the same CF alt.

The whole SD is transformed to a root operand that we note OP00; the set
OP is defined as (

⋃
i={1..n}

OPi) ∪ {OP00}; where n is the number of operands

of the considered SD. Each operand in an SD has a weight. For instance, each
operand of seq, alt or opt CF has a weight equal to 1; an operand of a loop CF
has a weight equal to a value max, which is the maximum number of iterations
of the considered loop CF. We assume that each operand of a CF has only one
first event. The first events of the different operands of a same CF do not belong
necessarily to the same lifeline, since some of them came from lower level when
we built the tree.

The general definition of an operand in a combined fragment is given as
follows.

Definition 2 (Operand in Combined Fragment)
We define a set of operands OPi in a CF Fi as:

OPi = {OPi,j={1..k} | OPij =
〈
guardij , weightij , EV T Dij

〉}
where: (i) k is the number of operands in CF Fi, (ii) guardij is the guard of the
operand OPij, (iii) weightij is the weight of the operand OPij, (iv) EV T Dij

are the events that are directly contained in an operand OPij.
6 �→ denotes a bijective function.
7 →→ denotes a total surjection.
8 R+: the transitive closure of R.
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We use the following functions to manipulate the operands:

– EV T D returns the events that are directly contained in each operand9:

EV T D : OP → P(EV T )

– EV T G returns all the events that are contained in an operand including
those which are contained in its nested operands:

EV T G : OP → P(EV T )

– weight returns the weight of each operand:

weight : OP → NAT+

– first gets the first event of each operand. first : OP → EV T ; intuitively,
a first event is an event that has not a preceding events in the considered
operand.

first={(X, e)|X ∈ OP ∧ e ∈ EV T G(X) ∧
(∀ e′)[e′ ∈ EV T ∧ e′ <∗

caus e ⇒ e′ /∈ EV T G(X)]}
The instantiation of the Definition 2 for seq, alt, opt and loop CF is
intuitive and it given in detail in our previous paper [12].

We just present the instantiation of the definition for the par CF;

Definition 3 (Operands in the PAR Combined Fragment)
A parallel combined fragment Fi is composed of a set of k operands:

OP par
i = {OPi1, ..., OPik}

where OPij =
〈
True, 1, EV T Dij

〉

the guard is true and the weight is equal to 1.

The semantics of interactions is explained with an interleaving semantics [1],
i.e. two events may not occur at exactly the same time.

In the same way, we choose an interleaving semantics to support alterna-
tives and concurrency behaviours, since it is more appropriate for SD modelling
behaviours of distributed system. Indeed, if the semantics allows the occurrence
of two events exactly in the same time (like in the true-concurrency semantics10),
in the case of an alt CF, we’ll have a simultaneous occurrence of the events of
different operands, this is not compliant with the standard semantics of this CF
where at most one operand among several potential operands must be chosen.

9
P(EV T ) is the set of subsets E.

10 True-concurrency semantics is a non-interleaving semantics, it supports the occur-
rence of two events in the same time.
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Transformation of SD as a Tree of Operands. An SD is encoded as a tree
that is composed by a set of linked operands, such that each operand has at
maximum one direct ancestor. For instance, the Fig. 2 illustrates the associated
tree for the SD of the Fig. 1. A naive way to transform an SD into a tree is to
associate a node to each CF or operand. When building the tree of an SD, we
always have a root node that represents the complete SD; the process is then
breadth-first. Note that the operands of an alt or a par CF are independent, i.e.
they have disjoint executions. Therefore, to simplify the tree representation of
the SD, we substitute the node which should stand for these fragments with the
nodes representing their operands. They are moved to the upper level. However,
to distinguish them, the operands of the same fragment have their indexes built
with the same prefix (OP21, OP22 and OP23). From the node of a current SD, the
consecutive fragments of the SD become the nodes of the current node. Each
fragment is either represented as a node or it is represented by the nodes of
its operands. A node is associated to each CF that has only one operand (for
instance loop or opt). A CF with more than one operand (for instance alt or
par) is replaced with the nodes associated to its operands.

We define the tree structure for SD operands as follows:

Definition 4 (Tree Structure for SD Operands)
The tree structure tree OP related to an SD is defined as a partial function:
tree OP : OP �→ OP which is acyclic and non-reflexive. The root is the only
operand that does not have a parent:

(∀X)[X ∈ OP ∧ X /∈ dom(tree OP ) ∧ X ∈ ran(tree OP ) ⇒ X = OP00]

Fig. 1. Example of SD with nested CF.
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Fig. 2. Tree associated to the SD of the Fig. 1.

Once an SD is transformed to a tree of operands, we define relations that permit
to get the locations of the operands that are required in the formalizations
of precedence relations. To associate to each operand all the operands where
it is nested (its ancestor operands in the tree OP ), we introduce the relation
ancestor. To identify the operands of the same CF alt, par, we introduce the
relation brother. We call brother operands those that belong to the same CF
alt, par. In a given tree: tree OP = {OPi1....OPij}, the brother operands are
the operands that belong to the same level and that have the same index i.
Hence, the operands of the same sibling are not all necessarily brothers, since
some of them came from lower level when built the tree.

• ancestor: a binary transitive relation11 that is defined on OP .

ancestor : OP ↔ OP

For an operand X we compute its ancestors12 as follows:

ancestor[{X}] =
⋃

s∈{1,..,d}
{tree OP s(X)}

where d is the depth of the node X in the tree OP .
Illustration. In Fig. 2, ancestor[{OP00}] = ∅, and ancestor[{OP31}] =

{OP21, OP00}.
• brother: a binary transitive relation that is defined on a set OP .

brother : OP ↔ OP
brother = {(OPij , OPtk)|(OPij , OPtk) ∈ OP × OP

∧(i = t ∧ j �= k)}
Illustration. In Fig. 1, the operands OP31, OP32 belong to the same CF alt, thus

they are brothers. brother[{OP11}] = ∅ and brother[{OP31}] = {OP32}

Weight of an Event. The function weight was defined on an operand, We
overload the function to associate the weight of the path between two operands.

weighte : (OP × OP ) → NAT+

11 ↔ denotes a relation.
12 R[{e}]: Relational image; gives the set of images.
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For two operands X and Y , we compute the weight of their paths as follows:
{
weighte(X,Y ) = 1 if X = Y
weighte(X,Y ) =

∏
s∈{0,..,d}

weight(tree OP s(Y ))

}

with d the length of the path between the operand X and the operand Y .
We overload the function weight that permits to associate to each event its

maximal number of occurrence.

weight : EV T → NAT+

For an event evt of an operand X, such that evt ∈ EV T D(X), we compute its
weight as follows:

weight(evt) =
weight(X) ∗ weight(tree OP (X))∗
weight(tree OP 2(X) ∗ ... ∗ weight(tree OP d(X)︸ ︷︷ ︸

OP00

))

=
∏

s∈{0,d}
weight(tree OP s(X))

= weighte(OP00,X), (with d = depth of X)

The new formalization is used as a basis for the extension of the causal
relationships that permits to compute the partial order between the events of
the SD.

3.2 Extension of the Causal Semantics

The relations <Sync, <RE , <EE and <RR permit to compute the precedence
relations for each event of an SD. The structuring of SD with nested CF in
form of tree permits an obvious identification of the preceding events, they are
grouped by operand, for each event that belongs to this kind of SD.

In this section, we generalize these relations. The synchronisation relation-
ship (<Sync) is unchangeable. The formalizations of <RE and <EE relationships
permit to order two events that belong to the same lifeline and that are succes-
sive. We define a new relationship <RR to consider some particular cases of the
ordering of receiving of events in the context of distributed components.

To detail a bit, and to alleviate the presentation of the formalization of <RE

and <EE relationships, we introduce three binary relations not in brother, succ1
and succ2. In the following, we first give the intuition of each of them before
their formalizations.

Two successive events that belong to distinct operands of an alt or a par
CF must not be ordered. The relation not in brother expresses this intuition:
the successive events of an alt CF to be ordered must neither belong to brother
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operands nor to operands where in their respective ancestors exist a brother
operands.

not in brother={(e, e′)|(e, e′) ∈ EV T 2 ∧ (∀X)(∀Y )
[X ∈ (ancestor[{EV T D−1(e)}] ∪ {EV T D−1(e)})
∧Y ∈ (ancestor[{EV T D−1(e′)}] ∪ {EV T D−1(e′)})
⇒ (X,Y ) /∈ brother]}

Illustration: In Fig. 1, the event !m4 ∈ OP31, the event !m6 ∈ OP32, however
we have OP32 ∈ brother[{OP31}], hence the events !m4 and !m6 should not be
ordered.

Formally, we define that two events are successive in two manners with two
distinct relations succ1 and succ2. These relations are used respectively in the
formalization of <EE and <RE relationships. The relation succ1 relates two
events that belong to the same lifeline and which are successive. Nevertheless,
we admit between them, events that must necessarily belong to an operand that
can be omitted (i.e. the events between successive events do not belong to any
operand ancestor of the operands of the considered events).

succ1={(e, e′)|(e, e′) ∈ EV T 2∧
(∃l)[l ∈ L ∧ e <∗

SD,l e
′

∧ (∀e”)[e” ∈ EV T ∧ (e <∗
SD,l e” ∧ e” <∗

SD,l e
′)

⇒ EV T D−1(e”) /∈ (ancestor[{EV T D−1(e)}]
∪ ancestor[{EV T D−1(e′)}])]]}

The relation succ2 expresses the same conditions and effects as those defined
in succ1 relationships, moreover it expresses that we admit between the succes-
sive events received events.

succ2= {(e, e′)|(e, e′) ∈ EV T 2∧
(∃l)[l ∈ L ∧ e <∗

SD,l e
′ ∧ (∀e”)[e” ∈ EV T ∧

(e <∗
SD,l e” ∧ e” <∗

SD,l e
′)

⇒ e” ∈ ran(FCT r) ∨
EV T D−1(e”) /∈ (ancestor[{EV T D−1(e)}]
∪ ancestor[{EV T D−1(e′)}])]]}

The relationship <EE permits to order two sent events that satisfy the con-
ditions expressed in not in brother and succ1 relations.

<EE= {(e, e′)|[(e, e′) ∈ (EV T )2 ∧
e ∈ ran(FCT s) ∧ e′ ∈ ran(FCT s) ∧
(e, e′) ∈ not in brother ∧ (e, e′) ∈ succ1]}

The relationship <RE permits to order two events such that the first one is a
received event and the second one is a sent event, and both of them satisfy the
conditions expressed in not in brother and succ2 relations.

<RE={(e, e′)|[(e, e′) ∈ (EV T )2 ∧
e ∈ ran(FCT r) ∧ e′ ∈ ran(FCT s) ∧
(e, e′) ∈ not in brother ∧ (e, e′) ∈ succ2]}
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In a distributed system context, the components are independent and the
communication between them is carried out according to protocols, each of them
guarantees properties semantics concerning the reception of messages. In case
the considered protocol ensures a First in First Out (FIFO) delivery order, the
receptions of two messages coming from the same lifeline are received in the
same order of their emission. The <RR relationship permits to compute these
precedence relations.

<RR={(e, e′) | [(e, e′) ∈ E2
r ∧

(∃e1,∃e2)[(e1, e2) ∈ E2
s ∧

Fct s−1(e1) = Fct r−1(e) ∧
Fct s−1(e2) = Fct r−1(e′) ∧
e1 <∗

EE e2 ∧ Fct l(e1) = Fct l(e2)]}

In the previous work [12], we showed that in loop CF as well as in nested
CF that contains loop CF the determination of the precedence relations for
each event is not obvious.

3.3 Hidden Precedence Relations in LOOP Combined Fragment

The events inside a loop operand can have as preceding events that can be
located:

– for the first iteration: (i) either outside the loop operand and/or, (ii) inside
the loop operand of the same iteration.

– from the second iteration: (i) either outside the loop operand and/or, (ii)
inside the loop operand of the same iteration and/or of the previous itera-
tions.

We call hidden relations the relations between the events of loop operand
of the current iteration and the events of the previous iterations (Fig. 3). These
relations appear when the loop operand is flatten at least one time. Hence, the
necessity of defining a new relation <Hcaus in which we express the constraints
of precedence between the events of the current iteration and the events of
the previous iteration. In order to compute the hidden precedence relations, we
propose the following steps: we flatten the loop operand only once whatever is
the number of iterations; we obtain an intermediate sequence diagram SD’.

In SD’, we rename the operands as well as the events of the second iteration
with the same name as those of the preceding iteration by labelling them with
a single quote (Fig. 3). We define the set EV T ′ to represent the events of the
next iteration. <′

RE and <′
EE are respectively the reception-emission, and the

emission emission relationships associated to the SD’. In an SD we can have
several loop operand that can be sequenced or nested. In this case, the same
processing is applied by computing for each loop operand its hidden relation-
ships; we note <HcausX , the hidden relations of a given loop operand named
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Fig. 3. Processing of an SD with loop operand.

X. The formalization of the hidden relationships for a loop operand X is given
as follows.

<HcausX=
{(e, e′)|e ∈ EV T ∧ e′ ∈ EV T ′∧
(e, e′) ∈<′

RE ∨(e, e′) ∈<′
EE}

Illustration1. Consider the SD in Fig. 3, the SD’ represents the flattening of
the loop operand only once. In the SD’, in the first iteration, the !m2 has as
preceding event the event !m1 that is located outside the loop operand; the
event !m3 has as preceding events, the event ?m1 (that is located outside the
loop operand) and the ?m2 (that belongs to the same iteration). In the second
iteration, the event !m2′ has as preceding event the event !m4 which belongs to
the first iteration; the event !m3′ has as preceding events the events ?m4 and
?m2′, which belong respectively to the first and the second iteration.

Illustration2. As aforementioned, for an alt CF, only one operand must be
executed, hence the events that belong to distinct operands must not be ordered,
otherwise we’ll have deadlocks of some events.

However, in some particular cases of nested structure, especially for an alt
that is nested in a loop CF, we can face a problem that the events of distinct
operands of the same alt CF (brother operands) can have precedence rela-
tions. Figure 5 represents the flattening of the loop operand of the SD of Fig. 4.
Figure 6 represents a possible execution of the SD (depicted in Fig. 4) containing
nested CF. In the first iteration of the loop CF, the first operand of the alt
CF is executed; in the second iteration of the loop CF, the third operand of the
alt CF is executed. According to the <EE relationship, the event !m2 precedes
the event !m7′, although they respectively belong to brother operands OP21
and OP22. Likewise for the events !m3 and !m6′. This is problematic, since the
events of brother operands should not be ordered. This justifies the renaming of
the events and the operands of the next iteration to avoid this issue.

In an SD we can have several loop operand that can be sequenced or nested.
In this case, the same processing is applied by computing for each loop operand
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Fig. 4. SD with nested CF.

its hidden relationships; the entire hidden relation is the union of the hidden
relations of each loop operand. Now, the causal relationships is computed as
follows.

<caus=<SY NC ∪ <RE ∪ <EE ∪ <RR ∪ <Hcaus

That means the ordering of events depends on the cumulative rules of the
relationships. The valid traces are those which can be generated satisfying these
orders.

The defined rules (<RE , <EE , <RE and <Hcaus) may be applied to the
standard semantics by restoring the constraints that we relaxed. In the same
way, these rules can be adapted for any kind of semantics by strengthening or
weakening some constraints. The causal semantics can be exploited for several
purposes, it can used as basis for the computation of all possible valid traces of
SD modelling behaviours of distributed systems as it can be the basis for the
definition of an operational semantics that facilitates its implementation and
then the analysis of the SD and several properties of systems for instance safety,
liveness, fairness or reachability properties.

4 Operational Semantics

The most of the existing semantics are trace-based semantics, they require a
meticulous work that consists in generating all possible traces of an SD then
in their categorisation depending on the aim of the semantic, and they do not
propose tools to ensure this task [3,16]. Moreover, most of them ignore interac-
tion constraint that guards combined fragments, which are essential to ensure
soundness of refinement relation [16]. In the approach of [16], the authors con-
sider the interaction constraint in a non-intuitive way. Indeed, they propose to
include the guard as an element in the standard definition of trace.

The motivation behind the definition of an operational semantics is the inten-
tion of the use of existing refinement relations that are well defined on transition
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Fig. 5. Processing of the OP11 loop
operand of Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6. Possible execution of the SD
of Fig. 4.

systems, since an operational semantics is concretely given as a transition sys-
tem. Moreover, in the operational semantics, we define execution strategies of
the events of an SD with nested CF. They include on the one hand, the order of
the occurrence of the events in a nested structure (CF) as well as the conditions
under which those executions can take place, on the other hand their execution
effects that they produce. These strategies allow for better understanding and
analysis of the behaviour of a sequence diagram.

Moreover, the guard is straightforwardly expressed. Formally, it is given as
a guarded transition system:

Sem(SD) = 〈S, S0,�〉
where S is the set of possible states of the SD, S0 is the initial state and � is
the transition relation.

4.1 State

Each state of an SD is expressed with two variables (state, current instance):
state expresses the states of all events of SD, current instance expresses the
lifeline of the current event.

The state of an Event. An event which belongs to a basic SD can have two
obvious basic states: executed or not yet executed. In our semantics, we support
sequence diagrams with sequential CF that can be nested. The basic states
are not sufficient to express the state of an event in an SD with sophisticated
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structures (nested CF). Indeed, each event in such SD can be: not yet occurred,
occurred, consumed one or several times. Then, the variable state is defined as
follows.

state : EV T → NAT

The state of an event is decreased whenever it is occurred or ignored. To describe
the state of an event e, we use the following vocabulary:

– not yet occurred: when state(e) = weight(e),
– occurred: if the event e is executed or ignored one or several times and 0 <
state(e) < weight(e),

– consumed: when state(e) = 0.

During its execution, an SD can be in one state among the following states:

– an initial state S0, when all its events are not yet occurred,
– an intermediate state of S,
– a final state, when all its events are consumed: state = EV T × {0}.

The notion of state is very important, indeed, it constraints the occurrence
of a given event (for instance we decrement the state of an event whenever it is
occurred, or if we want to prohibit its occurrence); it also serves to indicate the
location of the considered event; this information is useful especially when we
have several nested loop CF.

4.2 Transition Rules

For each event evt in an SD we associate the following transition:

p
[g]evt−→ q

def≡ ((p, [g] evt, q) ∈ � ∧ g)

An event is enabled only when its trigger conditions, (labelled TCi), hold.
When the enabled event occurs, it produces execution effects (labelled EEi)
that update the SD from the state p to the state q.

In the following, we define rules for the guarded transition system which
constraint the occurrence of the events (the trigger conditions and the executions
effects). The rules of our operational semantics have the following shape.

evt =
CD1 ∧ CD2 ∧ ...CDi

EE1, EE2, ..., EEi

4.3 Occurrence of the Events

For each event the trigger conditions must be checked conjointly and the execu-
tions effects are produced simultaneously.
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Trigger Conditions. Some trigger conditions have a simple shape: they are
atomic formulas where others trigger conditions are composed by the conjunction
of several conditions. Indeed, some conditions must be strengthened in order to
take into account of some particular cases and to prevent some issues that result
of the presence, the disposition of the nesting of some CF (for instance the
nesting CF that contains loop CF that induces hidden relations).

• First trigger condition related to satisfaction of precedence constraints

In our causal semantics, we first transform the considered SD in the form of
a tree of operands. This transformation allows us to identify easily the preceding
events of each event that are grouped by operand. Then the defined relations
permit the computation of the precedence relations between the events.

The first trigger condition TC1 necessary to the occurrence of each event
consists in checking that its preceding events were occurred. This is made by
comparing the states of the considered event and those of its preceding events.
Remind that each event has a state which is initialized to its weight correspond-
ing to its maximal number of occurrence. Depending on the kind of combination
of CF ((alt-loop), (alt -loop), (loop-loop)....) to nest and the location of
the considered events (these informations is given in the states of the events),
the shape of the first trigger condition varies.

Consider an event evt that belongs to an UML2.X SD. To facilitate the
reasoning, we assume that the event evt has only one preceding event e. The
occurrence of the event evt depends on the state of the event e.

If the considered events e and evt have the same weight, then the trigger
condition is simply expressed in the form of an inequality on the respective
states of evt and e, hence it is enough to check that:

state(e) < state(evt)

However, in an SD, we can have several combinations of different kinds of CF.
The combinations and the nesting of some kinds CF, especially those that contain
loop CF complicate the form of the first trigger condition. Indeed if the events
have distinct weights that are >1, it is the case where the events belong to
nested CF that contain loop CF. The weight is a term making the product from
the root to the event. The weight of an intermediate operand is a multiplicative
factor of the events contained in the child operands.

Therefore, the comparison of the states of two events is based on their weights
relative to a common node (operand) or the first shared node that encompasses
the events, which is the lowest common ancestor (LCA). Indeed, the terms of
the weight derived from the ancestors are the multiplicative factors common.

For instance in the Fig. 9, consider the events ?m1 and !m2 that belong
respectively to OP21 and OP11 operands, the LCA is the operand OP11, hence
weight(?m1) = 3 ∗ 5 and weight(!m2) = 5. In the Fig. 13, consider the events
!m1 and !m2 that belong respectively to OP21 and OP31 operands, the LCA is
the operand OP11, hence weight(!m1) = 5 ∗ 3 and weight(!m2) = 5 ∗ 4.

Consider the operands X et Y of the events e and evt : X = EV T D−1(e),
Y = EV T D−1(evt) and Z is the lowest common ancestor of the operands X
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and Y : Z = LCA(X,Y ). Depending on the weights of the events of e and evt,
we distinguish the following cases:

1. Case1: each of the event e and evt has a weight that is equal to 1. In this case
None of the operands X Y or Z is a loop operand. Moreover their respective
ancestors are not loop operands.

2. Case2: each of the events e et evt has a weight that is different of 1. In this
case, we have to argue with regard to the lowest common ancestor (Z) of the
operands X and Y of the events e and evt. Indeed, we distinguish 4 possible
cases:
2.1 Case2.1: There is no loop operand neither in the path from the operand

Z to the operand X nor in the path from the operand Z to the operand
Y (i.e. weight(Z,X) = 1 and weight(Z, Y ) = 1),

2.2 Case2.2: there is a loop operand only in the path from the operand Z
to the operand X (i.e. weight(Z,X) > 1 and weight(Z, Y ) = 1),

2.3 Case2.3: there is a loop operand only in the path from the operand Z
to the operand Y (i.e. weight(Z,X) = 1 et weight(Z, Y ) > 1),

2.4 Case2.4: in each path from the operand Z to the operand X and from the
operand Z to the operand Y there is a loop operand (i.e. weight(Z,X) >
1 et weight(Z, Y ) > 1).

In the sequel, we illustrate each case with an example et we give the appro-
priate trigger condition.
• Case1. The weight of event e and evt is equal to 1. We distinguish two possible
cases: (i) both events e and evt are located in the same operand:

X = EV T D−1(e) = EV T D−1(evt) (see Fig. 7(a)), and (ii) the events are
located in distinct operands: EV T D−1(e) �= EV T D−1(evt) (see Fig. 7(b)).

In this case it is enough to check that:

CD11 : state(e) = 0 < state(evt) = 1

Illustration: In both Fig. 7(a) and (b), according to the < EE relation, the
events !m1 and !m2 are ordered, they are respectively located in the same
operand (Fig. 7(a)) and in distinct operands 7(b). Both events have a weight
equal to 1. The event !m2 can occur only if the event !m1 was consumed. Hence
we must check the condition

state(!m1) = 0 ∧ state(!m2) = 1

Fig. 7. Illustration case1.
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• Case2.1. The weight of the events e and evt are different of 1. We distinguish
two cases: (i) the events are located in the same operand:

X = EV T D−1(e) = EV T D−1(evt) (see Fig. 8(a)), and (ii) the events
evt and e are located in distinct operands: EV T D−1(e) �= EV T D−1(evt)
(Fig. 8(b)). We consider only the case where the paths from the operand Z
to the operand X and from the operand Z to the operand Y did not contain a
loop operand (i.e. weight(Z,X) = 1 and weight(Z, Y ) = 1). In this case, either
the operand Z or at least one of its ancestors is a loop operand.

Illustration1: In the Fig. 8(a), the weight of each event !m1 and ?m1 is equal
to 4, hence each of them can occur 4 times. For each iteration, the message m1
can be received only if it is sent (the event !m1 was occurred) This conditions
constraints the occurrence of the event ?m1, it is expressed as follows:

state(!m1) < state(?m1)

Illustration2: In the Fig. 8(b), the weight of each event !m1 and ?m1 is equal
to 4, hence each of them can occur 4 times. For each iteration, the event ?m2
can occur only if the event !m1 was occurred. This condition constraints the
occurrence of the event ?m1, it is expressed as follows:

state!(m1) < state(!m2)

Hence in these cases the trigger condition can be expressed as follows:

CD12 : state(e) < state(evt)

• Case2.2. The weights of the events e and evt are different of 1. Moreover,
they are located in distinct operands: EV T D−1(e) �= EV T D−1(evt). We have
only a loop operand in the path from the operand Z to the operand X (i.e.
weight(Z,X) > 1 and weight(Z, Y ) = 1)

Illustration: Consider the Fig. 9, for each iteration of the operand OP11, the
event !m2 can occur only if the event ?m1 was occurred 3 times. The table
represented in Fig. 10 illustrates the 5 states for which the event !m2 can occur.

Fig. 8. Illustration case2.1.
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Fig. 9. SD5: ?m1 <!m2. Fig. 10. Variation of states values
with iteration of the SD of Fig. 9.

[state(?m1)/3 < state(!m2)] ∧ [(state(?m1)mod 3 = 0)]

In this case, the trigger condition of the event evt is expressed in form of a
conjunction of predicates. Such that the first predicate is an inequality on states
of the event evt and its preceding event e where the state of the preceding event
is weighted with the coefficient 1/weight(Z,X). The second predicate permits
to the event evt iterate once the event e was occurred weight(Z,X) times.

CD13 : [state(e)/weight(Z,X) < state(evt)] ∧[(state(e) mod weight(Z,X) = 0)]

• Case2.3. The weights of the events e and evt are different of 1. Moreover,
they are located in distinct operands: EV T D−1(e) �= EV T D−1(evt).

We have only a loop operand in the path from the operand Z to the operand
Y (i.e. weight(Z,X) = 1 et weight(Z, Y ) > 1).
Illustration: In the Fig. 11, the event ?m1 precedes the event !m2. For each
iteration of the operand OP11, the event !m2 occurs 4 times. For each occurrence
of the event ?m1, the event !m2 occurs 4 times. The table represented in Fig. 12
illustrates the 20 states for which the event !m2 can occur. Hence the trigger
condition of the event !m2 can be expressed as follows.

(state(!m2) mod 4 = 0) =⇒ (state(?m1) < state(!m2)/4)
Hence, in this case, the trigger condition of the event evt is expressed as

follows.
CD14 : (state(evt) mod weight(Z, Y ) = 0) =⇒ (state(e) < state(evt)/

weight(Z, Y ))

• Case2.4. The weights of the events e and evt are different of 1. Moreover,
they are located in distinct operands: EV T D−1(e) �= EV T D−1(evt).

In each path (from the operand Z to the operand X and from the operand
Z to the operand Y ), it exists a loop operand (i.e. weight(Z,X) > 1 et
weight(Z, Y ) > 1).

Illustration: In the Fig. 13, the event !m1 precedes the event !m2. For each
execution of the operand OP11 the event !m2 occurs 4 times. After each 3
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Fig. 11. SD8: ?m1 <!m2. Fig. 12. Variation of states values
with iteration of the SD of Fig. 11.

occurrences of the event !m1, the event !m2 occurs 4 times. The table represented
in Fig. 14 illustrates the 20 states where the event !m2 can occur.

state(!m2) mod 4 = 0 ⇒ state(!m1)/3 < state(!m2)/4 ∧(state(!m1) mod 3 = 0)

Fig. 13. SD7: !m1 <!m2. Fig. 14. Variation of states values
with iteration of the SD of Fig. 13.

In this case, the trigger condition of the event evt is expressed as follows.

CD15 : (state(evt) mod weight(Z, Y ) = 0) ⇒
[state(e)/weight(Z,X) < state(evt)/weight(Z, Y )] ∧
[(state(e) mod weight(Z,X) = 0)]

Generalization of the Trigger Condition TC1. Thenceforth, we can deduce
the general form of the first trigger condition. We check the occurrence of the pre-
ceding events that are computed receptively from the relation (<caus \ <Hcaus)
and from the relation <Hcaus independently in two distinct trigger conditions.

– (e, evt) ∈ (<caus \ <Hcaus) (TC1)
– (e, evt) ∈<Hcaus (TC1′)
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• Hence, when we have:
∀(e)(∃X)(∃Z)[(e, evt) ∈ (<caus \ <Hcaus) ∧ X = EV TD−1(e)
∧ Y = EV TD−1(evt) ∧ Z = LCA(X,Y )

Then, the first trigger condition is expressed as follows:

TC1:
(state(evt) mod weight(Z, Y ) = 0) =⇒
((state(e)/weight(Z,X) < state(evt)/weight(Z, Y )
∧ (state(e) mod weight(Z,X) = 0)))

• For each event evt of a loop operand or that belong to a nested CF that
contains a loop operand and that has hidden preceding events that appear
from the second iteration.

Hence, when we have: (∀e)(∃X)(∃Z)[(e, evt) ∈<Hcaus ∧ X = EV TD−1(e)
∧ Y = EV TD−1(evt) ∧ Z = LCA(X,Y ) We define the following trigger

condition TC1’.

TC1’:
(state(e) mod (weight(Z, Y ) ∗ weight(Z) <> 0)) =⇒
((state(e)/weight(Z,X) = state(evt)/weight(Z, Y )
∧ (e, evt) ∈ not in brother))

• the second trigger condition consists in checking that the event can still be
occurred: it is not yet consumed (TC2). It is formally defined as follows:

TC2 : state(evt) ≥ 1

• for the events that belong to a guarded CF we add a third trigger condition
that permits to check the value of the guard.

Execution Effects. The execution effects of an event should simultaneously:

– update the state of the current event by decreasing its state (EE1);
the execution effect EE1 is to update the state with: EE1: state(evt) − 1

– update the lifeline of the current event (EE2); the execution effect EE2 is to
set current instance with: EE2: current instance := FCT l(evt) Remind
the FCT l(evt) gives the lifeline of the event.

Particular Cases: for the guarded alt, we assume that the evaluation of the
guard is made on the first event. If the guard is evaluated to true (TC3) then
the first event must synchronize the events of the other operands of the same
CF by decrementing their states (remind that the standard semantics of the alt
CF impose that only one operand must be executed among several potential
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operands having simultaneously a true guard). Otherwise, if the guard is eval-
uated to false (TC3’), the first event must decrement the states of the events
of the same operand in order to prohibit their occurrence. Hence, in addition to
the trigger conditions TC1 and/or TC1’, we must add a third trigger condition
TC3 for the first event of each operand of an alt CF.

TC3 : guard := true

TC3’ : guard := false

If the guard is evaluated to true, in addition to the executions effects EE1
and EE2, we must add a third execution effect EE3 to modify the states of
the events of the brother operands. When we have [evt ∈ EV T D(X) ∧ e ∈
EV T D(Y ) ∧ e ∈ EV T G(Z)],

EE3: state(e) − weight(Z, Y ), where Z = brother(X) If the guard is evalu-
ated to false, in addition to the executions effects EE1 and EE2, we must add
a third execution effect EE3’ to decrement the states of the events of the same
operand. When we have evt ∈ EV T D(X) ∧ e ∈ EV T D(Y ) ∧ e ∈ EV T G(X),
then EE3’: state(e) − weight(X,Y )

All the operands of any kind of CF can be guarded, in this case in addition to
the trigger conditions TC1 and/or TC1’, we must add a third trigger condition
TC3 for the first event of the considered operand. If the guard is evaluated
to false, in addition to the executions effects EE1 and EE2, we must add a
third execution effect EE3’ to decrement the states of the events of the same
operand. N.B In a nested CF, we assume that the guard evaluation of a child
operand should be made after a True guard evaluation of the parent operand.
This is compliant with the hypothesis we made in Subsect. 3.1, which states that
each operand has one first event. Moreover, if the guard of the parent operand
is evaluated to False, its events including the events of its child operands are
ignored.

All these rules define the operational semantics of UML2.X SD with nested
combined fragments. They are not linked to any target formalism and they can
be implemented in various ways and by any formalism doted with tools for its
checking.

5 Related Works

In the literature, there are several semantics approaches to define a semantics for
UML2.X SD. Among them we cite the most popular: (i) denotational semantics
[3,16], (ii) transformational semantics [9], and (iii) operational semantics [10,17].
They are mainly proposed to overcome some issues of the standard semantics,
or to adapt the use of the SD to the modelling of different systems, and for
other purposes. For instance, in [3,16], the authors defined a trace semantics
based on denotational semantics to distinguish between mandatory and required
behaviours. In [10], the authors proposed a denotational semantics based on
partially ordered multisets or pomsets that deals with language constructs for
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specifying negative traces. In the works of [9], the authors proposed a transfor-
mational semantics based on the translation of SD into Büchi automata in order
to verify liveness and safety properties of reactive systems. In [17], the authors
proposed an operational semantics for SD that supports negative behaviours
and that distinguishes between possible and required behaviours. In [10], the
authors proposed an operational semantics for SD, which is compliant with the
semantics proposed in [18], for capturing the composition operators from High
Message Sequence Charts (HMSC) and neg assert CF.

We underlined that a few of the existing semantics, [3,9,16,18], can be used to
formalize the refinement relation while the others do not allow it [2,4,17,19,20].

For this purpose, the trace-based semantics, [3,9,16], are not very convenient,
indeed they permit to verify only some kinds of refinement relations (trace inclu-
sion, trace equivalence...), this require a meticulous preprocessing on all traces
of the considered SD, knowing that most of them did not propose tools that ease
this arduous task; moreover they ignore the guards of CF which are essential to
ensure soundness of refinement relation. Although, in the work of [16], the pro-
posed trace-based semantic refinement considers guard, but in a non-intuitive
way, by modifying the standard definition of the trace.

In contrast to trace-based semantics, with an operational semantics several
kinds of well-defined refinement relations can be expressed (simulation trace,
inclusion trace, equivalence trace...). Moreover the operational facilitates the
analysis of the behaviours of the modelled systems.

Most of the existing semantics [3,4,9,16–18] are usually based on the defini-
tions of the standard for the computation of traces, thus they are not suitable
for SD modelling behaviours of distributed systems. Moreover most of the work,
[5,6,21,22] did not deal properly with some CF and the nested CF. Indeed they
impose strict hypothesis to avoid inconsistencies due to the use of these CF. In
our last work we have well explained these restrictions that limit the expressive
power of these CF. To overcome these insufficiencies, we proposed an operational
semantics that is, on the one hand, based on an extended causal semantics, suit-
able for UML2.X SD equipped with the most popular CF modelling distributed
systems, on the other hand, it supports guards straightforwardly since it is given
as a guarded transition system. The operational semantics can be easily imple-
mented and can be used as a basis for refinement checking purpose for our
ongoing work.

6 Conclusion

To help in preliminaries design steps of distributed systems, we have equipped
UML2.X sequence diagrams with a causal semantics that is based on par-
tial order theory and tree structure. Its relations permit the determination of
the precedence relations straightforwardly for SD with nested CF that model
behaviours of a distributed system, by avoiding its flattening, hence the com-
pact syntactic representation is preserved. The causal semantics can serves for
several purposes, in this paper we have proposed an operational semantics in
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which we define execution strategies of the events of an SD with nested CF. The
proposed operational semantics is not linked to a specific target formalism. We
currently implement the operational semantics with the Event-B method [11,23].
Transforming SD into corresponding B specifications enables rigorous model
analysis using the formal techniques of Event B and its various tools Rodin:
(with a theorem-prover, and with ProB model-checker ). Meanwhile, the oper-
ational semantics serves as the basis of our ongoing work on the verification
of the refinement relation between sequence diagrams. Indeed the operational
semantics is concretely given as a transition system since refinement relations
are well defined on the transition system as a simulation relation. This is used
for investigating whether or not a sequence diagram specification is a correct
refinement of another sequence diagram specification. In addition, we currently
study theoretical properties that are derived from the proposed semantics.
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Abstract. Early phases of the Software Development Life Cycle
(SDLC) like requirements elicitation and model design are often critical
for the project success. These phases are also linked to several project
problems and failure causes, delaying the project finalization and increas-
ing its total cost. Several strategies to mitigate the effects of errors in
these early stages have been proposed. Some of these include: GUI based
fast prototyping; agile software development methodologies; and, as in
this work, automatic model (or source code) generation from a natural
language specification. Although these approaches can reduce production
time and costs, they can also be slow and imprecise leading to develop-
ment difficulties. This work proposes an approach to obtain a functional
prototype of a web-based process-oriented information system, using only
a restricted natural language specification as an input. This approach
allows the processing of the input to be faster and more precise than the
approaches proposed previously. Two case studies are presented in order
to validate the proposal and demonstrate its applicability.

Keywords: Fast prototyping · Software requirements
Natural language specification · Compilers
Software construction automation · Restricted natural language
Web applications · BPMN · E-R

1 Introduction

Requirements elicitation tasks induce errors in the Software Development Life
Cycle (SDLC) mainly due to incompleteness, ambiguities or incongruence in
the written requirements [1]. Developers lack of knowledge about the customer
application domain and business operations, and limited communication with
the stakeholders are some of the causes of this situation [1,2]. Errors in these
early phases usually have large impact in the project duration and budget [1].

To mitigate some of the effects of these problems, various strategies like
fast prototyping and agile software development methodologies have been pro-
posed [3]. However, agile methodologies are more suitable for small teams
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
E. Damiani et al. (Eds.): ENASE 2017, CCIS 866, pp. 183–207, 2018.
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and small-scale value-oriented software projects, and left behind big scale or
mission critical software [4,5]. Moreover, fast prototyping approaches attempt
to make SDLC faster, less prone to human errors, and less sensible to natural
language inherent ambiguities and specification incompleteness. Therefore, they
can reduce production costs, time to market delivery and prototyping costs [6]. In
exchange of this speed, elements like technical debt, used languages and tools,
and project quality are often not taken into account rigorously. Some exam-
ples of these fast prototyping tools are: Bizzagi1, which uses graphical interac-
tions and model-based specification languages to develop information systems;
JustInMind2 that creates interactive UI prototypes of mobile applications and
web pages; OpenXava3 that creates web applications from a set of Java classes.
In addition, other approaches use a specification written in natural language
(restricted or unrestricted) to automate the construction of models from texts
[7,8]. These approaches permit a fast validation of the software models, obtaining
feedback from stakeholders more frequently [9,10].

This chapter presents a fast prototyping scheme that uses a restricted natural
language specification and generates the source code of a web application. This
is a functional prototype that is capable of executing process tasks over some
domain data classes definition. This prototyping scheme is meant to be used dur-
ing a live meeting with the stakeholders, showing and validating results in very
short time and in an interactive way. To achieve this purpose, a transformation is
proposed between two well-known modeling languages (i.e., BPMN4 and E-R5)
and a new restricted natural language that is proposed as the input of the pro-
totyping scheme. This allows the scheme to use the expressiveness and concepts
of the two modeling languages, and also to complement their capabilities.

This work extends the paper recently published in [11], which presents some
preliminary results. The main contributions of this chapter are:

– A new specification language for software requirements: restricted natural
language.

– A fast prototyping method for web applications running business processes
using a restricted natural language specification.

– An automated source code generation method from the proposed specification
language.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Next section describes the
background of the work including the related works. Section 3 presents the pro-
posed fast prototyping scheme. Section 4 explains the implementation details.
Later, Sect. 5 presents and discusses the results of two different case studies.
Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes some concluding remarks and suggests the future
works.

1 https://www.bizagi.com/.
2 https://www.justinmind.com/.
3 http://openxava.org.
4 Business Process Model and Notation.
5 Entity-Relationship.

https://www.bizagi.com/
https://www.justinmind.com/
http://openxava.org
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2 Background

2.1 Software Requirements

The collection and analysis of requirements are the initial steps for any software
development process. Requirements are usually written in natural language and
they can be seen as the first model of the system to be built. A requirement is
defined as follows [12]: “a condition or capability that must be met or possessed
by a system, system component, product, or service to satisfy an agreement,
standard, specification, or other formally imposed documents”. The process of
writing this specification or document is the requirements elicitation.

A taxonomy of software requirement errors is presented in [13]. It classifies
errors in three categories: people errors, which are failures of the people involved
in the project; process errors that are caused by errors in the way of achieving
objectives, and are mainly related to the requirements elicitation stage; and
documentation errors, which are errors in the specification.

In addition, [14] describes the types of ambiguities that are present in the
requirements documents as follows: lexical, terms with more than one meaning;
syntactical, more than one syntax tree per requirement; semantical, more that
one meaning in a context; pragmatical, the meaning of a phrase depends on
where it is placed; induced by vagueness, no analysis can assign a meaning; and
induced by generality, the phrase can not be interpreted precisely.

Moreover, several strategies to aid the requirements elicitation process and
to reduce errors associated with it have been proposed. Some of these are: to
use software tools [15]; to use requirements templates [16]; to use restricted
languages [17,18]; to use translations to formal specification languages [19]; to
use Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to enhance the requirements
quality [20,21]; and to use requirements elicitation methodologies [22].

2.2 Related Works

Many work has been done on the extraction of software models from texts. Efforts
have been mainly focused on: design attributes mining from texts written in
natural language, the use of templates to write requirements, and specification
languages inspired by natural languages. Figure 1 shows the three main ways
that are commonly used to achieve this goal.

At the top of Fig. 1 is shown a schema aimed at extracting design information
from textual specifications written in unrestricted natural language. Abbott [9]
and Saeki et al. [23] originally proposed manual procedures back in the 80’s.
Words in the description matching certain parts of speech and phrase structures
were used to build a model. This procedure latter was extended and automa-
tized using natural language processing tools. Some general steps of this method
include: stemming, Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging, sentence splitting, resolve
references and anaphoras, use ontologies to determine implicit relationships, use
wordnet to find synonyms and not explicit stated relationships, rule based design
information extraction, and finally, a production of a model (or a set of models).
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Fig. 1. Alternatives to generate models from natural language texts.

Some works within this field include: [24–27]. Furthermore, [28] recently pro-
posed a transformation framework between natural language to domain specific
languages (DSLs) using machine learning techniques to generate a set of possible
programs.

This group of approaches facilitates to any person the description of the
desired functionality of software. Even with a few writing errors, information
still can be used [7]. In the downside, it is necessary some predefined knowledge
(ontologies, wordnet, . . . ) in order to properly extract relationships between
terms [29]. Sometimes a training data set [24] and/or a set of ontologies [30]
might be needed to achieve acceptable results. Moreover, current NLP tools can
be imprecise sometimes leading to induce misinterpretations of the specification
[24]. In addition, this method is the slowest of the three types of approaches due
to its high processing requirements [24].

At the middle of Fig. 1 is shown the general approach where authors restrict
the way requirements are written using templates. This approach keeps design
information stored in a way that can be easily extracted from requirements lists
to generate a model [31–37]. Table 1 shows some examples of templates used in
these works.

Although using templates to write the specification of the software is more
difficult, when done, it is as easy to understand by the stakeholders as in the
first approach [38]. The use of templates facilitates processing tasks, making
this approach faster than the first one. However, its main disadvantage is that
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Table 1. Templates examples for requirements specification.

Proposal Template example

Nishida et al. [10]

Zapata [33]

Zeaaraoui et al.
[36]

Videira et al. [34]

Konrad and
Cheng [32]

Dahhane et al.
[37]

designers must be very careful writing requirements or some information may
be lost. It is necessary to define each template in order to extend the proposed
solution, and requirements not matching any template will be discarded leaving
information outside of the final model [39].

The bottom of Fig. 1 corresponds to approaches that restrict the grammar
of a natural language such as English. That restriction can lead to overcome the
ambiguity and imprecision of such languages. For instance, Attempto [40] is an
executable specification language in which the English grammar is restricted to
only a few grammar elements. In this way, writing requirements is very similar
to work with a programming language, which avoids ambiguities and facilitates
the processing effort [41]. Nonetheless, having to learn an artificial language is
an inconvenient for the designers and the stakeholders [40]. This approach is
slower generating code than the second one but faster than the first one.

We propose the use of templates within the context of an specification lan-
guage, this is, a hybrid between the second and the third approaches explained
before.

3 Fast Prototyping of Web Applications Running
Business Processes

This work proposes a fast prototyping method for web applications running
business processes using a restricted natural language specification. To do so, we
use the model-view-controller design pattern, implementing business processes
operating over a set of domain classes, using only the restricted specification.

Figure 2 presents a general schema of the proposed workflow. Firstly, during
a live meeting with stakeholders, a designer writes down a software specification
using the restricted English grammar, which is proposed in this paper (restricted
natural language). This process will be supported by an IDE and auto comple-
tion tools to avoid common mistakes. Although the specification in restricted
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natural language could be understood by a non-technical user, the target user
of the proposed method is a designer with technical background. This is needed
because the relationships and concepts expressed within the restricted language
are not easy to understand to a non-technical stakeholder due to the required
abstraction level. Secondly, our code generation engine produces the source code
of the web application. Next, the stakeholders are able to revise and validate the
generated application prototype. If a modification is required then the specifica-
tion is changed, the code is generated and validated again in an iterative way.
In this way, it is possible to obtain direct feedback from the stakeholders and
achieve fast validation of the software prototype.

Fig. 2. General workflow proposed for fast prototyping of web applications.

3.1 Restricted Natural Language - RNL

To work with a Restricted Natural Language (RNL) to generate web application
prototypes without human intervention, we focus only on the English constructs
of interest for this task. To do so, we use the reasoning presented previously
in [11], which is as follows: we first consider two different transformations from
commonly used software design models, i.e. E-R diagrams and BPMN models,
to a restricted natural language. Next, we build a language capable of defining
the operations and combine the previous two specifications. This is illustrated
in Fig. 3, where Te−r is the transformation of E-R diagrams, TBPMN is the
transformation of BPMN models, and TN is the part of the language responsible
for mixing both. These are the three parts of the RNL language.

BPMN is a graphical specification language designed to show the flow of
activities, decisions and events that occur in an organization in order to generate
some form of business value.

Equations (1) to (6) were previously published in [11] and can be explained
as follows. Let BPMN be the set of all well constructed BPMN models. Also,
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Fig. 3. Restricted Natural Language - RNL - components.

let b ∈ BPMN . f(b) = S1 (Eq. 1) will be a function that maps b to source
code in some destination language (s1). In addition, note that a generalization
of several works like [42,43] can be made, resulting in a function of the form
g(t1) = b where t1 is a restricted (or unrestricted) natural language specification
and g is a function transforming the input text into a BPMN model (Eq. 2).

f(b) = s1 (1)

g(t1) = b (2)

Moreover, for this work we will also use E-R diagrams. These are graphical
models that show the relationships between information entities and its contents.
A model is always in the context of a single system and in a single knowledge
domain.

Similarly, let E−R be the set of all well constructed E-R models and e ∈ E−R
a representative of that set. Let h(e) (Eq. 3) a function that generates source code
(s2) from the original model e. A generalization of some works can also be done
here. Works like [44–46] try to get a model from texts and can be expressed in
an abstract way as j(t2) = e (Eq. 4). With j being a function that maps some
natural language text t2 to an E-R model e.

h(e) = s2 (3)

j(t2) = e (4)

Using the Eqs. 1, 2, 3, and 4, we get that the evaluation of functions f(g(t1))
and h(j(t2)) will return source code from two independent restricted natural
language specifications. Note that t1 and t2 could also be unrestricted specifica-
tions and the general formula could still be true. However, for the purposes of
this paper, we will restrict the natural language constructs to avoid ambiguities
and different context-dependent interpretations. Also, the proposed language
will focus on a single knowledge domain to avoid using several external sources
of information that can induce more ambiguities.
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Suppose the existence of a pair of inverse functions: g−1(b) and j−1(e). This
means that there is a projection of the design models into natural language
(Eqs. 5 and 6). The construction of these functions can be viewed as a “design
or construction” process starting from the model space to the natural language
space.

g−1(b) = t1 (5)

j−1(e) = t2 (6)

Although there is no reason to these projections to be unique, some subset
of natural language constructs and grammar elements can be selected in a way
that it is not ambiguous and can be used to transform both models to a single
common representation.

By having both models in the same space, it is possible to combine them in
a way that exceeds the code generation capabilities of both models separately.
Moreover, in this case we will extend the language obtained by merging the
languages g−1 and j−1 by adding a set of task definition non terminals. Further-
more, with no ambiguity restrictions, a traditional parser can be used to process
the natural language specification.

It is worth mentioning that unrestricted natural language is not used because
the process described in Sect. 2.2 will induce errors or generate more than one
system [28], making difficult to validate every possible system.

From E-R Diagrams to Restricted Natural Language (j−1(e)). To
achieve a textual representation of an E-R diagram, we propose to restrict the
natural language constructs as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Grammar for the Restricted Natural Language representing E-R diagrams,
presented originally in [11].

To define an entity, an entity name (childname) is required. Also, a set of
relationships and a set of properties (DefinitionItem) are defined. Note that the
entity name can be in singular and plural forms, thus, needing a mechanism to
identify them both as the same noun. This grammar fragment can be used to
generate a class diagram including properties, relationships, and also, the forms
associated with this class at the visualization time.

Furthermore, notice that some defaults need to be configured including both
data types and their respective memory size. For instance, properties having a
VARCHAR data type are assumed to be maximum of 255 in length.
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From BPMN to Restricted Natural Language (g−1(b)). In order allow
our restricted natural language and code generation tool to represent and execute
business processes, we propose to use the following BPMN representation trans-
formed in grammar elements. Note that these representations include the most
common BPMN constructs and some are left behind, also, only the processes
diagrams are translated. Figure 5 shows the mappings from a BPMN model to
EBNF grammar rules written in Xtext6 format.

Fig. 5. Grammar for the Restricted Natural Language representing BPMN models,
presented originally in [11].

Notice that for the gateway and frontier event elements, the rule is split in
two parts: one defined within task list rule, and another defined in a separated
paragraph. This allows the specification to take more than a paragraph in the
textual representation. Finally, observe that returning to a previously defined
task is done with a special rule “go back to”.

Task Definition Language. This part of the grammar emerges due to in
previous works was identified that some method to define the actions to be
performed in each task was necessary. The previous approach was to generate
controllers an views based in a template-per-verb approach. This was difficult

6 http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/.

http://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/
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to maintain and required many templates to be executed properly and generate
a prototype as near to the final product as possible.

This part of the grammar involves the definition of each task in each process
to generate the views and controllers for the desired system prototype. This
definition must involve some sort of operations in some of the defined domain
classes. The approach used to define this operations is using one of the four
CRUD (Create, Read, Update or Delete) operations. In addition, two extra
operations (“single selection” and “multiple selection”) are included as well. This
operations solve problems like showing a single instance (that must be selected
beforehand), and selecting a list of instances to operate over them.

Furthermore, operations like creation and edition over multiple instances of
the domain classes may be useful in several applications. The grammar created
to fulfill these requirements is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Grammar for task definition, presented originally in [11].

The previous two grammar fragments g−1(b) and j−1(b) can be functionally
merged using this new fragment. This is done by making relationships between
tasks in a process and domain classes defined previously, and performing some
action in the instances of these classes. This is more efficient at the maintain-
ability level than using a single template per each verb.

Overall, the Restricted Natural Language permits to specify not only struc-
tural information, but also functional requirements of the software. Thus, it
allows the designer to build a textual specification of the required software in
conjunction with the stakeholders.

3.2 Code Generation Approach

After the software specification is written in Restricted Natural Language, the
source code of the target web application is generated as depicted in Fig. 7.

The input of the code generation process is a file or string with the textual
specification of the software written in the Restricted Natural Language. The
first steps consist of traditional lexical and syntactic analyses performed to the
specification. Next, the phase of design information extraction is performed,
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Fig. 7. Code generation process.

where the names of the parts of the system are extracted. Then, this information
and its context are used to generate source code for the web application.

Previous to this process, a database containing code templates must be devel-
oped. The content of this database is a series of specification types related to
several templates. These templates represent a code fragment to be executed
during a task, front-end HTML fragments, complete view examples, controllers
for the different BPMN elements and fields of domain classes with its respective
representations for the selected frameworks. Also this database contains the web
application template that will be used as the final destination of all the generated
source code.

Thanks to the Restricted Natural Language, the lexer, parser, and payload
extraction phases can be performed using a traditional top-down parser. This
avoids the inherent ambiguity of natural languages, having to validate multiple
solutions or interpretations [28] or simply getting an incomplete model [47].

After this processing, the code for the domain classes and forms is created. To
match expected relationships, we check for the following cases: (1) an attribute
has a known data type (its in the database its a database field); (2) an attribute
references another class in the specification (previously defined in the input file,
a many-to-one relationship); (3) a class has an attribute of the form many (a
one to many relationship); and (4) a class has an attribute of the form many
and the another class has the first class referenced back in other attribute of the
form many (a many to many relationship); (5) an attribute references another
class of the specification and that class references back the first class both of the
singular (a, an) way (a one-to-one relationship).

In the first case (1), we use the code database to generate the desired field;
in the second case (2), we assign the data type of the attribute to a foreign key
referencing the class. In third case (3), we understand this as an one-to-many
relationship, thus, we alter the referenced class inserting a foreign key attribute
referencing the class that has a set of the other class. For the fourth case (4), this
is interpreted as a many-to-many relationship, therefore, we insert an additional
table referencing the two involved classes and the respective foreign keys in each
class. Finally for the fifth case (5) we insert references in one of the classes and
a foreign key and a reference in the other one.
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Next, the code for the process is generated. For each element of each process
a template in the database is fetched and resolved. If the controller generated
needs a view the file is generated also. If the process element is a SimpleTask
then the following process is performed:

1. Check for the definition in other paragraph of the specification.
2. If the definition exists, then resolve the controller and view code.
3. If it is not defined, use a default controller and view.

This SimpleTask definition methods use the “TaskRedefinition” non-terminal
to generate the code for its view and controller. It uses code fragments defined
in the database to generate only the needed code to query, update, create or
delete the domain classes instances.

From previous experiences developing this idea, we determined that is easier
to control the flow of activities and elements using a centralized control method.
This method will be in charge of determining the path to follow given the current
task/element. It will use the information of order of elements present in the
TaskList non-terminals across the paragraphs in the specification. Also, this will
help to solve the gateways by validating that the conditions for each output path
are met.

The code for the exclusive gateways will be a method where a snippet of
HTML is rendered asking the defined question. Then, after a POST request to
a controller, use the previously defined controller method to determine the task
to be done next.

Finally, these pieces of code are placed in a template prepared to execute the
web application as desired in the specification.

4 Implementation

To explain the implementation that was performed for this proposal, we should
first clarify the boundaries between the source code generation/prototyping tool
and the final result of the execution of it over an input. Both of them use different
languages and tools to execute its required tasks. For the source code generation
tool, we use a set of Java based tools, and for the prototype itself we use a set
of Python based tools.

This implementation is the second that was made. The first one evidenced
serious limitations at the code production level because it depended on several
templates made for each one of the verbs of a single specification. This weakness
was solved by implementing the Tn grammar fragment. Also, limitations were
shown at the start of the process because some domain class instances needed
to be selected and there was not a way to select the instance, this was solved
by introducing the “single selection” and “multiple selection” capabilities. In
addition, the tool set was changed for this second implementation to generate
an IDE integration.

For the code generation tool we used the Xtext (See footnote 6) toolkit includ-
ing the Xtend language, adding a database of specifications and code templates
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using SqlLite, and a micro ORM framework called OrmLite7. Code templates
stored in this database were created using the Freemarker8 engine.

According to the process illustrated in Fig. 8, which is the specialization of
the general code generation process shown in Fig. 7. We use Xtext to generate the
lexical analyzer, the parser, and the design information extractor. We implement
the previously shown grammars. Also, Xtext creates a set of classes containing
the required design information from each rule.

Fig. 8. Implementation work flow.

Prior to generate code for domain classes, the fields that reference another
specifications are resolved, determining the case they belong (as described previ-
ously), or simply fetched and resolved from the code template database. Notice
that it is necessary to take into account the respective transformations between
the plural and singular forms of the nouns (entity names) to find the relation-
ships. This can be done having a predefined set of rules and a dictionary for
irregular nouns.

When the references are determined, a set of previously written code tem-
plates is used to transform the design information into the target code. For
the entities, a SQLalchemy9 (an ORM system) class, and also to class in a
WTForms10 (a web forms processor). Note that more than one code fragment
can be generated in one template and this can be useful to generate code that
requires the same design information. An example of the templates used to gen-
erate the domain classes code is shown in Fig. 9.

After this code is ready, the views and controller methods for each task are
created. Again using templates (but this time several of them), we generate code
for each one of the non-terminals that are options of the non-terminal “Task”.

7 http://ormlite.com/sqlite java android orm.shtml.
8 http://freemarker.org/.
9 http://www.sqlalchemy.org/.

10 https://wtforms.readthedocs.io/.

http://ormlite.com/sqlite_java_android_orm.shtml
http://freemarker.org/
http://www.sqlalchemy.org/
https://wtforms.readthedocs.io/
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Fig. 9. Domain class template example.

The process of generating a view changes if there is a redefinition for a “Sim-
pleTask” non-terminal. Then, the process uses information given in the “TaskRe-
definition” non-terminal. It uses the information within its parse tree to deter-
mine the code result in both controller and view. To do so, we use templates to
generate partial results of the source code of the method, and then, merge them
in a helper template.

Moreover, there must be templates used to generate edition controllers with
or without selections, and only to show previously created elements. It is also
possible to create a template that takes into account all the possibilities but it will
soon render too complex to be treated by a template engine. Following the same
idea, we use templates to create the HTML template that the web application
needs to render its UI. This UI rendered code can also be a template, but this
time for the result system engine.

Furthermore, we iterate over the “Process” non-terminal instances again to
create the helper method. This task is carried out with recursive calls of the
“Tasklist” non-terminal within the process and gateway definitions. It generates
a single method which takes as an input the URL of the current task and returns
the next task.

After all the source code is generated, using the same template system, the
resultant strings are placed directly into a web application template assuming
that the needed imports and dependencies are resolved.

The template system used to render the views of the result web application
was Jinja2 11. Moreover, a small database in SQLite312 is used to deploy and
test the result of the proposed method.

11 http://jinja.pocoo.org/docs/dev/.
12 https://www.sqlite.org/.

http://jinja.pocoo.org/docs/dev/
https://www.sqlite.org/
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In summary, the tool chain used for the implementation of our proposal is
comprised of: Programming languages: Python 2.7, Xtend ; Parser generator:
Xtext ; Template systems: Jinja 2, Freemarker ; Web framework: Flask ; ORM
systems: SqlAlchemy, OrmLite; Web forms processor: WTforms; HTML, CSS,
and JS framework for developing responsive applications on the web: Boot-
strap13, and the SB Admin 2 Bootstrap14 admin theme; Database: SQLite3.

5 Results and Discussions

In order to validate and demonstrate the applicability of the proposal, this
section includes the presentation of the results of two case studies, and the
comparison of this work to related works. The case studies are titled: Question
Cycle, and Odoo Sales Clone.

5.1 Case Study: Question Cycle

The objective of the prototype presented in this section is to work as a quiz gen-
erator in an academic context. In this application an anonymous user generates
the quiz by selecting questions from a list. The BPMN process that models this
behavior is presented in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. BPMN model for “Question Cycle”.

Initially the user selects a course and a level, after this a set of questions is
shown, each one with n possible answers. The original requirement stated that
the questions must be filtered by the course and level selected beforehand. Each
question also belongs to an extra classification called “DBA” o “Basic Learning
Right”. The user selects the questions, and then, the first one of the selected

13 getbootstrap.com/.
14 https://startbootstrap.com/template-overviews/sb-admin-2/.

http://getbootstrap.com/
https://startbootstrap.com/template-overviews/sb-admin-2/
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questions is asked. The questions could contain math equations and should be
showed in LATEX format. When there is no more questions to answer, the user
is asked if he/she really wants to leave. Finally, after the quiz is complete, the
feedback is shown.

The representation in Restricted Natural Language of this process is shown
in Fig. 11. In addition, some resultant screen-shots are shown in Fig. 12.

Nevertheless, this prototype has some limitations with respect to the original
requirements. These include: questions are not filtered as requested; the gateways
can be replaced by source code that determines these conditions automatically;
the question order randomization cannot be achieved using our restricted lan-
guage; equations are not shown in LATEX format. Therefore, these requirements

Fig. 11. Restricted Natural Language representation for Question Cycle.

The process ends

Fig. 12. Question Cycle result screen-shots.
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should be implemented manually by the developers after the prototyping cycle
is completed.

5.2 Case Study: Odoo Clone

Odoo15 is an open ERP and CRM system. For the purpose of this work, some
modules of this system are developed using our restricted language. The selected
modules are: sales and projects. The selected version of Odoo is 9.0. To support
these modules, some core features of Odoo must be implemented first, which
include: user management, language, and sales teams configurations.

The sales module has five processes. Each one of them consists in a couple
of tasks. There are three creation processes including: Client, Opportunity, and
Product; and two additional processes to list opportunities and products, and
select and edit them.

The project module consists in a series of projects, each one with a set of
associated tasks. Also there are processes for the selection, presentation, and
creation of tasks and projects.

The resultant software requirements can be specified using the Restricted
Natural Language as shown in Fig. 13.

Resulting in a set of views linked as shown in Fig. 16. These views contain
the creation processes and the two selection and posterior detail processes. In
addition, as an example of the generated code, the controller for the “Show
Selected Project” task is shown in Fig. 14. This controller renders the view shown
in Fig. 15, which is also a template written to be compatible with the Jinja2
template system. In this view, each one of the fields of the “project” domain
class and all the “tasks” associated with the selected “project” are shown.

Some of the limitations of the generated prototype include: the card-like
layout of the original Odoo is lost in the transcription, the same happens with
its state based card list; the images of the products are not shown but they are
uploaded; the project labels and their auto-complete field are omitted; and the
labels of the form fields are not configurable without editing the source code.
These are general limitations of this scheme, these configurations (and also GUI
customizations) would require a bigger RNL language.

On the other hand, the fast processing of the specification and its proto-
type generation allows the stakeholders to see within seconds changes made to
the project. The textual specification permits to the designer a rapid specifi-
cation and its corresponding validation after learning the restricted language
constructs. Results can be seen in short time after a live meeting starts with the
stakeholders, and changes to specifications at this stage are painless and eco-
nomical. Furthermore, some tools like auto-completion, highlight syntax, and
IDE integration were integrated to facilitate the prototyping process.

15 https://www.odoo.com/.

https://www.odoo.com/
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Fig. 13. Restricted Natural Language representation for Odoo Clone.

Fig. 14. Code example of a generated controller.
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Fig. 15. Code example of a generated view.

Fig. 16. Odoo clone result views.

5.3 Comparative to Similar Works

Table 2 presents a comparative of related works, including this proposal. It
includes: the main differences with respect to the starting point of the work-
flow, i.e., templates, (un)restricted natural language, or specification language;
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Table 2. Comparison to related works.

Work Start point Result Human

intervention

Type of processing Intermediate

representation

[40] Specification

language

Executable No Compiler (Prolog) AST

[48] Unrestricted

natural language

UML diagrams Rewriting Stanford Parser +

Rule Matching

-

[42] Unrestricted

natural language

BPMN diagram No Stanford Parser

(factored model)

-

[49] Templates UML class and

sequence diagrams

Completes

missing

information

Match Template Use case table

[9] Unrestricted

natural language

ADA Executable

(manual process)

Manual

process

Manual -

[44,46] Unrestricted

natural language

E-R diagram No Grammar parsing XML

[29] Templates UML class

diagram

Review final

model

Match Template Textual OAAM

[26] Unrestricted

natural language

OSMs No Shallow parser -

[27] Unrestricted

natural language

UML class

diagram

Chose classes

and attributes

POS tagging -

[28] Unrestricted

natural language

DSLs Select Best Fit Machine Learning Ml features

[38] Unrestricted

paragraphs

SBVR No GATE Multiple SBVR

[36] Sentences From

Templates

UML (classes) No Match Template User history

[50,51] Sentences From

Templates

UML (states,

classes)

Write in

tabular

notation and

enclose certain

words

Match Template -

[52] Sentences From

Templates

LSC or UML

(sequence)

Resolve

ambiguities

Match Template

+ POS tagging

LSC

[53] Unrestricted

paragraphs

UML (classes) No Stanford Parser

(Deep parse)

-

[47] Unrestricted

paragraphs

UML (classes) No Pattern matching XML

[6] Unrestricted

sentences

Verilog No Recursive descent

syntactic parser

-

[54] Unrestricted

sentences

State chart Manual

process

Manual Table

representation

This

Work

Restricted natural

language +

Templates

Executable Web

application

prototype

No LL(*) Parser AST

the final result of each work, e.g., executable program, UML models, E-R dia-
grams, etc.; if the work needs human intervention after the computational process
stars; the type of computational tool used to process the input of the process;
and finally, if the processing requires an intermediate representation in order to
be completed.

One can see that most related works manage some form of natural language
as starting point for the process. In addition, most of the works end up with
a model constructed in some specification language like BPMN, UML (some
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subset of the possible diagrams), or E-R. Further translations are limited for
external tools like Rational Rose or Visual Paradigm. Furthermore, some of the
works also need a manual intervention of the user to select the design attributes
and even rewriting requirements or complete missing information. It is also com-
mon in these works that the processing of the input text is a NLP parser or a
traditional compiler depending on the input text features. Intermediate repre-
sentations are often present in works that pretend to do this job with aid of
external software, multiple stages or, using a special capability of this interme-
diate representation. In this work, we obtain a working prototype closer to a
final product without intervention from the user or external software using as
intermediate representation the abstract syntax tree of the written specification
produced by Xtext.

Only a few proposals obtain executable programs as an output. Among them,
the work in [9] involve a manual process, and the proposal in [40] requires to
work with previously defined code fragments in order to obtain a command-line
based program, just like the work presented in this chapter.

6 Conclusions

In this paper a fast prototyping method was presented. This method produces a
web application that implements the business processes ideas present in BPMN.
As input, it only uses a specification written in a Restricted Natural Language to
generate the source code of a prototype. To achieve this restricted representation
two transformations were proposed between design models (E-R and BPMN) and
a common natural language (English). With this approach, the expressiveness
and ideas behind this two languages are maintained and, by putting them in
a single common representation they can be merged to overcome limitations
regarding to source code generation capabilities.

The source code template usage in order to generate a prototype resulted in
a very useful approach when maintenance and construction of the prototyping
tool should be taken into account. This template approach also helped to extend
the available fields of the Te−r model. As a downside, templates can get complex
very fast in order to extend the functionality of a single template.

Moreover, the previously discussed limitations show a relationship between
the complexity of the specification and the proximity of the prototype with
the final product. This trade-off affects the difficulty of generating source code.
A more complex specification language will have more design details and non-
terminal types to generate more details in the prototype. Also, there is a relation
between complexity in language and learning difficulties.

The most relevant advantages of the proposed approach are related to proto-
typing speed and specification expressiveness. These allow the designer to gen-
erate and execute software prototypes in a very short time, which permits the
software development process to be performed in a live meeting with the stake-
holders. Specification modifications and additions can generate results almost
instantly thanks to the code generation approach selected. In addition, the IDE
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integration and support of auto-completion and highlight syntax tools facilitate
the development of the specification. The result of this prototyping method is
the source code of a prototype ready to be used as part of the final product.
Overall, this approach can reduce common errors associated with requirements
and design stages in the software development life cycle.

Finally, we can devise some paths to be followed in order to achieve a better
fast prototyping schema in the future works. Some of these include: to propose a
sub-grammar/method for automatic gateway resolution; to add more models to
the restricted representation using the same translate and mix schema; to alter
task execution based on previous tasks; to add a language/method to generate
statistics and reports; to generate new visualizations of special types of fields
(geo-references, videos, special types of images, etc.); and finally, to add restric-
tions between domain classes (arity restrictions, restrictions involving queries).
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Abstract. In our previous work, we introduced a framework for
property-based testing applied on formal models with temporal prop-
erties. In this paper, we discuss model-based approaches for analysis of
temporal properties of safety-critical systems more deeply. We also dis-
cuss the core features of FocusST , framework for formal specification and
analysis of temporal and spatial properties of safety-critical systems. To
illustrate the feasibility of the framework, we demonstrate how to imple-
ment on its basis time-triggered and event-based view on systems with
temporal properties.
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1 Background

Safety-critical systems, e.g., in the automotive domain [18], become more and
more software-intensive with every year. While specifying such systems, a precise
formal model, i.e., a mathematical model at some level of abstraction, might be
essential to eliminate ambiguity and to detect possible errors early in the software
development life-cycle (SDL). Verification and testing of the temporal aspects is
crucial, as the properties of safety-critical systems have to be analysed in relation
to the time in many cases.

In this paper, we are going to focus of the analysis of temporal properties
using Formal Methods (FMs). Despite all the advantages of FMs, software engi-
neers are not keen to include them into the software development process. This
problem was discussed 15–20 years ago, e.g., in [16]. This problem is still unsolved
now. Lack of readability and usability is one of the reasons for very limited use
of FMs in industrial projects [38]. However, in some cases even simply imple-
mentable improvements can make an FM more readable and understandable,
cf. [22].

In our previous work [3,4], we presented a framework for property-based
testing applying for temporal formal models. Property-based testing allows for
the use of randomly generated tests based on systems properties to test systems
against their specifications, where one test case can be executed hundreds of

c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
E. Damiani et al. (Eds.): ENASE 2017, CCIS 866, pp. 208–223, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-94135-6_10
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Fig. 1. Framework for property-based testing that we proposed in [4].

times with different input values. An example of such library in Haskell pro-
gramming language is QuickCheck [12].

The core idea of the framework proposed in [4] is illustrated by Fig. 1. We
start by specifying the system using human-oriented formal modelling tech-
niques. The model can be also verified wrt. system properties. The system under
test is then designed according to this formal model. The framework then gen-
erates random test cases (based on system properties) to check that the system
runs according to the specification. If a test fails, the corresponding parts of the
system and specification have to be analysed to identify the error. If the test
passes, the system under test meets the specification.

The workflow within the framework includes the following steps:

– To specify system requirements using natural language;
– To transform the requirements specification to a formal specification (model)

of the system, e.g., in FocusST [30];
– To verify formal model, e.g., using Isabelle/HOL theorem prover [20];
– To translate the formal model to Scala using the provided translation schema;
– To add the specified in Scala model to the extended ScalaCheck library;
– To check the extended ScalaCheck library against the behaviour generated

from the formal specification.

In our current work, we would like to discuss the first steps of the workflow in
more details, focusing on readability of formal models with timing aspects.

Outline: The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the
core features of FocusST language and presents time-triggered view on systems
with temporal properties. Section 3 presents event-based view on systems with
temporal properties. Section 4 concludes the paper by highlighting the main
contributions, and introduces the future work directions.
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2 Time-Triggered View: FocusST

The FocusST [30] language was inspired by Focus [8], a framework for formal
specification and development of interactive systems. In both languages, spec-
ifications are based on the notion of streams. However, in the original Focus
input and output streams of a component are mappings of natural numbers N

to single messages, whereas a FocusST stream is a mapping from N to lists
of messages within the corresponding time intervals. Moreover, the syntax of
FocusST is particularly devoted to specify spatial (S) and timing (T) aspects in
a comprehensible fashion, which is the reason to extend the name of the language
by ST .

The FocusST specification layout is similar to Focus (which layout was
inspired by Z specification language, cf. [34,35]), but it has many new fea-
tures to increase the readability and understandability of the specification. The
FocusST specification layout is based on human factor analysis within formal
methods [22,23,31]. It allows to create concise but easily understandable specifi-
cations and is appropriate for application of the specification and proof method-
ology presented in [27]. This methodology allows to create specifications in a way
that carrying out proofs is quite simple and scalable to practical problems. In
particular, a specification of a system can be translated to a Higher-Order Logic
and verified by the interactive semi-automatic theorem prover Isabelle [20] also
applying its component Sledgehammer [5]. Sledgehammer employs resolution
based first-order automatic theorem provers and satisfiability modulo theories
solvers to discharge goals arising in interactive proofs. Other advantages of Focus
on Isabelle are

– well-developed theory of composition;
– representation of processes within a system [29];
– feasibility demonstrated by number of auto motive case studies, also formal-

ising the core aspects of the FlexRay communication protocol [11,13,14,17,
19,24–26,32].

In FocusST specifications, input and output streams of a component are
always timed, as spatio-temporal aspects are the core of the framework. The
(timed) streams are mappings from N to lists of messages within the corre-
sponding time intervals. Thus, these streams are infinite per default, but they
could be empty completely or from a certain point which is represented by empty
time intervals 〈〉. More precisely, FocusST has streams of two kinds:

– Infinite timed streams (denoted by M∞) are used to represent the input and
the output streams;

– finite timed streams (denoted by M ∗) are used to argue about a timed stream
that was truncated at some point of time.

Infinite timed streams of type T are defined by a functional type

N → T ∗
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Finite timed streams of type T are defined by list of lists over this type, i.e.,

(T ∗) ∗

where T ∗ denotes a list of elements of type T .
We specify every component using assumption-guarantee-structured tem-

plates, to avoid the omission of unnecessary assumptions about the system’s
environment: the component has to fulfil the guarantee part of the specification
only if its environment behaves in accordance with the assumption part of the
specification.

To make our formal language better understandable for programmers, we
use in FocusST so-called implicit else-case constructs: If a variable is not listed
in the guarantee part of a transition, it implicitly keeps its current value, cf.
also [29]. An output stream not mentioned in a transition will be empty.

Specifying a component we often have that for some cases both hold: local
variables (i.e., the current system state) still be unchanged and there is no out-
put. This can occur, e.g., if at this time interval the component receives no
input or if some preconditions (that are necessary to produce the corresponding
output) don’t hold. In classical Focus we need to specify such cases explicitly,
otherwise we get an underspecified component that has no information how it
must act if it gets no input or if some preconditions don’t hold. However, this
optimization is not applicable to component representing functionality of timers
or counters, because a counter-variable must be also changed even if the com-
ponent gets no input.

The formal background on FocusST is presented in [27,30], but we would
like to mention very shortly a small number of operators we used in the paper:

– 〈〉 – denotes an empty stream,
– 〈x 〉 – denotes one element stream consisting of the element x ,
– ft.l – returns the first element of an untimed stream l (e.g., the first element

of a list),
– s i – returns the ith time interval of the stream s,
– msgn(s) – returns true, if the stream s has at most n messages at each time

interval (an n-bounded stream),
– ts(r) – returns true, if the stream r has exactly one message at each time

interval (so called time-synchronous stream).

To represent real objects that can physically change their location in space,
we define so-called sp-objects. An sp-object is defined not only by its behavioural
specification but also by a tuple

<location, speed , direction, radius, occupiedspace>

In FocusST this tuple is specified using

– a special global (in the scope of the system specification) constant rad asso-
ciated with an elementary so-object to represent the radius of the maximal
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space the sp-object can “cover” in the worst case; In the case an sp-object
S is a composition (system) of a number of other sp-objects, we calculate
its rad by analysing which space its subcomponents can occupy in the worst
case:

S .rad = max (WCX ,WCY )/2

WCX and WCY being the maximum extensions of all of the subcomponents
of S in direction x respective y ;

– four special global (in the scope of the system specification) variables to store
for each sp-object its

• current location ∈ Space (i.e., central point of the sp-object),
• current speed ∈ N,
• current direction ∈ Directions, and
• current rzone ∈ Zone.

The type Space is a tuple of two Cartesian coordinates defined over N:

Space def= N × N

The type Directions represents an angle in the Cartesian coordinate system:

Directions def= {0, . . . , 359}

The type Zone is a tuple of Cartesian coordinates of two spatial points X and y
(minX ,minY ,maxX ,maxY ) defined over N, where X correspond to the upper
left corner and Y corresponds to the upper right corner of the corresponding
zone.

Space def= N × N × N × N

The behavioural specification of the corresponding component can contain con-
strains on the speed, direction, and location of the so-object as well as on spatio-
temporal dependencies among the so-objects in the system. While verifying the
corresponding properties we can ensure, for example, that the object does not
exceed its speed limit, does enter specific areas or does not collide with another
so-object.

For composite so-objects we also have additional constraints:

∀S , C : C ∈ subcomp(S) →
(S .rzone.minX ≤ S .C .rzone.minX ∧ S .rzone.minY ≤ S .C .rzone.minY ) ∧
(S .rzone.maxX ≥ S .C .rzone.maxX ∧ S .rzone.maxY ≥ S .C .rzone.maxY )

∀ k , S ,C : C ∈ subcomp(S) →
(k ≤ S .rzone.minX → (k + S .C .rad) ≤ S .C .location.xx )
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2.1 TSTD

Alur and Dill [1,2] introduced timed automata that are nowadays one of the most
well-established models for the specification and verification of real-time system
design. Timed automata have many advantages and many application areas, but
they assume perfect continuity of clocks which may not suit to specification of
embedded system with instantaneous reaction times. Timed automata also do
not prevent Zeno runs [15]: an infinite number of transitions in a finite period
of time cannot be excluded. This problem was solved in an extended version
of timed automata presented [7,21]. FocusST provides a completely different
solution to this problem: the Zeno runs are excluded on the syntactical level.

The FocusST specifications are a special form of timed automata that we
name Timed State Transition Diagrams (TSTDs). A TSTD can be described
in both diagram and textual form. For easier argumentation, we can further
represent it by a special kind of tables including a number of new operators that
work on time intervals.

For any real-time system S with syntactic interface (IS �OS ), where IS is
a set of input timed streams i1 ∈ I∞

1 , . . . , im ∈ I∞
m , and OS is a set of output

timed streams o1 ∈ O∞
1 , . . . , on ∈ O∞

n , we can define the corresponding timed
state transition diagram TSTD(S ) by a tuple

(State, state0, IS ,OS ,→),

where State is a set of states, state0 ∈ State is the initial state, and the function→
⊆ State × IS × State × OS represents the transition function of the TSTD.

Thus, an input action for a TSTD is the set of current time intervals of the
input streams of the system, where the output action is the set of corresponding
time intervals of the input streams of the system: in the case of a weak-causal
system the output must be produced within the same time interval the input
is consumed, but in the case of a strongly causal system the output must be
produced within a delay in at least one time unit – this delay must be defined
according to the timing requirements on the specified system.

A tiTable for a system S looks in general as follows:

tiTable STable (univ u1, . . . , uk ) : ∀ t ∈ N where a1, . . . , aw

i1 . . . im o1 . . . on v ′
1 . . . v ′

p Preconditions

1

2

. . .

N

N is here the number of table lines in the table, v1, . . . , vp denote the local
variables of the system S , while u1, . . . , uk and a1, . . . , aw represent respectively
universal variables and some abbreviations used within the system. By v ′

i we
denote the value of the local variable vi after the transition, i.e., the value at the
time interval t + 1.
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If it is not enough to use the weak causality and the strong causality is needed,
i.e., a component should have a delay of k (k > 0) time units, the following
notation for the tiTable-head must be used: if the column of an output stream
oi is labelled by ok

i , then the corresponding output will be produced with the
delay k . Arguing about time intervals we can ensure the causality property of a
defined component (or system), specifying time interval values of output streams
via input and local values from the previous (in the case of strong causality) or
the same (in the case of weak causality) time intervals.

A TSTD can be also rewritten in a purely textual manner: each table line
(in the case of a diagram, each transition) can be specified as a single formula
in the gar-part of the specification, the rewriting scheme is straightforward.

Example 1. Let us discuss a simple timer specification. The component Timer
is strongly-causal with a delay of one time unit, and has two input channels,
both of type N: set to set the timer, and dataIn to get the input data: if the
timer is off, the data can be transmitted via the output channel dataOut . The
second output channel resp of type {timeout} is used to signal the timeout. The
FocusST specification of this component is presented in Fig. 2.

Timer
set , dataIn : N

resp : N; dataOut : {timeout}

locCounter ∈ N

k ∈ N, x ∈ N
∗

locCounter = 0

1(set)

TimerTable

Fig. 2. FocusST specification of a simple timer.

At every time interval this component can receive at most one message of
type N via the channel set and a finite sequence of natural numbers via the
channel dataIn. If the timer receives a number k , k > 0 via the channel set , it
waits k time intervals (counts down starting from k) and gives out the timeout
signal timeout . During countdown the input data on channel dataIn are ignored.
If any time a new set-message comes, the timer will be restarted, however, if
this message is 0, timer is set to 0 and gives out the timeout-signal immediately.
Below you can see the tiTable representation of TimerTSTD.
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tiTable TimerTable (univ x : N∗, k : N) : ∀ t ∈ N

set dataIn resp dataOut locCounter ′ Preconditions

1 〈〉 x 〈〉 x 0 locCounter = 0

2 〈0〉 x 〈timeout〉 x 0

3 〈k〉 x 〈〉 x k locCounter = 0, k > 0

4 〈k〉 x 〈〉 〈〉 k locCounter > 0, k > 0

5 〈〉 x 〈〉 〈〉 locCounter − 1 locCounter > 1

6 〈〉 x 〈timeout〉 x 0 locCounter = 1

Finally, we present the timer specification in textual style: Fig. 3 demon-
strates a FocusST specification TimerInTextualStyle, where Fig. 4 demonstrates
how the same specification would look like without any optimisations discussed
at the beginning of Sect. 2 (the additional Formulas 1 and 2 in the guarantee-part
of this specification, define initial output values).

TimerInTextualStyle
set , dataIn : N

resp : N; dataOut : {timeout}

locCounter ∈ N

locCounter = 0

1(set)

∀ t ∈ N :
1 set t = 〈〉 ∧ locCounter = 0 dataOut t = dataInt

2 set t = 〈0〉 respt = 〈timeout〉 ∧ dataOut t = dataInt ∧ locCounter ′ = 0

3 set t �= 〈〉 ∧ locCounter > 0 0

0

∧ set t >
dataOut t = dataInt ∧ locCounter ′ = set t

4 set t �= 〈〉 ∧ locCounter = 0 ∧ set t > locCounter ′ = set t

5 set t = 〈〉 ∧ locCounter > 1 locCounter ′ = locCounter − 1

6 set t = 〈〉 ∧ locCounter = 1
respt = 〈timeout〉 ∧ dataOut t = dataInt ∧ locCounter ′ = 0

Fig. 3. FocusST specification of a simple timer: Textual style with optimisation.
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The component is strongly causal, therefore we need to define not only the
initial value of the local variable, but also the output of the component during
the first time interval. We can easily change the delay of the component to some
natural number l , l > 1: we just replace t + 1 in the specification of the output
streams by t + l and add the specification of the initial outputs (component
outputs at time intervals 0, . . . , l − 1). Moreover, we can define this delay as a
parameter of the component. �

TimerInTextualStyleWithoutOptimizations
set , dataIn : N

resp : N; dataOut : {timeout}

locCounter ∈ N

locCounter = 0

1(set)

1 resp0 = 〈〉
2 dataOut0 = 〈〉

∀ t ∈ N :
3 set t = 〈〉 ∧ locCounter = 0

respt = 〈〉 ∧ dataOut t = dataInt ∧ locCounter ′ = 0

4 set t = 〈0〉 respt = 〈timeout〉 ∧ dataOut t = dataInt ∧ locCounter ′ = 0

5 set t �= 〈〉 ∧ locCounter > 0 ∧ set t > 0
respt = 〈〉 ∧ dataOut t = dataInt ∧ locCounter ′ = set t

6 set t �= 〈〉 ∧ locCounter = 0 ∧ set t > 0
respt = 〈〉 ∧ dataOut t = 〈〉 ∧ locCounter ′ = set t

7 set t = 〈〉 ∧ locCounter > 1
respt = 〈〉 ∧ dataOut t = 〈〉 ∧ locCounter ′ = locCounter − 1

8 set t = 〈〉 ∧ locCounter = 1
respt = 〈timeout〉 ∧ dataOut t = dataInt ∧ locCounter ′ = 0

Fig. 4. FocusST specification of a simple timer: Textual style without optimisation.
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2.2 Operating over Time Intervals

Arguing over time intervals we can use predefined operators to make specification
more readable. In this section we present only a small number of these operators
to give a better feeling how our approach can be used to specify a system.

An often used operation over timed streams is concatenation of a number of
time intervals (� is a standard Focus operator to concatenate two sequences).
The operator tik (s,n) denotes the sequence of messages that are present on the
channel s at the time interval between ticks n − 1 and n + k :

tik (s,n) = sn � . . . � sn+k

We define this operator formally as follows:

tik (s,n) def=

{
sn if k = 0

tik−1(s,n) � sn+k otherwise
(1)

The timed merge operator mergeti(s, r) concatenates the sequences of messages
that are present on the channels (streams) s and r at the same time interval:

∀ t . mergeti(s, r)t = st �r t (2)

Example 2. Applying the timed merge operator to the timed streams s1 and s2,

s1 = 〈〈a1〉, 〈a2, a3〉, 〈〉, 〈a4, a5, a6〉, 〈a7, a8, a9, a10〉, 〈〉, . . . 〉, and

s2 = 〈〈b1, b2〉, 〈〉, 〈b3〉, 〈〉, 〈b4〉, 〈〉, 〈b5〉, 〈〉, . . . 〉,
we get the following timed stream

mergeti(s1, s2) = 〈〈a1, b1, b2〉, 〈a2, a3〉, 〈b3〉, 〈a4, a5, a6〉, 〈a7, a8, a9, a10, b4〉, 〈〉, . . . 〉
Zeno runs are excluded in the streams s1 and s2 by definition. This holds also
for a stream we get after applying the merge operator. �

Using operators over time intervals we can also represent such properties as
changing time granularity, (un)timed simulation, etc.

2.3 Changing Time Granularity

In many cases it is useful to change time granularity of the specification (also
named frequency of the streams or time raster, see [9,10]).

The operator s �n refines the time granularity splitting every time interval
of the stream s into n time intervals in such a way that all messages from the
original time interval belong to the first of the n new intervals:

�∈ M ω × N → M ω

s �t
n

def=

{
st/n mod(t ,n) = 0

〈〉 otherwise

(3)
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Surely, ones can define other versions of time refinement, e.g., (i) all messages
from the time interval of the original stream belong to the last of the n corre-
sponding intervals; (ii) the messages from the time interval of the original stream
are distributed to the n corresponding intervals. We choose this one because in
our experience, the mostly used kind of streams are 1-bounded streams (which
can have at most one message at each time interval).

The operator s �n makes the time granularity more coarse – it joins n time
intervals of the stream s into a single time interval:

�∈ M ω × N+ → M ω

s �t
n

def= tin−1(s,n ∗ t)
(4)

Theorem 1. For any infinite timed stream x and for any natural number n > 0
the following equation holds:

(x �n) �n= x �

Example 3. Let discuss the case of duplication of the time raster illustrated by
Fig. 5. It is easy to see that applying operators � and � we always get a timed
stream where Zeno runs are excluded.

Streams x and y are defined here as simplification of Eqs. 3 and 4, i.e., the
relations y = x �2 and y �2= x hold.

x �t
2

def=

{
x t/2 even(t)

〈〉 otherwise

y �t
2

def= y2∗t �y2∗t+1 �

x

y
1 54320 6

ti(x,0) ti(x,2)

ti(y,0)

ti(x,1)

ti(y,1)

ti(x,3)

ti(y,2)

ti(x,5)ti(x,4)

Fig. 5. Duplicated time raster.

2.4 Untimed Causal Simulation

Using the representation via time intervals we can also define a simulation rela-
tion defining the property of untimed equivalence of two streams. The untimed
causal simulation of the streams x and y , denoted x ��� y , in comparison to
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the equivalence of the untimed versions of these streams, takes into account the
causality property.

We define the untimed causal simulation x ��� y of two streams x and y by

x ��� y def= x
0��� y (5)

where x
i��� y is defined for all i ∈ N as follows:

x
0��� y ∧ x 1 = 〈〉 ⇒ y1 = 〈〉 ∧ x ↑1 0��� y ↑1

x
i��� y ∧ x 1 = 〈〉 ∧ i �= 0

⇒ y1 = 〈〉 ⇒ x ↑1 i��� y ↑1 ∧ y1 �= 〈〉 ⇒ x ↑1 i−1��� y

x
i��� y ∧ x 1 �= 〈〉

⇒ (y1 = 〈〉 ⇒ x
i+1��� y ↑1) ∧ (y1 �= 〈〉 ⇒ x ↑1 i��� y ↑1 ∧y1 = x 1)

Theorem 2. For any two infinite timed streams x and y the following relation
holds (x and y denote the untimed versions of streams x and y respectively):

x ��� y ⇒ x = y

�

Please note that the implication does not hold in the opposite direction, i.e., the
relation x ��� y ⇐ x = y does not hold in general.

Theorem 3. For any two infinite timed streams x and y the following relation
holds:

x ��� y ∧ y ��� x ⇔ x = y

�

Example 4. Let x , y and z be infinite timed streams and let s1, s2, s3 denote
the sequences of message that represents some time intervals of these streams.

time interval 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 . . .

x 〈〉 s1 〈〉 s2 〈〉 s3 〈〉 〈〉 s1 〈〉 s2 〈〉 s3 〈〉 . . .

y 〈〉 〈〉 〈〉 s1 s2 〈〉 s3 〈〉 〈〉 〈〉 s1 s2 〈〉 s3 . . .

z s1 〈〉 s2 〈〉 〈〉 〈〉 s3 s1 〈〉 s2 〈〉 〈〉 〈〉 s3 . . .

The untimed versions of these streams are equal

x = y = z = 〈s1, s2, s3, s1, s2, s3, . . . 〉
however, the untimed causal simulation holds only for the pair of streams x and
y , and for the pair of streams z and y : x ��� y and z ��� y , while the relations
x ��� z , y ��� x , y ��� z , and z ��� x do not hold. �
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3 Event-Based View: FocusE

To deal with event based systems, we suggest inheriting the FocusST syntax
accompanied with different semantics. For simplicity, we call the new version of
the language FocusE . In FocusE , input and output streams of a component are
mappings of natural numbers N to lists of messages, like in FocusST . However,
in FocusE these lists represent not the messages within the corresponding time
intervals, but messages within the same causality intervals. We can see causality
intervals as an abstract view of time intervals (cf. also Fig. 6):

– If messages belong to the same causality interval, this means that according
to the system’s clock these messages come simultaneously,

– If some message a belongs to the causality interval i (from the timed point of
view it belongs to some time interval t), and some message b belongs to the
causality interval i + 1, this does not necessary mean that B should belong
to the time interval t + 1, because the causality property insure only the fact
“event b happens after event a”. Thus, b should belong to the time interval
t + δ, where δ > 0.

In special case, a causality intervals of a stream can be equal to time interval of
this stream.

Each message can be seen as a single event, but we can also have an additional
view on the streams, where a set of messages (single events) from the same
causality interval can be denoted as a combined event.

s

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

a

time

indices of time 
intervals

0 1 2 3 4 5

b, c d a

indices of 
causality 
intervals

0 1 2 3

Fig. 6. Time intervals vs. causality intervals.

We suggest the following notation for FocusE an additional operator s�i� to
represent the ith time interval of the stream s.

For the example presented on Fig. 6, we have that

s0 = 〈〉, s1 = 〈a〉, s2 = 〈b, c〉, s3 = 〈〉, s4 = 〈d〉, s5 = 〈a〉,
and

s�0� = 〈a〉, s�1� = 〈b, c〉, s�2� = 〈d〉, s�3� = 〈a〉.
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From purely syntactical point of view, if we take a timed (FocusST ) stream and
remove all empty timed intervals from it, we obtain an event (FocusE ) stream.

Correspondingly, we can define operators over events’ causality, e.g., to
denote that the ith causality interval of a stream s1 occurs before the j th causal-
ity interval of a stream s2, to denote that events of some type should occur in
the stream always before some instances of messages of other type, etc.

4 Conclusions

In this paper, we discuss model-based approaches for analysis of temporal prop-
erties of safety-critical systems, to expand the ideas presented in our previous
works [3,4] on property-based testing and its application on formal models with
temporal properties.

One of the core parts of our approach for property-based testing, FocusST ,
framework for formal specification and analysis of temporal and spatial proper-
ties of safety-critical systems. In this paper we discuss the features of FocusST

more deeply. To illustrate the feasibility of the framework, we demonstrate how
to implement on its basis time-triggered and event-based view on systems with
temporal properties.

The following directions of the future work might be especially promising:

– To combine the presented ideas with analysis of cloud computing tasks, e.g.,
with Chiminey Computing and Data Management Platform [37],

– To apply the framework for property-based testing to the analysis of cyber-
virtual Systems [6], as well as

– To expand human-centred features of FocusST by combining with
approaches presented in [28,33,36].
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Abstract. Statically typed languages such as Java offer two key advantages:
robustness increase due to compile time error detection, and better runtime
performance caused by the reduction of runtime type checking. However,
dynamic languages are sometimes preferred in scenarios where runtime adapt-
ability is a strong requirement, such as building software capable of adapting to
runtime changing environments. The metaprogramming features of dynamic
languages allow the runtime adaptation of class and object structures, modifying
inheritance relationships, and the evaluation of dynamically generated code. In
this position paper, we describe the steps we are following to add to Java some
of the metaprogramming services provided by most dynamic languages. The
objective is to provide the runtime flexibility of structural intercession, dynamic
inheritance and dynamic code evaluation, without losing the robustness of
compile-time type checking. The metaprogramming services are provided as a
library so, unlike other existing systems, any standard virtual machine and
language implementation could be used.

Keywords: Java � Metaprogramming � Structural intercession
Dynamic inheritance � Dynamic code evaluation � Static typing
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1 Introduction

Dynamic languages have turned out to be suitable for specific scenarios such as rapid
prototyping, Web development, interactive programming, dynamic aspect-oriented
programming, and runtime adaptive software [1]. Most dynamic languages provide
metaprogramming services that allow treating programs like data, and modify them at
runtime [2]. Fields and methods can be added and removed dynamically from classes
and objects (structural intercession), and new pieces of code can be generated and
evaluated at runtime, without stopping the application execution [3]. These services
make it easier to develop runtime adaptable software in dynamic languages [4].

In order to provide that runtime adaptability, dynamic languages commonly imple-
ment a dynamic type system, postponing type checking until runtime. One limitation of
this approach is that every type error is detected at runtime. On the contrary, statically
typed languages such as Java and C# commonly detect many type errors at compile time,
when the programmer is writing the code. This lack has been recognized as one of
the limitations of dynamically typed languages [5]. The absence of compile-time type
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information also involves fewer opportunities for compiler optimizations, and the extra
runtime type checking commonly implies performance costs [6].

In previous works, we have inferred type information at compile time to provide
early type error detection in dynamically typed code [7, 8]. In this work, we aim to
provide metaprogramming services to the statically typed Java language. The objective
is to increase the runtime adaptability of Java, without losing the early type error
detection and runtime performance of its static type system.

The main contribution of this position paper is the description of a Java library
aimed at providing metaprogrammning services, maintaining its static type system.
Particularly, we intend to add structural intercession of classes and its existing objects
at runtime, allowing the dynamic modification of their structure. We also provide the
evaluation of dynamically generated Java code and changing the base class and the
interfaces implemented by another class. This paper is an extension of the one pub-
lished in [9], including how we plan to provide dynamic inheritance and a modification
of the Java reflection API.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the library
interface with some excerpts of an example program. The different elements of the API
are depicted in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes the related work, and the conclusions and
future work are discussed in Sect. 5.

2 Library Interface

The metaprogramming services are provided as a library of the Java platform. We
modify neither the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) nor the language implementation.
Thus, unlike other approaches [10, 11], any standard JVM and Java compiler can be
used.

To describe the interface of the library, this section presents an example that
dynamically modifies the structure of the class shown in Fig. 1 [9].

2.1 Structural Intercession

The code in Fig. 2 [9] modifies the Dog class at runtime using structural intercession
(read and write reflection) [12]. We add a name field to every Dog instance at runtime,

1. public class Dog {
2. public void bark(){
3. System.out.println("Woof!!");
4. }
5. public void shake(){
6. System.out.println("Shakes");
7. }
8. }

Fig. 1. Example Java class [9].
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evolving the structure of the class. Besides this new field, we also add two new
getName and setName methods. Moreover, the implementation of the existing
bark and shake methods are modified, so that they consider the new name field.

The proposed library allows performing the five operations individually. Addi-
tionally, it also provides the execution of all the operations at the same time with the
concept of transaction. Figure 2 creates one transaction (line 2) with the five operations
(lines 4 to 10). Then, the transaction is executed atomically in line 12. If all the
operations can be executed, the program continues; otherwise, no operation is per-
formed. For example, if the body of setName has a type error (line 7) a Compi-
lationFailedException exception error will be thrown and none of the five
operations will be executed.

If we want to invoke a newly added method (e.g., setName), we should provide a
new mechanism because that method is added later, when the application is running.
A direct invocation to setName will not be compiled because that method does not
exist at compilation time. For this purpose, our library provides the getInvoker
method (line 14). It returns the standard BiConsumer interface added to Java 8 [13].
Its accept method executes setName, which was added at runtime. Unlike the Java
reflection API, we generate statically typed code (at runtime), so we expect to obtain a
significant performance benefit [14].

1. // Create transaction
2. IntercessorTransaction transaction = new IntercessorTransaction();
3. // Add field name
4. transaction.addField(Dog.class, String.class, "name");
5. // Add get/set
6. transaction.addMethod(Dog.class, "getName", MethodType.methodType(String.class),

"return name;");
7. transaction.addMethod(Dog.class, "setName", MethodType.methodType(void.class, 

String.class),"name = value;", "value");
8. // Modify existing methods
9. transaction.replaceImplementation(Dog.class, "bark", 

"System.out.println(this.name + \": Woof!!\");");
10. transaction.replaceImplementation(Dog.class, "shake", 

"System.out.println(this.name + \": Shakes\");");
11. // Execute transaction
12. transaction.commit();
13. // Get invoker for ‘setName’
14. BiConsumer<Dog, String> setName = Intercessor.getInvoker(Dog.class, "setName", 
15. BiConsumer.class, Dog.class, String.class);
15. // Check name field
16. String name = readLine("Name: ");
17. Dog dog = new Dog();
18. setName.accept(dog, name);
19. dog.bark();

Name: Rufus
Buddy: Woof!!

Fig. 2. Example adaptation of the Dog class using a transaction collecting 5 intercesive
operations [9].
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2.2 Dynamic Code Evaluation

We have just shown how the library provides structural intercession; we now describe
how to obtain dynamic code evaluation (i.e., the eval function in Lisp, Python and
JavaScript languages). Figure 3 [9] shows this capability.

Line 21 first adds another implementation of the bark method. This line shows
how to perform a single intercesive operation without using a transaction. It also shows
that methods could be overloaded at runtime, without breaking the rules of the type
system. The following statements in Fig. 3 (lines 23 to 26) perform the dynamic
evaluation of the string “dog.bark(nTimes)”. It is important to notice that the
code is represented as a string, and hence it can be built dynamically, depending on the
runtime environment. That is to say, the code is evaluated dynamically (dog refers to
the dynamic state of the dog object created in line 19, the same as nTimes).

We have just seen how to evaluate an expression dynamically. The proposed
library also provides the evaluation of multiple statements, and even the creation of a
whole class. Figure 4 [9] shows an example of that. A new TrainedDog class is
added at runtime (line 29). This class extends the existing Dog class, which was
modified at runtime (Figs. 2 and 3).

Line 28 in Fig. 4 asks for the code to be evaluated. The user dynamically writes the
code with gray background color, which generates the new TrainedDog class. This
class implements the train method that receives a function as a parameter (the
standard Consumer Java 8 interface allows passing lambda expressions as argu-
ments). Those functions can later be asked to the trained dog with the order method.

Line 36 creates an instance of a trained dog, trains it with the “shake” order
(line 42) and orders it to shake (line 43). The output in Fig. 4 shows how the actions of
the dog depend on its training. It also shows how a newly added class can extend
another class defined statically, which in turn was modified dynamically.

All the metaprogramming operations are statically typed. If the code has a type
error, the library dynamically throws a CompilationFailedException

20. // Overload ‘bark’ method
21. Intercessor.addMethod(Dog.class, "bark", 

MethodType.methodType(void.class, int.class), 
"for (int i = 0; i < times; i++) bark();", "times");

22. // Evaluate the call to overloaded method
23. BiConsumer<Dog, Integer> barkN = 

Evaluator.generateEvalInvoker("dog.bark(nTimes)", 
BiConsumer.class, new String[] {"dog", "nTimes" }, 
Dog.class, int.class);

24. // Invoke overloaded method
25. int nTimes = readNumber("Times: ");
26. barkN.accept(dog, nTimes);

Times: 3
Buddy: Woof!!
Buddy: Woof!!
Buddy: Woof!!

Fig. 3. Dynamic evaluation of a single expression [9].
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describing the compiler error. Besides, the dynamically generated code does not use
reflection, so we avoid its runtime performance cost [15].

2.3 Dynamic Inheritance

Figure 5 shows how to use the some of the dynamic inheritance features provided by
our library. We first create a transaction to both make Dog implement the Compa-
rable <Dog> interface (line 48) and override the compareTo(Dog) method
(line 50). The transaction is executed with no type errors. Since Dog instances are now
Comparable, they can be ordered by name with Collections.sort (line 56).

The second paragraph of code in Fig. 5 changes the base class of Dog with the
setSuperclass method (line 58). In this case, the Pet class is known statically,
but it could be generated after executing the program. Class.forName should be
used in that case. Since Dog now inherits age from Pet, lines 60-62 sort the dogs
collection by age.

2.4 Introspection API

To provide the metaprogramming services, our library creates new versions of the
existing classes at runtime (detailed in Sect. 3). Unfortunately, this implementation
technique does not follow the programmer abstraction that classes are actually

27. // Add a subclass
28. String sourceClass = readLine("Code: ");
29. Class<?> TrainedDog = Evaluator.exec(sourceClass);
30. // Obtain invokers for subclass methods
31. TriConsumer<Dog, String, Consumer> train = Intercessor.getInvoker(TrainedDog, 

"train", TriConsumer.class, TrainedDog, String.class, Consumer.class);
32. BiConsumer<Dog, String> order = Intercessor.getInvoker(TrainedDog, "order", 

BiConsumer.class, TrainedDog, String.class);
33. // New order to train
34. Consumer<Dog> shake = Evaluator.generateEvalInvoker("dog.shake()", 

Consumer.class, new String[] { "dog" }, Dog.class);
35. // Create a TrainedDog instance
36. Dog trainedDog = (Dog) 

TrainedDog.newInstance();
37. // Set dog name
38. name = readLine("Name: ");
39. setName.accept(trainedDog, name);
40. // Test new functionality
41. order.accept(trainedDog, "shake");
42. train.accept(trainedDog, "shake", shake);
43. order.accept(trainedDog, "shake");

1. package example;
2.
3. import java.util.Map; 
4. import java.util.HashMap; 
5. import java.util.function.Consumer; 
6.
7. public class TrainedDog extends Dog { 
8.
9. private Map<String, Consumer<Dog>> trainedOrders = 

new HashMap<String, Consumer<Dog>>();
10.
11. public void train(String order, 

Consumer<Dog> action){ 
12. trainedOrders.put(order, action); 
13. System.out.println(this.name + " learned "

+ order + " order");
14. }
15. public void order(String order){ 
16. Consumer<Dog> action = trainedOrders.get(order);
17. if(action != null) action.accept(this); 
18. else System.out.println(this.name + " does nothing");
19. }
20. }

Code:  
Name: Toby
Toby does nothing
Toby learned shake order
Toby: Shakes

Fig. 4. Dynamic evaluation of a Java file [9].
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modified. Although we modify the class implementation to provide the expected
abstraction, the implementation details (i.e., different class versions) are shown when
the programmer uses the Java reflection API.

We support an alternative reflection API to allow the use of introspection, main-
taining the abstraction provided to the user. Figure 6 shows an example use. The
Introspector class returns a Class instance reflecting the structure of the mod-
ified Dog. The rest of the code prints the interface implemented (Comparable) and
its super class (Pet). As shown in Fig. 6, the code is the same as with the Java
reflection API except for line 64. Besides, if the programmer needs to use the original
reflection API, it is still available.

45. // Create transaction
46. IntercessorTransaction addInterfaceTransaction = new IntercessorTransaction();
47. //Adds the Comparable<Dog> interface, specifying generic types
48. addInterfaceTransaction.addInterface(Dog.class, (Class<Comparable<Dog>>)Comparable.class);
49. //Adds a compareTo() method compatible with the Comparable<Dog> interface
50. addInterfaceTransaction.addMethod(Dog.class, "compareTo", MethodType.methodType(int.class,

Dog.class), "return this.name.compareTo(otherDog.name);", "otherDog");
51. // Execute transaction
52. addInterfaceTransaction.commit();

53. //Obtain a Dog list
54. List<Dog> dogs = getDogList();
55. //Sort as a Comparable (by dog name)
56. Evaluator.generateEvalInvoker(

"Collections.sort(dogs);", 
Consumer.class, new String[] { "dogs" }, 
List.class).accept(dogs);

57. //Change the superclass of Dog
58. Intercessor.setSuperclass(Dog.class, Pet.class);
59. //Lambda expression to sort using pet age
60. Comparator<Pet> sortCriteria = (pet1, pet2) -> pet1.getAge() – pet2.getAge();
61. //Sort using Pet attributes, since now is our parent class
62. Evaluator.generateEvalInvoker("Collections.sort(pets, criteria);", BiConsumer.class, 

new String[] { "pets", "criteria" }, List.class, Comparator.class).accept(dogs, sortCriteria);

1. public class Pet {
2. private String ownerName;
3. public String getOwnerName() {…}
4. public void setOwnerName(
5. String ownerName) {…}
6. private int age;
7. public int getAge() {…}
8. public void setAge(int age) {…}
9. }

Fig. 5. Dynamic inheritance.

63. //Access a dog class information
64. Class dogClass = Introspector.getClass(dogs.get(0));
65. try {
66. //Get current Dog implemented interfaces 
67. Class [] introspectionInterfaces = dogClass.getInterfaces();
68. System.out.println(introspectionInterfaces[0]); 
69. //Get current Dog superclass
70. Class introspectionSuperclass = dogClass.getSuperclass();
71. System.out.println(introspectionSuperclass);
72. } catch (Exception e) {
73. e.printStackTrace();
74. }

interface java.lang.Comparable
class Pet

Fig. 6. Alternative reflection API.
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3 Elements of the Library

3.1 Metaprogramming Services

After presenting an example, we detail the functionalities of the proposed library.
Regarding the dynamic modification of class structures, we provide:

• Adding, deleting and updating fields of classes and, thus, of all their running
instances. The update action means changing the field type.

• Replacing method implementations. Without modifying their signature, the body of
methods (their code) is replaced with a new one.

• Adding, deleting and updating methods (including their implementations). As with
fields, updating means changing the method signature. Adding methods include
overloading their implementation (as in Fig. 3).

• Adding and removing interfaces implemented by a class. To successfully add an
interface, the class must implement all the declared methods in the interface. If so,
the class type will promote to the interface type (polymorphism).

• Changing and removing the super class of a concrete class. After changing the base
class, the compiler dynamically ensures that the type system rules are fulfilled (e.g.,
avoid accessing the methods inherited from its previous base class). Removing a
base class means changing the existing one to Object.

• Introspection. All these primitives are complemented by an additional implemen-
tation of the Java reflection API, which considers the new fields, methods, base
class and implemented interfaces of the classes adapted at runtime.

The metaprogramming services are applied to classes. Evolving a class implies the
dynamic adaptation of its instances. Since Java is a class-based language [16], we do
not provide the dynamic adaptation of a single object. That possibility is not included
in the Java type system and, as mentioned, we want to take advantage of the benefits of
its static type system.

Regarding dynamic code evaluation, our library provides the following services:

• Dynamic evaluation of expressions. This is the traditional eval functionality
provided by most dynamic languages. Only one single expression is evaluated, and
its value is returned. The expression may access any element of the running
application.

• Dynamic execution of Java code. We provide the execution of either a sequence of
statements or the contents of a Java file. As before, the code may depend on the
runtime environment.

3.2 Runtime Adaptation

To describe the elements of the library, we explain how the system behaves at runtime,
when the example in Sect. 2 is executed. Figure 7 [9] shows the runtime steps for that
example.

One of the issues when implementing the proposed library is that the JVM does not
allow reloading classes dynamically [17]. Once a class is loaded into memory, its code
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cannot be changed. The only exception is the capability of modifying method imple-
mentations, added in Java 5 with the instrument package (HotSwap). For this
reason, we propose a system based on creating new class versions at runtime.

Every time a class is modified with our library, a new class version is created and
loaded at runtime. The new class version holds all the changes made to the previous
version. If those changes are collected in one transaction, only one new version is
created regardless the number of class modifications.

Every class should provide a link to its last updated version, so we add a
_newVersion private field to all the classes (Fig. 7). To perform this field
addition transparently to the user, we customize the Java ClassLoader with new
ClassFileTransformers to modify all the classes at load time, using the Java
Agents API added to Java 5 [18]. This process is done at load time, so there is no
runtime performance penalty when the JVM reaches a steady state [19].

The first prototype of our library requires the source code of the applications (once
it is mature enough, we will work at the JVM binary code level). Figure 7 shows how
the source code of every class version is stored. Using this source code storage,
changes to the classes are implemented by changing the source code, recompiling and
loading them into memory.

When the user modifies the Dog class, a new version Dog_NewVersion_1 is
generated. This new class holds the last version of the original Dog class. The
_newVersion field of Dog instances will be updated at runtime. This field update is
performed lazily, when the object is first accessed after class adaptation. In that
moment, the _newVersion reference is updated, and the object state is transferred to
the new class version (Dog_NewVersion_1). This process consumes extra execu-
tion time, but it is performed only once per instance.

One issue is how we manage to replace the existing code accessing Dog fields with
code that accesses the corresponding fields in the last class version. This is done by
using the invokedynamic bytecode added to Java 7 [20]. Our ClassLoader

Fig. 7. Runtime steps for adapting the Dog class [9].
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replaces all the field access bytecodes with invokedynamic. Therefore, we can
change the functionality of field access with Java 7 MutableCallSites. We use the
JINDY API to utilize invokedynamic from the Java language, getting rid of writing
JVM assembly code [15].

Another issue is how we manage to replace method invocations with invocations to
the new class version (recall that the last version holds the actual state of the objects,
i.e. the appropriate this). We first modify the implementation of every method in
Dog, using the instrument Java 5 package. The new code will simply invoke
another method in Dog_NewVersion_1: bark calls _bark_invoker, shake
calls _shake_invoker, and so on (see Fig. 8). The purpose of those invoker
methods is to implement the lazy object state transfer and _newVersion update
described above. After doing this update (only once per instance), the last method
version (e.g., bark and shake) is called in Dog_NewVersion_1. In this way, if a
method in an updated class is called, it will call the corresponding invoker in the last
class version; if necessary, object state is transferred; and then the last method version
is called.

When the programmer adapts an already adapted class (e.g., Fig. 3) a new
Dog_NewVersion_2 is created, compiled and loaded (Fig. 7). The _newVersion
of both the original Dog and Dog_NewVersion_1 will be lazily updated to the last
class version. Similarly, all the method bodies will be replaced with direct invocations
to the invokers in the last class version. The purpose is that, once instance states have
been transferred, the runtime performance cost does not depend on the number of class
versions. Figure 8 [9] shows the runtime structure of classes after performing the two
class modifications in Figs. 2 and 3. After updating all the instances of the first version,
Dog_NewVersion_1 is useless.

3.3 Dynamic Code Evaluation

Figures 3 and 4 show how our library provides dynamic code evaluation. If we just
need the dynamic evaluation of an expression (Fig. 3), the library creates a temporary
class with a method that implements that expression. We need to provide a mechanism

Dog
+ _newVersion

+ bark()
+ shake()

Dog_NewVersion_1
+ _newVersion
+ name

+ _name_fieldGetter(Dog)
+ _name_fieldSetter(Dog, String)
+ bark()
+ _bark_invoker(Dog)
+ shake()
+ _shake_invoker(Dog)
+ _creator(Dog)

TrainedDog
+ trained

+ train(String, Consumer)
+ order(String)

Dog_NewVersion_2
+ _newVersion
+ name

+ _name_fieldGetter(Dog)
+ _name_fieldSetter(Dog, String)
+ bark()
+ _bark_invoker(Dog)
+ bark(int)
+ _bark_invoker(Dog, int)
+ shake()
+ _shake_invoker(Dog)
+ _creator(Dog)

Fig. 8. Runtime structure of the existing class versions after using structural intercession [9].
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to execute that dynamically generated code, following the Java type system. For this
purpose, we make the dynamically generated class to implement one of the “func-
tional” interfaces added in Java 8 (function package) [13]. In this way, the interface
provides the specific type of the expression to be evaluated.

For evaluating a sequence of statements, we follow a similar approach: the method
body is the code provided by the user, and void is the returned type. For a whole class
(Fig. 4), we just place the code in a Java source file and compile it.

As mentioned, class adaptation is achieved by modifying the application source
code. However, code manipulation is not an easy task. To distinguish the elements in a
program, code should be represented with tree- or graph-based data structures such as
AST (Abstract Syntax Trees) [21]. To manipulate classes (add, remove or update fields
and methods) we used the JavaParser tool (Fig. 7) [22]. It allows us to take Java code,
obtain its AST, modify it, and regenerate the output Java code. Then, we simply call the
JavaCompiler class added in Java 6.

In the dynamic evaluation of code, there is an important issue that should be
considered. When programmers are writing code to be evaluated dynamically, they are
not aware of the different class versions. Our library provides programmers the
abstraction that the Dog class is being dynamically changed. For example, the pro-
grammer may be interesting in running the code dog.setName(“Rufus”). How-
ever, if this code is evaluated, it will prompt a type error since Dog has no setName
method (Dog_NewVersion_1 does).

Therefore, we need to perform some changes in the code to be evaluated at runtime.
Those changes are related to the types: if the code is accessing a new member added to a
type, its last version must be used instead of the original one. We, thus, need to know the
type of every expression to be evaluated dynamically (the type of dog in our example).
At the implementation level, we just replace setName with setName_invoker,
since the latter method always calls the last version.

To perform these changes when code is about to be dynamically evaluated, we use
the Polyglot front-end compiler for building Java language extensions [23]. Following
the Visitor design pattern [24], we traverse the AST and replace those method invo-
cations which types have evolved. Finally, we generate the modified code, compile it
and load it into memory.

3.4 Dynamic Inheritance

Dynamic inheritance allows changing both the interfaces implemented by one class and
its super class. We implement these two functionalities by extending the class ver-
sioning mechanism described in the previous section.

Figure 9 shows the runtime adaptation for the code in Fig. 5. When the
addInterface method is called, a new Dog version (Dog_NewVersion_3)
implementing Comparable is created. Dog instances will be updated to this new
version, using the lazy state transfer mechanism described in Sect. 3.2. The new Dog
version now promotes to Comparable. Dynamically evaluated code uses this last
version, utilizing the Polyglot source code program transformations described in the
previous section.
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removeInterface is implemented following the same mechanism. The Java
type system ensures that a class does not promote to an interface that is no longer
implemented.

Figure 9 also shows how the Dog super class is changed to Pet. Its version 4 is
implemented with another new class, inheriting from Pet. This new version can access
and override the inherited members. The new fields are initialized with the default
values described in the Java language specification [25].

3.5 Introspection Services

We create a new version when a class is modified, giving the abstraction that the class
structure is actually changed. However, the Java reflection API reflects the imple-
mentation level of existing classes. If the Java reflection API is used to inspect an
adapted class, different class versions will be reflected instead of the last version of the
modified class.

We propose a new introspection API supporting the high-level abstraction of
modifiable classes. To this aim, we use the Decorator design pattern that provides the
same classes as the original API (e.g., Class, Field and Method) with an extended
behavior (Fig. 10). Our reflection API provides its services through the Intro-
spector class, which consults the information of the existing class versions in
memory. Once the last version of the class is obtained, its runtime structure is consulted
with the Java reflection API. If the class has not been modified, the decorator simply
calls the original class representation in the Java reflection API, following the Proxy
design pattern [24].

Dog_NewVersion_3
+ _newVersion
+ name
+ bark()
+ bark(int)
+ shake()
+ compareTo(Dog)
...

Pet
+ ownerName
+ age
+ getName()
+ setName(String)
+ getAge()
+ setAge(int)

Dog_NewVersion_4
+ _newVersion
+ name
+ bark()
+ bark(int)
+ shake()
+ compareTo(Dog)
...

Comparable<Dog>
+ compareTo(Dog)

Dog
+ _newVersion

+ bark()
+ shake()

Fig. 9. Runtime structure of the existing class versions after using dynamic inheritance.
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4 Related Work

4.1 Structural Intercession

There are different works aimed at adding structural intercession to Java. Most of them
are based on modifying the implementation of the JVM.

Würthinger et al. modify the JVM to allow the dynamic addition and deletion of
class members [26]. They also support changing the class hierarchy at runtime. They
ensure the type rules of the Java type system, and they verify the correct state of the
program execution. After the adaptation, runtime performance is penalized by 15%, but
this value converges to 3% when the JVM reaches a steady state [10]. This is currently
the reference implementation of the HotSwap functionality included in JSR 292, which
was not finally included in the standard platform [27].

JVOLVE is another implementation of the JVM to support evolving Java applications
to fix bugs and add features [28]. JVOLVE allows adding, deleting and replacing fields
and methods anywhere within the class hierarchy. They modify the class loader, JIT
compiler and garbage collector of the JVM to provide those services. To adapt the
running applications, JVOLVE stops program execution in a safe point and then performs
the update. Class adaptation is controlled by transformer functions that can be cus-
tomized by the user.

Iguana/J extends the JVM to provide behavioral reflection at runtime [29]. The
programmer may intercept some Java operations such as object creation, method
invocation and field access. The new behavior is specified by the user, and a

ClassVersions

+ getLastVersionOf(String):Class

java.lang.reflect

Method

Field

Class

jmplib.reflect

<<Decorator>>

Method

<<Decorator>>

Field

<<Decorator>>

Class

//Obtain the Class object
Class dogClass = Introspector.getClass(dogs.get(0));
...
Method m = dogClass.getMethod("bark", int.class);
...

Introspector
getClass(Object):Class

jmplib.sourcecode
Dog_NewVersion_1

Dog_NewVersion_4

..
.

Fig. 10. Alternative reflection API.
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Meta-Object Protocol (MOP) adapts the application execution at runtime. When a
MOP is associated to an object, it handles the operations against that object and
provides the services to adapt its execution. Each modifiable operation is represented
with one MOP class that the programmer has to extend to define the expected runtime
adaptations. The MOP classes and objects are compiled following the Java type
system.

Java Distributed Runtime Update Management System (JDRUMS) is a client-server
system that allows changing a runtime program and adding more functionality to it
[30]. Servers provide the update services to the clients, which run in the JDRUMS virtual
machine. That virtual machine is a JVM extension that provides distributed dynamic
updates [31]. Those updates modify the existing classes distributed as a deployment kit.
For each updated class, a new version is created. Every time an instance of an old
version is used, a new instance of the new version is created, its state is transferred to
the new object, and the reference is updated. Object migration is controlled by a class
that is included in the deployment kit.

In [32], class structures are dynamically modified, by changing the implementation
of the JVM and creating a new ClassLoader. That new class loader provides the
dynamic loading of modified classes, replacing the existing ones (a functionality that is
not included in the standard JVM). The instances of the adapted classes can evolve in
three different ways: no instance is modified, some of them are (depending on user-
defined criteria), and all of them are adapted.

The following works provide some runtime adaptability with frameworks, without
modifying the JVM. Pukall et al. propose unanticipated runtime adaptation, adapting
running programs depending on unpredictable requirements [17]. They propose a
system based on class wrappers and two roles: caller (service clients) and callee
(service providers). A callee is a class wrapper that provides runtime adaptation. They
provide services to access the original class. The implementation of those services are
changed using the instrument Java 5 package. The callers are aimed at replacing
invocations to an object with invocations to the appropriate callee wrapper.

DUSC (Dynamic Updating through Swapping of Classes) is a technique is based on
the use of proxy classes, requiring no modification of the runtime system [33]. As in the
previous paragraph, the main Java technology used to change method implementation
at runtime is HotSwap. DUSC performs the static modification of classes to allow its
later adaptation (making them swapping-enabled). They allow adding and deleting
classes, but modified ones must maintain their interface (private methods and fields
can be modified). Another noteworthy limitation is that non-public fields cannot be
accessed from outside the class.

Rubah is another framework for the dynamic adaptation of Java applications [34].
When a new dynamic update is available, they load the new versions of added or
changed classes at runtime, and perform a full garbage collection (GC) of the program
to modify the running instances. The JVM is not modified. Instead, they implement an
application-level GC traversal using reflection and some class-level rewriting. To
update an application with Rubah, the programmer has to specify the update points,
write the control flow migration, and detail the program state migration.

JRebel is a tool to skip the time-consuming build and redeploy steps in the Java
development process, allowing programmers to see the result of code changes instantly,
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without stopping application execution [35]. Modified classes are recompiled and
reloaded in the running application. JRebel allows changes in the structure of classes.
Classes are instrumented with a native Java agent using the JVM Tool Interface, and a
particular class loader. Each class is changed to a master class and different support
anonymous classes that are dynamically JIT compiled [36]. JRebel does not check that
the whole application has no type errors. Thus, application execution crashes when
changes in a class imply errors in a program (e.g., a method is removed and it is later
invoked).

MetaML is a statically typed programming language that supports program
manipulation [37]. It allows the programmer to construct, combine and execute code
fragments in a type safe manner. In this way, dynamically evaluated programs do not
produce type errors. MetaML does not support the manipulation of dynamically
evaluated code; i.e., evaluation of code represented as a string, unknown at compile
time. Therefore, its metaprogramming features cannot be used to adapt applications to
new requirements emerged after their execution.

4.2 Dynamic Inheritance

CLOS (Common Lisp Object System) is a Lisp extension for object-oriented pro-
gramming. It is part of the ANSI Common Lisp and provides intercession and dynamic
inheritance [38]. Classes can be redefined by evaluating a new defclass form. When
a class is redefined, the changes are propagated to its instances and to the instances of
any of its subclasses. Class redefinition provides the functionality of changing the
inheritance tree by declaring a different parent. Instance updating occurs using an eager
or a lazy approach depending on the language implementation [39].

The Smalltalk approach to implementing class-based dynamic inheritance is quite
similar to that of CLOS. The superclass: message is used to dynamically modify
the class inheritance tree [40]. When a class definition changes, the existing instances
are also structurally modified (by the Class-Builder class) in order to match the
definition of their new class. Smalltalk also provides the functionality to change the
type of an object with the changeClassTo method. However, this semantics is not
followed in every implementation. Both VisualWorks [41] and Dolphin Smalltalk [42]
impose the same restriction on the type change primitive: both the new and old classes
must define the same physical structure for their instances [43].

The concept of wide classes is an extension of the class-based model, allowing
instances to be temporarily widened, extending their structure and behavior [44]. The
widening operation on a single instance allows it to be temporarily transformed into an
instance of a special subclass (a wide class). This approach also defines the opposite
operation (shrinking an instance), which reshapes the instance to its original class.
Widened objects preserve the subtyping relationship, since wide classes are always
derived from the original class of the instance. It is possible to widen an object with two
disjoint sets of messages and, depending on runtime values, to pass those recently
added messages. Since wide classes should be explicitly declared, the type of an
instance cannot be widened to an arbitrary subclass. This approach was implemented in
the Bigloo programming language, an open implementation of Scheme [45].
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FickleII is a small class-based language that supports the type change primitive of
dynamic inheritance to demonstrate how this feature could be introduced in an
imperative, statically typed, class-based, object-oriented language [46]. They define a
type change primitive as dynamic object reclassification: a programming language
feature that allows an object to change its class membership at runtime while retaining
its identity. In FickleII, a class definition may be preceded by the keywords root or
state. Class reclassification can only occur within a hierarchy rooted with a root
class. state classes are subclasses of root classes and they are the only ones that can
be reclassified. Classes that are neither root nor state are respected by reclassifi-
cation [47]. The FickleII implementation of object reclassification offers an advantage
over similar approaches (such as wide classes): FickleII is type-safe, i.e., any type-
correct program (in terms of the type system) is guaranteed never to attempt to access
non-existing fields or methods [48].

ЯRotor [16] extends the object model of an efficient class-based virtual machine
with prototype-based semantics, so that it can directly support both prototype- and
class-based object oriented languages. Consequently, an important runtime perfor-
mance improvement is obtained by using the virtual machine JIT compiler, while
providing a direct interoperation between languages. By using this hybrid object model
this virtual machine allows modifying the structure of both classes and objects.
Additionally, dynamic inheritance primitives such as changes in the class inheritance
tree and instance type changes are also implemented for both class- and prototype-
based languages. Any language can take benefit of these additional VM features when
implemented over this virtual machine. Access to these functionalities are provided to
legacy languages using a library [6].

4.3 Java Reflection API

There exist some projects that enhance the capabilities of the Java reflection API.
Reflections is able to scan a project classpath to perform queries against class
metainformation at runtime [49]. These queries allow managing class information in
ways that are not provided by the standard reflection API. Examples are getting the
subtypes of a certain class, the types and members annotated with a concrete annota-
tion, the resources matching a regular expression, and the methods with a specific
signature, parameters, annotations and return type.

XStream is a library to serialize and deserialize Java objects to XML documents
[50]. The developers detected that the Java reflection API does not provide all the
information required to allow the later deserialization of classes and objects. For that
reason, they implemented an enhanced version of the Java API. This enhanced version
uses undocumented internal Java runtime classes to recreate more types of instances. Its
implementation access internal native representations of the JVM, making it specific to
a few virtual machine versions and implementations [50].

Cglib is a high-level library to generate and transform Java byte code [51]. It has
been used to implement some AOP and testing tools. Its Enhancer class provides the
dynamic generation of new classes deriving from existing classes, aimed to modify the
behavior of the types overridden. The new dynamically generated classes allow method
interception by means of the dynamic binding implemented by the Java platform. The
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reflection API is replicated by another one that provides similar types (e.g., Fas-
tClass and FastMethod) with better runtime performance [52].

5 Conclusions

We propose the design of a library aimed at providing structural intercession, dynamic
inheritance, and dynamic code evaluation services for the Java platform and language.
Our approach uses standard Java libraries, so we modify neither the Java virtual
machine nor the language implementation. The metaprogramming services increase the
runtime adaptability of Java without losing the benefits of its static type system. In this
way, our library allows programmers to adapt their running applications while main-
taining the robustness of the Java type system. Runtime adaptation has a runtime
performance penalty that we are now measuring. We think that penalty will nearly
negligible when the JVM reaches a steady state after application adaptation.

We have already implemented a proof-of-concept prototype that successfully
executes the structural intercession and dynamic code evaluation examples shown in
this article. Currently, it requires the use of Java source code.

Our next step is to add dynamic inheritance allowing the runtime adaptability of
class hierarchies, and add the proposed modifications to the reflection API. Then, apply
heavy optimizations to improve its steady state execution. The last step of the project is
to allow the dynamic adaptation of whole applications that have been modified and
recompiled, adapting running Java applications with a new recompiled version.
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Abstract. Critical Embedded Systems (CES) are systems in which failures are
potentially catastrophic and, therefore, hard constraints are imposed on them. In
the last years the amount of software accommodated within CES has consid-
erably changed. For example, in smart cars the amount of software has grown
about 100 times compared to previous years. This change means that software
design for these systems is also bounded to hard constraints (e.g., high security
and performance). Along the evolution of CES, the approaches for designing
them are also changing rapidly, so as to fit the specialized needs of CES. Thus, a
broad understanding of such approaches is missing. Therefore, this study aims to
establish a fair overview on CESs design approaches. For that, we conducted a
Systematic Mapping Study (SMS), in which we collected 1,673 papers from five
digital libraries, filtered 269 primary studies, and analyzed five facets: design
approaches, applications domains, critical quality attributes, tools, and type of
evidence. Our findings show that the body of knowledge is vast and overlaps
with other types of systems (e.g., real-time or cyber-physical systems). In
addition, we have observed that some critical quality attributes are common
among various application domains, as well as approaches and tools are
oftentimes generic to CES.
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1 Introduction

Critical Embedded Systems (CESs) are among the most significant types of software-
intensive systems, since they are extremely pervasive in modern society, being used
from cars to power plants [1]. CESs are embedded systems in which runtime errors can
potentially be catastrophic [2], causing serious damage to the environment or to human
lives, or non-recoverable material and financial losses [3, 4]. Due to the criticality of
such systems, the satisfaction of multiple quality constraints must be guaranteed. This
is far from trivial, as it entails complex trade-offs, which to a large extent concern
safeguarding the levels of critical against other non-critical qualities [5, 6]. As critical
quality attributes (CQAs), we characterize qualities that, when not satisfied, may lead to
catastrophic failures, as the aforementioned ones; typical examples are performance,
security and reliability.

Engineering CES is particularly challenging, since it needs to guarantee the satis-
faction of various critical qualities. One of the key solutions to alleviate this challenge
is to design a sound architecture and validate it against the critical quality attributes. To
this end, multiple approaches have been proposed, solving a variety of specific design
problems. However, the plethora and diversity of available solutions has led to a
difficulty on understanding, applying or even extending and combining such approa-
ches. Thus, in order to support researchers and practitioners on CES design, it is
important to have a comprehensive understanding of this field. To contribute towards a
better understanding of design approaches for CES, we have conducted a systematic
mapping study; this is a commonly used approach for assessing and describing the state
of the art in a specific domain or problem (see Sect. 3 for more details). The contri-
butions of this study are the following: (a) a classification of the existing approaches to
design CES; (b) a list of tools for supporting existing approaches; (c) a list of domains
for which approaches have been developed and used; (d) a list of the most commonly
identified CQAs in the CES design; and (e) a classification of these approaches, based
on the level of their empirical evidence.

2 Related Work

This section describes related Systematic Literature Reviews (SLRs) or Systematic
Mapping Studies (SMSs), also known as secondary studies. To the best of our
knowledge, there are no studies that focus on exactly the same topic as ours, i.e.,
designing of CESs. Thus, we searched for related work such as SMSs and SLRs that
cover the entire software development process of CES, or a specific phase.

2.1 Development Processes

We identified two studies that discuss software development processes and are related
to CESs [7, 8]. Although such processes do not focus or limit themselves to the design
phase, they do have impact on the design phase. Cawley et al. [7] investigated
Lean/Agile development processes on safety-critical systems, focusing on medical
devices. For this purpose, an SLR based on the guidelines of Kitchenham and Charters
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[9] was performed. The results of the SLR suggest that Lean/Agile methodologies are
appropriate for the development of safety-critical systems, as they support several
practices for regulated safety-critical domains (e.g., traceability and testing). However,
the results also suggest a lack of adoption of Lean/Agile methods in these domains.
This is not surprising as regulated environments typically involve activities that are not
commonly used in these processes. Eklund and Bosch [8] investigated a holistic model
for aligning software development processes with the architecture of embedded soft-
ware. As part of this study, an SMS on development approaches for embedded systems
was performed (based on the guidelines of Kitchenham and Charters [9]). The results
of the study suggest that there is no single most common approach (or set of
approaches) but, approaches are tailored for specific domains or products and may have
different characteristics (e.g., incorporating agile practices). Despite the high cus-
tomization of processes, the authors have been able to identify some similarities, e.g.
activities are often executed sequentially and follow a V-model - [10] or stage-gate-like
[11] process. In addition, the architectures created from these processes are often
focused on supporting specific quality attributes, which are typically domain-specific
(e.g., dependability for the space domain). Based on the identified approaches, the
authors derived five archetypical developments processes, with their respective char-
acteristics, aiming to support selection or migration between concrete archetypal
development approaches.

2.2 Verification and Validation

Not all activities in the verification and validation of critical embedded software (V&V)
are related to its design. However, a significant part concerns the verification and
validation of design and are, therefore, relevant to the design phase. We identified two
secondary studies that discuss aspects of V&V and are related to CES [12, 13]. Barbosa
et al. [12] investigated software testing of CESs, checking the compliance level with
the standard DO-178B, for the aviation industry. The aim was to identify primary
studies that could be used to create a methodology for testing of CES. For this purpose,
a SLR, based on Dybå and Dingsøyr [14], was performed to identify studies that
implemented or applied V&V techniques in the context of CES. The results suggest
that four techniques (functional, structural, mutation and model-based testing) are
widely applied for testing of CES, from which the most recurrent technique is func-
tional testing. In addition, all testing requirements of DO-178B have been investigated,
with “structural coverage analysis” (e.g., dead code and deactivated code) being the
most addressed requirement, likely due to its inherent complexity. Elberzhager et al.
[13] investigated quality assurance techniques (i.e., analysis or test approaches) applied
to Matlab Simulink models. These models are used in embedded software design,
especially in critical domains. The aim was to develop an approach able to integrate
different quality assurance techniques. For this purpose, an SMS was performed based
on the guidelines of Petersen et al. [15], which presented different analysis and test
techniques as well as some combined approaches. The results of the study suggest that
formal methods, properties checking (e.g., rule-based analysis) and automatic test
generation are the most common approaches for performing quality assurance for
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embedded systems. The results also suggest a lack of research on combining analysis
techniques with testing techniques for such models.

2.3 Software Architecture

The activity of architecture design for embedded systems was investigated by Antonio
et al. [16], which aimed at establishing the state of the art on the topic by analyzing
proposed architectures, available on the literature. For that, a SMS based on the
guidelines of Petersen et al. [15] was performed. To understand the activity, various
characteristics were collected from the architectures, and used for classifying them.
Firstly, the architectures were grouped according to the type of modeling technique
used to design them, namely formal, semi-formal and informal. Next, further classes
were identified based on recurrent characteristics, e.g., level of abstraction and whether
it is domain-specific. The results of the SMS suggest that the Architecture Analysis and
Design Language (AADL) is the most used formal modeling approach, whereas UML
stands out among the semi-formal and informal approaches. In addition, the most
recurrent characteristic of these architectures is that they are designed to specific
application domains.

Similar to the previous study, Guessi et al. [17] investigate the modeling of soft-
ware architectures for embedded systems. However, this study focuses on architecture
description languages (ADLs), as well as the concerns (e.g., quality attributes) being
addressed and information (e.g., components, events) being represented in the designed
architectures. The investigation was performed via a SLR based on the guidelines of
Kitchenham and Charters [9]. The results suggest that UML is the most common
language, while safety is the concern that is more often addressed. Despite the variety
of approaches that currently exist, the results also suggest that more attention should be
placed on the description of embedded system architectures. Among the reasons,
Guessi et al. argue that there is a lack of consensus about the most adequate approach
(es) for describing architecture, as well as whether existing approaches are sufficient for
representing the variety of embedded systems.

Nakagawa et al. [18] present the state of the art on architecting approaches for
systems of systems1 (SoS), of which CES are among the most common examples. For
that, an SLR based on the guidelines of Kitchenham and Charters [9] was performed,
investigating the creation, representation, evaluation and evolution of these architec-
tures. The results suggest the existence of several approaches, although most of them
lack maturity and are neither adequately adapted nor widely adopted. In addition,
several application domains (e.g., avionics and space) and quality attributes (e.g.,
security, reliability and performance) are common between SoS and CES.

1 SoS are integrated solutions comprising operationally independent (non-trivial) systems, which are
orchestrated in order to provide a more complex functionality.
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2.4 Comparative Analysis

After presenting related work, it is important to highlight the differences between these
studies and our work. To illustrate these differences, we compare them w.r.t. six
characteristics (Table 1): review type; number of included primary studies; whether the
study focuses on CES or is only indirectly related (i.e., with partial applicability to
CES); whether it considered quality attributes (QA) in the investigation; whether it
considered application domains in the investigation; and the main topic of the inves-
tigation. The review type is an indication of whether the study presents an overview or
a detailed analysis over the main topic (SMS) or it examines more in-depth research
questions (SLR). As presented in Table 1, three other SMSs were performed, although
they were focused in different, yet related, topics. However, these three studies were
not focused on CESs, which reinforces the purpose of our study, as it complements
existing knowledge. Other important aspects of our study include the larger body of
knowledge that has been investigated (due to the broader topic of research), as well as
the consideration of quality attributes and application domains in the investigation.
CESs are used in a variety of application domains and multiple factors affect the
decision-making to select or reuse a design approach. Quality constraints are among the
most relevant factors, as also suggested by related work [8, 17, 18]. Application
domains may also play an important role, as each domain groups a set of common
requirements, that are in turn related to specific quality attributes [8].

Table 1. Comparison between related work and our study.

Study Review
type

Number
of studies

Focus
on
CES?

Investigated
QAs?

Focus on
domains

Main topic

[7] SLR 19 Yes No No Development
process

[8] SMS 23 No Yes Yes Development
process

[12] SLR 97 Yes No No Verification
and validation

[13] SMS 44 No No No Verification
and validation

[16] SMS 104 No No No Software
architecture

[17] SLR 24 No Yes No Software
architecture

[18] SLR 60 No Yes Yes Software
architecture

Ours SMS 258 Yes Yes Yes Design
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3 Review Methodology

Systematic Mapping Studies (SMSs) and Systematic Literature Reviews (SLRs) have
been broadly adopted as systematic research methods to aggregate knowledge. As this
study aims to outline the state-of-the-art on design approaches for CES in a broad
sense, we decided to perform an SMS [15]. The rest of this section describes the
protocol of our SMS, based on the guidelines of Petersen et al. [15].

3.1 Research Scope

The goal of this SMS is described using the Goal-Question-Metrics (GQM) approach
[19], as follows: “analyze existing software engineering literature for the purpose of
characterizing the state of the art with respect to approaches (e.g., processes, methods
and tools) for designing critical embedded systems from the point of view of
researchers and practitioners in the context of software-intensive systems engineer-
ing”. Based on the goal we defined the following research questions (RQs):

RQ1 - What are the proposed approaches for designing CES?
RQ1.1 - Is the nature of these approaches industrial, academic or mixed?
RQ1.2 - What is the purpose of the approach?
RQ2 - What are the application domains where these approaches are applied?
RQ3 - What are the most common critical quality attributes identified in CES
design?
RQ4 - What tools have been used to support CES design?
RQ5 - What are the types of evidence provided in CES design research?

To achieve the aforementioned goal, we must analyze and present the existing body
of knowledge from different perspectives. The most important outcome of this SMS is
the identification and characterization of the approaches that were created and/or used
to design CES (RQ1). As a first step in characterizing the approaches, we consider their
nature and purpose. Next, we look at the application domain (RQ2) which influences
CES design as it often imposes a number of constraints. For example, several appli-
cation domains are bounded by international standards (e.g., DO-178B for aviation).
In addition, these constraints commonly aim at defining critical quality values (e.g.,
safety); thus, design approaches are often targeting those values (e.g., fault tree anal-
ysis). Therefore, investigating the addressed quality attributes (RQ3) is of paramount
importance. Furthermore, multiple tools have been proposed or tailored to support the
design of CES. As the number of CES grows, it is interesting to investigate how this
reflects on the tooling (RQ4), e.g., leading to news tools and adaptation of existing
ones. Finally, it is important to not only classify the approaches, but also assess their
maturity level to inform researchers and practitioners. For that, we analyze the types of
evidence provided within the literature (RQ5).
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3.2 Search Strategy

Considering the research questions, we defined the search strategy, which comprises
the selection of sources for collecting primary studies, as well as the definition of the
scope for the collection.

Sources Selection. We decided to perform an automated search, as a manual search
would be very time-consuming, thus not allowing us to search as many venues. In
addition, by considering digital libraries (through an automated search) we might also
include venues that otherwise we would not be aware of. The following criteria were
adopted to select search sources (i.e., digital libraries): content update (publications are
regularly updated); availability (full text of the papers is available); quality of results
(accuracy of the results returned by the search); and versatility export (since a lot of
information is returned through the search, a mechanism to export the results is
required). These criteria are also discussed by Dieste et al. [20]. The selected sources
for our SMS are: ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, Science Direct, Springer Link
and Scopus. According to Dybå et al. [21], the first four digital libraries are sufficient to
conduct SMSs in the context of software engineering. Furthermore, Scopus was added,
since it is considered to be the largest database of abstracts and citations [9].

Search Scope. As CESs have been the subject of research for a long time, we decided
to not limit the start of the search period based on date of publication. However, we
limit the end date of the search period in order to measure influence of the primary
studies (see Sect. 3.5), considering primary studies published up to two years before
the date of collection. We performed the data collection on March of 2015 and, thus,
collected primary studies published up to March of 2013. Moreover, only primary
studies written in English will be processed in this SMS. Due to automated search, we
also defined a search string for filtering the studies to those that can be potentially
included in the SMS. As we are interested in approaches for CES design, we selected
two main keywords, “Critical Embedded System” and “Approach”, with the respective
related terms. The keywords were chosen to be simple enough to yield a large number
of results and, at the same time, rigorous to cover only the desired research topic. The
final search string is: (“Critical Embedded System” OR “Critical Embedded Systems”
OR “Critical Embedded Software”) AND (“Approach” OR “Approaches” OR
“Method” OR “Methods” OR “Framework” OR “Frameworks” OR “Technique” OR
“Techniques” OR “Process” OR “Processes” OR “Tool” OR “Tooling” OR
“Guideline” OR “Guidelines”).

We clarify that we do not include terms such as “real-time”, “hard real-time” or
“cyber-physical systems”, as they describe a broader range of systems, which
extrapolates the scope of this SMS, and would make the paper selection process
impractical. To validate the search string and, consequently, the papers collected by the
automated search, we performed a manual search in a small number of venues, simi-
larly to determining a quasi-gold standard as proposed by Zhang and Babar [22]. We
selected the venues for the manual search based on their likelihood to publish studies
on CES design: Real-time Systems journal, Digital Avionics Systems Conference
(DASC), and International Conference on Computer Safety, Reliability, and Security
(SAFECOMP). To filter the primary studies for the quasi-gold standard, we considered
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the metadata (i.e., title, keywords and abstract) and full text (when necessary), resulting
in the collection of 23 primary studies. Based on the quasi-gold standard, we adapted
the search string to ensure that all 23 primary studies were included.

3.3 Study Selection

Based on the previously mentioned search strategy, we defined the procedure for
filtering the results of the automated search, selecting the primary studies to be ana-
lyzed in the SMS. The study selection comprises the definition of the criteria for
filtering the papers, both inclusion and exclusion criteria, as well as steps for applying
them. We include a primary study if it: (a) proposes an approach to design CESs;
(b) reports on the use of an approach to design CESs; (c) evaluates an approach to
design CESs; or (d) discusses approach(es) to design CESs. A primary study is
excluded if it is an editorial, position paper, keynote, opinion paper, tutorial, poster or
panel. To promote a common understanding of the selection criteria among the three
involved researchers, we performed a pilot selection on a small subset (50) of the
papers collected from the sources. In this pilot, during a first review round, all
researchers analyzed title, keywords and abstract of all papers and Cohen’s Kappa was
calculated between every pair of researchers (see Fig. 1). We clarify that no previous
discussion was performed in order to evaluate the inclusion and exclusion criteria.
Next, all researchers and authors discussed the criteria and their interpretation. Main
points of this discussion included the boundaries of the design phase, hardware design
and the inclusion of papers that do not propose approaches (e.g., use or discussion).
Finally, in a second review round, the papers are analyzed again, but this time also
considering introduction and conclusion sections (if necessary), and a new calculation
of Cohen’s Kappa was performed (see Fig. 1).

To select the primary studies, we defined a three-step procedure. In every step, the
papers were divided into three sets and three researchers were responsible for reviewing
the papers of two sets. By doing this, we guarantee that every paper was reviewed by
two different people while avoiding all three having to read all papers. When an
inclusion/exclusion decision was conflicting or dubious (e.g., one or both reviewers

Fig. 1. Study selection.
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were not confident), the case was discussed among all authors. The selection steps were
the following: (1) Initial selection: the search string was customized and applied to
each publication source listed in Sect. 3.2. The string terms were searched in the title,
abstract and keywords of all primary studies available in each database and search
engine. As a result, a set of primary studies possibly related to the research topic was
obtained. Based on this set, the title and the abstract of each primary study were read
and evaluated based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The introduction and the
conclusion may also be considered when necessary; (2) Second selection: each of the
previously selected primary studies were read in full-text and analyzed according to
inclusion and exclusion criteria. This step also included the data extraction, which is
discussed in Sect. 3.5; and (3) Snowballing: the references of the studies selected in
step 2 were used to identify extra literature, for which steps 1 and 2 are repeated.

3.4 Keywording

During the first two steps of the selection procedure (see Sect. 3.3), a set of keywords
was collected from each primary study. As proposed by Petersen et al. [15], the
keywording process occurs in two steps:

(1) Identification of Context: While reading the paper, the reviewer identifies any
keywords and concepts that are relevant to describe that particular study. For
example, words that describe the purpose of the approach, code of standards and
names of quality attributes or tools were collected. During this step, reviewers
share topics of keywords (e.g., code of standards) to maintain consistency and
optimize the collection. Differently from Petersen et al. [15], we extended the
searching of keywords to the whole paper, as some relevant keywords have been
identified within the full text at early stages of the study.

(2) Summarization: The keywords are combined in order to create abstractions that
support understanding the body of knowledge under investigation. Examples of
such abstractions are the topics mentioned in the previous step (e.g., standards).
The abstractions also support identifying categories and create a classification
scheme for the primary studies.

We applied keywording not only to classify the primary studies but also to identify
relevant concepts for all research questions, e.g., purpose of tools, application domains
standards and safety integrity levels (SILs).

3.5 Data Extraction and Mapping

During the second selection procedure (see Sect. 3.3), a set of variables were collected
from each primary study to answer the research questions. Similar to selection pro-
cedure, the data collection of every paper involved two researchers and conflicts were
discussed among all authors. The extracted variables are described in Table 2.

The mapping between variables and research questions is provided in Table 3,
accompanied by the analysis method used on the data. The type of evidence (V14)
evaluates the level of evidence of the proposed approach. For that, we adopted the
classification proposed by Alves et al. [23] in order to make the assessment more
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Table 2. Extracted variables.

Variable Description Variable Description

V1 Author(s) V8 Type of paper (conference/journal/book)
V2 Year V9 SMS keywords
V3 Title V10 Approaches to design CES
V4 Source V11 Application domain(s)
V5 Venue V12 Critical quality attributes
V6 Author(s) keywords V13 Nature of the approaches

(industrial/academic/mixed)
V7 Number of citations

per year
V14 Tools to support the approaches
V15 Type of evidence used to develop the

approach

Table 3. Mapping of variables to RQs.

Research
question

Variables
used

Analysis method

RQ1

(Approaches)
V1–V3, V6,
V7, V9–V10

Descriptive Statistics (sum, average, frequency
analyses, etc.)
Classification based on keywording
Heatmap based on classification and year
Crosstabs on classification vs. nature

RQ2 (Application
domains)

V1–V3, V10,
V11

Descriptive Statistics (sum, average, frequency
analyses, etc.)
Heatmap based on application domain and year
Crosstabs on application domain vs. approaches
(classification)

RQ3 (Critical
quality attributes)

V1–V3,
V9–V12

Descriptive Statistics (sum, average, frequency
analyses, etc.)
Heatmap based on critical quality attribute and year
Bubble chart on critical quality attribute vs. approaches
(classification) vs. application domain
Spearman correlation between critical quality attribute
and approaches (classification), and application
domain

RQ4 (Tools) V1–V3, V9,
V10, V14

Descriptive Statistics (sum, average, frequency
analyses, etc.)
Classification based on keywording

RQ5 (Evidence
type)

V1–V3, V9,
V10, V15

Descriptive Statistics (sum, average, frequency
analyses, etc.)
Heatmap based on type of evidence and year
Bubble chart on type of evidence vs. approaches
(classification) vs. application domain
Spearman correlation between type of evidence and
approaches (classification), and application domain
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practical. From weakest to strongest, the classes are: (i) no evidence; (ii) evidence
obtained from demonstration or working out toy examples; (iii) evidence obtained from
expert opinions or observations; (iv) evidence obtained from academic studies (e.g.,
controlled lab experiments); (v) evidence obtained from industrial studies (i.e., studies
are done in industrial environments, e.g., causal case studies); and (vi) evidence
obtained from industrial application (i.e., actual use in industry).

4 Results

In this section, we present the results of the mapping study, highlighting the most
important observations. We note that the complete information from data extraction is
publicly available as part of the supplementary material for this paper [24]. We clarify
that, when necessary, we cite specific primary studies using an “S” (e.g., [S134]). Due
to space limitations, we do not provide the list the primary studies in this manuscript,
but we have made it available as a supplementary material [24].

4.1 Demographic Overview

The distribution of studies, per year, among the different types of publication (con-
ference, journal and book) is depicted in Fig. 2. We clarify that we collected studies
published up to March of 2013 (see Sect. 3.2), resulting on the observed smaller
number in that year. We notice a linear growth in the number of conference papers. The
number of journal articles experiences a growth as well, but not as high. We note that
conference proceedings published as books were counted as conferences, explaining
the small number of book chapters in the chart.

To investigate further potential reasons for the aforementioned growth, we looked
at the venues and checked whether they focus on CES alone, or have a broader scope
(e.g., embedded systems) and only include CES as one of the topics of interest. We
observed that, although a few venues do focus on CES (e.g., Brazilian symposium on
CES), most of the studies were published in other venues, suggesting a shift or growing
interest of the respective (broad) communities towards CES. In addition, we can try to

Fig. 2. Number of filtered studies per year, per type of paper.
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identify the most relevant venues, by looking at their distribution according to two
metrics: number of included studies (Fig. 3a), and number of citations (Fig. 3b). We
chose these metrics, because they reflect distinct features that may draw the attention of
researchers to venues: the size of the CES community within the venue, and the
potential visibility of the study. To investigate the venues, we analyzed how they are
distributed statistically, identifying the high outliers, which in this case indicate popular
venues for CES. We used the software IBM SPSS Statistics to create the box-plots as
well as to identify the outliers, using the stem-and-leaf diagram.

On the one hand, Fig. 3a shows that the vast majority of venues contributed with
one or two papers only, respectively 111 (approx. 70%) and 28 (17.5%). The analysis
suggests that venues that contributed with four papers or more (nine venues) are
exceptional in our dataset. On the other hand, Fig. 3b shows that most venues (85%)
exhibit a maximum average of four citations per paper per year. The analysis of this
metric suggests that venues with an average citation rate of 6.2 or more (15 venues in
total) are also exceptional. Thus, we identified a set of 22 exceptional venues, which,
due to space limitations, is presented in the supplementary material [24].

4.2 Design Approaches

As shown in the previous section we were able to collect a large number of studies.
Therefore, it is infeasible to present all collected approaches here. For that reason, we
decided to present the results as a summary based on the types of approaches that were
found, which are based on a classification scheme (presented below). In addition, we
present some details on the most relevant approaches, i.e., those with the most citations,
identified by using the number of citations according to Google Scholar. To avoid
omitting relatively new papers (i.e. those that did not have enough time to receive
citations), we considered the number of citations per year. In the next subsections, we
elaborate on this classification scheme and results.

Classification Scheme. The design phase in a development lifecycle is often elusive,
in the sense that it is typically hard to determine the boundaries of design with respect
to the other lifecycle phases. In embedded systems development, including systems

Fig. 3. Box-plot of venues based on (a) number of studies and (b) citations per paper per year.
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with harder constraints such as CES, this is no exception. However, in order to classify
the design approaches, it is necessary to identify the parts of the development lifecycle
that approaches belong to, i.e., their purpose. It is widely accepted that the design phase
includes activities that translate requirements into software/hardware elements, with
their respective responsibilities, excluding the actual implementation of these elements
(source code) [1, 25, 26]. To initialize our classification scheme, we collected the
keywords obtained from the keywording process (see Sect. 3.4) and filtered those that
regard the purpose of approaches. Next, we grouped the keywords by similarity, trying
to organize them in a hierarchical fashion, also creating a generic design flow2.
However, it was not possible to derive such hierarchical organization, as we were not
able to identify or define a flow that was sufficiently generic to accommodate the
extracted approaches. This is due to the high heterogeneity of domains, requirements,
and platforms for which CES are designed [1]. Therefore, we decided to organize our
keywords based on a simplified design flow proposed by Marwedel [1], which is meant
to generically represent the design activities of an ES.

To create our classification scheme, we successfully mapped the identified key-
words into some elements of the design flow proposed by Marwedel [1], and assessed
whether or not the relationship between the keywords were consistent with the
description of the simplified design flow. By the end of the keyword mapping, we were
able to derive five types of activity representing general purposes, as well as scope
them and their relationships. The final classification scheme is presented in Fig. 4, in
which rectangles represent each general purpose, and arrows show the flow of design
artifacts. Moreover, smaller rectangles (i.e., Optimization and Test) represent auxiliary
purposes that are special for the design of embedded systems. The approaches are
grouped according to how they modify the system’s design, rather than based on a
logical sequence of activities. In addition, common activities in embedded system
design are also clearly placed within the classification (e.g., scheduling is placed within
Application mapping). The main characteristic of this kind of classification is that it is
artifact-centric, i.e., the artifacts dictate what activities may be performed (i.e., what

Fig. 4. Classification scheme.

2 A design flow is the sequence of specific activities (with respective approaches) to design a system.
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purposes they serve), rather than the other way around [1]. The five general purposes
are described as follows:

• Specification: these activities formalize constraints (e.g., safety requirements) in the
design. They define the scope/boundaries of the design. To draw a parallel, this type
of activity is similar to the analysis in a software architecture design flow [27].
Common examples are formal specification languages, such as Z.

• Application Mapping: these activities generate new (partial) design information.
A series of mappings are applied in order to refine the design from a more abstract
representation to platform-specific design. In a software architecture design flow,
this type of activity is similar to architecture synthesis [27]. Common approaches
encompass: mapping of operations to concurrent tasks; mapping of operations to
HW/SW; compilation; or scheduling.

• Evaluation & Validation: similarly to the evaluation in a software architecture
design flow [27], these activities evaluate design elements w.r.t. the objectives (e.g.
provide a proper scheduling of tasks) and validate a design description against other
descriptions. Examples of approaches are algorithms or analysis frameworks for
comparing models that tackle different quality attributes, as well as simulations.

• Optimization: these activities perform design tuning according to stated objectives.
Examples of approaches are HL transformation and energy optimizations.

• Test: these activities include test generation and testability evaluation. They are
included in design iterations if testability issues are already considered during the
design steps. Tests are run after the design phase.

This classification is sufficiently robust for expressing different software, hardware
and SW/HW design flows, including prominent ones such as the V-Model [28] and the
design flow provided with SpecC [29]. Finally, it is important to clarify that approaches
may serve several purposes. For example, some architecture modeling languages are
able to perform both application mapping and specification.

Summary of Design Approaches. To analyze the extracted approaches, we classified
each of them into one or more of the aforementioned general purposes. In addition,
some studies presented entire design flows and, therefore, we also considered it as a
category for the classification. Figure 5 depicts a heat map that shows the number of
studies, per year, discussing approaches from each category.

Fig. 5. Number of studies, per year, containing approaches from each category.
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In this heat map, darker shades of grey represent bigger numbers, which are pre-
sented as well. For example, in 2011, 23 studies that contain approaches for application
mapping were published. One can notice that most attention has been given to
approaches for Application Mapping and Evaluation & Validation, which is under-
standable because approaches that serve this purpose encompass most of the design
flow of an embedded system. Approaches for Specification of CES design were also
presented in a considerable number of studies. Such interest is explained by the
necessity of unambiguously representing the different aspects of CES (e.g., safety,
components, security) in a variety of platforms (e.g., time/event-triggered and mixed
architectures, and communication protocols). Table 4 presents the number of studies in
each category, grouped by nature (i.e., academic, industrial or mixed). The table also
presents the number of citations per year, for the entire set of studies. By exploring this
table, one can notice that most of the studies were performed in an academic setting,
followed by mixed and industrial settings, respectively; this is understandable as the
included venues are more academic than industrial. In addition, solutions are normally
proposed and explored in academic studies before they are applied in industry.
However, there is one interesting observation to highlight. The mixed setting does not
follow the same trend of the academic and industrial settings (which are in accordance
to Fig. 5): studies performed in collaboration between academia and industry were
mostly focused on Evaluation & Validation approaches, rather than Application
Mapping, suggesting that the main interest of academic-industrial collaborations may
be for evaluation & validation approaches. This finding may be partially explained by
analyzing the number of citations per year. This number tends to follow the number of
studies in the categories (i.e., more studies would result in more citations). However,
there is one exception to that: industrial studies have more citations than mixed studies,
w.r.t. approaches for Application Mapping, possibly due to increased industrial interest.
By investigating the approaches we observed that: (a) almost all studies propose or
consider formal approaches; (b) model-driven and component-based approaches are

Table 4. Classification of included studies by type of activity and nature.

Type of activity Metric Nature Total
Academic Industrial Mixed

Design flow Number of studies 16 6 6 28
Citations/year 65,05 8,71 18,48 92,25

Specification Number of studies 44 11 16 71
Citations/year 181,84 31,30 39,50 252,64

Application mapping Number of studies 97 21 32 150
Citations/year 298,42 85,97 72,33 456,72

Evaluation & validation Number of studies 74 17 36 127
Citations/year 232,66 22,33 73,50 328,49

Optimization Number of studies 11 1 2 14
Citations/year 28,81 0,12 3,19 32,11

Testing Number of studies 7 2 4 13
Citations/year 31,96 2,40 6,83 41,19
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preferred for tackling CES problems, specially due to the facilitation of (semi-) auto-
matic verification and code generation; and (c) one of the most prominent challenges in
designing CES, is the design of systems with mixed-criticality (i.e., critical and non-
critical elements co-existing within the same system). In the following, we present the
most important observations regarding each of the categories.

Multiple design flows have been proposed so far, which is in accordance to the high
heterogeneity of CES. Each design flow aims at tackling specific problems, such as
multi-tasking in multi-periodic synchronization [S206] or reliability-driven design in
CES with mixed criticality [S257]. The most important observation is that the majority
of the design flows didn’t provide a complete lifecycle. They rather described how to
tackle the specific issue within the system design. These incomplete flows are not
surprising because every single CES entails a rather unique set of requirements that are
tackled by combining different approaches. The most relevant studies are a generic
design flow (from 1997) that served as inspiration to other flows [S16] and a safety-
oriented and component-based design flow for vehicular systems [S102]. Approaches
for design specification consist mostly of (semi-)formal languages or notations for
representing different types of problems, such as specific forms of scheduling [S117,
S225], or classes of constraints (commonly related to quality attributes such as safety or
reliability) [S87, S244]. We highlight that most studies presenting specification
approaches (approx. 80%) also presented approaches with other purposes (e.g.,
application mapping or evaluation & validation). The most relevant studies include the
specification of time constraints in systems with mixed criticality [S225] and formal
specification of safety constraints on higher-level design [S180].

The majority of the studies involve a variety of approaches for Application Map-
ping. Among these studies, approx. 30% proposed architectural approaches, i.e.,
architectures [S35, S94] or approaches for designing architectures (e.g., styles or pat-
terns) [S121, S166]. We highlight that in the context of CES, communication archi-
tecture (e.g., time-triggered architecture [S35]) is a more relevant kind of architecture,
due to its relevance on evaluating the hard constraints CES are subject to. In fact, this
relevance is also evident by another common topic: scheduling of tasks/components,
which corresponds to approx. 21% of the studies. Scheduling poses several challenges,
from guaranteeing of time allocation to specific components, to integration with other
models (e.g., fault-tolerance) to provide more accurate scheduling. Another common
topic is software patterns, corresponding to approx. 9% of the studies, among which,
design patterns were the most investigated [S105, S106, S137, S160, S259], followed
by architectural [S121, S201], fault-tolerance [S191] and process patterns [S240]. As
for the remainder of the studies, other scattered topics can be observed, from which the
most recent/recurrent encompass approaches for modeling components w.r.t. various
critical constraints (e.g., safety) and integration of models. The most relevant studies
include the time-triggered architecture [S35], remote agent architecture [S13], a
component-based approach for modeling safety [S102] and an approach for scheduling
of mixed-criticality workload [S164].

Approaches for Evaluation & Validation comprise mostly formal methods for
evaluating specific aspects of the design, such as scheduling of tasks [S51, S140,
S225], fault-tolerance [S151, S192] and safety requirements [S74, S102]. In addition,
there is a growing interest on model-driven approaches and object-oriented design.
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Classical approaches for verifying safety and reliability (e.g., fault-tree analysis – FTA
– and failure mode and effects analysis) have been adapted to new design paradigms.
For example, a component-based FTA was proposed in [S128] aiming at facilitating
the certification of systems by reusing certified components. In addition, exploratory-
based evaluation approaches (e.g., prototyping and simulation) are also broadly
explored in order to evaluate designs [S21, S102, S168, and S216]. The most relevant
studies present formal approaches for evaluating reliability and safety [S8, S225], as
well as safety evaluation based on simulation [S102].

Finally, regarding Optimization and Testing approaches, the approaches are used
for the same reason: improving the evaluation & validation of the designed systems
[S51, S186, and S261]. Most of the approaches, including the most relevant approa-
ches, tackle time constraints [S51, S248] and fault-tolerance issues [S48, S151].

4.3 Application Domains

The results on application domains suggest that the most studies (approx. 57%) report
generic approaches, from which approx. 9% showed examples on specific application
domains, e.g., automotive [S149, S257] and avionics [S225, S166]. Figure 6 presents
the distribution of the studies, per year, according to the application domains. For
comparison purposes, we plot the amount of studies reporting generic approaches. We
note that studies that report approaches for specific domains often refer to more than
one domain, e.g., support the design of avionic and space systems [S161].

By observing Fig. 6, we notice that, besides constituting the majority, the number
of studies reporting generic approaches is growing more than for any specific domain.
This may suggest a trend or intention to work on unified technologies for developing
CES. However, we also notice that the combined number of studies that focus on
specific domains comprise almost half (approx. 48%) of the papers. Among the specific
domains: avionics and automotive present the biggest growth. On the one hand,
avionics is historically among the first application domains of CES and contains special
regulations, which make the interchange of approaches more difficult. On the other
hand, the automotive industry has been going through a series of technological inno-
vations to provide several new features such as autonomous driving.

Fig. 6. Number of studies per application domain, per year.
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To further analyze the influence of application domains on design approaches, we
classified the primary studies according to their purpose. Table 5 presents the distri-
bution of studies in each application domain among the five general purposes. We note
that approaches serving more than one general purpose are counted for each of them.
Based on Table 5, we observe that the distribution of studies on the application
domains tend to be similar to the general distribution (Table 4). However, there is an
exception for the medical and defense domains, as most studies report approaches for
evaluation & validation rather than for application mapping. This may be either related
to the low number of studies, or suggests a focus on this type of activity, perhaps
motivated by specific industry standards or requirements of these domains. Another
exception is that in the robotics domain the number of approaches for application
mapping is quite higher (almost double) compared to evaluation & validation. Such
disparity may be related to a larger variety of potential systems designs (large design
space), which could result in more possibilities for mapping elements of the system.
The disparity may also be related to a less regulated application domain that could in
turn facilitate new design ideas to be implemented or experimented with.

4.4 Quality Attributes

CES are subject to constraints on critical quality attributes (CQA). In this section, we
report on the CQAs that are tackled within each primary study, using the original terms
of CQAs that are used in the studies (i.e. those terms used by the authors). Even though
some qualities are similar (e.g. dependability, fault-tolerance and reliability) we have
not tried to merge them. Our goal is not to create a new quality model, but to simply
present how authors express the hard-constraints of CES. However, we checked
whether each term has the same or similar definition among the authors (e.g., if security
is always used to convey the same concerns). We further discuss the relationship
between CQAs and their definition in Sect. 5.1. We note that each study may tackle
one or more CQAs. In Fig. 7, we present the number of studies, per year, tackling each
critical quality attribute. We excluded two CQAs from this chart (power constraints and
correctness) due to low number of papers (6 and 7, respectively).

Table 5. Classification of primary studies by domain and purpose.

Domain Purpose
Design
flow

Specification Application
mapping

Evaluation &
validation

Optimization Test

Automotive 7 11 31 22 2 2
Avionics 7 20 32 30 0 4
Defense 0 1 1 4 0 1
Medical 0 1 1 3 0 0
Railway 3 5 7 7 0 2
Robotics 2 3 13 6 0 1
Space 5 8 13 12 0 3
Generic 13 36 77 61 13 5
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By observing Fig. 7, one can notice that the interest in the different CQAs has
grown in a similar fashion, except for safety, which shows higher growth. Such interest
is not surprising, as safety is a very common and challenging concern among CQAs. In
addition, the emergence and/or growth of application domains such as automotive,
home automation, unmanned vehicles (e.g., drones) that are intrinsically centered on
safety, have likely contributed to the observed growth. It is also relevant to point out
that, although less intense, the interest in timeliness and reliability has also grown more
than the remaining CQAs. The aforementioned arguments regarding safety, may also
explain this observation. For example, the interest in multi-core platforms, as well as
systems with mixed-criticality requires careful scheduling of tasks, and assurance that
no interference between system parts with different criticality.

To further characterize the primary studies, we investigate them with respect to
purpose and application domain. In Fig. 8, we present a bubble chart that depicts the
distribution of the studies, based on CQAs (Y axis), with regards to the general purpose

Timeliness includes timing, and time-behavior
Fault-tolerance includes error-tolerance

Fig. 7. Number of studies tackling quality attributes, per year.

Fig. 8. Classification of studies based on quality attribute, purpose, and application domain.
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(X axis—left side) and the application domain (X axis—right side). The size of the
bubble represents the number of studies, which is shown inside the bubble. On the one
hand, the distribution of studies among purposes, for each CQA, is similar compared to
each other as well as compared to the general data (see Sect. 4.2). To confirm that, we
calculated the spearman correlation between every pair of CQA and against the general
data. All results were statistically significant and showed strong correlation (minimum
coefficient of 0.899). This suggests that the distribution of research effort among dif-
ferent purposes is independent of CQAs. On the other hand, it is possible to observe a
variation in the distribution of studies among application domains. For example, we
notice that dependability displays a higher interest on the automotive domain (i.e.,
approx. 20% of the papers tackle this CQA), when compared against the average
number of papers on dependability across domains (9%). We further investigated this
observation by calculating the correlation between every pair of CQA, which showed
that dependability has a weaker correlation with other CQAs (e.g., 0.667 with per-
formance). This may suggest that these application domains are characterized by dif-
ferent constraints for the respective CQAs.

4.5 Tools

During the data extraction, we observed that approx. 53% of the papers either proposed
or explicitly mentioned the use of specific tools. We also identified several Reference
Technology Platforms (RTPs) [30], which consist of a set of approaches (e.g., methods,
workflows) and tools providing a generic solution that can be tailored to various
applications. The RTPs extracted in our study are all part of large projects involving
multiple partners from both academia and industry. In total, we identified 147 tools of
different kinds (e.g., CAD, model checkers, tool suites, etc.) and with various purposes
(e.g., specification, application mapping, etc.). In addition, we noticed that some
specification and/or modeling languages are an important part for many of these tools,
e.g., serving as input format and base of the tool, or as exchange format between
different tools. Therefore, we considered it relevant to include these languages in the
results. Due to the number of identified tools, we summarized the results based on the
general purposes presented in Sect. 4.2.

Table 6 shows the number of tools identified for each category (i.e., purpose).
Within each category, we were able to define certain subcategories of tools representing
specific purposes. We note that we include RTPs and IDEs (Integrated Development
Environment), into the Design Flow category, as they support entire sets of activities.
We also note that similar to approaches every tool may be classified in more than one
category, e.g., a modeling tool that can import and export different models (i.e.,
Application Mapping category) as well as analyze them (i.e., Evaluation & Verification
category). Furthermore, we note that the number of tools for subcategories do not
necessarily add up to the number of the parent category. On the one hand, we only
present subcategories with at least 3 tools (i.e. there were more subcategories with only
1 or 2 tools). On the other hand, tools may serve more than one purpose, which also
affects subcategories. For example, SPIN is a verification tool with model checking and
simulation capabilities, thus, counting for two subcategories. In the following we
provide a brief description and the purpose of some relevant tools/languages, which we
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identified based on the number of studies referring to the tool/language, as well as on
the amount of citations these studies have. Due to space limitations a detailed dis-
cussion of tools and languages is omitted from this manuscript, but discussed in detail,
in the supplementary material [24].

Summary of Languages. In Table 7, we list the top five recurrent languages within
the primary studies, i.e., those discussed by three or more papers. We consider these
languages relevant also due to the amount of citations obtained by the studies that refer
to them. We observed that most languages are mentioned indirectly, i.e. not being the
focus of the paper. For example, the Promela language is recurrent because researchers
are interested in the SPIN verification tool, which defines models in Promela. In
addition, most languages are also not specific to CES, although they are heavily used
for this class of systems. Languages (e.g., Z) were created to enable representation of
formal/mathematical constraints, which are common to CES.

Summary of Tools. The top five tools according to the number of studies and citations
are presented in Table 8. We observe that most tools are not specific to designing CES.
We believe this is related to the fact that most tools in this list have Evaluation &
Validation purposes. Tools from this category, are mainly focused on ensuring the hard

Table 6. Summary of identified tools.

Purpose Number of tools

Design flow 12
IDE 6
RTP 6
Specification 15
Notation/specification language 12
Programming language 3
Application mapping 35
Cad 14
Model transformation 5
Evaluation & validation 32
Simulation 9
Model checking 9
Optimization 1
Testing 2

Table 7. Highlighted languages.

Language Number of studies Number of citations CES specific

AADL 20 294 Yes
Promela 7 162 No
SystemC 7 51 No
Z 5 153 No
EAST-ADL 3 19 Yes
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constrains imposed w.r.t. meeting critical quality attributes; such CQAs are not par-
ticular to CES only. Finally, we notice that the tools focused on CES are mostly
(a) from the Application Mapping category (e.g., modelling tools and schedulers),
which are specialized for one or a group of application domains; and (b) RTPs and
IDEs, which are tailored for this class of systems, and normally include some tools that
are not specific to CES (e.g., verification tools).

4.6 Evidence Type

To investigate the maturity of the primary studies, we considered the type of evidence
they provide. For that, we use the classification proposed by Alves et al. [23], as
mentioned in Sect. 3.5. At the lowest level, the primary study does not provide any
evidence, whereas at the highest level, the study provides evidence from actual use of
the approach within an industrial application. In Fig. 9, we present the distribution of
the primary studies, per year, according to the evidence type. By observing Fig. 9, one
can notice that the amount of studies that provide evidence from academic studies has
been growing considerably, exhibiting the highest growth among the six types of
evidence. This also reflects the fact that most primary studies (approx. 55%) are sup-
ported by such type of evidence. This result is understandable, as studies performed in
academic settings usually have a lower threshold to conduct than those performed in
industrial settings. In addition, considering the hard constraints of CES, multiple
studies may need to take place before a mature technology emerges and industrial
studies can be performed. Interestingly, the second most common type of evidence is
industrial studies (approx. 20%), which is one step further according to the classifi-
cation of Alves et al. [23], and may suggest successful transition of a fair number of
technologies to industrial maturity level.

Table 8. Highlighted tools.

Tool Number of studies Number of citations CES specific

Simulink 15 132 No
UPPAAL 8 79 No
DECOS 7 164 Yes
SPIN 7 162 No
NuSMV 4 112 No

Fig. 9. Number of studies per type of evidence, per year.
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Another interesting observation is that most studies are distributed among higher
levels of evidence (academic studies, industrial studies and industrial applications).
This may be, again, a consequence of the hard constraints imposed to CES, as tackling
them would require stronger evidence to support the reported results. Another com-
plimentary reason may be that embedded systems have been extensively investigated
already, and management of hard constraints is not a new research topic for this class of
system. Therefore, much of the exploratory research that has been done for embedded
systems is now reused to investigate CES. To further investigate the evidence type, we
classified the studies according to the purpose that their approaches serve, as well as the
application domain. Similar to Figs. 8, Fig. 10 depicts the distribution of the studies,
based on evidence type (Y axis), with respect to the purpose (X axis—left side) and the
application domain (X axis—right side).

When verifying the distribution according to purpose, we observe that it follows a
similar trend to that of the general data (presented in Sect. 4.2). We checked this
hypothesis by calculating the correlation between each pair of evidence type, which
showed a minimum correlation coefficient of 0.900. Conversely, while a visual
inspection of the distribution according to domain suggests similarities between evi-
dence types, the statistical correlation reveals minor differences between types of
evidence, with coefficients varying from 0.500 to 0.927. These minor differences
suggest that the application domain may affect what kind of research is performed.

Fig. 10. Classification of studies based on evidence type, purpose, and application domain.
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5 Discussion

5.1 Relationship Between Quality Attributes

The approaches investigated in this mapping study tackle various CQAs, as presented
in Sect. 4.4. While investigating this research question (RQ3), we recorded the CQAs
as used by the authors, i.e., we neither grouped nor merged any quality attributes, based
on the definition used or implied in the primary studies. However, it is undeniable that
some CQAs are related and, therefore, the identified quality attributes should be further
investigated/synthesized. In this subsection, we group CQAs that have a similar or
related meaning and map them to a quality model. For this purpose, we consider:
(a) the SQuaRE quality model [31] which is a well-known quality model adopted by
both researchers and practitioners; and (b) the ISO/IEC/IEEE vocabulary for system
and software engineering [32], which is used within SQuaRE and provides additional
definitions. We note that other quality models could be used to map the CQAs and that
we do not assume that SQuaRE is the best model. We selected this model due to our
experience with it and the possibility to fit all our recorded CQAs and observed
terminologies. In Table 9 we present the CQAs identified in this study (presented in
Sect. 4.4) on the right, and the characteristic (i.e., quality attribute) from SQuaRE to
which they are mapped on the left. We note that SQuaRE presents a set of charac-
teristics (left column of Table 9) and sub-characteristics (e.g. sub-characteristics of
Performance Efficiency are Time Behavior, Resource Utilization and Capacity), which
were both used to map CQAs. In addition, a CQA can be directly related if the terms
are equivalent (e.g., safety maps to freedom from risk), or indirectly related if it is one
of the aspects of the main quality attribute (e.g., correctness is a sub-characteristic of
Functional suitability) or if it is related to one of them (e.g., energy efficiency regards
Resource utilization, i.e., sub-characteristic of performance).

Correctness and security are directly mapped, since they similarly referred in the
primary studies. However, the grouping of the remainder CQAs is not as straightfor-
ward. Performance efficiency is defined as the degree to which functionalities are
delivered within given constraints [31], i.e., how well the system uses its resources to

Table 9. Grouping and mapping of critical quality attributes.

CQA from SQuaRE Identified CQA

Functional suitability Correctness
Security Security
Performance efficiency Performance

Energy efficiency
Timeliness

Reliability Reliability
Fault tolerance
Dependability

Freedom from risk Safety
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accomplish the designed functions. This definition encompasses the interpretations of
performance, energy efficiency, and timeliness among the primary studies. Fault tol-
erance is a well-known aspect of reliability and the interpretations of the authors meet
the definition of the sub-characteristic in SQuaRE (also named Fault tolerance).
Although dependability is commonly addressed as a separate quality attribute, we
decided to map it to Reliability. Dependability is not part of SQuaRE but it is explained
within the description of reliability. It comprises a more subjective definition, which is
not easily quantifiable, and reflects whether or not a system can be trusted [32]. Due to
its subjective definition, dependability is commonly improved through addressing
other, more objective, quality attributes that can contribute to the trustworthiness of the
system, in particular, reliability, maintainability, and availability. By observing the
primary studies of our mapping, it is also clear that dependability is commonly used as
proxy to other quality attributes, in particular, aspects of reliability, such as fault
tolerance. Therefore, since the primary studies exploit dependability mostly as a proxy
to reliability, we decided to group them together. Safety is another subjective CQAs,
which is mentioned within SQuaRE’s model for quality in use, i.e., how well the
product can be used by specific users [31]. Similar to dependability, safety is com-
monly used as a proxy to other quality attributes, although not always the same ones.
Particularly, safety is related to the avoidance of hazardous situations (i.e., that lead to
endangerment of humans, environment or properties), which can originate from various
sources, depending on the system. In our study, we identified connections between
safety and various aspects: security [S215], performance, correctness [S50, S198] and
fault-tolerance [S50, S84]. For example, when using a Time-Triggered Architecture
(TTA) for communication (instead of an event-triggered one), timeliness become a
safety threat.

In summary, CQAs as defined in primary studies are uniformly understood (i.e.
their definitions are the same or similar across the studies) and that some can be
grouped based on similarity. This culminated into the identification of five attributes:
Functional Suitability, Security, Performance efficiency, Reliability, and Safety
(Freedom from risk). We acknowledge that other CQAs may exist in individual cases
depending on application-specific constraints. However, these five QA are by far the
most recurrent ones. We also noticed that Safety is more abstract, since it depends on
other CQAs. Therefore, is achieved by meeting requirements related to other CQAs.
Furthermore, we note that identifying these CQAs is not always a trivial task as
different components in the same systems may pose different constraints, i.e., may be
subject to different kinds of hazards. A common approach to handle this mixed criti-
cality is the use of integrity levels [33], which reflect the degree of compliance within a
certain characteristic. Components with different integrity levels will be subject to
different safety checks, which may also reflect the different concerns of that level. For
example, the drive-by-wire feature is subject to hard reliability checks, while GPS
navigation should only be assured to not interfere with the critical components.
Therefore, it is important to identify and monitor the CQAs that are tightly related to
safety.
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5.2 Domain-Specific Research for CES

In Sect. 4.3 through Sect. 4.6, we presented an overview of the primary studies with
respect to application domains, as well as how other facets (e.g., evidence type) related
to domains. In summary, we did not notice major differences across application
domains regarding which CQAs are the most relevant. This observation might be an
indication that CQA-related challenges in CES are common to all application domains
and have similar relevance. The only difference we observed was that studies focused
on the automotive domain seem more concerned about dependability rather than
reliability. However, these two fall under the umbrella quality of reliability in the
SQuaRE model (see Sect. 5.1). Furthermore, we also notice that domains may influ-
ence the kind of research that is performed; for example, most studies on medical and
defense domains focused on approaches for evaluation & validation rather than
application mapping (as the general trend).

The difference between domains becomes clearer when looking at the type of
evidence that studies provide (see Sect. 4.6). We separated the studies into three groups
and verified their distribution among the different types of evidence (see Fig. 11). The
three groups consist of studies that: (a) focus on a specific domain; (b) do not focus on
any domain but present an example of application on a specific domain; and (c) neither
focus nor present an example on specific domains. We notice that application domains
become more relevant when a technology is being transferred to industry, as the two
rightmost types of evidence (Industrial Study and Industrial Application) account
mostly for studies that focus on application domains.

It is understandable that studies conducted with industrial partners or in an
industrial setting are focused on specific domains, as companies are by and large
interested into applying approaches on certain products, which in turn fall under
specific domains. As expected, generic approaches that solve domain-independent
problems are first validated in academic settings, and subsequently find applications in
industry that in turn customize and validate them in specific application domains. The
opposite is also possible: there are also technologies that initially emerge as domain-
specific solutions and are later applied to other domains. For example, the Architecture

Fig. 11. Distribution of studies according to type of evidence and application domain.
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Analysis and Design Language (AADL) was standardized by the Society of Auto-
motive Engineers (SAE) with focus on the avionics domain3 and is currently being
applied in other CES domains.

5.3 Relationships Among Approaches, Tools, and Languages

The data analysis in this SMS resulted in the identification of many concepts related to
the research questions, namely approaches, tools, languages, critical quality attributes,
and application domains, as well as relationships between them. While we were able to
present and discuss all CQAs and application domains found in the primary studies (see
Sects. 4.3, 4.4, 5.1 and 5.2), the amounts of approaches, tools and languages was too
large to present and discuss all concepts and relationships. To tackle this issue, we
created a concept map to help us visualize these approaches, tools, and languages and
identify relevant findings.

The concept map was created as a webpage that features an interactive interface,
which is available4. To avoid loss of information, we also created a text version of the
concept map. The text version and source code of the web version are available within
the supplementary material [24]. In Fig. 12, we show a screenshot of the concept map
and its interface. The concept map consists of a network in which nodes represent
concepts and edges relationships. Each type of concept (i.e., approach, tool or lan-
guage) is represented by an icon for easy identification. Upon clicking on a concept, an
information panel is prompted on the right side, showing: (a) name of the concept,
which is a link if a URL (Uniform Resource Locator) is available (shown by the chain
icon next to the name); (b) a brief description of the concept; (c) the list of purposes,
according to our classification scheme; and (d) a list of relationships (i.e., links)
attributed to the concept. The relationship between concepts can be of two types:

Fig. 12. Screenshot of the concept map interactive interface. (Color figure online)

3 Note that SAE does not limit itself to the automotive domain.
4 http://feitosa-daniel.github.io/sms-ces-design.
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“use/is used” (e.g., “Polychrony uses Sigale to provide specification … of discrete
controllers”), or “is kind of” (e.g., “SystemC is a subset of C++”).

The interface also provides a feature to filter concepts based on name, type of
concepts, or purpose. Upon typing on the name field or selecting type of concept or
purpose, the filtered items are highlighted in red (see Fig. 12). For example, in the
screenshot we typed “sigali” and the tool “Sigali” was automatically highlighted (the
search looks for partial matches and is not case sensitive). After that, we clicked on the
node, which prompted the information panel on the right. Finally, the interface is
responsive, i.e., it adapts to different screen sizes (e.g., smartphones), which improves
the usability of the concepts map.

Based on the concept map, we can make several observations. However, due to
space limitations, we provide only one of them, also explaining how we identified it.
We note that the main purpose of the concept map is to support the investigation of its
concepts by third-parties and, therefore, we encourage the reader to further analyze it.
The Architecture Analysis and Design Language (AADL) appears to be a rather mature
technology. The results of the study showed that AADL is cited in multiple papers (see
Sect. 4.5). In addition, by looking at the concept map we notice a fair number of related
concepts (see Fig. 13) when compared against the average of 2.13 edges per node, and
we notice that there are related concepts that serve different purposes: (a) specification,
(b) application mapping, and (c) evaluation & validation. In particular, there is a toolset
that is able to read AADL models, tools to evaluate AADL models and a language
(EAST-ADL) that is partially derived from AADL.

5.4 Implications to Researchers and Practitioners

The results and discussion presented in this SMS have potential value for both
researchers and practitioners. The information compiled in this study may support
readers that want to get acquainted with the design process of CES or may be interested
in specific outcomes, e.g., identified CQAs and how they are tackled by primary
studies. Researchers can use the information in this SMS to identify work that is related
or that can contribute to theirs, as well as identify opportunities for future work. For
example, researchers interested in a specific application domain have access pointers to

Fig. 13. Part of the concept map surrounding AADL.
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the existing literature, as well as how studies are distributed within the domain. We
envisage similar learning opportunities to practitioners, through a more practical per-
spective. For example, practitioners can investigate a tool that is being considered for
the designing of a new system or investigate the ecosystem around an approach, i.e.,
tools and related approaches.

In addition, we specifically aimed at the reuse of the information collected during
our SMS when we created the concept map, which contains the complete set of
approaches, tools and languages. Based on the information and features provided by
the user interface, we believe that the concept map is valuable to both practitioners and
researchers. Regarding practitioners, it can be used to support the exploration of
problem and solution spaces while designing CESs. For example, using filters, one is
able to search for approaches and or tools that fit the requirements of the systems (e.g.,
model-checking of models specified in SIGNAL). Also, if one has decided for a
specific approach or tool, she can also explore related concepts and identify alternatives
or tools that support the approach (e.g., tools that evaluate Binary Decision Diagrams).
Regarding researchers, the concept map helps identifying potential links between
different research results. For example, researchers interested into investigating a cer-
tain approach can use the concept map to easily visualize some of the involved
approaches and tools that support it. We note that despite our great effort on collecting
and analyzing the selected studies, the concepts and relationships presented in this map
do not present the entire set of approaches, tools and languages available to design
CES. Therefore, we hope that by providing access to the concept map, we can support
others on developing it even further.

6 Threats to Validity

Concerning studies identification, the main threat is that the automatic search may not
have been able to collect all relevant primary studies, i.e., the search string was not as
inclusive as necessary or the considered digital libraries did not include all relevant
venues. To mitigate this risk, we defined a gold standard and ensured that the automatic
search returned all papers in the gold standard. In addition, we included digital libraries
of the main publishers in the topic, and Scopus, which indexes papers from additional
venues. Another potential threat is that the inclusion and exclusion criteria may have
left relevant studies out of the final set of primary studies. This was mitigated not only
by the usage of the gold standard but also by having key points of our protocol (e.g.,
inclusion and exclusion criteria) inspected by other external researchers with experi-
ence in CES. To mitigate risks related to data collection and analysis, we considered
several strategies. The filtering of papers and data extraction involved at least two
researchers on every step, while there were extensive discussions on topics such as
selection criteria and understanding of CES terminology. In addition, the alignment of
researchers involved in these steps where verified by calculating the Cohen’s kappa
coefficient between them. For data analysis, we applied frequency analysis, cross-
tabulation and statistical tests, which are less prone to researcher bias. However, we
acknowledge that our results are limited to the set of design approaches, CQAs, and
application domains that were discussed in the collected primary studies. Although
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considering non-peer-reviewed literature was out of the scope of our SMS, we argue
that the digital libraries we considered, do catalog most of the work relevant to the
research of CES design.

Finally, to mitigate replicability threats, the steps of our study were clearly stated in
our protocol and can be reproduced by other researchers. However, we acknowledge
that the reproduction of the SMS by other researchers may lead to slight different sets
of primary studies due to biases, e.g., when applying the inclusion and exclusion
criteria. We mitigated this threat to some extent by comprehensively documenting
faced challenges and decisions made upon them. Thus, despite some potential minor
differences, we believe that the results and observations would be predominantly
similar in replication studies.

7 Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a Systematic Mapping Study (SMS) on designing Critical
Embedded Systems (CES) that investigated five facets: (a) approaches for designing
CES; (b) application domains for which these approaches are developed; (c) Critical
Quality Attributes (CQAs) considered on these approaches; (d) tools used for designing
CES; and (e) type of evidence provided by these approaches. We considered five digital
libraries and collected an initial amount of 1673 primary studies, which were then
filtered, resulting in 269 selected primary studies. Subsequently, we extracted and
analyzed all data necessary to answer our research questions.

The results of our SMS show that the body of knowledge on designing CES is vast,
and this is partially due to the overlap of knowledge with other classes of systems such
as hard real-time systems. Results also suggest that the CQAs that are relevant to the
design of CES, are common for this whole class of systems, i.e. they are mostly
independent of application domain. The main contributions of our work are the clas-
sification scheme for approaches and tooling, the provided collection of CQAs and
approaches (with associated tools), as well as the webpage that supports exploring this
information. We believe that both researchers and practitioners can benefit from these
contributions, taking advantage of our provided overview of this vast body of
knowledge; they can thus focus on more relevant tasks such as identification of related
and future work, and exploration of problem and solution spaces. Based on our results
and observations we envisage several opportunities for future work. Among them, we
highlight the possibility of investigating approaches that might be potentially beneficial
to CES and have not being thoroughly explored yet, like using design patterns to
improve levels of CQAs. The body of knowledge presented in this SMS has consid-
erable overlap with other classes of system, thus we find it relevant to continue
exploring such related classes (e.g., hard-real time systems) and seek approaches that
can be applied to the designing of CES.
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